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NOTICE

The Integrated Baseline System (IBS) is an emergency planning and training
tool intended to supplement existing resources for emergency planning, training,
and management. IBS results must NOT be used as the sole basis for a
decision regarding public safety. Although IBS is operational, not all IBS
software/models have been verified. The assumptions of the IBS software
should be reviewed to ensure its appropriateness for an intended use.
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Preface

The Integrated Baseline System (IBS) is an emergency management planning and
analysis tool being developed under the direction of the U.S. Army Nuclear and
Chemical Agency. The ioUowing documents were developed to support system
users. The audience for each is identified.

This IBS Utilities Guide explains how you can use IBS utility programs to manage
and manipulate various kinds of IBS data. These programs include utilities
for creating, editing, and displaying maps and other data that are referenced
to geographic location. Audience: chiefly data managers but also system
managers and some emergency management planners and analysts.

The IB$ User Guide explains how to start and use the 1BS program, which is
designed to help civilian emergency management personnel to plan for and
support their responses to a chemical-releasing event at a military chemical
stockpile.(=) Audience: all users of the IBS, especially emergency
management planners and analysts.

The IBS Models Guide summarizes the IBS use of several computer models for
predicting the results of emergency situations. These include models for
predicting dispersion/doses of airborne contaminants, traffic evacuation,
explosion effects, heat radiation from a fire, and siren sound transmission.
The guide references additional technical documentation on the models when
such documentation is available from other sources. Audience: chiefly
emergency management planners and analysts, but also data managers and
system managers.

The IBS Data Management Guide provides the information needed to manage the
data files and database used to support the adn_istrative, user-environment,
database management, and operational capabilities of the IBS. Audience:
chiefly database administrators and system managers, but also emergency
management planners and analysts who want to know details of the emergency
management data.

The IBS System Management Guide defines IBS hardware and software
requirements and gives instructions for installing, upgrading, or transferring
the IBS software package. Audience: system managers.

(a) The IBS programwas developed as part of the U.S. Atmy's Chemical Stockpile EmergencyPreparedness
Program (CSEPP).
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About This Guide

Purpose
The Integrated Baseline System (IBS) is an emergency management planning and
analysis tool that was developed under the direction of the U.S. Army Nuclear and
Chemical Agency CUSA/CCA).(a) This Utilities Guide explains how to operate
individual utility programs that are supplied as a part of the IBS. These utility
programs are chiefly for managing and manipulating various kinds of IBS data and
system administration files. Many of the utilities are for creating, editing,
converting, or displaying map data and other data that are related to geographic
location. Only a few are for activities directly related to emergency management
planning.

Scope
This guide is a reference document that provides an operational description for
each IBS utility program. Procedures in other documents (such as the IBS System
Management Guide and the iBS Data Management Guide) sometimes refer you to
this guide for specific instructions about accomplishing system management and
data management tasks.

Although the utility program descriptions vary in detail, each description tells you
how to start and interact with the utility to achieve the desired results. The graphic
map display and editing utilities refer to the IBS User Guide for general concepts
you should know about using IBS graphic map displays and function menus.

This guide often refers to standard IBS fries and file formats. In general these files
and formats are not described in detail here, although the guide does include an
overview of IBS map data. For detailed descriptions of IBS data files, refer to the
1BS Data Management Guide. Some system administration files are explained in
the 1BS System Management Guide.

(a) The IBS is being developed by the Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL). PNL is operated for the U.S.
Department of Energy by Battelle Memorial Institute under contract DE-AONr-76RLO 1830.
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AboutThisGuide

Audience

Because this reference guide describes a host of IBS utility programs that are
designed for many different purposes, it is addressed to a wide range of IBS users--
from emergency management analysts and planners to IBS system managers and
database administrators. Almost all the utilities require some knowledge of
VAX/VMS computer disk directory and file conventions, if only to locate and use
the files on which the utilities operate. Utilities aimed specifically at system
managers and database administrators require a thorough knowledge of the
VAX/VMS operating system, directory structures, and files.

Organization
This guide consists of the following two sections and six appendixes:

Section 1. Introduction

What you need to know before using the IBS utilities, and how to find the
utilities that you need.

Section 2. Utility Program Descriptions

Instructions for how to operate each utillty-ordered alphabetically by the
utility names.

Appendix A. IBS Topographies (Map Layers)

A list of the names of the standard IBS topographies and the two-character
topographic codes associated with each topography.

Appendix B. IBS Attribute Dictionary

A list of the contents of the IBS attribute dictionary--the current master set of
attributes values that are used to assign physical or other descriptive features
to spatial data objects in the IBS.

Appendix C. IBS Icon Dictionary (Icon Control File)

A list of the contents of the IBS icon dictionary or icon controlfile--the current
master list of IBS icons, icon attributes, and DMS icon file names used in
displaying graphic icons on maps.

Appendix D. Map Projections in IBS Map Displays

Background about choosing how the earth's curved surface should be
displayed when translated to a two-dimensional map on your terminal screen.
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AboutThisGuide

Appendix E. IBS Privilege Listings

Tables that cross-reference IBS programs and program options with IBS user
privileges. An IBS system manager or database administrator assigns specific
user privileges to control which IBS programs and program options can be
used by each user.

Appendix F. Undocumented Utility Programs

Lists of utilities included in the system but which are NOT documented and
NOT directly used by IBS users. These are either utilities designed to be
called from other IBS programs or special utilities used by system developers.

How to Use This Guide

If you are looking for the operating instructions to a specific utility, look up the
utility in Section 2, which is organized alphabetically by the utility names.

If you are browsing to find a desired function or a utility name, use the capsule
utility descriptions in Section 1 to fred out what the utilities can do. The capsule
descriptions are grouped in overlapping task categories that can help you isolate
the function that you need.

If you are working with IBS map data or with the IBS map database, you can use
the Overview oflBS Map Data at the end of Section 1 as a brief reference on IBS
map data terms and concepts. If those topics are unfamiliar to you, refer to the
IBS Data Management Guide for detailed information.
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About This Guide

Visual Conventions

You will find the following typographic conventions in this guide.

Type Style Meaning

bold Text that you must type at the keyboard.
Example: $ NEWUSER

italic Placehoiders for information that you must
provide. Example: $ DELETEfi/ename
Here you would type the actual name of a fde
instead of the word shown in italics.

bold italic SometimeshighlightsIBS specialterms

ALL CAPITALS Directory names, fde names, program names, and
acronyms

screen text Nongraphic text that appears on the terminal
typeface screen, such as in menus and prompts.

Example: Enter a fizz name ==>

GRAPHIC MENU Menu options on graphic screen menus
TYPEFACE
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Section 1
Introduction

The Integrated Baseline System 0BS) is being developed by the Pacific Northwest
Laboratory (PNL) under the direction of the U.S. Army Nuclear and Chemical
Agency (USANCA). This IBS Utilities Guide explains how you can use the IBS
ut///t/es--the utility programs included in the system. With a few exceptions, these
utilities are programs that support the system by managing and manipulating
various kinds of IBS files--rather than by performing tasks directly related to
emergency management.

This section explains what you need to know before using the utilities and
summarizes the tasks that the utilities were designed to accomplish. To help you
fred which utilities may be useful for your tasks, this section supplies capsule
descriptions of each utility within several overlapping categories:

Tasks Accomplished Using IBS Utilities In this section see ... _:i::i;;_i_!pa_

Use independentprogramsfor riskarea analysis,resource EmergencyManagementand _;!41:

management, message tracking,and executing the D2 Planning Utilities ! _ il
dispersion hazard assessment model, i:_!!_:iiili!ii!ili
Use and monitor background programs that must be Background Programs ii!ili_.::!_:iiiiL4:,iiiiill

runningbefore the system will function properly.

Use electronic mail; assist tape file transfers; send files to General System Utilities i i!i_i!_! :
o_er IBS users ::_::::_:ili::::i_iii!_!:._i:i_ii!_.!i:i::::i:!!::!:!_!_i:i_!iiiiiii!ii!!!!i:i__:

Display IBS maps on a graphic terminal screen and edit Graphic Map Display and i::i:i;!iii::iil;6iii!!ili
the map data or associated data. Editing Utilities :i_?:!!i:ii::::iiii_i:ili:!:iii!i_:

!:.ii:.i::i!i!ii!iiiiii:i!i:::ii:.i)).:
Create individualmap data files or modify their contents. Data File Modification Utilities _i_:ii::_:_i_:ili!_:I_71_i:i::i:

Convert map data files to and from formats that can be Data File Conversion Utilities
used by the IBS. i:i!iii::i: i iiii::i:I

i :!/
Create, examine, and modify database files and database Database Administration _:ii::ilil0i!ii_::
administrationfiles. Utilities _:::::::::::

Perform qualityassurance procedures on IBS map, site, Database Quality
and offsite databases. Assurance (QA) Utilities i :::::_ :_ii;_ii:

Support system management tasks (such as creating user System Management Utilities

accounts, deleting user accounts, and creating system ::::::::i:_::_::_:::::
management Ides).

Modify certain system and data files to make earlier System Upgrade Utilities ::+::::1!15!!::::
systems compatible with a new version of the IBS. ::: :
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Tasks AccomplishedUsingIBSUtilities In thissectionsee_ !iiiii_i_agei:!i:i

Displayandreportinformationaboutvariousdatafiles, DiagnosticandReporting __i1_16_
databasesupportfiles, systemmanagementfiles,and Utilities ::i;ii_ -_:_:_-
sharedmemoryvariables.

If you are an IBS system manager or database adm/nistrator, you can find many
utilities that will help you maintain the IBS and keep it running correctly.

If you are an emergency management planner, analyst, or information manager,
you are probably most interested in the utilities that monitor or manipulate IBS
data: the emergency management and planning utilities, the graphic map display
and editing utilities, the data file modification utilities, and the database
administration utilities.

The rest of this section is divided into three parts:

• What You Need to Know Before Using the IBS Utility Programs

• Finding the Utilities that You Need (capsule descriptions)

• Overview of IBS Map Data.

What You Need to Know Before Using the IBS
Utility Programs
Before using the utility programs, you must be an authorized user with an IBS user
account set up by the system manager. Then when you log in, the system
automatically sets up your computer environment so that you have the proper
access to IBS programs, directories, and files.

IBS Privileges. You must also have the proper authorizations or 1BS prb'_legesto
use a specific utility program. Because the IBS utilities are designed for a _ide
range of users, they require a wide range of IBS user privileges. Some utilities are
for general use and require no special privilege; others are for use only by system
managers or database administrators and may also require specific VAX/VMS
privileges. If you find that you cannot use a specific utility program because you
do not have the necessary privileges, contact your IBS system manager.

Using Your Equipment. You should be familiar with the operation of your
computer terminal and with basic IBS interactions, both as deso'ibed in Section 1
of the IBS User Guide. If you plan to use utilities that display Ivaphic maps, you
must have a supported graphics terminal with an attached graphic input device
such as a mouse, joydisk, or b/t pad.
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IB$ Map Data. Many of the IBS utilities concern the use of the IBS map database
and map data. For this reason, the Overview oflBS Map Data later in this section
summarizes terms and key concepts about IBS map databases and the Digital
Mapping Structure (DMS) map data used by the IBS. For complete information
about IBS map data, refer to the IBS Data Management Guide.

Finding the Utilities that You Need
The operational descriptions of the IBS utilities are listed/n alphabetical order by
utility name in Section 2 of this guide. To point your way into Section 2, the
following sections furnish capsule descriptions of the IBS utilities within several
functional or task categories:

• Emergency Management and Planning
• Background Programs

• General System Utilities
• Graphic Map Display and Editing Utilities
• Data File Modification Utilities
• Data File Conversion Utilities
• Database Administration Utilities

• Database Quality Assurance (QA) Utilities
• System Management Utilities

• System Upgrade Utilities

• Diagnostic and Reporting Utilities.

You can browse the capsule descriptions to find out what the utilities can do and
then refer to Section 2 for more detail.

Some utilities occur in more than one category. For example, the Diagnostic and
Reporting Utilities include many utilities found in other categories. Other utilities
(such as the Data File Conversion Utilities) are restricted to a single category when
they could be considered a special subset of a broader category (such as the
Database Administration Utilities).

UndocumentedUtility Programs. For completeness, Appendix F lists other
utilities included in the system but which are NOT documented and NOT directly
used by IBS users. These are either utilities designed to be called from other IBS
programs or special utilities used by system developers.

IBS UtilitiesGuide-2/21/94 1.3
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Finding the Utilitiesthat You Need

Emergency Management and Planning Utilities

These programs duplicate or enhance emergency management support functions
found in the IBS program. For people who are using only those functions, these
utilities may be faster and more convenient to use than the full IBS program.

Utility Name Purpose / Description

D2RUN executes IBS's dispersion hazard assessment model for a
specified case of the current planning site

RMMGR (Resource Management Manager) displays maps with resource
and facility icons; enables you to update the contents of the
personnel, resourceg and facilities databases for the entire
system;duplicates features of RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
and PERSONNELMANAGEMENT in the IBS program. For
many details about the functions supported by RMMGR, see
Resource Management in the IBS User Guide.

RMMGR lqOGR (Nongraphic version of RMMGR) enables you to update the
contents of the personnel, resources, a,_d facilities databases
from a text terminal; duplicates features of RESOUFICE
MANAGEMENT and PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT in
RMMGR and in the IBS program. For many details about
the functions supported by RMMGR_NOGR, see Resource
Management in the IBS User Guide.

Background Programs

The following programs include batch processes that normally start autornaticaUy
when the computer system is started. These programs should always be running:
they are necessary for other system functions to work correctly. Only the system
manager or someone with appropriate system privileges can stop or restart these
programs. (See also FTPSTART and FTPSTOP in System Management Utilities.)

Ut_:ItyName Purpose / Description

EVENT detects data sent from the onpost system and then informs
IBS users or takes other appropriateactions

STOPEVENT stops the EVENT batch job

MAIL C (Mail Checker) checks the mail file of each IBS user once per
minute and displays mail status messages

STOPMAIL_C stops the Mail Checker batch job
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General System Utilities

The following general system utilities are of use to all IBS users and require no
special privileges. The MYTAPE utility has been added to the system as an
operating system command.

Utility Name Purpose / Description

MAILLIST enables you to use electronic mail featuresi duplicates the ma;!
features of Message Board in the IBS program

XMAIL enhances the system's electroaic mail capabilities

IBSCOPY transfers files between users over a network between
computer systems

IBSSH IBS "shell"program that provides menu access to many IBS
utilities and other programs (Some of these programs may
require special IBS privileges.)

KERM1T permits transfer and exchanges of sequential flies over
ordinarytelecommunication lines between computers

MYTAPE simplifies tape file transfers between VAX systems and
between VAX systems and other systems

SETUPTEK resets a Tektronix4Lxxterminal to default characteristics

TEKSETUP enables you to set Tektronix terminal screen background and
foreground colors

UTMXLL converts between Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM)
coordinates and longitude-latitude coordinates
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Graphic Map Display and Editing Utilities
i

These utility programs all display IBS graphic map data and require a graphic
terminal. Three of the programs-GEDIT, MPDISPLAY, and RMMGR---are
interactive programs that enable you to display, modify, and save map data or
associated information. (See also PLOTICON under Diagnostic and Reporn'ng
Utilities.)

The RMMGR program duplicates or enhances resource management support
functions found in the IBS program. For people who are using only those
functions, these utilities may be faster and more convenient to use than the full IBS
program. (See also RMMGR_NOG1L a version of RMMGR that can be used on
nongraphic terminals.)

Utility Name Purpose / Description

GEDIT provides tools for interactive graphic display and editing of
DMS files

MPDISPLAY graphicallydisplays and stores map information from the IBS
map database

PLOTDMS displays graphicdata from DMS file(s)

RMMGR (Resource Management Manager) displays maps with resource
and facility icons; enables you to update the contents of the
personnel, resources, and facilities databases for the entire
system;duplicatesfeaturesof RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
and PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT in the IBS program. For
manydetails aboutthe functionssupportedbyRMMGR,
please see Resource Management in the IBS User Guide.
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Data File Modification Utilities

You can use the following utilities to produce individual map data files and to
examine or modify their contents. Most of these utilities operate on DMS data
files; a few operate on Terrain Analysis Cell (TAC) data fries. These programs are
all text-based programs: graphic map display and editing utilities are listed
separately. Data f'de conversion utilities are also listed in a separate category.

Utility Name Purpose / Description

MAKETAC TAC File Utility: creates a TAC file with specified extents and
uniform cell values

TACLLXUTM TAC File Utility: converts TAC friesboth ways between the
longitude-latitude coordinate system and the universal
transverse mercator (UTM) coordinate system

TACFIXTAA TAC File Utility: enables you to change the TAA fdename
reference in a TAC fde

APPENDDMS appends one DMS file to another

SPLITDMS splits a DMS file into two parts: one containing objects that
have attributes and one containing objects that have no
attributes

CLIPDMS clips a specific area of data from a DMS file to create one or
more new DMS files; subdividesa DMS f'deinto new DMS
fries based on longitude-latitude steps

EXTRACT extracts selected data from a DMS file or database to create
one or more new DMS files

FLXLIM1TS enables you to change the area limits specified in the header
of a DMS fde

COLORDMS modifies a DMS f'deso that all features have one color

MODTEXTNM enables you to modify the name of the text fde referenced in
the header of a DMS file

MODATrDMS changes an attribute in a DMS file to a different attribute

ADDATrDMS adds an attribute to all objects in a DMS f'de

DECLUTFER adds a decluttering attribute to a DMS f'de

LINEAR_JOIN reads a single DMS f'dcand joins any vector strings that have
closely matching end points and common attributes

LJ_TIGER functions similarto LINEAR_JOIN, but the program is
optimized for use with DMS fdes base on TIGER data

SCALEDMS scales objects larger or smaller in a DMS fde

(continued)
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Utility Name Purpose / DescripUo-
i i Hi

SEQ2RND converts a sequential file to a random access file

SMOOTHER reduces the number of coordinate points that compose strings
in a DMS file by deleting co-linear intermediate points

THINNER reduces the number of coordinate points that compose strings
in a DMS file by deleting points that would be displayed at the
same locations
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Data File Conversion Utilities

The data conversion utilities convert map data files from one format to another,
preserving the original files and creating new files in the second format.
Reciprocal utilities for converting to and from DMS format are paired in the
following fist.

Utility Name Purpose / Description

IMPORT imports data from special text flies to IBS databases for
agencies, facilities, known points, job positions, or resources

ASCIIXDMS reads a "DMX" file (a specially formatted ASCII data fde) and

& creates a new DMS f'de

DMSXASCII reads and reports the contents of DMS flies; can create a
"DMX"formatted ASCII file

DLGXDMS reads a map data file in the USGS Digital Line Graph (DLG)

& optional format and creates one or more DMS Ides
DMSXDLG reads a DMS f'de and creates a new file in the USGS DLG

optional format

MAKEDMS creates a DMS fde from a specially formatted sequential
ASCII file

TIGERCVT For TIGER data: creates command rdes for executing the
POPXDMS, TIGERXDMS, and TBXDMS utilities

TIGERXDMS For TIGER data: creates DMS data files from TIGER/Line
data files provided by the Bureau of the Census

POPXDMS For TIGER data: creates DMS data Ides from STF1B

population data files provided by the Bureau of the Census

TBXDMS For TIGER data: creates DMS boundary data Ides from
TIGER/Line data files provided by the Bureau of the Census

USGS100KXDMS creates a DMS file from a USGS DLG standard format fde of

l:100,000-seale data (with some attribute conversion)

USGSXDMS reads data flies in USGS DLG standard format and creates

new DMS files (without attribute conversion)

DEMXTAC creates TAC Ides from USGS Digital Elevation Mapping
(DEM) data

CONTOUR produces a DMS f'de of vector contours based on cell data
from a TAC rde
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Database Administration Utilities

The foUowing utilities are for database administration tasks associated with IBS site
databases and functional databases. These include programs for creating and
modifying data-level control files and for creating, modifying, archiving, and
deleting d_tabases.

Utility Name Purpose / Description

ASCXATr creates an IBS attr/bute dict/onary from a specially formatted

& ASCII file (reverses ATTXASC)

ATYXASC creates a specially formattedASCII file from an IBS attr/bute
dictionary f'de(see ASCXATI 9

UPDATEATr enables an authorized user to update the IBS attribute
dictionary

!

CREATELIM1TS creates a binary//n_fi/e to support one topography in a DMS
database

SEELIM1TS reads and reports the contents of a binarylimit fde

SEELIMITXX creates an ASCII text version of a binary limit fde

DOSEELIMITXX runs SEELIMITXX for all topographies of an entire database

LIMITXX creates a binary limit fde for one topography of a DMS
database

DOLIMITXX runs LIMITXX for all topographies of a database

CHKICONS checks to make sure that all the icons listed in the icon control

fde (MAP$ICON$CTL) are valid

FIXCNX fixes a CASEINDEX_ATfile to match the existing case files
& for one user _CNX) or for all sites on the system

FIXCNX.BIS (FIXCNX.BIS)

HXLOG fixes corrupted log journals (or creates new ones)

NEWLOG renames the current log journals and creates new ones

MAPDBGEN extractsa portion of a map database to create a separate
"user-defined"map database

SHOWCOVER creates a DMS file showing the area covered by all flies of a
topography (all files listed in a limit file)

MAPDBUPDT enables you to update a DMS database by adding new or
modified files of topographydata

DUPSITE copy a site database ([INFOMANAGER.SITES.site])

DUPOFFSITE copy an offsite database ([OFFSITE.site])

(continued)
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Utility Name _ Purpose / Description , _

DELFTDB removes old data and resets startup values in the people
trackingdatabase used by the LOCATE program

RMMGR displaysmaps with resource and facility icons; enables you to
update the contents of the personnel, resources, and facilities
databases

RlVIMGR NOGR enables you to update the contents of the personnel,
- resources, and facilities databases from a nongraphic terminal

NEWSITE creates directories and assembles topographic, population, and
other data files for a user's s/re database

DELSITE deletes an entire site database from a user's directory

SITEBKP save or restore different sets of site data
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Database Quality Assurance (QA) Utilities

The following utilities are for database QA tasks associated with IBS map, site, and
offsite databases. These QA utilities include programs for checking, correcting,
and otherwise modifying data files or database support files. The .COM utilities
are meant to be run interactively; the .BIS and .DRV utilities are meant to be run
in batch mode. Some of these utilities run other utilities several times to cover the

directories and f'des of a database. Some of the command file utilities generate a
new .BIS file (in the top-level directory of the map database), which are meant to
be run in batch mode.

Many of these special-purpose utilities are NOT documented in detail in Section 2.
Those that ARE documented in Section 2 are marked with an asterisk (*) here.

Utility Name Purpose / Description

DB_CHK_DMS.BIS checks database for DMS fdc problems

DB DOLIMITXX.BIS runs DOLIMITXX for a DB

DB FIX_DMS_LIMITS.BIS runs DB_FIX_DMSLIMITS (auto)

FIXLIMITS_SN_xx.BIS Example: Set Sn limits to state boundary

DB_DEL_MT_DMS.DRV generates a .BIS file to delete empty DMS files

DB FIX_'DCI'_NMS.DRV generates a .BIS fdc to fix TXT names

DB CHK DMS.EXE * checks a topography or database for DMS file problems

DB_DEL MT_DMS.EXE * generates a .BIS file to delete empty DMS flies

DB_FIX DMS_LIMITS.EXE * fixes DMS limits for topo(s)

DB_FIX_TXT_NMS.EXE * generates a .BIS file to fix TXT names

DB_ASCIIXDMS.COM generates a .BIS file to convert entire DB from DMX

DB_CHK_DMS_DOC.COM p:ocesscs DB_CHK_DMS.LOG to create .DOC-% files

DB_CHKTAC.COM generates a .BIS fdc to check TAA references

DB FIX TAC.COM

DB DEL_TXT.COM generates a .BIS fde to delete unused TXT fdcs

DB_DIFF.COM Do DIFF on .BIN, .DAT, or T.DAT f'dcs

DB DMSXASCII.COM generates a .BIS file to dump entire DB to DMX/NL:

DB DXAXD.COM generates a .BIS file to fix RT/TT attributes

DB ATITREO.COM generates a .BIS f'flcto run A'ITFREQ

DBJUNK.COM generates a .BIS fde to delete junk flies

(continued)
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Ut/lity Name Purpose / Description
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DB_LJ_TIGER.COM generates a .elS file to do 1J_TIGER

DB LOOKTXT.COM generates a .BIS file to dump TXT files

DB_MAKE_CHK_DIRS.COM creates dirs under [.CHK] for all topos

DB_MOD_.COM generates a .BIS file to do MODTEXTNM

DB OFFS1TEDIFF.COM shows different files in 2 offsites
.=,.

DB_SEETXTNM.COM generates a .BIS file to do SEETXTNM

DB_SEETXTNM CHK.COM finds DMS files with weirdly named TXT files

DB SEETXTNM DOC.COM creates .DOC from .LOG file
• ,. =w

DB_SHOWCOVER.COM generates a .BIS file to do SHOWCOVER

DB SITEDIFF.COM shows different files in 2 sites
m

DBSTATDMS.COM generates a .BIS file to do STATDMS

DB WRONGTOPO.COM shows DMS in wron8 topo (not [.xx]*x_.DMS)
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System Management Utilities

The following utilities support miscellaneous system management tasks for the 1135.
For contexts concerning the use of these utilities, refer to the IB5 System
Management Guide and the IBS Data Management Guide.

Utility Name Purpose / Description
ill i i i ii lin i i ii i i _

NEWUSER creates new IBS user accounts

DELUSER deletes an IBS user account along with all the user's
directories and files

DELTREE m,Caution_: deletes (prunes) a directory tree and ALL its f'des

DEASSIGNLOG deassigns unused map logical names

INSTALLON installs IBS images (CHGOSITE, IBS..SM, XMAIL)

INSTALLOFF de-installs IBS images from the system

PDMGR changes 1BS programprivileges for IBS users

HXMSTRDIR builds a master directory list of the valid disk names, user
names, and site names on the system

SM_DUMP reads and reports the current contents of the IBS shared
memory block

SM INIT initializes the variables stored in the IBS shared memory block

SM_SET shows the currentvalues of some of the shared memory
variablesand enables you to change them

MLMGR enables an authorizedperson to add or delete names from the
system master mailing list

MLROUTE enables an authorizedperson to update the mail list fdes of
IBS systems connected by a network

FTPSTART establishes the modem link between compatible onpost and
offpost systems supporting the Chemical Stockpile Emergency
Preparedness Program (CSEPP)

FTPSTOP stops the modem link established by FTPSTART
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System Upgrade Utilities

The system upgrade utilities are designed for use on systems that are being
upgraded for a new version of the IBS. These programs modify certain system and
data files to make the files compatible with the new version of IBS. These

programs are generally intended for one-time use at the time of system upgrade or
installation: once you have upgraded the necessary files, the utilities are no longer
necessary. If your system is a new installation, you can ignore these programs
because they are used automatically during installation procedures (refer to the IB$
System Management Guide).

Utility Name Purpose / Description

FIXMAPDB converts map databases to the current format

FIXSITEDB convertssite databases to the current format

FIXATI'S combines two attributedictionaries into a single dictionary

FIXD2MSTR creates an index fde of D2 data for a site and upgrades D2
input flies to the current format

FIXIPS upgrades Implementing Procedta'e (IP) files to the current
format

r'IXKPL fixes the Known Polygons file to ensure that all user-drawn
polygons, Emergency Planning Zone polygons, and D2 plume
polygons are included

FIXOFFON fixes the file that maps the onpost site names to the
operational offpost site names

FIXOFFSITE upgrades all [OFFS1TE.v:_] directories to the current setup

FIXPD upgrades the IBS permissions fde to the current format and
content

FIXPROT sets fde and directory protections for all IBS fries and current
map database

FIXRM fixes Resource Management data for an offsite database so
that correct icons are used

FIXRSP fLXeSthe Mesorad model .RSP fries for one user (FIXRSP) or
& for all users on the system (FIXRSP_BIS)

FIXRSP BIS

FIXSETUP fixes database setup fdc in all your own sites or in aU sites on
the system

FIXVERB adds/deletes verbs to/from the systems DCLTABLES
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Diagnostic and Reporting Utilities

These utilities display and/or report informationaboutvariousparts of the IBS:
data files, database support files, system management information, and variables in
shared memory.

Utility Name Purpose / Description

RMCHK checks and reports on the completeness ot_Resource
Management data

DMSXASCII reads and reports the contents of DMS files (see
ASCIIXDMS)

DMSXDTX reads and reports the text labels and longitude-latitude
coordinates of objects in a DMS f'de

SEETXTNM reports the text (.TXT) file name referen,:ed in a DMS fde

LOOKTXT lists the contents of a DMS text file

STATDMS computes and displays summary statistics for attributes and
objects in DMS file(s)

ATTFREO calculates and displaysshows the frequency of each type of
attribute in DMS file(s)

SHOWATI' converts attributevalues (major, minor, parameter) between
decimal, hexadecimal, and octal numbers

ATTXASC creates a specially formatted ASCII file from an IBS attribute
dictionaryfile(see ASCXA'rr)

SEELIMITS reads and reports the contents of a binary//m/tfi/e

CHKICONS checks to make sure that all the icons listed in the icon control

f'de (icon dictionaryMAP$ICON$CTL) are valid

PLOTICON displays all icons specified in the icon control file

SHOWCOL displayspen numbers (Tektronix terminal colors) and their
associated colors

SHOWTEK shows Tektronix terminal characteristics

LISTCNX lists all cases for all models of the current site and how each
case is used

SHOWCNX list the case numbers for each model for a site

SHOWENV shows currentuser environment characteristicsfor an IBS user

SM_DUMP reads and reports the current contents of the IBS shared
memoryblock

SM_SET shows the current values of some of the shared memory
variables and enables you to change them
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Overview of IBS Map Data
The Integrated Baseline System (IBS) includes a geographic database and
computer programs for the storage, graphic display, and editing of map-related
data. These programs and database are the basic elements of the IBS's geographic
information system (GIS), which is used to manage and manipulate data that are
related to geographic location. These GIS functions extend into the emergency
management modeling portion of the system, where they are used to graphically
depict modeling results overlaid on site maps.

This section summarizes IBS map data concepts and terms used in many of the
utility program descriptions in Secltion 2 of this guide. For complete details on IBS
data and data management, please refer to the IBS Data Management Guide.

This overview includes the following topics:

• Map Data Terminology

• IBS Map Databases and Database Components

Map Data Terminology

The following paragraphs def'me IBS map data terms that you should understand.

• Digital Mapping Structure (DMS) -- Digital Mapping Structure is the data file
format used to store graphic data for use by the IBS mapping functions (such
as the MPDISPLAY map display program and the GEDIT graphic editing
program). DMS Ides typically contain line or irregular point data depicting
topographic features (such as boundaries, railroads, or hospitals) at particular
longitude-latitude locations. DMS files have ".DMS" as the file name
extension. For more information on DMS tiles and format, see the IBS Data
Management Guide.

• Graphic data structures -- DMS f'descan describe several kinds of point-vector
graphic data structures for depicting map da.taitems. These include:

• points (zero-dimensional locations)
• line segments (one-dimensional lines between two points)
• strings (connected series of line segments)
• polygons (closed strings)
• complexpolygons (multiple polygons)
• composite strings (strings, polygons, and complex polygons).

• IBS Map Database -- The IBS map database for your site is a DMS database
that contains site geographic information for shared use by all users. The
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d_tab_,se is generated by consolidating geographic information from various
national, state, and local sources. For detailed information on the IBS map
database, please refer to the IB5 Data Management Guide.

• Icon -- Icons are gr_,phicfigures that can be associated with a particular point
on a map. They always appear at a constant viewing size, regardless of the
map scale. They provide a consistent means of representing facilities,
resources, or any repeating topographic features that occur at point locations.
A standard set of icons is available for use in the IBS.

• Terrain Analy,_'isCell (TAC) data -- This is the n_me of the data file format
used to store ce//data, which are numeric values associated with the cells of a
regularly spaced grid. The only TAC data in the IBS map database is
elevation data. The utilities that support the use of TAC elevation files are
MPDISPLAY, GED1T, DEMXTAC, and CONTOUR. TAC data sets (.TAC
and .TAA files) are clef'reedin the IBS Data Management Guide.

• Topography -- In general terms, a topography is a graphic description of a
geographic region. In the IBS, a topography (or map layer) is a set of DMS
data files for depicting map features that have a common theme. For
example, "railroads," "streams,"and "water bodies" are all different
topographies used by the IBS map database.

IBS Map Databases and Database Components

IBS geographic map databases store graphic data that represent geographic
features at specific longitude-latitude locations. These databases use the Digital
Mapping Structure (DMS) file format and software developed by the Pacific
Northwest Laboratory.

You do NOT need to know about the detailed structure of an IBS map database to
display maps or map-related data. However, if you plan to examine, copy, or edit
specific data, refer to the following summary of DMS database components.
Details on actual DMS f'fleand data structures are described in the IBS Data

Management Guide. The rest of this section includes the following topics:

• Map Database Directories and Files
• Attributes and Attribute Dictionary.
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0
Map Database Directories and Files

A map database consists of special support files and data files distributed within
various subdirectories of an overall database directory. Figure 1.1 illustrates the
basic directory structures and files in an IBS map database. (Although several
other structures and files support a map database, these are the basic ones.)
Specific directory and file names are shown in upper-case letters. Variable parts of
file names and directory names are shown in lower-case letters.

[map]-- Main databasedirectory
SETUPDB.COM SetupControlFile
TOPOCTL.FIL TopographyControlFile
TOPODESC.FIL TopographyDescriptlon FiI•

-- [.ATT]_ ATTRIBDIC.BIN AttributeDictionary
-- [.ICON]"l--" ICON.CTL Icon ControlFile

h---iconnan_.DMS icon data file

• (multipleicon data files)

m [.aa] _ LIMITaa.BIN TopographyLIMIT File
datanameaa.DMS DMS topographydata file
textname.TXT text data file

• (multipleDMS topography
• and text data files)

[.EL] ,, I LIMITEL.BIN TopographyLIMIT file for
the elevation topography

datanameEL.TAC elevation header file
datanameEL.TAA elevation data file

• (multiple elevation
• header and data files}

m [.bb] m • (multipleDMS topography
[.cc]m • directories)

-- [.dd]--"

Figure 1,1. IBS Map Database Directories and Files

The components of a map database (as depicted in Figure 1.1) are the following:

• [map] The main (top-level) directory of the database. This may
be a root directory or any subdirectory.

• SETUPDB.COM Setup controlfi/e. This is a command file that assigns
logical names so that the fries of the DMS database can be
accessed by the IBS software.
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• TOPOCTL.FIL Topographycontrolfile. This control file contains the
number and names of DMS file "cover maps"that depict
one or more geographic areas within the database.

• TOPODESC.FR, Topographydescriptionfile. This control file lists the
different topographies and the database directories where
the topographic data reside.

• [map.ATl_ Attribute dictionary directory. This directory contains the
attr/bute d/ct/onary referenced by the database.

• ATrRIBDIC.BIN Attribute dictionary. This is the binary file that defines the
attributes that can be assigned to objects in a DMS file.

• [map.ICON] Icon directory. This directory contains the icon controlfile
referenced by the database.

• ICON.CTL Icon dictionary or icon controlfi/e. This ASCII file contains
a fist of the available icons and the names of the icon data
files needed to draw each icon.

• iconname.DMS Icon data fi/e. This is a DMS file that contains the graphic
data for one icon figure. Only the graphic description is
contained in an icon data file. Specific location
information is associated with icon seed point,v, which are
stored in the topography data files.

• [map.x_] Topographysubdirectories. Each of these subdirectories
contains all the data for one of the topographies listed in
the topography description file. The name of the
subdirectory is a two-letter topograph/c code assigned to
that topography (see Topographic Codes on the next page).

• LIMITxx.BIN TopographyLimitfile. This binary file specifies the names
and geographic extents of all the DMS files (or TAC files)
that make up the topography in that subdirectory.

• datanamexx.DMS Topographydata file (one or more files of DMS topogra-
phic data in the subdirectory). The front part of the f/le
name may be any descriptive name, but most file names
end in "xx.DMS"where the two-letter topographic code is
substituted for xx.

• dataname.TXT Text data file. These fries contain text labels or
supplementary text information about features within
DMS files. The DMS files contain no text but do contain
the name of a separate text data file.
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• datanarneEL.TAC TAC hmderfde. This file is the first part of a TAC data
set. It contains information about the cell data stored in
the .TAA file.

• datanarneEL.TAA TAC data file. This file is the second part of a TAC data
set. It contains the cell data described in the .TAC file.

More detailed descriptions and examples of these database components are
supplied in the IBS Data Management Guide.

Topographic Codes. Each topography is associated with a two-letter topographic
code that is used in the topography subd/rectory and data file names. For example,
AB signifies administrative boundary data. The administrative boundary data
would reside in the [map.AB] subdirectory and consist of files named
filenameAB.DMS. (The exception to this rule is the elevation topography, which
would reside in the [map.ELI subdirectory and consist of files named
filenameEL.TAC and lilenameEL.TAA.) The topographic codes for standard IBS
topographies are listed in Appendix A.

Attributes and Attribute Dictionary

Topographic data in DMS files are geographically defined by longitude-latitude and
topologically defined as points or composite strings. Further database description of
DMS data items is accomplished through attributes. Attributes are numeric values
used to describe data items or some characteristic of data items. The main

attribute values are the following three numbers:

• a Mqlor attribute code (to indicate a major topographic group)
• a Minor attribute code (tO indicate a feature within the group)
• a Parameter value (which may supply data about the specific feature).

These attribute values are often depicted as three numbers separated by
semicolons: Major;Minor;Parameter. For example, 1;560;100 indicates a Major
code of 1, a Minor code of 560, and a Parameter value of 100.

A special file called an attr/bute d/ct/onary defines the meaning of each Major;Minor
pair of attribute codes by associating the codes with a text description. For
example, the attribute dictionary defines the following attribute code pairs:

Major Minor Description

1 0 HYDROGRAPHY

1 560 Lakeor pond(permanent)(decameters)

The Major code of I indicates the major topographic group, hydrography. Notice
in the second example that the parameter value is defined in parentheses at the
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end of the text description. Attribute codes may be specified without a parameter
value; some attribute codes do not even have a parameter value defined. For
example, the attribute dictionary defines 1;500 as just "Aqueduct."

The attribute dictionary for the standard IBS map database is listed in Appendix B.

Up to 15 attributes (Major;Minor;Parameter sets) can be assigned to a particular
composite string or point in a DMS file. The attributes of a composite string
usually identify the string as representing a topographic feature. The attributes of
a point can identify that point as:

• an icon seed point: the location of an icon

• a text seed point: the location of a piece of text

• an Reinpoint: a point location that has only attributes without being
associated with particular graphics or text.

Text attributes point to the location of text in a text data file. Any DMS data item
can have text associated with it through its attributes. The name of the text data
file is stored in the DM$ file header, the initial portion of the DMS graphics file.

The MPDISPLAY documentation in Section 2 explains how you can view the
attributes of items on the screen or use attributes as selection criteria for items to
be displayed. For example, you can choose to display all lakes, only permanent
lakes, or just permanent lakes that are smaller than 100 decameters across (see
Attn'bute Functions in the description of MPDISPLAY).

The GEDIT documentation in Section 2 explains how you can assign attribute
codes to data items (see Attribute Menu in the description of GEDIT).
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Utility Program Descriptions

This section explains the operation of individual mS utility programs.

How the Program Descriptions are Organized
The program descriptions in this section appear in alphabetical order by utility
name. We expect that you are looking up utilities named in other documents or in
Section 1 of this guide. If you are browsing to find a desired function or a utility
name, refer to the capsule descriptions of each utility, in Section 1. The capsule
de_'riptions there are grouped in general task categories.

Starting and Using the Utility Programs
Startup commands are always specified in the utility program description. To start
one of the utilities (in general), type the name of the utility at the VAX system
prompt (which is often the dollar sign, $) and then press the RETURN key:

$ utilityname < RETURN >

In this guide the $ symbol is used to represent the VAX system prompt.

A few of the utilities require that you enter a complete command string instead of
just the utility name. For example:

$ RUN IEMISSEXE:utiliO_ne < RETURN> (for some program files)
or $ RUN IEMISSQA:utilityname < RETURN> (for database QA programs)
or $ @IEMISSEXE:utiliO_zme <RETURN> (for some command files)

IBS Shell. Many IBS utilities are available as options on menus presented by the
IBS Shell utility (I:BSSH). The menus supply short descriptions of the included
utilities, and you can start the utilities by typing option numbers rather than the
utility names. Because it requires time to start the IBS Shell and use the menus,
you may find it faster to use individual utilities if you already know the utility
names. See the description of IBSSH in this document.
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Examplesof Interactions. The programdescriptionsusuallyincludeexamplesof
program prompts and user responses. A sequenceof interactions maybe boxed
like this with simulatedresponsesshownin bold typeface:

Example:
i i i ' i ill i il ill i iiii ill

I |

$ ASCIIZDNS
Enter input DMS file name (DMS) -=> MYFILE
Enter output list file name (DMX) [TT:] -,,>MYFILE

I i iiil i II i i i

DefaultValues and FileNames. Defaultresponsestoprogram promptsmay
appearinbracketsattheend of theprompt. To use thisdefault,justpress
R_TUR/_ insteadofenteringthevalue.When a utilityasksyou toenterthename

of a DMS f_e(orany otherfilethathas a sp_ificf_e name extensionin
parentheses--.DMS,.TXT, .BIN,.DLG, etc.),you can enterthefilename without

theextension:theappropriateextensionisassumed or appended tothef'tlename
automatically.
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ADDATTDMS

The ADDATIDMS utility is a data file modification utility that enables you to add
attributes to selected objects/n a DMS data file. A new DMS file with the
attribute additions will be generated.

What You Need to Know Before Using ADDATrDMS

The general process is to specify the name of the input DMS file, a name for the
output DMS file, a Boolean logical expression that specifies DMS records in the
old DMS file, and new attributes to be added to these records in the new DMS file.

The Boolean expression specifies a combination of attributes. All objects having
those attributes are selected to have the new attributes in the new DMS file. The
Boolean expression can be formed from the following list of operators and symbols:

Functional
Operator/ Symbol Description Example

^ [caret] logicalAND a%
V [capitalVee] logicalOR aVb
- [hyphen] logicalNOT -a
: [colon] rangespecifier a:b

; [semicolon] major;minor 1;10
code separator

[comma] item separator a,b,c

i [leftparenthesis] grouping a,CoVc)
) [fightparenthesis]

The attribute codes are Combined with these symbols to create Boolean logical
expressions.

Examples:
4;5:4;100 indicates all data items having an attribute with a

Major code of 4 and a Minor code of 5 to 100
(inclusive)

6;13"(4;5:4;100) indicates all data items having an attribute with a
Major code of 6 and a Minor code of 13 AND (as
well as) having an attribute with a Major code of 4
and a Minor code of 5 to 100 (inclusive)

(examples continued)
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5;8V(6;13^(4;5:4;100)) indicates any data items having an attribute with
EITHER a Major code of 5 and a Minor code of 8
OR the same code specifications as the previous
example.

Adding New Attributes to a DM, File with ADDATTDMS
i

To start the utility, enter ADDATI'DMS at the system prompt. The following is an
example of using this ut_ty. In the example, the Boolean expression selects all
data items that have attributes with a major code of 6 and a minor code of 13 but
NOT a major code of 4 and minor codes of 5 or 6. To these data items in a new
file, the utility adds attributes with a major code of 4, minor codes of 5 and 6, and
parameter values of 0.

, Example:
Illl I II J J Ill I Illlll IIiB

$ ADDATDMS

Enter the input data file: BWIRT.DMS
Enter the output data file: HWI2RT.DM$
Enter attribute selection criteria

(Boolean Expression required) > 6;13"-(4;5s4;6)

Enter attributes to add to record - ^Z to stop.

Major, Minor, Parameterz 4,5,0
Major, Minor, Parameters 4,6,0

Major, Minor, Parameters <CTRL Z>

Enter the input data file: <CTRL Z>
$

i I IIIIIIII III II i

You are prompted for major, minor, and parameter values for the attributes to be
added until you press CTRL-Z. When you press CTRL-Z to quit adding those
values, ADDATrDMS begins another iteration of the same process, prompting for
an input data file. Continue through as many iterations as you wish.

To exit, press CTRL-Z at the "Enter input data file:" prompt.
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APPENDDMS

The APPENDDMS utility appends one DMS file to another to create a new DMS
file that contains the data from both files. You can use APPENDDMS to merge a
set of small DMS files together to create a single file. It is most often used to
consolidate a group of common DMS files to create a new topography that can be
output using IBS map display software, such as MPDISPLAY.

Appending One DMS File to Another wlth APPENDDMS

To start the utility, just enter APPENDDMS at the system prompt. A new version
of the 'appended to' file is always created. For example:

iiii I i ii i i i iiiiiiiii iiii iii iiii i iiii iii iii ii|

$APPENDDNS
APPEND F£1e > LITTLE.DNS
To > BZG.DNS

| , , ,, I

This interaction causes a new version of BIG.DMS to be created with the data

from LI'Iq'LE.DMS appended to it.

An example of how you can display the combined file is to change the file's name
to match a topography of a "stored region" that was created using MPDISPLAY or
GEDIT. You can then use MPDISPLAY to retrieve and display the stored region
and the new topography.
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ASCIIXDMS

The ASCIIXDMS utilitycreatesa DMS filefroma standardASCIIdatafilewhen
the ASCII file has the proper "DMX"file format. Such an ASCII file could be
created by a query from a DMS database, by a data conversion program (such as
DMSXASCII), or by entering the data manually. For example, you can use the
DMSXASCII utility to create an editable ASCII file from a DMS data file. After
editing the ASCII file, you can use ASCHXDMS to create a DMS data file from
the edited ASCII file.

What You Need to Know Before Using ASCIIXDMS

The key to using ASCHXDMS is being certain that the ASCII source fie is
properly formatted. To see the format of a DMX-formatted ASCllfile, you can use
the DMSXASCII utility to read a DMS file and produce its ASCII equivalent: a
DMX file (see DMSXASCII). To understand what information is included in a
DMX-formatted ASCII file, you can also use the DMSXASCII utility to produce a
commented ASCII file that identifies the included numeric data.

The following paragraphs summarize the contents of a DMX file. For detailed
information on the DMX file format, refer to the IBS Data Management Guide.

The first record of the DMX file contains the path and name of the text fife that
will be associated with the new DMS file if DMS text files are created. The name
of the text f'de must have 12 characters or less, including a .TXT extension. An
example of a valid _ext file name is NEWDATA:i'XT: it is 11 characters long and
has the correct extension. If the text file is associated with a map database
topography file in MAP$DATASrr, then the path and name should be specified as
Tg_:texrfilename where xx is the two-character topographic code.

The rest of the DMX file contains hfformation that describes the graphical data
types and attributes to be converted to DMS format. The information for one data
type (point, line, or polygon), its associated attributes, and location (longitude-
latitude) requires more than one record. These records are ordered as follows:

1. data type header (always)

2. attributes ( )

3. text information (if the data type is text)

4. polygon descriptors (if the data type is a complex polygon)

5. data points (always).
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The commented output from the DMSXASCII utility lists the data type definition
required by the ASCIIXDMS utility.

Note: You must NOT use commented output from DMSXASCII as input
to the ASCIIXDMS utility. If you wish to modify a DMS file by
converting it to DMX-formatted ASCII form, editing the DMX file,
and then converting it back to DMS form, use only uncommented
output from DMSXASCII.

Creating a DMS FiFefrom a DMX ASCII File with ASCIIXDMS

The following example sequence would convert the ASCII data stored in the file
called "MYFILE.DAT' to DMS format, creating a file called "NEWFILE.DMS":

Example:
1 II I lii i li i I I ill lil Ili I i

SASCIIZDMS
Enter name of input ASCII file (DMX) --> MYFILE.DAT

Enter name of output DMS file (DMS} [MYFILE.DMS] ==> NEWFILE.DMS

Enter name of output TXT file (TXT) [MYFILE.TXT] ==> NEWFILE.TXT

* * * MSG: # of Records processed: 534
* * * MSG: Done

ill I iiii I II lii I

The ASCIIXDMS utility asks you to specify the following items:

name of input This is the name of the special DMX.formatted ASCII
ASClIfil, file that ASCIIXDMS will read. If you do not specify a

file name extension, the .DMX file extension is
assumed. CTRL-Z cancels the program at this point.

name of output This is a name for the new DMS file. If you do not
DMS file specify a file name extension, the .DMS extension is

used. Instead of entering the output file name, you can
also give the following keyboard responses:

Your Response Result / Comments

RETURN Uses the same name as the ASCII
file but with the .DMS extension.

CTRL-Z Cancels the program at this point.

name of output This is a name for the new TXT file. If you do not
TXTfi/e specify a file name extension, the .TXT extension is

used. As above, you have options either to use the
ASCII file name with a .TXT extension or to cancel.
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ASCXATT

The ASCXATT utility reads an ASCII text file version of an mS attribute dictionary
file and creates the binary attribute dictionary file. The binary form of the file is
used to assign physical or other descriptive features to topographic data in the IBS.
A complementary utility, ATTXASC, reverses the process to produce an ASCII
version of the binary file. A database administrator can modify the ASCII
attribute dictionary file and then convert the ASCII file back into binary form by
using the ASCXATI" utility. This is a means of modifying the attribute dictionary.

What You Need to Know Before Using ASCXATI"

The utilitypromptsyou to specifyonlytwo items:

input ASCllfile name This is the name of the ASCII attribute dictionary
file. The extension .BIX is the IBS convention for

an ASCII file translated from a binary attribute
dictionary.

output Dictianaryfile name TIKsis the name of the binary attribute dictionary
file to be created. The IBS master attribute
dictionary is ATrRIBDIC.BIN, which is located in
the MAPSATTRIB directory.

Creating a Binary Attribute Dictionary File from an ASCII File

To start the utility, enter ASCXATI' at the system prompt. In the following
sequence,ASCXATTproducesa binary attr_ute dictionaryfile,ATTRIBDIC.BIN.

I Illl II Illl Ill Illl Illl

S ASC_
Enter input ASCII file name [ATTRIBDIC.BIX] =ffi> ASCIIfilename

Enter output Dictionary file name [MAPSATT... ] _ffi><RETURN>

* * * MSG: # Attributes : nnnn

! I $ I I II II II Hl

Results of Using ASCXATT

This produces a binary attribute dictionary file that contains the attribute codes
(major code, minor code, parameter value) and other data for each item in the
specified attribute dictionary. For details of the attribute dictionary file formats,
see the descriptions of ATI'RIBDIC.BIX and ATTRIBDIC.BIN in the IBS Data
Management Guide.
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ATTFREQ

The ATI'FREQ utility is a diagnostic and reporting program that writes a report
listing the frequency of attributes in one or more DMS files.

What You Need to Know Before Using ATTFREQ

You may analyze either a single DMS file or specify a binary limit file containing
multiple DMS filenames. Limit files are found in the map database directories,
which are named by the convention MAPSDATA$=, where xx is a two-character
code that identifies a topography (map layer). The limit file is named
LIM1T_.BIN, where _ is the topographic code.

Reporting the Frequency of Attributes in DMS File(s)

Before you start, move to the directory that contains the DMS file(s) you wish to
analyze: $ SET DEFAULT [directoryname]

To start the utility, enter ATTFREQ at the system prompt. The following
interactions are an example of analyzing one DMS file.

I I !
I •

$ t,_razg
use a data base 1L,nit file? [N] ==> N
Enter input DMS file name (DMS) -=> TESTRT.DMS
Enter output report file name (FRQ) [TT:] --> <RETURN>

DMS: TESRT.DMS

MAJOR MINOR # OCCURRENCES
5 51 7
5 52 65
5 54 65
5 56 28
5 100 74
5 170 3
5 175 19

I _ ill i II I I lii I

If you answer Y, to use a database limit file, AT'rFREQ displays the following

prompt instead of"Enter input DMS file name":

Enter data base limits file name (BIN) -->

Enter the name of the binary limit file that contains the names of the DMS files
for which you want attribute frequency reports.
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When asked for the output file name, you can display the report on the terminal
screen by pressing RETURN instead of entering the file name. L.

The attribute frequency report contains the major and minor attribute codes and
the number of occurrences for each combination.
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ATTXASC

The ATTXASC utility reads a binary IBS attr_ute d/ct/onary file and creates a
ASCII text file version of the same information, which you easily read or edit. The
attribute dictionary, ATTRIBDIC.BIN, identifies and interprets the attributes of
objects in a DMS database. A database administrator can modify the ASCII
attribute dictionary file and then convert the ASCII file back into binary form by
using the ASCXATT utility. This is a means of modifying the attribute dictionary.

What You Need to Know Before Using ATrXASC

The utility prompts you to specify only two items:

input dictionary file name This is the name of the binary attribute dictionary
file. The IBS master attribute dictionary is
ATTRIBDIC.BLN, which is located in the
MAP$ATTRIB directory.

outputfde name This is the name of the ASCII file to be created.
If you do not specify a file name, the name
ATI'RIEDIC.BIX is used. The extension .BIX is
the IBS convention for an ASCII file translated
from a binary attribute dictionary.

Creating an ASCII Version of a Binary Attribute Dictionary

To start the utility, enter AITXASC at the system prompt. The following example
sequence produces an ASCII file named ATI'CODES.BIX.

$ A_x_sc
Enter input dictionary fLle name [_A_SATT... ] ==>
DL%P$ATTRIB =ATTRIBDIC. BIN

Enter output file name [ATTRIBDIC.BIX] ==> ATTCODES.BIZ
* * * MSG: # Attributes: nnnn

IIIII I IIII I II I I

Results of Using ATrXASC

This produces an ASCII file that lists the attribute codes (major code, minor code,
parameter value) for each item in the specified attribute dictionary. Also listed are
the default pen type, default line type, decluttering code, and decluttering scale
factor for each item. You can edit this ASCII file so that it can be used as input to
the ASCXAq?T or DECLUTIER utilities. For details of the ASCII attribute
dictionary file format, see ATTRIBDIC.BIX in the 1BS Data Management Guide.
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CHKICONS

The CHKICONS utility checks to make sure that all the icons listed in the/con
dictionary (MAP$ICON$CTL) are valid. The icon dictionary is also referred to as
the icon control file.

Validating the icon Dictionary with CHKICONS

To execute this program, enter CHKICONS at the system prompt.

If an icon specified in the icon control file does not exist, CHKICONS displays the
code of the error that occurred, the major and minor codes listed for the icon, the
icon description, and the name of the icon file listed. When CHKICONS
completes its check of the entire icon control file, it prints out the number of icons
processed.
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CLIPDMS

The CLIPDMS utility enables you to subdivide a single DMS data file based on
fixed longitude-latitude step sizes, creating one or more new DMS files that each
contain part of the data from the original DMS file. This utility is useful when you
need to create a DMS database from a single large data file, or when you wish to
extract a particular area from within a given file. CLIPDMS is a text program and
can be executed from a nongraphic terminal.

What You Need to Know Before Using CLIPDMS

You can use CLIPDMS in two ways: 1) you can create a single DMS file that is
"clipped" from a larger DMS file, or 2) you can create multiple DMS files, each
clipped to the same area extents. In the first ease you must know the longitude-
latitude ex*ents of the area that you want to clip. In the second ease, you must
know a starting longitude-latitude and decide on a fixed longitude-latitude step size
for subdividing the original DMS file.

Creating Area Component Files from a DMS File with CLIPDMS

To start the utility, enter CLIPDMS at the system prompt. The utility begins by
asking whether a single area is to be selected:

I II I II II II ' I III I III I I I II IIll n i

$CLIPDMS

Is a single area to be selected >
I ........ I

If youwantto create a single file,answer Y.
If you want to create several files, answer N.

Clipping a Single Area File from a DMS File

If you choose to create a single file, CLIPDMS prompts you for input and output
file names followed by the longitude-latitude extents of the area to be selected.
The following example illustrates the creation of a file called NEWMAP.DMS
covering longitude -110 to -108 and latitude 42 to 43.5 from a file called
BIGMAP.DMS.
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I
| •

$CLIPDMS
Is a single area to be selected • yes
Enter Input File Name • BIGMAP.DMS
Enter Output File Name >NEWMAP.DMS

Enter LIMITS XN,XX,YN,YX • -110, -108, 42, 43.5

Clipping Multiple Area Files from a DMS File

If you choose to CUt the DMS file into several smaller area files, CLIPDMS
prompts you for the input filename, a five-character designator that all new files
will use as the basis for their names, the starting longitude-latitude for file creation,
and the longitude-latitude step sizes to be used when determining the limits of the
new files. For example, the following sequence subdivides the file BIGMAP.DMS
(spanning the area of-105 to -90 longitude and 34 to 45 latitude) into multiple
files, each containing data for 1 degree of longitude and 1/2 degree of latitude.

m ii iiiii i

$CLIPDMS
Is a single area to be selected • no
Enter Input filename > BIGMAP.DMS
Enter 5 character File Designator • NEWMP
Enter Starting Longitude, Latitude • -105, 34

Enter Longitude, Latitude step sizes • 1, .5
B g

IIIII H Ill

The ira'stfile created (NEWMPOOO1.DMS) will then contain data clipped to
(-105, -104) degrees longitude and (34, 34.5) degrees latitude. Subsequent files are
created until the complete extent of BIGMAP.DMS is covered. When CLIPDMS
creates multiple files in this way, it also creates a binary limit file (LIMIT.BIN) that
can be used if the new files are intended to be topography files for a DMS
database. The limit file is a support fde that lists the names and extents of a set of
DMS topography files. (See CREATELIMrrs.)
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COLORDMS

The COLORDMS utility modifies all features within a DMS file such that they will
be displayed using a single color.

Converting DMS File Features to a Single Color with COLORDMS

To start the utility, enter COLORDMS at the system prompt. The program
requests that you enter the input filename, output filename, and pen number
(color) to be used during display. For a list of pen numbers and their colors, use
the SHOWCOL utility.

Example:
I I II IllIII

II •

$COLOm)MS
Enter Input File,_ame> OLDI.DMS
Enter Output Filename > NEWI.DM$
Enter New Pen Number > 6
Enter Input Filename • OLD2.DMS
Enter Output Filename > NEW2.DMS
Enter New Pen Number > ?
Enter Input Filename > <CTRL-Z>

! lI IIII{ I I II

In thisexample,COLORDMS creates_WI.DMS and _W2.DMS from
OLDI.DMS and OLD2.DMS. AU pen numbers in_WI.DMS aresetequ_ to6
and aU pen numbers inNEW2.DMS aresetequalto7.

When you are finished, press CTRL-Z to end the repeating sequence of prompts.
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CONTOUR

The CONTOUR utility produces a DMS-format file of vector contours based on
cell data from a Terrain Analysis Cell (TAC) file. The purpose of the program is
to provide displayable vector contours that represent isopleths of the cell data for
use by models in the system. At present this utility is used only for the contouring
of elevation data as provided by the USGS.

What You Should K_.ow Before Using CONTOUR

Before starting the utility, set the default directory to the directory where the TAC

data reside:

$ SET DEFAULT direcgoryname

CONTOUR must be executed from the directory where the TAC data resides or
else the TAC data may not be read correctly. Usually this directory will be
MAP$DATASEL: where the IBS elevation data resides.

Program Input. The primary input to CONTOUR is a TAC data set (a .TAC file
and a .TAA file). The TAC format is described in the Data Management Guide.

Creating a Vector Contour File from a TAC File with CONTOUR

To start the utility, just enter CONTOUR at the system prompt. The program then
prompts you to enter several items:

* the name of an input TAC file (including the .TAC file name extension)
• the name of an output file (including the .DMS file name extension)
e the elevation intervals (changes in elevation) between contour lines
• the color of contour lines.

See the following page for an example of using CONTOUR

Results of Using CONTOUR

CONTOUR produces one DMS-format file of vectors representing elevation
contours. The utility also displays statistics on the minimum and maximum cell
values (elevations) found in the input f'de, and on the size of the vector strings
produced in the output f'de. The longest vector string currently allowable in the
system is 15000 points. If the longest string is more than 15000, CONTOUR
breaks the contour into separate strings of 15000 points (or fewer) and displays a
message that tells you this.
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The following is an example of using CONTOUR. See the notes below for
information about special places in the sequence.

Example:
I li I I I I I i I Ilill i$ •

$ cor_'otnt
Enter name of TAC file to contour -ffi> Dg_,0674.T&C
Enter name of output DMS file --> DMA0674.DMS
* * * MSG: Reading data...
Minimum elevation" 0.000000000000000
Maximum elevation: 2#0.00000

Average elevatlon= 224.23000
(a) Contour at regular intervals? IN] =-> Y

Enter starting elevation ==> 10
Enter ending elevation -=> 210
Enter elevation interval [100] --> 50

Contour level 1 is 60.000000
Contour level 2 is 110.000000
Contour level 3 is 160.000000
Contour level 4 is 210.000000

* * * MSG= Default line color= WHITE

Change the line color? [N] ==> Y
(b) All lines the same color? [Y] ==> Y

1 = RED 5 _ MAGENTA
2 - GREEN 6 _ CYAN
3 _ BLUE 7 _ WHITE
4 = YELLOW

Select the line color you want ==> 6

(c) * * * MSG: Done

(a) If you enter N to choose irregular intervals, the program asks you to enter
"contour levels" (elevations) one at a time:

Enter contour level I (<CR>fDone) -=>

After you enter a contour level value, the program prompts for the next
contour level (2, 3, etc.) until you finish by pressing RETURN.

(b) If you enter N to choose differing line colors, the program lists your color
options and asks you to select a line color for each interval, one at a time:

Select line color for interval 1 -=> (and so on)

(c) If for some reason the program creates an object that is NOT a polygon, you
will see a message that identifies the object number (nnn) in the DMS file:

• * * MSG: Not a polygon: nnn
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CREATELIMITS

The C]_TELIk'_ utility createsa binary//m/t _ (LIMIT, o:.BIN), whichis a
databasesupportfile that mustbe locatedin eachtopography(map layer)
subdirectory of a DMS geographic database. It specifies the names and geographic
extents of all the topographic data files in the subdirectory (where "xx"is the two-
character code for that topography and 'alsothe subdirectory name). In general,
CREATELIMITS is used only when you are creating a special user-defined
topography for an existing DMS database.

To see what information is included in a particular binary limit file, you can use the
SEELIMITS utility.

Whet You Need to Know Before Using CREATELIMITS

The utility creates the binary limit file in your default directory. Before using
CREATELIMITS, set the default directory to the topography subdirectory where
the DMS (or TAC) topography files are located. For example, the following
command sets the default directory to the WB or "water bodies" topography
subdirectory of the current DMS database:

$ SET DEF_UL_g_mSD_T_$_m

For CREATELIMFI'S to do its job, you must also supply the utility program with
the names of the topography data files. You can do this in one of two ways:

• Specify the names of the data files individually at the keyboard.
OR

• Specify the name of a separate file that contains a list of the data file names.

If there are only a few data files, you may prefer to enter the file names directly.
If there are many data f'des, it might be more practical to create a list of the data
file names, which CREATELIMITS would then read. The list file is just an ASCII
text list of the data f'denames with one file name on each line record of the list.

Creating a Binary Limit file with CREATELIMITS

The following examples show how to create a binary limit file in the default "water
bodies" topography subdirectory (MAPSDATASWB), which contains two data files,
LAKE.DMS and RIVER.DMS.
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Entering Data File Names Directly

This exampleshowshow to create a binarylimitfile, LIM1TWB.B1N,by directly
enteringthe namesof the topographydata files at the keyboard.

Example:
- Ill IIIll Ill I I I II
| |

$ C._lmTELIIIITS
ENTER NAME OF FILE CONTAINING DATA FILE NAMES > TTs
LAKE. DM8 <RETURN>

RIVER. DMS <RETURN>
<CTRL-Z>

2 FILES READ
i I II I II I I ' I IIillli i

1. To start the utility, just enter CREATELIMITS at the system prompt.

2. When CREATELIM1TSprompts for the name of a file, enter "IT:instead.

CREATELIMITSthen accepts entries from the keyboard.

3. Enter the names of each data file, followingeach name with a carriage return.

4. To finish the list of file names, press CTRL-Z.

Using a List of Data File Names

This exampleshowshow to create a binarylimit file, LIM1TWB.BIN,given a file
(T.DAT) containing the list of DMS (or TAC) files in the topography. In this
example T.DAT contains the names of two files,LAKE.DMSand RIVER.DMS.

I Ill II Ill I I i

$ CREATELIMITS
ENTER NAME OF FILE CONTAINING DATA FILE NAMES > T

2 FILES READ
II •

il iil lii II li

Results of Using CREATELIMITS

For theseexamples,CREATEL[Mr]'swouldcreatea binaryfile, LII_TWB.BIN,
that specifiesthe names and geographicextents of LAKE.DMSand RIVER.DMS.
To see what information is included in a particularbinary limit file, you can use the
SEELIMITSutility.
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D2RUN

The D2RUN utility supports the use of D2, the Army's modeling program for
predicting the downwind hazard associated with the release of a chemical agent.
The D2RUN utility runs a specified D2 case in the current planning site, producing
several supporting files in addition to the model output files. You can examine
these files to follow D2 case execution or to diagnose case modeling problems.

What You Need to Know Before Using D2RUN I

This utility works only with D2 cases for the current planning site. It ,es NOT
work for operational sites. If you wish to use D2RUN on a shared site (one that
the information manager can select as the operational site by using the CHANGE
SITE option in the IBS program), then the information manager must run the
utility on the given site in planning mode.

You must supply the number of the D2 case that you wish to execute. To see a list
of case numbers for the given site, use either the LISTCNX or SHOWCNX
utilities.

Executing a D2 Case with D2RUN

To execute this utility, enter D2RUN nan at the system prompt, where nnn is the
case number.

No further interaction is necessary. The specified D2 case for the current site will
be executed. As the case is executed, you will see status messages similar to those
in the following example for case 008.

Example:

L III Ill II

$ D2RUN 008
* * * MSG- Executing D2 for case # 008...
* * * MSG: Reading Dosage fi].e...
* * * HSG: Updating P/_OS input file...
* * * MSG: Executing P/_)OS...
* * * MSG: Executing PLUME to create DMS file
* * * MSG: Creating limits file...
* * * MSG: Done

| , ¢
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Results of Executing s D2 Case

The output files created by the utility and the D2 model are as follows:

SITE$O$D2:CnnnD21X)G.DAT * Log of the D2 run as would be seen if D2PC were
run interactively.(s) This is the best file to view if
something unexpected happens during model
execution.

srrF.30$D2:CnnnDOSAGE.DAT * Output file used to create the graphical outline of the
D2 track. This file is based on CnnnPLOT.DAT and
SITF.3I$D2:CnnnD2INP.DAT.

SIT_O$D2:CnnnPLOT.DAT Plot file written directly from D2PC used to create
the CnnnDOSAGE.DAT file.

S1T_O$D2:CnnnPOSINP.DAT Output file from D2PC used as input to PARDOS.

SIT_O$D2:CnnnSCRIPT.DAT List of inputs into D2PC without any explanations. If
you want to see a more verbose version of this fde,
see CnnnD21J3G.DAT.

S1TE_O$D2:CnnnSHCE.DAT * PARDOS output file which contains track time
information.

• All files marked with an asterisk can be viewed from the PRINT D2 REPORT option
within the IBS program

(') See InnovativeEmergency Management, Inc. and M.M. Myirski. 1993. Reference
Manual: D2PC and Hazard Analysis. DAHC35-92-D-0018. Chemical Division, U.S.
Army Nuclear and Chemical Agency (USANCA), 7500 Bacldick Road, Building 5073,
Springfield, Virginia 22150-3198.

Error Messagesabout the Dosage File. Watch closely for error messages. If
there is an error message regarding the dosage file, it is unlikely that D2 produced

any usable output. The CnnnD2LOG.DAT file can often provide good insight into
what went wrong. After checking the CnnnD2LOG.DAT file, check the D2 inputs
by using the IBS or IBS NOGR programs (see the IBS User Guide) or by using the
D2 GR or D2 NOGR programs (see the IBS Models Guide or the IBSSH utility).

Error Messages about PARDOS. Some D2 tracks will not produce PARDOS
output. If you receive an error message regarding PARDOS but no other error
messages, the application has probably created the track itself but omitted the track
time information.

Executing Multiple D2 Cases

If you want to run many cases, it might be best to run them as a batch job. If you
plan to run these in batch mode, be sure to specify a log fde so that you can look
at the e_:or messages after execution.
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DB CHK DMS
m

The DB CHK DMS Ut/I/ty is a quality assurance utility that checks either a mapm

database topography or an entire map database for some common DMS file
problems:

• directories that contain no DMS f'des

• empty DMS files (files that contain no data points)
• DMS files that have objects with no attributes
• DMS files that have objects with points located at 0.0
• DMS files with incorrect limits
• DMS files that contain objects with more that 5000 points (the maximum)
• attributes not found in the attribute dictionary.

This utility does NOT change any DMS files: it just reports errors. Other quality
assurance utilities (noted later) can fix most (but not all) of the problems reported
by DB_CHK DMS.

What You Need to Know Before Using DB_CHK_DMS

DB_CHK_DMS operates on your current map database)unless you specify a
different map database, both by disk name and by database name. To specify a
specific topography, you must know the two-character _pography code associated
with the topography. See Appendix A, IB5 Topographie.r for a fist of IBS
topographies and their two-character codes.

Checking a Topography or Database for DMS File Problems

To start the utility, enter RUN IEMISSQA:DB CHK DMS at the system prompt.
In the following example, DB CHK DMS che_ks forDMS file problems in anm ,.,..

entire map database named TESTDB located on disk dq_icc DISK2.
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Example:
II l llllill llllll i ill i Ill i i i

$ RUNz_zs$O_sDn_emx_DMs
Enter Map Database DISK (<CR>fCurrent DB) -ffi>DISK2

Enter Map Database NAME ==> TESTDB

Enter TOPO code (<CR>=AII) -ffi><RETURN>

* * * MSG: No DMS files found in: DISK2:[TESTDB.EE]

* * * MSG: DISK2:[TESTDB]HD.DIR;1 (directory #) files: 8

DISK2:[TESTDB.MB]FILEIHD.DMS;1 contains no data points

DISK2s[TESTDB.MB]FILE2HD.DMS;I contains objects w/ no attributes
DISK2:[TESTDB.MB]FILE3HD.DMS;1 contains 0.0 points

DISK2:[TESTDB.MB]FILE4HD.DMS;I has too small limits: 0.2

DISK2:[TESTDB.MB]FILESHD.DMS;1 has too large limits: 0.3

DISK2:[TESTDB.MB]FILE6HD.DMS;1 has unmatched limits: 0.1
DISK2:[TESTDB.MB]FILE7HD.DMS;1 has objects w/ > max pts: 6512

max- 5000

DISK2:[TESTDB.MB]FILESHD.DMS;1 att's not in att diet: 5 5

I I

If you press RETURN in_ead of entering a disk name, the utility uses the current
map database and does not prompt for a map database name.

If you press RETURN instead of entering a topograph_ code, the utility checks
ALL topographies of the specified database.

Fixing Problems Reported by DB CHK DMS

As the program checks the topography or database, it presents a series of messages
to indicate the progress of the checking. The example here shows one each of the
kind of errors that DB CHK DMS detects. The following table indicates the
problems reported by DB_CHK DMS and which other IBS quality assurance (QA)
utilities .fight be used to corre_-them.
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Table. Fixing Problems Reported by DB_CHK DMS

Message Problem Solution - QA Utility

No DMS files found Topography directory is empty Update database to
in... of supporting topography files, delete directory or add

the necessary DMS
topography files.

file contains no data DMS file is empty of data. Delete files -
points DB DEL_MT_DMS

file contains objects Some file objects have no Add attributes - GEDYI'
w no attributes identifying attributes.

file contains 0.0 Bad data: some points no solution without more
points registered to 0.0 long or lat information

instead of the correct locations.

file contains too The data covers more area than Change DMS file -
small limits specified in DMS file header. (a) DB_FIX_DMS_LIMITS

file contains too The data covers less area than Change DMS file -
large limits specified in DMS file header. (a) DB_FIX_DMS_LIMITS

file has unmatched The data area is within Change DMS file -
limits tolerance limits of the check but DB FIX DMS LIMITS

does not match DMS file
header limits.(a)

file has objects w/ The file has more than the Remove excess points -
> max pts 5000-point maximum for IBS THINNER or

map data files. SMOOTHER

file att's not in att Attributes used for an object 0')Modify all instances of
diet are not found in the system the attributes -

attribute dictionary. MODATrDMS
or
Modify attributes for
single objects - GEDIT
or

Add attribute (numbers)
to the attribute dictionary
- UPDATEATI'

(a) The value noted is the largest discontinuity, either
in longitude or latitude (degrees).

0_) In all cases, knowing what the attributes should be
is impossible without further information.
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DB DEL MT DMS

The DB DEL MT DMS utility is a quality assurance utility that checks either a
map database topography or an entire map database for DMS fries that contain no
data (DataBase DELete eMpTy DMS). This utility does NOT change any DMS
files, but it creates a batch command (.BIS) file that you can use to move all the
empty files found into a [...CHK.rx] directory.

What You Need to Know Before Using DB_DEL_MT_DMS

DB DELMT DMS operates on your current map database unless you specify am

different map database, both by disk name and by database name. To specify a
specific topography, you must know the two-character topography code associated

with the topography. See Appendix A, IBS Topographies for a list of IBS
topographies and their two-character codes.

Checking a Topography or Database for Empty DMS Files

To start the utility, enter RUN IEMIS$QA:DB_DEL_MT_DMS at the system
prompt. In the following example, DB DEL MT DMS checks for empty DMS
files in an entire map database named TESTDB located on disk device DISK2,
creating a .BIS file (DELALLMT.BIS) that could be used to delete all DMS files
found to contain no data.

Example:

i I I I [[ I[[ II R

$ RUN IEMIS$QA'DB..DEZ,_MT..DblS
Enter Map Database DISK (<CR>=Current DB) ==> DISK2

Enter Map Database NAME ==> TESTDB

Enter TOPO code (<CR>=AII) ==> <RETURN>

Enter output file name [DB DEL MT DMS.BIS] ==> D_mTJ_T.BIS

* * * MSG: DISK2-[TESTDB]HD.DIR;1 (directory #) #files: 8

* * * MSG: DISK2:[TESTDB.MB]TESTIHD.DMS contains no data points

! liii i i i nl iiii ii II I I I IIIII I HII

If you press RETURN instead of entering a disk name, the utility uses the current
map database and does not prompt for a map database name.

If you press RETURN instead of entering a topographic code, the utility checks
ALL topographies of the specified database.
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If you press RETURN instead of entering an output file name, the batch command
file is named DB_DELMT_DMS.BIS by default. The .BIS file is created in your
current directory.

Consolidating DMS Files Found to Contain No Data

To move all the empty DMS files into the [...CHK.xx] directories, enter

SUBI4ZT/NOPR'rNT/NO_ZI_ £i.Zename. BIS

at the system prompt in your login directory, where filename is whatever you
entered as the output file name (or DB DEL MT DMS.BIS if you accepted them i-. ,m.

default output file name). The [...CHK...] directory is created in the top-level
directory of the map database being checked, and a [...CHK.xx] subdirectory is
created for each topography where xx is the two-character topographic code.
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DB FIX DMS LIMITS

Every DMS file contains some file header information that contains the limits for
that DMS file. In some cases, these limits in the DMS header are incorrect.

The DB FIX DMS LIMITS utility is a quality assurance utility that checks either
a map databas"e topo-graphy or an entire map database for DMS files that have
incorrect limits specified in the DMS file header. DB FIX DMS LIMITS
automatically changes the file header limits according to either the actual values or
values that you specify.

What You Need to Know Before Using DB FIX DMS LIMITS==- ==.

DB FIX DMS LIMITS operates on your current map database unless you specify
a different map database, both by disk name and by database name. To specify a
specific topography, you must know the two-character topography code associated
with the topography. See Appendix A, 1BS Topographies for a list of IBS
topographies and their two-character codes.

Matching the DMS File Header Limit Information to the File Data

To start the utility, enter RUN IEMIS$QA:DB_FIX_DMS_LIM1TS at the system
prompt. In the following example,

Example:
I I I II I I I lib

| |

$ RUN IEMISSQA:DB_FII_DMS_LIMITS
Enter Map Database DISK (<CR>=Current DB) =-> DISK2
Enter Map Database NAME ==> TESTDB

Enter TOPO code (<CR>=AII) ==>

Exclude Tiger topos (%n, n=1-8)? IN] ==>

(Messages indicate which topographies are being skipped. )

Prompt for changes? IN] ==>

Force prompting? [N] -=>
I tIII II 1 1 II II I'I 1

Map Database DISK If you press RETURN instead of entering a disk name,
the utility uses the current map database and does not
prompt for a map database name.

TOPO code If you press RETURN instead of entering a
topographic code, the utility checks ALL topographies
of the specified database. If you enter a specific
topographic code, the utility skips the following prompt
about Tiger topographies.
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Exclude H#er topos? Changing the limits on Tiger DMS Population files may
cause problems: because each file contains only a
single point, the limits would be set to include only that
point. The Tiger topographies are currently identified
by two-character topographic codes. The first character
varies but the second character is a numeral (1-8).

s Y means "Yes, exclude Tiger topographies."
Messages indicate which topographies are skipped.

• N or RETURN means "No, include Tiger
topographies."

Prompt for chanBea? • Y means "Prompt for a choice of limit values only
when a DMS file is determined to have incorrect
limit values."

• N or RETURN means "Automatically use the
actual limit values of the data."

Force Prompting? • Y means "Prompt for a choice of limit values for
every DMS file." You might want to do this to
check a few files before switching to automatically
accepting the actual limit values.

• N means "Do NOT prompt for every DMS file."

If you chose either to be prompted for changes or to force prompting, a menu
similar to the following appears for an individual DMS file:

Example:

lll II[] II I II IIIIIII II I I

File = DISK2 =[TESTDB.RT ]TESTRT.DMS;1

0 ; EXIT
1 : Use Header values:-114.100000 -109.100000 : 37.0000 41.90000
2 : Use Actual values:-114.231412 -109.112101 : 37.0021 41.90212
3 : Use Better values=-114.240000-109.110000 : 37.0000 41.91000
4 : Enter your own values
5 : Quit asking and Just use the Actual values for this Topo
6 : Quit asking and just use the Actual values for this Map DB

Choice (?-Help) --_
II I I II I [ IIIII " IIII I

Use the menu above to choose how you want to fix the limit values:
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Menu Choice Result

0 EXIT Leave the current DMS file unchanged and quit
the utility.

1 Use Header Values Leave the current DMS file unchanged and
continue.

2 Use Actual Values Use the actual limits of the data.

3 Use Better Values Use values rounded from actual.

4 Enter your own values Show prompts for minimum and maximum
longitude and latitude.

5 ..Actual values for this Cancel prompting and use actual limits for the
Topo rest of this topography. Return to prompting at

the next topography.

6 ...Actual values for this Cancel prompting and use actual limits for the
Map DB rest of the database.
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DB FIX TXT NMS

Many DMS files contain a reference to an associated text file (.TXT), which
contains textual data that supports the DMS graphic data. In some cases, the
name of the associated .TXT file referenced in the DMS file may be blank, refer to
a non-existing TXT file, or contain an incorrect logical name.

The DB FIX TXT NMS utility is a quality assurance utility that checks either a
map database-topo_aphy or an entire map database for DMS files that contain
incorrect .TXT file names. This utility does not change any DMS files, but it
creates a .BIS file that you can execute to correct the .TXT file names.

What You Need to Know Before Using DB FIX TXT DMS

DB FIX TXT DMS operates on your current map database unless you specify a
different-map database, both by disk name and by database name. To specify a
specific topography, you must know the two-character topography code associated
with the topography. See Appendix A, IBS Topographies for a list of IBS
topographies and their two-character codes.

Finding Incorrect Text File Names in DMS Files

To start the utility, enter RUN IEMISSQA:DB_FIX_TXT_NMS at the system
prompt. In the following example, the utility fixes only the water bodies (WB)
topography files in a database named TESTDB on disk device DISK2.

I II II III II III I IIIII

$ RUN IEMISSQA|DB FIX TIT NMS

Enter Map Database DISK (<CR>=Current DB) -=> DISK2
Enter Map Database NAME -=> TESTDB

Enter TOPO code (<CR>=AII) ==> WB

Enter output file name [DB_FIX_TXT_NMSoBIS] ==> <RETURN>

* * * MSG: DISK2:[TESTDB]WB.DIR;1 (directory #) #files: 8

TXT directory logical changed to TSWB: from WBSTXT-

DISK2:[TESTDB.WB]TEST.DMS needs TXT file but none found
°

°

I II II I |

If you press RETURN instead of entering a disk name, the utility uses the current
map database and does not prompt for a map database name.

If you press RETURN instead of entering a topographic code, the utility checks
ALL topographies of the specified database.
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If you press RETURNinstead of entering an output file name, the batch command
file is named DB FIX TXT NMS.BISbydefault. The .BIS file is created in your
current directory- - -

Messages indicate the progress of DB_FIX_TXT_NMS,identifyingthe DMS files
that have a problemwith the .TXTfile name.

Fixing DMS Files Found to Contain Incorrect Text File Names

To fix the DMS files found to have problemswith the .TXTfile name, enter

S_ZT/NOPRX_INOTXl_ f.Ll_ma_.nZs

at the systemprompt fromyour login directory,wherefilenarne is whatever you
entered as the output filenamewhen using DB FIX TXT NMS. If possible, the
DMS files are matchedwith the correct text files, and the text file namesor logical
names are fixed in the DMS files.
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DEASSIGNLOG

The DEASSIGNLOG utility is a system management program that helps you
deassign all unnecessary map database (mapdb) logical names. Although
deassigning these logical names might free up some system resources, it serves
mostly a housekeeping function: it deassigns all logical names that point to
topographies (map layers) that do NOT exist in your current map database.

Deassigning Unnecessary Map Database Logical Names

To start this utility, enter DEASSIGNLOG at the system prompt.

The utility creates a command file, DEASSIGN.COM in your lvgin directory, and
instructs you to execute this command file to deassign the unused logical names.

You may wish to look at the contents of DEASSIGN.COM first to check what
logical names are unused (or what topographies are missing).

To deassign the unused logical names, enter @SYSSLOGIN:DEASSIGN.COM at
the system prompt, as indicated in the following example. The unused map logical
names are then deassigned.

Example:
HI I i I Ill III I

II e
$ DF._$S IONLOG

$ deassign/system 1ogicagname -----

$ deassign/syntem logicalname

$ deassign/syntem logicalname -- (unused map logical

• names displayed)

$ deassign/system logicalname

$ deassign/system logicalname --

• * * MSG: Done creating SYSSLOGIN:DEASSIGN.COM

• * * MSG: Type @SYSSLOGIN:DEASSIGN.COM to dea881gn unused logicals

$ @SYSSLOGIN: DEASSIGN. COM
t...... I
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DECLUTTER

The system map display software includes a function for decluttering.-reducing the
detail and number of objects shown in a graphic display. Deduttering may be
based on an absolute level or on the scale of the area displayed. The decluttering
function depends on the attribute parameter values of the objects, but some objects
do not have usable (nonzero) attribute parameter values.

The DECLLTFER utility enables you to add a special decluttering attribute to
objects in a DMS file; this allows the screen display of that file to be decluttered
when using MPDISPLAY. You can find more information about decluttering
attributes in this discussion and in Appendix B, IBS Attribute Dictionary.

Background: Using Attributes for Decluttering

Attributes may be assigned to any data item (object) of any topography and can be
either categor/ca/or numeric. All attributes consists of a major code, minor code,
parameter value, and a text string description.

Categorical attributes have a parameter value of zero and are used to classify an
object. For example:

MAJOR MINOR PARAM DESCRIPTION

5 150 0 Road or Street,Class4

Numeric attributes have a numeric parameter value that is associated with the object
(such as a road number or a stream's rate of flow). For example:

MAJOR MINOR PARAM DESCRIPTION

5 650 90 Interstate Route Number

See Appendix B for a list of the attributes in the standard IBS attribute dictionary.

Since decluttering is based on parameter values, there is no means to directly
declutter based on categorical attributes. The following instructions explain how to
use DECLUTTER within an overall process of adding and using decluttering
attributes within a DMS file.
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Overview

There are several steps in setting up a DMS file for screen display decluttering:

1. Create an ASCII Attr_ute Dictionary File using the ATTXASC utility.

2. Edit the ASCII file to create a specialized input dictionary file for
decluttering.

3. Run DECLUTI_R. (Inputs: the input dictionary file and a DMS file)

4. Add a decluttering attribute to the binary Attribute Dictionary using the
UPDATEATT utility.

Procedure for Applying Decluttering Attributes in a DMS File

1. Create an ASCII Attribute Dictionary file using the ATTXASC utility:

At the prompt, enter the name of the attr_ute dictionary binary file. Enter
ATIT,IBDIC.BIX when prompted for the output file name.

I III I II Ilrli
i l
$ &TTZASC
Enter input dictionary file name [MAP$ATT... ] -ffi>
MAPSATTRIB s ATTRZBDI C. BIN

Enter output file name [ATTRIBDIC.BIX] -ffi>ATTRIBDIC.BIX
I I I I III

ThisproducesanASCII filethatcontainstheattr_utecodes(Majorcode,
Minor code, parameter value) for each item in the current attribute
dictionary. The name of the file will be ATI'RIBDIC.BIX. You will next edit
this file so that it can be used as input to DECLUTI_R.

2. Edit the ASCII file (ATrRIBDIC.BIX) to create a Declutter Input File: You
can use the VAX/VMS editor (EDT) to edit the ATrRIBDIC.BIX file.

a. Delete all records not in the selected category.

That is, delete all records that do not apply to the topography to which
you are adding decluttering attributes. For example, if you are adding
decluttering attributes to objects in a ROADS AND TRAILS topographic
file, then you would delete all records except those that have a Major
code of 5--ROADS AND TRAILS.
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Further, you may delete any attributes that are NOT used by objects in
the DM$ file.

b. For each remaining record (set of attrfoutes), change the parameter
value to one of the values shown in the following range:

Parameter Value

32,000 ?
16,000 I Objectmorelikelyto
8,000 I bedisplayed.
4,000 I
2,000 I
1,ooo I

soo I
250 I
125 I
63 I
32 I
16 I
s I
4 I
2 ! Object lesslikely to
1 _ be displayed.

A higher parameter value represents an attribute of an object that is
more likely to be displayed when decluttering is applied. That is, an
object with attributes having a parameter value of 1 will be removed from
the display before an object with attr_utes having a parameter value of
32,000.

I

c. Save the edited copy of A'ITRIBDIC.BIX for use as an input dictionary
file for DECLUTFER.

3. Run DECLU'ITER.

a. Enter RUN IEMISSEXE:DECLUTrER at the system prompt.

In steps 3b through 3f, you will see the following series of prompts, one
at a time. (Sample responses are included here.)
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II IIIIIIIIII II III I II II IHII III I III I I

Enter input dictionary file name (.DAT) m.> ATTRIBDIC.BII
Enter input DMS file name (.DMS) 8-> 8AMPLEoDM8
Enter output DMS file name [<CR>-Input] --> RmSULT.DMS
Enter output ERR file name [<CR>-Input] --> RESULT.ERR
Enter major code for declutter attribute --> 1
Enter minor code for declutter attribute --> 888

I illlll II IIi i i i

b. Enter ATIRIBDIC,BIX as the input dictionary file name.

c. Enter the name of the DMS file to which you wish to add decluttering
attributes.

d. Enter the name of the new DMS file that will contain the decluttering
attributes. (The input file name is the default: name for the new DMS
file.)

e. Enter the name of an output error (ERR) fi/e: (see Error File below).

f. Enter the Major code of the decluttering attribute: Use a Major code
number corresponding to the major topograpl_ic category.

g. Enter the Minor code of the decluttering attribute: Type 888 as the
minor code to be used for the decluttering attribute.

After DECLUTFER has finished, you will have two new files:

• A new DMS file: This file will be identical to the original
DMS file except that each object that has (one or more of the)
attributes listed in the De.clutter Input File will also have an
additional attribute--a decluttering attribute:

(Major code); 888; (parameter value)

where the parameter value is the (highest) value Ii_ted in the input
dictionary file for any attributes of the object. (See the example.)

• Error File: This output error (ERR) file con_tains special error
messages and information for situations when DECLUqTER
cannot correctly add a decluttering attribute to an object.
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For example, messages will be recorded for objects that already have the
maximum number of attributes allowed (15) and for objects that either
have no attributes or have only attributes with parameter values of zero.
(In the latter cases, the parameter values of the new decluttering
attributes will be zero, which is not usable.)

4. Add a decluttering attribute to the binary Attribute Dictionary using the
UPDATEATr utility: Before you can use decluttering with the new DMS file,
you must add a corresponding de,cluttering attribute to the system Attribute
Dictionary.

a. Enter RUN IEMIS$EXE:UPDATEATr at the system prompt.

You will see a prompt that asks you to select an option for updating the
Attribute Dictionary.

b. Enter A to "Add a new attribute record."

You will see a data form that contains default values in six data fields.
You will alter some of these fields to add the decluttering attribute.

Conventions for entering data on the form: Use the arrow keys to move
from one field to another on the form. When you are finished, press
GOLD Z to accept the entries-or press GOLD Y to quit and restore the
original contents of the form. Pressing RETURN also advances from
one field to the next. In the last field of the form, pressing RETURN
(like GOLD Z) accepts the current form data and then exits the form.
(See the description of UPDATEATT for more information.)

c. Enter values in the following fields:

bttribute Code:

s Type the "Major Code" number that corresponds to the topographic
category used earlier as input to DECLLrITER.

s Type 888 as the "Minor Code" for the decluttering attribute.

s Type 500 as the "parameter value."

Attribute Descr_tion: Enter Decluttering attribute (Range 12-27) as the
text description. (See Udng Decluttering Numbers, page 2.41)

_ecluttering Code: Enter 21 as the decluttering code.
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parame.ter-Deeluttering Scale Factor: Enter 1 as the scale factor.

d. Press CTRL-Z to accept the changes and exit the data form.

Again you will see the prompt that asks you to select an option for
updating the Attribute Dictionary.

e. Enter E to "Exit" the program and update the Attribute Dictionary.

The Attribute Dictionary will be updated to include the deeluttering attribute
for the selected topographic category.

Example of the DECLUTTER Procedure

The following example creates an output DMS file that has the decluttering
attributes added, allowing the decluttering option to be used in MPDISPLAY.
With de-cluttering "on," MPDISPLAY will display the most significant roads in the
new file when you are viewing a large area and more secondary roads when you
zoom in on a smaller area.

Starting DMS File: AFTRD01RD.DMS, a topographic file of "Roads &
Trails" data.

Product DMS File: NEWFILE.DMS, th Zoads & Trails" data with
deduttering attribut,

1. Create an ASCII Attribute Dictionary file using the ATTXASC utility:

I II

| |
$ A_X_SC
Enter input dictionary file name [MAP$ATT... ] ==> <RETURN>

Enter output file name [ATTRIBDIC.BIX] --=> ATTRIBDIC.BIX
* * * MSG: # Attribute : 2431

I ...... I

This produces the ASC/I attribute dictionary f'deATrRIBDIC.BIX in your
current directory.

2. Edit the ASCII rde (ATrRIBDIC.BIX) to create a Declutter Input File: The
foUowing portion of ATrRIBDIC.BIX is shown for the ROADS AND
TRAILS category.

The format of ATrRIBDIC.BIX should be as follows (headings added):
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MAYOR MINOR PARAM DESCRIPTION

5 0 0 ROAD AND TRAILS
5 10 0 Bridge Abutment
5 20 0 Tunnel Portal
5 30 0 Gate
5 40 0 Cul-de-sac
5 50 0 Dead End
5 51 0 Interstate (Proposed)

It is necessary to edit these parameter values, replacing them with values that
range from 1 (detail that is removed first when large-area displays are
decluttered) to 32,000 (objects that are removed last when decluttering is on).
That is, the larger the parameter value, the more likely it is that the object will
remain displayed when decluttering is applied. (See page 2.35 for a full list of
the parameter values.)

The following is a partial sample of our edited ATrRIBDIC.BIX file:

5 0 0 Roads and Trails

5 10 0 Bridge Abutment

5 20 0 Tunnel Portal

5 30 0 Gate

5 40 0 Cul-de-sac

5 50 0 Dead End

5 51 32,000 Interstate (Proposed)

5 52 32,000 Interstate

5 53 32,000 Interstate (Under Construction)

5 54 16,000 U.S. Highway

5 55 16,000 U.S. Highway (Under Construction)

5 56 8,000 State Highway

5 57 8,000 State Highway (Under Construction)

5 58 4,000 Secondary State and County

5 59 4,000 Secondary State and County (U C)

5 60 2,000 PrimaryRoute, Class 1, Symbol,
Undiv.
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3. Run DECLUTTER

The following sequence of DECLLrlTER prompts and responses will create
the NEWFILE.DMS with a declutter attribute added to every object in the
DMS file AFrRD01RD.DMS.

II I I I I I I II I I II Illlll
| w

$ DECLUTTER
Enter input dictionary file name (.DAT) ==> ATTRIBDIC.BIX
Enter input DMS file name (.DMS) ==> AFTRD01RD.DMS
Enter output DMS file name [<CR>=Input] ==> NEWFILE.DMS
Enter output ERR file name [<CR>=Input] ==> <RETURN>
Enter major code for declutter attribute ==> 5
Enter minor code for declutter attribute ==> 888

New DMS File. The DMS output file, NEWFILE.DMS, contains all the
objects from AFTRD01RD.DMS. Each object contains an additional new
dec/uttering attribute. The major and minor codes of this attribute are 5 and
888, respectively. The parameter value assigned to the attribute 5,888 is the

largest parameter value (from ATTRIBDIC.BIX) corresponding to the
attributes of the object.

For example, if the attributes of an object in AFTRD01RD.DMS have the
attributes:

MAJOR MINOR PARAMETER

5 51 0

5 60 0

The same object in NEWFILE.DMS will have the attributes:

MAJOR MINOR PARAMETER

5 51 0

5 60 0

5 888 32,000

E.rro( File. In the example, DECLUTrER creates an error file named
AFTRD01RD.ERR. This file contains any error messages that might have
been displayed during execution and additional diagnostic information.
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Using Decluttering Numbers

MPDISPLAY uses the attribute parameter values and the Attribute Dictionary's
decluttering attribute to calculate a decluttering number that is applied in
decluttering a graphics display:

decluttering # ---de.cluttering code + log(PV'/PV)/[(log 2) * scale factor]

where

deeluttering code = the "De,cluttering Code" entered in the Attribute
Dictionary. (This number is approximately 6 less than
the maximum decluttering number.)

IV' -- the parameter value (obtained from the decluttering
attribute attached to every object in the DMS file).

PV = the parameter value of the attribute in the Attribute
Dictionary (which is 500 for the decluttering attribute as
shown in the procedure).

scale factor = the "Parameter-Decluttering Scale Factor" of the
de,cluttering attribute in the attribute dictionary (which
is I for the decluttering attribute as shown in the
procedure.)

The procedure for adding decluttering attributes creates decluttering attributes
whose parameter values will be used in the formula above to calculate decluttering
numbers in the range from 12 to 27 (as shown in Table 2.1).

The selection of the "declutter code" and parameter values in the DECLUTrER
procedure to achieve this range of program-calculable deduttering numbers was
somewhat arbitrary. (See the following discussion, Altering the Procedure for a
Different Range of Decluttering Numbers.)

The "Item Display Functions" menu of the MPDISPLAY software includes a
DECLUTIER ON/OFF option that enables you to 1) turn decluttering on or off
and 2) enter an optional "decluttering level" (decluttering number). If you enter a
decluttering number, then the decluttering level remains constant, regardless of
display scale, and all objects evaluated (with the formula) at LESS THAN the
selected decluttering number will NOT be displayed.
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Altering the Procedure for a Different Range of Decluttering
Numbers

Although the procedure arbitrarily provides parameter numbers in the range from
12 to 27, you could alter the procedure to give a higher or lower range. It may be
that the automatic decluttering (according to scale) does not work the way you
want it to work with a specific topography. Or you might wish to do this if you
need to coordinate the decluttering of two or more topographies. Then each

topography might use a different range of decluttering numbers and a different
decluttering attribute in the aar/bute d/ct/onary.

Table 2.1. Correspondence Between Decluttering Numbers and Attribute
Parameter Values (for the DECLIYlWER procedure)!

Decluttering Parameter
Number Value

27 32,000

26 16,000

25 8,000

24 4,000

23 2,0O0

22 1,000

21 500

2O 250

19 125

18 63

17 32

16 16

15 8

14 4

13 2

12 1

To use a different range of de.cluttering numbers, you would need to figure what
parameter values should be entered in ATTRIBDIC.BIX to give the desired range:
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1. Decide what range of declutter numbers Is necessary to obtain the desired
output:

• The de.cluttercode = (maximum declutter number - 6). For any
given "declutter code", there is a maximum declutter number range
of about 16.

• It may be necessary to experiment with several sets of
parameter values to obtain the desired output.

• Example: In the procedure, we chose a maximum dec/utter
level of 27 for all objects. This level results in a dec/utter value
range of 12 to 27. The declutter code should be 6 less than the
maximum declutter level:

27-6 = 21

2. Use the decluttering number equation to back-calculate the parameter value
(PV) that must be entered in the attribute dictionary.

• A parameter value may vary in value from -32768 to 32767. Use
32,000 for the attribute parameter value of the objects associated
with largest decluttering number selected.

• Use a scale factor of 1.

• Examrfle: Substituting these values into the decluttering
number equation gives:

27 = 21 + log(32,000/PV)/[(log 2)* 1]

which reduces to

PV = 500

where 500 is the parameter value for the new decluttering attribute that
should be added to the attribute dictionary.

3. Solve the equation for PV' to generate a table of parameter values
corresponding to the remaining decluttering numbers in the chosen range.

• Example: Substituting the next decluttering value (26) and the
PV value of 500 in the equation gives:

26 = 21 + log(PV'/5OO)/[(log 2)* 1]
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which reduces to

PV'= 16,000

4. Enter these parameter values (PV') In the parameter column of the Declutter
Input File (ATrRIBDIC.BIX) and then run DECLUTFER.

5. Add the declutterIng attribute to the Attribute Dictionary.

• Use the chosen "Declutter Code" and the calculated parameter
value(PV).
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DELPTDB

The DELPTDB (DELete People Tracking DataBase data) utility clears old data
and resets startup values in the people tracking database used by the LOCATE
program. DELPTDB should be used to set up initial values in the database under
these circumstances:

• when the system is first installed

• after an event is over and all post-event analysis of the people tracking data
has been completed (for either a real or exercise event).

LOCATE is a people-tracking program that supports the Chemical Stockpile
Emergency Preparedness mission of the IBS program. Refer to the IBS User Guide
for specific information about the LOCATE and IBS programs.

What You Need to Know Before Using DELPTDB

You must have "Locate Manager" privilege before you can use DELPTDB.

The DELPTDB utility

• deletes from the database all the people entered by the LOCATE program

• sets all the reception facilities to 'Inactive"

• inserts zeros for the numbers of people received, released, and remaining at
all facilities.

Unless you make a backup of the data before using DELFI_B, all the information
in the people tracking database is gone.

Deleting People Tracking Information with DELPTDB

To use the utility, enter DELPTDB at the system prompt. No other interaction is
necessary.
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DELSITE

The DELSITE utility deletes an entire IBS site database from the system, removing
all the directories, subdirectories, and files associated with the site database.
Anyone with the appropriate IBS privilege can delete a site database by using
DELSITE. DELSITE is a stand-alone utility but is also accessible as the IBS
program's"DeleteSite"optionunderSETUP-COPYCASEORSITE FILES.

, i

Caution

DELSITEpermanentlyremovesa sitedatabase.Oncedeleted,a sitedatabase
cannotberecoveredunlessit isavailableon systembackups.

This discussion covers the following topics:

• Why delete a site database?

• What You Need to Know Before Using DELSITE

• Deleting a Site Database with DELSITE

• Results of Using DELSITE.

Why delete a site database?

If for some reason a site database becomes obsolete and is no longer needed, it
can be removed by any user with the appropriate IBS privilege. The disk space
used by the site database then becomes available for system use.

What You Need to Know Before Using DELSITE

Before using DELSITE, you must know the following information, which DELSITE
will request as input:

disk This is the name of the disk device on which the user account
currently resides.

Example: DISK1

user This is the name of the user account under which the site database
is located. All IBS site databases are located as subdirectories
under a user aeeouat directory.
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sRe This refers to the four-character s/re code that serves as the

subdirectory name of the site database to be deleted.

Examples: _CD or TEST

Before using the DELSITE utility, make sure that this information is correct. If
this information is wrong, DELSITE could remove the wrong site database. You
could expect the owners of a wrongfully wiped database to be unhappy.

Deleting a Site Database with DELSITE

The following is an example of how to delete a site database using the DELSITE
utility.

To start the utility, just enter DELSlTE at the system prompt. The program then
prompts you for the information outlined in the previous section. The series of
prompts will look like the following (simulated answers are in bold):

I II IIII III I I III

[ I

$ DSLSZ_

WARNING

You are about to delete an entire Bite_

You must specify the disk, user, & site.

Enter diBk (<Ctrl-Z>zExlt) m=> DISK1

Enter user (<Ctrl-Z>=Exit) --> JDOE

Enter Bite (<CCrl-Z>mExit} -=> ABCD
I IIIII I IIIII IIIII lllI I III I

To cancel the deletion process at any of these prompts and exit, press CTRL-Z.

To delete a specific database, ente, the appropriate disk, user, and site names as
requested. Once you have supplied this information, the utility deletes the site
database, displaying a sequence of messages similar to the following:
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lll I I I III IIII III IIIII I I IIII II

Now Deleting From DISKI:[JDOE.SZTES.ABCD.BCK]
Now Deleting From DISKIz[JDOE.SITES.ABCD.INPUT.CHEMS]
Now Deleting From DISKI:[JDOE.SITES.ABCD.INPUT.D2]
Now Deleting From DISKI:[JDOE.SITES.ABCD.INPUT.DYNEV]
Now Deleting From DISKI:[JDOE.SITES.ABCD.INPUT.IP]
Now Deleting From DISKIz[JDOE.SITES.ABCD.INPUT.MAPS.D2]
Now Deleting From DISKIz[JDOE.SITES.ABCD.INPUT.MAPS.DA].

Now Deleting From DISKI:[JDOE.SITES.ABCD]
#In : nn
#Out: nn-1
* * * MSG: Site deleted

I I

Results of Using DELSITE

DELSITE removes all the directories and files associated with a site database. A

message indicates the number of sites before site deletion (#In) and after site

deletion (#Out). Once removed, the site ides cannot be restored through any IBS
utilities. If a mistake is made, the only possible way you could recover the data

would be to retrieve it from system backups made earlier.
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DELTREE

The DELTREE utility is a system management program that deletes all files and
directories in a directory tree, including the root.

I Caution

This utility deletes an entire directory tree with ALL its files: it Is advisableto havea
completesystembackupstoredaway before DELTREEis used.

Deleting All Files and Directories in a Directory Tree with DELTREE

To start the utility,enterDELTREEat the system prompt. DELTREE prompts
for the directory root to be deleted, as shown below. This root and all files and
directories below it will be deleted.

IIII II I I IIIIII II I III III IIII | III

i II

$ DEL_%EE

ROOT: :
| , , , ,, ,,, n
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DELUSER

The DELUSER utility is used by the system manager to delete user accounts.
-- ii i IRI i i i in I

Caution

Oncedeleted,accountscannotbe recoveredunlesstheyareavailableon system
backups.Thisutilityshouldbeusedwithextremecaution.

This section covers the following topics:

• Why delete user accounts?

• What You Need to Know Before Using DELUSER

• Deleting a User Account with DELUSER

• Results of Using DELUSER

Why delete user accounts?

When a user is no longer with a project, or has been d_miedaccess to your system,
you will want to remove his or her account to ensure that he or she cannot access

your system. Deleting a user account removes all the information from the account I
and prevents the user from logging in. Once deleted, 1_hisinformation cannot be
retrieved unless it is stored on system backups.

What You Need to Know Before Using DELUSER

Before using DELUSER, there are certain pieces of information you need to know.

username The username is the name under which the user will log in.
The user enters this name at the system login prompt.

userdisk The userdisk is the name of the disk on which the account
currently resides.

Example: DISK1

Before using the DELUSER utility, make sure that this information is correct. IfI

this information is wrong, DELUSER could remove the wrong user by accident.
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Deleting a User Account with DELUSER

To run the utility, just type DELUSER at the system prompt. In the following
example, simulated answers are in bold.

II I Ill I I I Illl I I Ill II Iil
i U

$ nn, uSn
USERNAHE? : test

USERDISK? : DIBKI

R i i il i il I iiiii ii ii iii ilil i i i li i i

Onceyou haveenteredthisinformation,theutilitywm promptyoufor
confirmationwiththefollowingmessage:

IIII II II• I I I III I I Ill II III
i U

WARNING

YOU are about to delete the user account for" TEST

You are about to delete the directories DUAO: [TEST... ]

Continue? (y_N) ==> :
i iii i i illlil ill I

Entering Y at this prompt indicates to the system that you want to delete the
account; entering N aborts the deletion process. This is the last confirmation
prompt before the account is deleted.

Once you confirm a deletion, the DELUSER utility automatically removes aU the
files and data related to the specified user account.

Results of Using DELUSER

DELUSER removes all the files associated with a user account. Once this is done,
the ides cannot be restored through any IBS utilities.

DELUSER also automatically removes the user's record from the system master
mail list file. This same deletion is propagated to other systems on the network
according to the contents of the IEMIS$SYSF:MAIL_SYSTEMS.DAT file (see the
IBS Data Mtmagement Guide for information about this file). The EVENT
program mu_t be executing to update the mail list file. If EVENT is not executing,
then changes to the mail list remain unprocessed until EVENT is started. When
EVENT is restarted, it processes the waiting changes, so the changes made while
EVENT is not running are NOT lost.
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DEMXTAC

The DEMXTAC utility converts Digital Elevation Mapping (DEM) data provided
by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) into the Terrah_ Analysis Cell (TAC3)
format used by some models in IBS. The DEM data must be for 1:250,000-scale,
1-degree by 1-degree map sheets. The purpose of the; program is to provide
elevation data files for model and utility use in IBS.

What You Need to Know Before Using DEMXTAC

The inputs to DEMXTAC are ASCII format DEM files provided on tapes by the
USGS. The files are structured with a record size of 1024 bytes. One file
(product) is provided for each 1-degree by 1-degree map sheet for which data is
requested. Further information on file content is available in the USGS document,
Digital Elevation Models, Data Users Guide 5.

The files should be read with the MYTAPE utility provided with the system.

Creating TAC Data Files from DEM Data Files

To s_:art the utility, just enter DEMXTAC at the system prompt.

The program then prompts you for an input DEM f'fle name; if you do not specify
a file name extension, an extension of .DEM is assumed. The output file name will
have the same name as this input file but with a .TAC extension. An example of
its use follows:

i I I II II I' J

SDEMXTAC
Enter input filename (.DEM) > BENDW
* * * MSG: Processing data -- please stand by...
BEND-W OR NLW-12W
* * * MSG" Done reading file
* * * MSG: # Records read: 9609
* * * MSG: Processing complete

| ........ ,, ,, l

Results of Using DEMXTAC

DEMXTAC produces TAC3 data files, which have a binary format. One TAC
data set (a .TAC file and a .TAA file) is produced for each input file. The TAC
formats are described in the IBS Data Management Guide.
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DLGXDMS

The DLOXDMS utility reads a map data file in the USGS Digital Line Oraph
(DLG) optional distribution format (1:100,000-scale or 1:24,000-scale map format)
and then creates one or more files in the IBS Digital Mapping Structure (DMS)
format. These DMS files can then be used by IBS mapping functions. DLGXDMS
and its complement, the DMSXDLG utility, can be used to convert back and forth
between formats.

What You Need to Know Before Using DLGXDMS

The DLGXDMS utility asks you to specify at least three items:

input DLG file name This is the name of the DLG file to be read.

attr/butefi/e name This is the name of an ancillary attribute file (.ATr
file name extension) associated with the DLG file.
Only DLG files created by the DMSXDLG utility will
have an separate ancillary attribute file. This
ancillary attribute file stores the DMS attributes, pen
numbers, and line types when DMSXDLG is used to
convert DMS data to the DLG format (because this
information is not directly transferable to the DLG
format). DLG files produced by DMSXDLG contain
no attributes.

output DMSfile name Tiffs is the name of the DMS file to be created.

If the DLG file is not associated with an attribute (.ATI') file, then the
DLGXDMS utility also asks you to specify the following information for each
category of DLG data contained in the DLG file:

2 character code This is a two-character that indicates what type of
topography (map layer) is to be created. DLGXDMS
appends this code to the name of the resulting DMS
file. If you wish to follow IBS topographic code
conventions, see Appendix A for a llst of codes.

DM$ pen number (0-15) This is a number that indicates which color is used to
draw the map layer. If you wish to follow the color
conventions used in the IBS geographic databases,
you will need to know the pen numbers associated
with your topographies. You can examine an existing
DMS topography file and identify the pen number by
using the utility DMSXASCII.
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DM$ line type (0.7) This is a number that indicates which line type is
used to draw the map layer. DLGXDMS lists your
choices.

Converting DLG Data to DMS Format with DLGXDMS

To start the DLGXDMS utility, just enter DLGXDMS at the system prompt. The
following sections are two example sequences for reading a DLG file to create
corresponding file(s) in DMS format.

• The first example creates a DMS file from a DLG file with an associated
attribute file. This means that the DLG file must have been generated
by the DMSXDLG utility in an earlier data conversion.

• The second example creates a DMS file from a DLG file without an
associated attribute file. The source of the DLG file in this example
could be the U.S. Geological Survey.

The utility prompts you for the information outlined in the previous section.

Converting a DLG File with an Attribute (.ART) File

The following sequence illustrates the conversion of a DLG file with an ancillary
attribute file.

Example:

| , I 1
$ DLGXDMS

Enter input DLG file name (DLG) =-> MAP1.DLG

Enter attribute file name (<RETURN> = none) =ffi>MAPI.ATT
Enter output DMS file name (DMS) _ffi>MAP1.DM$

DLG -> DMS conversion complete.
Files created:
MAP 1.DMS

| s

IftheDLG filehasanassocmtedancillaryattr_utefile,enterthename ofthe
attribute file at the program prompt.

Result: DLGXDMS creates a single DMS file, using the DMS attribute, pen
number, and line type information from the ancillary attribute file.
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Converting a DLG File without an Attribute (.ATT) File

The following sequence illustrates the conversion of a DLG file that contains a
single data category (Transportation, Roads, and Trails) with no ancillary attribute
file.

Example:
II I I I I I I IIII IIII I III I IIIIIII lib

II I

$ DLGXDMS

Enter input DLG file name (DLG) ==> _P2.DLG
Enter attribute file name (<RETURN>= none) ==> <RETURN>
Enter output DMS file name (DMS) ==> MAP2.DMS

DLG Category: Transportation, Roads, and Trails

Enter 2 character code ==> Tit
Enter DMS pen number (0-15) -=> 7

(0 - Solid Line)
(I - Dotted Line)

(2 - Dash Dot Line)
(3 = Short Dashed Line)

(4 = Long Dashed Line)

(5 ffi3 Dots Dash Line)

(6 " Wide Line)
(7 - Extra Wlde Line)

Enter DMS line type (0-7) ffi=>0

DLG -> DMS conversion complete.
Files created.
MAP2TR. DMS

I ,ll llll i ,, •

If the DLG file does not have an ancillary attribute file, just press the RETURN
key when the utility prompts you for the attribute file name.

Then for each DLG data category within the DLG file, DLGXDMS prompts you
to enter the two-character code, a DMS pen number, and a line type to be used for
DMS data within that category. USGS l:100,000-scale map attributes that have a
corresponding DMS attribute are converted to the equivalent DMS attributes. If
there is no equivalent DMS attribute, the utility assigns a default DMS attribute
(major = 0, minor = 0, parameter = 0), which indicates that an attribute is present
for the data object but that there was no DMS equivalent.

Result: DLGXDMS creates one DMS file for each category of data in the DLG
file. This has the effect of decomposing the DLG data into separate map layers,
one DMS file for each map layer. Each DMS file created will have the two-
character code appended to the file name.
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DMSXASCll

The DMSXASCII utility reads DMS fries and creates ASCII records suitable for
display at a terminal or for storage within an ASCII sequential file. This enables
you to see the DMS file header information, to see when the file was created, and
to determine the data's area extents. You can also produce a formatted ASCII
data file (.DMX extension) for use in other programs (such as ASCIIXDMS) or
examine a file for the points used to create map objects. DMSXASCII can
produce information about the file header, record header, and object coordinates.

In earlier versions of the software, this utility was named READDMS. You can
still start the software by entering READDMS at the system prompt.

Reading a DMS File with DMSXASCII

To start the utility, just enter DMSXASCH at the system prompt.

The following sections are two example sequences for creating ASCII information
from a DMS file:

• The first example creates an ASCII file that contains information from the
DMS file.

• The second example displays the information on the terminal screen.

Creatingan ASCII InformationFilefrom a DMS File

In the following example, DMSXASCII reads the contents of MYFILE.DMS and
creates an ASCII version of the information in MYFILE.DMX:

I II
| u

$ DMSXASCI I

Enter input DMS file name (DMS) -ffi> MYFILE

Enter output list file name (DMX) [TT-] _ffi>MYFILE
List Data Points? (Y/N/^Z=Header) [N] ffi=>¥

Commented Output? (Y/N) [Y] -=> N
I IIII IIIII I Ill IB

The DMSXASCII utility asks you to specify the following items:

input DAISfile name This is the name of the DMS file that DMSXASCH
will read. If you do not specify an extension, the .DMS
file extension is used. CTRL-Z cancels the program at
this point.
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output listfi/e name This is a name for the ASCII file. If you do not specify
a file name extension, the .DMX extension is used.
You can also do the following instead of entering the
output file name:

Your Response Result / Comments
v ii

CTRL-Z Uses the same name as the DMS
file but with the .DMX extension.

RETURN Displays the results on the
terminal screen ('IT:).

List Data Points? Here you must indicate what information you wish to
extract from the DMS file:

Your Response Result / Comments

Y Includes all information.

N or RETURN Excludes point coordinates, text
strings, arc/polygon extents, and
complex polygon information.

CTRL-Z Includes only information from
the DMS file header: extents,
scale, dates, and text file name.

Commented Output? Here you can choose whether or not to include
automatic comments that identify the information in
the ASCII text. Your response depends on how you
plan to use the information:

Your Response Result / Comments

Y or RETURN Comments are inserted in the

ASCII text to identify the
information.

N Produces only numeric
information without comments.
Do this if you wish to edit the
resulting ASCII file and later
convert it back to a DMS file

(with the ASCIIXDMS utility).

CTRL-Z CTRL-Z is ignored here.
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Displaying DMS File InformaUon on Your Screen

In the following example, DMSXASCII reads the contents of MYFILE.DMS and

displays only information from the file's header on the terminal screen:

i l Ill III I III i

$ DMSX_SCI I
Enter input DMS filename (DMS) ==> MYFILE.DMS
Enter output list file name (DMS) [TT: ] ==> <RETURN>
List Data Points? (Y/N/AZ=Header) [N] -=> <CTRL-Z>
Commented output? (Y/N) [Y] ==> Y

i II I i i llll • _ I

TT: designatesyourterminal,so the output is displayedon the screen.
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DMSXDLG

The DMSXDLG utility reads a DMS file and creates a new file in the USGS
Digital Line Graph (DLG) optional distribution format (1:100,000-scale map
format). DMSXDLG and its complement, the DLGXDMS utility, can be used to
convert back and forth between formats.

I

What You Need to Know Before Using DMSXDLG

The DMSXDLG utility asks you to specify two items:

input DMS file name This is the name of the DMS file to be read.

output DLG file name This is the name of the DLG fde to be created.

Converting DMS Data to DLG Format with DMSXDLG

To start the DMSXDLG utility, just enter DMSXDLG at the system prompt. The
following is an example of the sequence used to convert a DMS file, MAP.DMS, to
DLG format. The utility prompts you for the information outlined in the previous
section.

Example:

i li li i II li i R

$ DMSIDLG
Enter input DMS file name (DMS) =ffi> MAP.DMS

Enter output DLG file name (DLG) --> MAP.DLG

DMS -> DLG conversion complete.
Files created-

MAP. DLG

MAP. ATT
| •

ilii i i ili

Result: DMSXDLG creates two f'des--a DLG file and an ancillary attribute file.
For the DLG file, the utility converts DMS point data to DLG node data, DMS line
data to DLG line data, and DMS polygon and complex polygon data to DLG line
data. The DLG file is in level 2 format, so that "data linkage" information (such as
which lines are adjacent to a given area) is not present.

The anc///ary attr/butefi/e (.AT]" file name extension) stores the DMS attributes,
pen numbers and line types for the DMS data (because this information is not
directly transferable to the DLG format). No attributes are contained within the
DLG file. See the IBS Data Management Guide for more detailed information on
the format of the DLG and ATT file formats.
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DMSXDTX

The DMSXDTX utility is a diagnostic and reporting program that scans a DMS
file for objects having text labels associated with them and dumps the text to a
output file (DTX). The generated DTX output file lists each object's
corresponding latitude, longitude, and text label.

Listing Location and Text Labels for Objects in a DMS File

To start the utility, enter DMSXDTX at the system prompt as shown in the
example here.

Example:
I

| •

$ DMS][DT][
Enter input DMS file name (DMS) ==> SAMPLE.DMS

Enter output list file name (DTX) [TT: ] ==> SAMPLE2.DTX
I II IIIII II

To list the output on the terminal screen, press RETURN instead of entering a file
name. This is an example of the DTX output information:

1 -110.99388886 40.45194626 A Hollow
2 -110.83222199 40. 76805496 A-1 Peak

3 -111.07166290 40.97249985 Aagard Ranch
4 -111. 07971954 39.88944626 Aagard R£dge
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DOLIMITXX

The DOLIMITXX utility is a database administration program that runs the
LIMITXX utility for all topographies in one of the current databases: the map
database, the site database, or the offsite database. In other words, in each of the
directories MAPSTOPDIR:[xx], SITESMAPDIR:[xx], or OFF$MAPDIR:[xx],
LIMITXX can create a limit f'de that lists all of the DMS (or TAC) files in that
directory. The xx in the directory names represents the two-character code of a
topography (map layer).

What You Need to Know Before Using DOLIMITXX

Although DOLIM1TXX can be used on the current site or offsite databases, there
is little reason to use DOLIMITXX for anything other than the current map
database. In fact, the program can create invalid limit files for any topographies
that contain model output f'des (D2, EX, FI, VA, and WD) because all the DMS
files with be put in the limit file, not just the one associated with the current case.

DOLIMITXX is also called by the database QA utility, DB_DOLIM1TXX.BIS,
which runs DOLIMITXX in batch mode for the current map database. See also
the DB_DOLIM1TXX, LIMITXX, CRF_TELIMITS, and SEELIMITS utilities.

Creating Limit Files for a Current Database

To start the utility, enter DOLIMITXX X at the system prompt, where X is one of
M (map), $ (site), or O (offsite). If you do not initially specify the type of current
database on which to operate, DOLIM1TXX prompts you to specify one as shown
in this example.

Example:

| " ,, , , |

$ DOLIMITXX
MAP or SITE or OFFSITE database (MISIO) ==> • M

$ LIMITXX xx
ENTER NAME OF FILE CONTAINING DATA FILE NAMES >

n FILES READ

Enter input binary limits filename ==>
Enter output filename [TT" ] -=>

n FILES READ

• • •

mooo •
III II III III I|1
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DOSEELIMITXX

The DOSEELIMITXX utility is a database administration utility that runs the
SEELIM1TXX utility for all topographies in one of the current databases: the map
database, the site database, or the offsite database. In other words, in each of the
directories MAP$TOPDIR:[xr], SITE$MAPDIR:[xr], or OFF$MAPDIR:[xr],
DOSEELIM1TXX can create an ASCII version of the limit file that lists all of the
DMS (or TAC) fries in that directory. The xx in the directory names represents
the two-character code of a topography (map layer).

See also the SEELIM1TXX utility.

Creating ASCII Limit Files for a Current Database

To start the utility, enter DOSEELIMITXX X at the system prompt, where X is one
of M (map), S (site), or O (offsite). If you do not initially specify the type of
current database on which to operate, DOSEELIMITXX prompts you to specify
one, as shown in the following sequence:

III I
| |

$ DOSEELIMITXX

MAP or SITE or OFFSITE database (M]S]O) -=> : g

$ SEELIMITXX [.xx]LIMITxx. BIN [.xx]LIMITxx. DAT

In : [.xx]LIMITxx. BIN
Out: [.xx]LIMITxx.DAT
# : n

ooo

ooe

I IIIli illl •
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I

DUPOFFSITE

The DUPOFFSITE utility is a database administration utility that duplicates sites
found under OFFSITE$DIR.

What You Need to Know Before Using DUPOFFSITE

The DUPOFFSITE utility asks you to specify the following items:

O/d s/re This is the four-character site code of the site that

you want to duplicate (used in the directory
name).

New s/re This is the four-character site code of the new site.

O/d d/rectory This is the top-level directory for the old site. The
default is [EVNDB:[OFFSITE]].

New directory This is the top-level directory for the new site.

Duplicating an OFFSITE$DIR Site with DUPOFFSITE

To begin the utility, enter DUPOFFSITE at the system prompt. Theutility displays
the series of prompts shown below.

' Ill I I I II 11 I Ill
| •

$ DUPOFTSI2_
Old site _=>
New site _:>
Old directory [E;_DB:[OFFSITE]] -:>
New directory [EVNDB.[OFFSITE]] =ffi>

I , , , ,,, I

If the directory you wish to specify is EVNDB:[OFFSITE], you may simply press
RETURN to accept the default. If you wish to specify another directory for either
one, enter the name.

Status messages will scroll by as the site files are copied and/or updated.
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DUPSITE

The DUPSITE utility is a database administration utility that duplicates a site by
copying all the site's subdirectories and updating files which need to be changed.

What You Need to Know Before Using DUPSITE

The DUPSITE utility asks you to specify the following items:

Old sRe This is the four-character site code of the site that

you want to duplicate (used in the directory
name).

New s/te This is the four-character site code of the new site.

Old directory This is the top-level directory for the old site. The
default is [EVNDB:[INFOMANAGER]].

New d/tv_ry This is the top-level directory for the new site.

Duplicating a Site with DUPSITE

To begin the utility, enter DUPSITE at the system prompt. The utility displays the
series of prompts shown below.

I

$ DUPSITE

Old site _ffi>
New site ==>
Old directory [EVNDB:[INFOMANAGER]] :=>
New directory [EVNDB:[INFOMANAGER]] -ffi>

| •

If the directory you wish to specify is EVNDB:[INFOMANAGER], you may simply
press RETURN to accept the default. If you wish to specify another directory for
either one, enter the name.

Status messages will scroll by as the site Ides are copied and/or updated.

Note: This utility does not update any SITE.DAT file.
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EVENT

The EVENT program is responsible for processing data files sent from the onpost
system or from the people registration program, LOCATE. Depending on the
contents of the files, EVE1VI"can notify IBS users of new data, update shared
memory (variables that identify the current operational environment and are
accessible to many users simultaneously), and/or declare an event. EVE1VT also
detects and processes ONSITE$DIR:MLUPDATE.DAT files to update
information in the system master mall list file.

What You Should Know About Using EVENT

The EVENT program runs in background (batch) mode on the VAX computer,
and should be kept running at all times. Under normal conditions, this batch
process is already running and does not need to be started independently: the
process is started whenever the computer is rebooted via the foUowing path:

SYS$MANAGER:SYSTARTUP V5.COM
executes

PNLDEVE)B:[ISYSFILES]PNLEXECUT. COM,
which executes

IEMIS$EXE:EVENT.BIS,
which starts the batch process.

It is important that EVENT always be running. If it is stopped for some reason,
the IBS will NOT be notified of any new files from the onpost system. Only a
database administrator or system manager is authorized to restart EVENT. To
restart it, you must have BYPASS, CMKRNL OPER, and WORLD privileges.

The EVENT program must be running in the background in order to process
several types of files. If EVENT is not running, these files will remain unprocessed
until EVENT is started. When EVENT restarts, it processes the waiting fries, so
changes made while EVENT is not runningwill NOT be lost.

For a listing of the onpost files that are detected by EVENT, see the description of
XFERLIST.DAT in the IBS Data Management Guide. EVENT also detects
S1TE$OFF:P_T_UPDATE.DAT from the LOCATE program.

Using EVENT

The following instructions explain how to restart the program if it has stopped, how
to stop the program, and how to check what the program is doing.
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Restarting the EVENT Program

To restart the program, just enter EVENT or @IEMISSEXE:EVENT.COM at the
system prompt. If the program is already running, this has no effect.

Stopping the EVENT Program

To seeif the programis running,checkthebatchqueuefor the EVENT job:

$ SHOW QUEUE/AI_ SYSSBATCH

If you need to stop the program for some reason, you must remove the job from
the batch queue, using the entry number listed with _he previous command:

$ DELETE SYS$BATCH/ENTRYfen:ry #

Getting Information about EVENT Transactions: Log and Flag Files

The programcreatesa/ogfl/e in the INFOSDIR directory. To look at the log fie,
enter:

$ TYPE/PAGE INFO$DIR:EVENT.IX)G

However, since EVENT normally just chugs along, saying nothing unless it runs
into problems, you will not be able to see what is really happening. You can force
the program to be more verbose by creating aflagfi/e:

$ CREATE IEMIS$SYSF:EVENT.DBG < CTRL-Z >

The program will then record in the log fie an informative message about each file
received from the onpost system (or the LOCATE program).

Note: You can create the flag file while the:program is running--the
messages begin when the next onpost or LOCATE fie is processed.

Deleting the Flag File. If the program is in verbose mode and many files are sent
from LOCATE or the onpost system, then the log file could become quite large.
You can either restart the program and delete the log fie, or you can turn off
verbose mode (while the program is still running) by deleting the flag file:

$ DELETE IEMIS$SYSF:EVENT.DBG;*

Deleting the Log File. If you stop the program, you may want to delete the log
file because it just takes up valuable disk space. Enter:

$ DELETE INFO$DIR:EVENT.IX)G;*
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EXTRACT

The EXTRACT utility is a nongraphic, text-based program that enables you to
select DMS data from your current site database or from an individual DMS data
file. Within an area of interest that you specify, you can restrict the extracted data
based on dec/uttering, attributes, object types, and (for databases) topographies.
The extracted data are deposited into files within your current default directory.
The new DMS files can then be used with other IBS programs.

Extracting Data from a DMS File or Site Database

To start the utility, enter EXTRACT at the system prompt. The ba,_ic interactions
of the utility are shown in the following sequence:

I I I II III

$ZXTSAC'T
Enter output DMS filename prefix =ffi> filename

Area-of-Interest Selection Method Menu

0 : EXIT

1 • Supply long-lat limits

2 : Supply center point & radius (mi)

3 : Supply center point & radius (km)

4 : Supply polygon descriptor file name
5 : Supply gee-political file name
6 z Extract from a single DMS file

Menu Choice (?'-Help) =ffi>

Enter input DMS filename =ffi>filename (method 6 only)
Select based on decluttering? (Y/N) IN] -=>
Select based on attribute(s)? (Y/N) [N] =ffi>
Select based on object type ? (Y/N) [N] -=>
Enter topography from which to extract (?=List} ==> (methods I-5)

i E
I i li ii

Depending on how you respond to these prompts, EXTRACT asks you for further
information, as explained here.

Output DMS File Name Prefix

EXTRACT begins by asking for an output file name "prefix"for the file to be
created (omit the .DMS extension):

Enter output DMS filename prefix ==>

In most cases EXTRACT appends a two-character topographic code to this prefix

to construct the final output file name(s). For example, if you enter MYFILE as
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the prefix and then extract roads information (topographic code = rt) from the
current database, then one resulting data file will be MYFILERT.DMS. When you
extract from a single DMS data file, EXTRACT uses the output file name exactly
as you enter it and does not append the topographic code.

Selecting an Area to Extract - from a File or from a Database

EXTRACT then displays a menu that offers six basic ways of selecting a
geographic area for extraction:

Area-of-Interest Selection Method Menu

0 : EXIT

1 : Supply long-lat limits <I F.J_actfrom2 : Supply center point & radius (mi)

3 : Supply center point & radius (km) J sitedatabase
4 : supply polygon descriptor file name

5 : Supply geo-political file name < Extractfrora
6 : Extract from a single DMS file <- singleDM$file

Menu Choice (?-Help) -->

Options I through 5 select an area from the current site database. Option 6 selects
the data from a single DMS file. Depending on which type of extraction you select,
EXTRACT prompts you for the nexes_ry information:

1 : iong-lat limits: EXTRACT prompts for the minimum and maximum
longitudes and latitudes of the area to be extracted.

Enter minimum long, max long, min fat, max fat ==>

2 : centerpoint & radius (mi): EXTRACT prompts for the radiusand the

lon_tude-L_titudeof the centerof the area. Give the radiusin m_es.

Enter center point (long, fat) and radius -->

3 : center point & radius (kin): EXTRACT gives the same prompt for the radius
and the center of the area. Give the radius in kilometers.

4 : polygon descriptor file name: EXTRACT prompts for the name of the file
containing the polygon to be used for setting the limits of the extraction:

Enter polygon descriptor filename (.DMS) -ffi>

The data extractedare based on a re_an_e which surrounds the polygon and

are therefore not limited precisely to the polygon boundary. The STORE
REGION function within MPDISPLAY or GEDIT creates a polygon clip file

that could be used as the polygon descriptor file for EXTRACT.
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5 : geopolitical file name: This type of extraction may be used ff you have
previously created a geopolitical master file containing Federal Information
Processing Standard (FIPS) codes, area names, and area limits. EXTRACT
will first asks for the name of the geo-political master file and then whether
the selection is to be performed by FIPS code or by area name:

Enter geo-polltlcalfilename_=>
Select by area name? (NffiFIPScode) (Y/N) IN] -ffi>N

EXTRACT thenpromptsforeithertheFIPScodeortheareaname forthe
region tO be extracted.

Geo-political master files are sequential ASCII files that are best created or
modified by a text editor. Two records exist for each region to be defined
within the file. The first record contains the FIPS code in columns 1-10 and

the region name in columns 11-30. The second record contains the minimum
and maximum longitude and latitude in free field format (separated by
commas or spaces).

For example if Washington State and Oregon were to be defined within a
geo-political master file, they could appear as follows:

¢--- column 1
0000327651WASHINGTONSTATE
-125.0,-116.5,45.0, 49.0
0000327652OREGONSTATE
-125.0,-116.5, 41.5, 46.0

6 : single DMS rde: EXTRACT prompts for the name of the file.

Enter input DMS filename_ffi>

What Next? Regardless of how you specify the area, EXTRACT then enables you
to further refine the data selection criteria based on any combination of decluttering
values, attribute values, and object types.

Select Data Based on Decluttering

Within the chosen area of interest EXTRACT then enables you to restrict the data
extraction based on decluttering:

Select baaed on decluttering?(Y/N) [N] -ffi>

If you answer Y to base data selection on decluttering, EXTRACT prompts for the
decluttering criterion to be used throughout this process:

Enter decluttervalue (-lffiaelectby area) [-1]==>
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Entry
Values Results

Normal decluttering 1-30 1 - no decluttering (considers all data)
range: 30 = maximumdecluttering (considers least amount of data)

Default entry:. -1 EXTRACT automaticallycalculates a declutter value based
on the size of the area being extracted. The calculated value
is displayed in a screen message.

Typically,a value of 23 or 24 is appropriatefor an areathe size of an averagestate
or values of 26 or 27 is appropriate for multiple states or for the entire United
States. To use the value calculated by EXTRACT, just press RETURN.

Select Data Based on Attribute(s)

EXTRACT then enables you to restrict the extracted data items to those with
specific attribute values:

Select based on attribute(s)? (Y/N) [N] -->

If you answer Y to base data selection on attr_utes, EXTRACT prompts for the
attribute selection criteria:

Enter attribute selection command (?-Help) -->

For the "attribute selection command," enter a Boolean logical expression that
combines attribute codes and the following operators and symbols:

Functional

Operator / Symbol Description Example

^ [caret] logical AND a_o
V [capital Vee] logical OR aVb
- [hyphen] logical NOT -a
: [colon] range specifier a:b

; [semicolon] major;minor 1;10
code separator

[comma] item separator a,b,c

i [left parenthesis] grouping a,(bVc)
) [right parenthesis]

6,13 (4,5.4,100) indicates all data items having an attribute with aFor example: • " '''
Major code of 6 and a Minor code of 13 AND also having an attribute with a
Major code of 4 and a Minor code of 5 to 100 (inclusive).
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Select Data Based on Object Type

EXTRACT then enablesyou to restrictthe extracteddata items to certaintypesof
objects:

Select based on object tlrpe ? (Y/N) IN] -'>

If you answer Y to base data selection on object type, EXTRACT displays this
menu of object types:

Object Type Selection List
= = m; all =ll== =1=,_11==ll=811=_ :11=lm _. =1=_ g lm _ I1=_m Ill==1=_= I al__ S =IBI1==Ill =ligl= _ _l_ _ =

0 : EXIT
1 : Line
2 : Point

3 : Polygon

4 : Complex Polygon
5 : Flood Point

List Choice (?=Help) ==>

' To selectone ormore objecttypesforextraction:

1. Enter the numbercorrespondingto an objecttype.

A "=>"symbolmarkseach selected objecttype. To canceland unmarkthe
selection,just enter the numberagain.

2. After all desiredobjecttypes are marked,enter 0 to exit.

Extracting from a Single File

If you chose to extractdatafrom a single fde (option 6), EXTRACT extractsthe
data based on any selection criteriayou entered for decluttering,attributes, or
object types.

For example,if you wantedto extract onlycurrentstate highwaydata(attribute
5;56)from a single roads-and-trailsdatafile namedALLROADRT.DMS,you
would enterthe followingsequence:
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Example: Extracting from a Single File

III III I I •

$ZXI'LICT
Enter output DMS filename prefix ll> MYFILE

Area-of-Interest Selection Method Menu

0 : EXIT

1 : Supply long-lat limits
2 : Supply center point & radius (mi)
3 • Supply center point & radius (kin)
4 : Supply polygon descriptor file name
5 : Supply geo-polltlcal file name
6 : Extract from a single DMS file

Menu Choice (?-Help) --> 6

Enter input DMS filename -:> ALLROADSRT.DMS
Select based on decluttering? (Y/N) IN] -=> <RETURN>
Select based on attribute(s)? (Y/N) [N] --> ¥
Enter attribute selection command (?:Help) -:> 5;56
Select based on object type ? (Y/N} [N] -ffi><RETURN>
• * * MSG: Creating file: MYFILE.DMS
• * * MSG: Done

I IIIII I I I IIIIIII III i

The result would be a single file, MYFILE.DMS, which would contain vector data

describing state highways. In this case, EXTRACT does NOT append a two-
character topographic code to the output file name.

Extracting from the Current Site Database

If you choose to extract data from the current site DMS database, EXTRACT

gives you the opportunity to identify topographies that you want to include:

Enter topography from which to extract (?-List) -->

To select one or more topographies for extraction, use one or both of the following
methods:

Entering topography codes

I. At the prompt, enter a two-character topographic code.!

The prompt repeats. Repeat step 1 for each topography that you want to
include.

2. To continue, press RETURN at the prompt without typing any code.

EXTRACT then extracts the specified topographies, limited by any criterion
you specified for decluttering, attributes, and object types.
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Selecting from the topography list
1. At the prompt, enter ? to see a list of topographies:

Topography Selection List 1/3

0 : EXIT
i : AB ADMINISTRATIVE BOUNDARY
2 : EL ELEVATION
3 : EC ELEVATION CONTOUR
4 : EZ EMERGENCY PLANNING ZONE

5 : GN GNIS (Geographic Names)
6 : PB POLITICAL BOUNDARIES
7 : PO POPULATION
8 : RD 100K ROADS
9 : RT ROADS

I0 : ST STREAMS
s,...,,,...,............. M O R E ...,.......,,s..,.-.-..,

List Choice (?-Help) -->

2. Enterthenumber correspondh_gto a topographyon thelist.

A "= •" symbolmarks eachselectedtopography.To canceland unmark the
selection,justenterthenumber agahx To seemore ofthelist,enterD (for
down). To get help with list choices, enter ?.

3. After all desired topographies are marked, enter 0 to exit.

The original prompt for entering a topography repeats.

4. To continue, press RETURN at the prompt without typing any code.

EXTRACT then extracts the specified topographies, limited by any criterion
you specified for decluttering, attributes, and object types.

For example, you would enter the following sequence if you wanted to extract
elevation contour (EC) and roads (RT) data within a 20-mile radius oJ"100 degrees
west longitude and 42 degrees north latitude, conforming to a de.cluttering value of
23 (or greater):
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P._ample:P._raC,_g _om the CurrentSite Database
llIll I II I I

$1x_u_cT
Enter output DMS filename prefix =-> MYFILE

Area-of-Interest Selection Method Menu

0 : EXIT

1 : Supply long-lat limits

2 : Supply center point & radius (mi)

3 : Supply center point & radius (km}

4 : Supply polygon descriptor file name
5 : Supply geo-political file name

6 : Extract from a single DMS file

Menu Choice (?-Help) --> 2

Enter center point (long, fat) and radius ==> -100, 42, 20
Select based on decluttering? (Y/N} [N] m.> ¥

Enter declutter value (-1-Select by area} [-1] --> 23
Select based on attribute(s}? (Y/N} [N] --> <RETURN>

Select based on object type ? (Y/N) [N] =-> <RETURN>
* * * MSG: Extents: -100.388066 -99.611934 41.709667 42.290333

Enter topography from which to extract (?-List} -=> ?

Topography Selection List 1/3

0 : EXIT

1 : AB ADMINISTRATIVE BOUNDARY

2 : EL ELEVATION

3 : EC ELEVATION CONTOUR

4 : EZ EMERGENCY PLANNING ZONE

5 : GN GNIS (Geographic Names}
6 : PB POLITICAL BOUNDARIES

7 z PO POPULATION

8 : RD 100K ROADS

9 : RT ROADS

I0 : ST STREAMS
"'''''''''''''' M O R E "''''='''''''''=

List Choice (?-Help) --> 3

Topography Selection List 1/3

0 : EXIT

I : AB ADMINISTRATIVE BOUNDARY

2 : EL ELEVATION

3 =>EC ELEVATION CONTOUR

4 : EZ EMERGENCY PLANNING ZONE

5 : GN GNIS (Geographic Names}
6 : PB POLITICAL BOUNDARIES

7 : PO POPULATION

8 : RD 100K ROADS
9 : RT ROADS

10 : ST STREAMS

"=='''=='='=='' M 0 R E ---==--=====-===

List Choice (?=Help) ==> 0 (continued)
I II IIlllII IIIIII I I •
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Example: Extracting from the Current Site Database (continued)
III IIIIII I

I |

Enter topography from which to extract (?ffiList) =-> rt

Enter topography from which to extract (?-List} -ffi><RETURN>

* * * MSG: Processing topo: EC

* * * MSG: Creating file: MYFILEEC.DMS
* * * MSG: Processing topo: RT

* * * MSG: Creating file: MYFILERT.DMS
* * * MSG: Done

I ,,,,,, ,,. I

EXTRACT would then create files MYFILEEC.DMS and MYFILERT.DMS,
which would contain the elevation contour and roads data for the desired region.
Notice that EXTRACT appends the two-character topographic codes to your
original output file name prefix.
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FIXATTS

The FIXATTS utility is a system upgrade program that combines two IBS attribute
dictionary files into a single attribute dictionary, flagging any attribute major/minor
code combinations that had different descriptions (or other information) in the two
original attribute dictionaries. You would then need to edit the resulting file to
resolve the differences for duplicated attributes.

What You Need to Know Before Using FIXATTS

The IBS attribute dictionary files come in two formats: a binary format (.BIN)
used by most IBS map-related programs and an ASCII text format (.BIX) used for
viewing, editingo and reporting attribute information. You may specify either type
of attribute dictionary file, but if you use .BIN files, FIXATI'S first translates the
.BIN Ides to .BIX files by calling the ATTXASC utility.

Merging Two Attribute Dictionary Files with FIXATTS

To start the program, enter FIXATI'S at the system prompt. As shown in the
following example, FIXATrS prompts you for the input filenames of the two
attribute dictionaries to use, and the output filename to use.

Example:

j ....... I |
$ rzzA_s
First Attribute Dictionary (.BIN, .BIX) --> ATTRIBDIC.BIZ

Second Attribute Dictionary (.BIN, .BIX) -ffi>SITEZATTS.BII

New Combined Attribute Dictionary (.BIN, .BIX) ffi=>NEWATTS.BII

* * * MSG: Combining

* * * MSG. Sorting

* * * MSG. Verifying
* * * MSG: Combined file created:
* * * MSG: Done

H I I -- m

The program then displays a series of processing and status messages such as those
shown above. If you use the .BIN files, you will also see several messages from the
program ATI'XASC as the .BIN files are first converted to .BIX files.

Watch for status messages that resemble this one:

* * * MSG: Duplicate Attribute Major/Minor codes:
o o • • o

Q o • • Q
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These messages indicate that you will need to edit the resulting attribute dictionary
to resolve the conflicting Major/Minor code. You must either remove one of the
conflicting codes, or merge the two into a single item by using a text editor such as
the VAX editor, EDT. If you need to convert the final corrected attribute
dictionary from ASCII back into binary format for use by IBS, use the ASCXATr
utility.
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FIXCNX and FIXCNX.BlS

The FIXCNX utility is a database administration utility that creates a new Case
Index file (CASEINDEX.DAT) for one user's site. This utility is also called from
FIXSITEDB. FIXCNX.BIS runs FIXCNX for all sites on the system.

Creating a New Case Index File for a Site

Before starting FIXCNX, move to the site directory to be updated:

$ SET DEFAULT disk: [user.SITES.site]

where d/sk is the disk device, user is the user name, and site is the four-character
code of the site.

To start the utility, enter FIXCNX at the system prompt.

The case numbers found for the site scroll across the screen as the
CASEINDEX.DAT is updated. When the process is complete, a new
CASEINDEX.DAT in the current directory will accurately reflect the cases found
for the site.

Creating New Case Index Files for All Sites on the System

To run this utility for all sites on the system, enter @IEMIS$EXE:FIXCNX.BIS at
the system prompt.
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FIXD2MSTR

The FIXD2MSTR utility is a system upgrade utility that creates an updated index
file containing useful D2 data for one site (D2_MASTER FILE.DAT). This file is
used for D2 searches within IBS. One side effect of this utility is that it converts

the D2 input files from earlier IBS formats to the current IBS format. This utility
should be run for each user site containing D2 cases during upgrade installation.

It is recommended that you have a complete system backup before running this or
any conversion utility.

What You Need to Know Before Using FIXD2MSTR

FIXD2MSTR requires that you supply the following information:

disk the disk device where the site database is located

username the username of the person needing the D2 master
file

s/te the four-character code of the site that contains the
D2 cases

Creating a D2 Master File for a User Site

To run the utility, enter

FIXD2MSTR disk uaernarae site

at the system prompt, supplying the actual values of disk, username, and site.

Once this utility has been run, the converted files can be found in SITE$ISD2.

Creating D2 Master Files for All User Sites

To run FIXD2MSTR for the entire system (all users and all sites), enter

@TEMI S$ _.XR s FI XD2MSTR

at the system prompt. This command file creates a batch file (FIXD2MSTR.BIS)
in your login directory and displays a series of processing and status messages, but
no further input is necessary. To actually fix all D2 master files for the system,
change to your login directory, and enter this command at the system prompt:

SUBMIT/NOPRINT/NOTI]L_Z/QUE=SYS$B3L.TCH/LOG=SYSSLOGZN _ FIXD2MSTR. BZ S
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FIXIPS

The FIXIPS utility is a system upgrade utility that converts Implementing
Procedure (IP) data files of an earlier version of IBS to the format used by the
current version of IBS--for one IBS user and one site. To do this, it merges each
OPIP/IP combination into one odd-numbered file. It then updates the
CASEINDEX.DAT, SCEN_INDEX.DAT, and SCEN_TABLE.DAT files to point
to the newly merged IP files. This utility should be run for each user site
containing IPs during an upgrade installation of IBS.

It is recommended that you have a complete system backup before running this or
any conversion utility.

What You Need to Know Before Using FIXIPS

FIXIPS requires that you supply the following information:

disk the disk device where the site database is located

username the username of the person who has IPs for
conversion

s/te the four-character code of the site that contains IPs
to be converted

Upgrading IP Data Files for the Current Version of IBS with FIXIPS

To run the utility, enter

FZX'rPB disk use.L_ame site

at the system prompt, supplying the actual values of disk, username, and site.

FIXIPS renames Version 1.03 IP files to have an .OLD file extension. The new

odd-mtmbered files will have .DAT extensions. Once this utility has been run, the
converted files can be found in SITE$IP.

To run this utility for the entire system (for all users and all sites), enter

_ZEMZ SSEXE s FZXZP8. CON

at the system prompt. This command file runs FIXIPS for all users and sites on
the system.
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@
FIXKPL

The FIXKPL utility is a system upgrade utility. It changes the Known Polygons file
to ensure that all user-drawn polygons (Risk Polygons, Damage Assessment Areas,
Search/Rescue), all Emergency Planning Zones, and all D2 plume polygons are
included in the Known Polygons file for the current offsite database.

This utility should be executed as part of the process to upgrade between versions
of the IBS software. For IBS 2.00, this adds additional D2 Plume polygons to
support the 10 dosage/concentration levels now available.

Upgrading the Known Polygons File with FIXKPL

To start the utility, enter @IEMIS$EXE:FIXKPL at the system prompt. (This
command file runs a separate FIXKPL program and specifies that the user-drawn
polygons be used. You may also enter FIXKPL, and then enter the two-character
topographic codes for all the user-drawn polygons: RP, StL DA.)

Names of EmergencyPlanningZones. Each Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ)
has a five-character code that is used in this file. FIXKPL attempts to calculate it
using the following process:

1) If the old version of the file included the EPZ, use the code from that file.

2) Each EPZ polygon may have a text attribute which is that EPZ's code. This
string will be used by FIXKPL.

3) Each EPZ may have a text string that will be drawn inside that EPZ when text
display is enabled. FIXKPL will search for such a text string to use as the
EPZ name.

4) If none of these exist, a name is created based on the Ka_ownPolygon
number: EZ### where ### is the Known Polygon number.
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FIXLIMITS

The FIXLIMITS utility is a data file modification utility that updates the file limits
contained in a DMS file header.

Updating the Limits in a DMS File Header

To start the utility, enter FIXLIMITS at the system prompt. The utility then
prompts for the input file name as shown below.

ll II I|1 II I III I II I I

$ FI][LZMITS
Enter DMS filename ,,,,>

II Ill I It

Enter the filename to update. The utility then presents a menu for updating the
limits in the header:

Example:

II I II II|n I _1I

Limit upclat;e menu ( 87 226)
m. Jm im m,,,m m q.,,..,,.., m, _. m,m al a_ ..w m,m.,* g. _ m _ _ m m _ m _ m m,

0 • EXIT
1 : Header- -112.365131-112.340595 • 40.310147 40.363203
2 : Actual= -112.365131-112.340595 = 40.310147 40.363203
3 : Better- -112.37 -112.34 : 40.31 40.37
4 : User? :

Menu Choice (?-Help) -,,>
| •

I II I

You can updatetheheaderlimitsby sel_ing thedatalistedinoption2,3,or4 in
the menu above.

Menu Choice Result
,i

0 EXIT Leave the current DMS file unchanged and quit the utility.

1 Header Leave the current DMS file unchanged and end.

2 Actual Use the actual limits of the data, and end.

3 Better Use values rounded from actual, and end.

4 User? Shows prompts for you to enter custom longitude-latitude extents.

For IBS Software Developers. The numbers listed in parentheses at the top of
the limit update menu represent the number of strings and the number of points,
parameters of interest mostly to IBS software developers.
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FIXLOG

The FIXLOG utility is a database administration utility that fixes corrupted log
journal files by setting the record count value in the first record to be the actual
number of records in the file plus one. The log files record various IBS reports
exchanged by the offpost and onpost systems, messages, and other IBS activities.
The IBS program uses the log files to create "Message Board" reports.

Fixing the Log Journal Files with FIXLOG

To start the utility, enter FIXLOG at the system prompt. No further interaction is
necessary.

The log header record counts will be reset to the correct values.
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FIXMAPDB

The FIXMAPDB (Fix Map Database) utility is a system upgrade program for
converting pre-IBS 1.0 map databases to mS 1.0 format.

Required Privileges:
• System Privilege (SYSPRV)

File Input:
s PNLDEVDB: [ISYSFILES]SETUPDB.COM TEMPLATE
• PNLDEVDB: [ISYSFILES]TOPODESC.FIL TEMPLATE

File Input/output:
s PNLDEVDB:[ISYSFILES]ASS_DISK LOG.COM
• PNI_EVDB: [ISYSFILES]ASS MAP-SYM.COM
• PNLDEVDB: [ISYSFILES]ASS_MAP LOG.COM

File output:
• SETUPDB.COM
• TOPOCTL.FIL
• TOPODESC.FIL

Interactive Input:
• Y or N responses to three prompts asking whether to create files

Example:

1. First, move to the top directory of the map database.

$ SET DEFAULT disk: [directory]

2. Run the FIXMAPDB utility.

$ FIX3(APDB (or eIEMIBSEZE:FIXMR_DB)

a. Answer Y to the prompt,

Create SETUPDB.COM? (¥[n) --> : Y

This creates the setup file which assign logical names pointing to the map
database. If necessary, it updates
PNLDEVDB:[ISYSFILES]ASS_DISK_LOG.COM, adding a disk logical
to point to the map database disk. If necessary, it also updates
PNLDEVDB:[ISYS_]ASS_MAP_SYM.COM, adding symbols to
setup IBS to use the map database.
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b. Answer Y to the prompt,

Create TOPOCTL. FIL? (Y I n) --> : Y

This creates the topography control file which points to the icon control
file and the cover maps.

c. Answer Y to the prorate,

Create TOPODESC.FIL?(Yln)==> ,

This creates the topography description file which defines the map layers
(topographies) available to IBS users. If necessary, it updates
PNLDEVDB:[ISYSFILES]ASS_MAP_LOG.COM, adding logical names
for topographies in your map database which are not part of normal map
databases.

If you answer Y to create the TOPODESC.FIL you will see an additional
prompt:

Retain order of file? (Y/n)==>

• Answer Y tO have the resulting file in the same order as the original.
OR

• Answer N to have the resulting file sorted alphabetically.

If any of the files in PNLDEVDB:[ISYS_] are updated, they will be invoked,
making the map database accessible upon completion of FI MAPDB.
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FIXMSTRDIR

The HXMSTRDIR utility is a system management program that builds a master
directory list of the valid disk names, user names, and site names on the system
(MASTER_DIRECTORY.BIN). This list is used as a source of online "help"
information for IBS capabilities that transfer or copy model case files and site files
between users. These capabilities are available as COPYCASEOR SITEFILE
functions under SETUPin the IBS program.

What You Should Know Before Using FIXMSTRDIR

The FIXMSTRDIR program uses as its primary input a file named
ALLSITE.DAT, which is a list of the locations of all user sites known to the
system. Therefore the ALLSITE.DAT file must be up to date for FIXMSTRDiR
to be successful. The ALLSITE utility creates IEMIS$SYSF:ALLS1TE.DAT.

System managers should use the ALLSITE utility and then FIXMSTRDIR
whenever they add a new user to the system so that the user and the user's data
will be recognized as options when IBS users copy or transfer case and site files.

Building a Master Directory List of Disk, User, and Site Names with
FIXMSTRDIR

To start the utility, enter RUN IEMIS$EXE:FIXMSTRDIR at the system prompt.
FIXMSTRDIR displays the master directory list and does not normally require any
further interaction. For example:

II i Jill _
| |

$ RUN IEMIS$EXEsFIXMSTRDIR
Node User Site Disk

• • • •

• * * MSG: nnn sites in Master Directory file
_i IIII II I I II I •

Results of Using FIXMSTRDIR

FIXMSTRDIR writes a set of six help records into a new version of the master
directory list for each site reference found in IEMIS$SYSF:ALLSITE.DAT. For
each site record processed, FIXMSTRDIR examines the contents of the user's site
directory.
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FIXOFFON

The FIXOFFON utilityis a systemupgradeprogramthatrepairsthe
IEMIS$SYSF:OFFTO ON.DAT file to matchthose sites specifiedinm

Infomanager'sSITE.DATfile. FIXOFFONwouldbe used by an Infomanageror
databaseadministratorin the unlikelyevent that these files do not match. (The
OFF TO ON.DATfile mapsthe onpost site names to the operationaloffpost site
name.) -

What You Need to Know Before Using FIXOFFON

FIXOFFON adds any sites that are specified in the SITE.DAT file but not found
in the OFF TO ON.DAT file, and removes any extra records that do not pertain
to any of Infomanager'ssites. If FIXOFFONfindslnfomanagersites thathave no
correspondingrecordin OFF_TO_ON.DAT,you must be able to enter the correct
four-characteronsite site code.

If no OFF TO ON.DAT file is found, a new one is created.

Fixing the OFF TO ON.DAT Filem

To start the ut_ty, enter FIXO]_ON at the system prompt.

If any sites are found in Infomanager's SITE.DAT that do not have corresponding

record in the OFF TO ON.DAT file, the program displays a prompt similar to the
following:

Enter Onsite code corresponding to INFOMANAGER Site [code] ==>

Enter the four-character "onsite code" that identifies the onpost depot that
corresponds to the operational site specified in the prompt.

If any records are found in the OFF TO ON.DAT file that do not have a

corresponding site in Infomanager's SITE.DAT f'de, the program displays a prompt
similar to the following:

Offslte [code] Onslte icode] pair not used by INFOMANAGER'B
SITE.DAT file. OK to remove (Y/n)? -->

Enter Y or press RETURN to remove the specified record from the
OFF TO ON.DAT file. Entering N retains the specified record in the
OFF TO ON.DAT file.
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FIXOFFSlTE

The FIXOFFSITE utility is a system upgrade utility that supports the upgrade of
the IBS from an earlier version to the current version. The program updates the
directories under EVNDB:[OFFSITEx=r] to add several new directories:
EVNDB:[OFFSI'I_.rrrx.SEND] and EVNDB:[OFFS1TE.rrrr.FROM]. Tiffs
automatically updates all OFFSITE directories found.

Updating [OFFSITE_xxx] Directories for the Current Version of IBS

To start the utility, enter FIXOFltSITE at the system prompt. No further
interaction is necessary.

The program displays a series of processing messages, indicating the progress of
the program and which OFFSITE directories are being updated.
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FIXPD

The FIXPD utility is a system upgrade utility that converts the PERMITI.DAT
permission file from the format used by a previous version of the IBS to the format
used by the current version of the IBS. This utility should be used only at upgrade
installation.

Upgrading the IBS Permissions File with FIXPD

To start this ufifity, enter FIXPD at the system prompt, No further interaction is
necessary.

When the PERMITI.DAT file is converted, a message similar to the following
appears:

I I I I Ill Ill II I Ill Ill| I

# user records : nnn

* * * MSG: OK
B •

I I II II I I I I I
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FIXPROT

The FIXPROT utility is a system upgrade utility that sets file and directory

protections for all IBS files and the current map database. This utility requires
SYSPRV privilege and is expected to be run only at installation.

Upgrading IBS File and Directory Protectionswith FIXPROT

To start this utility, enter FIXPROT at the system prompt. No further interaction
is necessary.

The file and directory protections are upgraded for the current version of IBS.
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FIXRM

The FIXRM utility is a system upgrade program that creates a batch file to update
IBS Facility and Resource data based on changes made in the icon dictionary
(ICON.CTL) file for a new version of the IBS. The batch file updates the Facility
and Resource data so that the correct icons are used from the new ICON.CTL file

in the new version of the IBS. The utility is used once during a sequence of system
update/installation activities.

What You Need to Know Before Using FIXRM

You must know the name and location (complete pathname) of the "old"
ICON.CTL file being used by the previous (old) version of the IBS software. If the
old ICON.CTL file is MAP$ICONS:ICON.CTL, you must also use the file version
number to distinguish the file from the new ICON.CTL file, which is installed as a
new version of MAP$ICONS:ICON.CTL.

Preparing an Update Batch File with FIXRM

To start the utility, enter @IEMIS$EXE:FIXRM at the system prompt. You are
then prompted for the name of the "old" ICON.CTL file.

Example:
I II Illl II I Ill

I |

$ @IEMZSSEXE:FXXIU4
01d ICON.CTL filename (including path to file)

==> MAP$ICONS =ICON, CTL; -I
il in i In i m

Notice that you must specify the entire path for the file. In the example shown
here, the previous icon dictionary file was MAP$ICONS:ICON.CTL, so the version
number -1 was used to signify a file version one less than the most current version,
which would be the new icon dictionary file.

The utility then creates the file FIXRM.BIS in your login directory. You may wish
to edit this file to remove sites that you do not wish to have updated, or to add
additional sites. The format for each command line in FIXRM.BIS is

$ FIXRM Disk Site Usemame OldlconCtlFilename
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Updating Facllityand Resource Data to Use Correct Icons

To update the Facility and Resource data, enter

SUm4ZTINOPRZ_IWOTZrYl Quzus=sxs$n_TCSlLOC=SYS$LOGzN: rzxPa_.nzs

at thesystempromptfrom yourlogindirectory.
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FIXRSP and FIXRSP BIS
imi

The FLXRSP utility Js a system upgrade utility that fixes the MESORAD model's
.RSP files for one user site. The FIXRSP_BIS utility creates a batch file for fixing
all the MESORAD .RSP files on the system. The .RSP files are master control
files for MESORAD case input.

Updating MESORAD .RSP Files for One User Site with FIXRSP

To start this utility, enter the following command at the system prompt:

@IEMIS$EXE:FIXRSP sitel site2 directorypathl directorylwdh2

where sitel and site2 are (normally) the same four-character code of the site to be
fixed, and director)patM and directorypath2 are (normally) the same full directory
name including disk and usemame.

For example, the following would fix the RSP files for the Infomanager site TEST.

i III I III I II Ili II I i

$ @IENISSEXigsFIXlUgP TEST TEST EVNDB= [INFONAN&GER]
EVNDB: [ INFONANAGER ]
I I III I IIII I

Updating MESORAD .RSP Files for All Users on the System

To start the utility, enter FIXRSP BIS at the system prompt. The programm.

displays a series of processing and status messages, but no further interaction is
: necessary.

The program creates the batch file FIXRSP.BIS in your login directory.

To actually fix all the MESORAD .RSP files and complete the job, change to your
login directory, and enter this command at the system prompt:

SUBNXTINOPRZI_INOTZF_IQUle=SYS$1MtTCHILOO=SYS$_ZN: FZXRSP. SIS
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FIXSETUP

The FIXSETUP utility is a system upgrade utility that supports the upgrade from a
previous version of IBS to the current version. The program updates the
SETUP.COM flies in all your own sites or in all sites on the system.

You must have system privilege to fix all sites on the system.

Updating the SETUP.COM Files for the Current Version of IBS

To start the program, enter FIXSETUP at the system prompt. FIXSETUP displays
the following prompt:

Do A11 mitos on 8ystom? (It/N) ==>

Enter Y to fix all sites on the system, or N to fix only your own sites.

FIXSETUP then displays a series of processing messages, indicating the progress of
the program and which sites are being updated. No further interaction is
necessary.
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FIXSITEDB

The FIXSITEDB (Fix Site Database) utility is a system upgrade program for
converting pre-IBS 1.0 site databases to IBS format. Each IBS user must run the
utility to convert private site databases. The following occurs:

1. Create missing directories. These are the same directories created by the
NEWSITE utility.

2. Move TAC files from [.INPUT.MAPS]. They are gridded cell data used by
the OSPM and ME_ORAD models.

3. Delete setup and control files in [.INPUT.MAPS]. The setup file has been
completely rewritten and moved, whereas the control files are no longer used.

4. Delete unused directories. These include directories for the old FLOOD and

HEAT models, plus the SRFX-91 EMP directory.

5. Delete volatile topographies (DA, EI,RM,RP,SR, WD,WI). These are no
longer private but shared topographies under [OFFSITE._ite].

6. Delete files in [.INPUT.OFF]. These are no longer private but shared f'des
under [OFFSITE.site], except for the Current Risk Area file, whose format
has changed anyway.

7. Create a new SETUP.COM file. This is the replacement for the file deleted
earlier (step 3).

8. Create a new CASEINDEX.DAT file. For each model case in the site
database, set its corresponding flag in the file. This can be done as a stand-
alone activity using the FIXCNX utility (@IEMIS$EXE:FIXCNX), but you
must first be in the correct directory, SITE$DIR ([user.SITES._ite]).

Required Privileges:
e none

File output:
• [user.SITES._ite]SETUP.COM
• [user.S1TF.S._ite]CASEINDEX.DAT

Interactive Input:
• Site name
• Map Database name
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Notes:

• All references to "[." really mean "[user.S1TES$ITE.".

• Running the utility on an IBS 1.0 site database should cause no problems, but
it will replace your existing SETUP.COM and CASEINDEX.DAT files. The
new files should be correct, but you may want to verify this.

• Files and directories are not really deleted, just moved to a temporary
directory, [.OLD], from which you can delete them later if the converted site
database is correct.

Converting Pre-IBS 1.0 Databases to IBS Format

To start the utility, enter FIXSITEDB at the system prompt.

Example:

1. Run the FIXSITEDB utility.

$ FZZSZTEDB (or @TD(ISSEZEzFZZSTTEDB)

2. Enter the name of the site to convert.

Enter name of SAte to convert --> : mice

3. Enter the name of associated map database.

Enter Map Database name [Kap] --> : mapdb

The default is the current map database shown in brackets, Map. This is
needed when creating the SETUP.COM file so that it knows which map
database SETUPDB.COM file to use.

The utility will then proceed to convert the site database. While doing so, a
number of informational messages describing progress will appear. They may
include the following:
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I III I IIll II I
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* * * MSG: Cresting missing directories

* * * MSG: Moving TAC files from [.INPUT.MAPS] to []

* * * MSG: Deleting setup & control files in [.INPUT.MAPS]
* * * MSG: Deleting unused directories

* * * MSG: Deleting volatile topographies (DA,EI,RM,RP,SR,WD,WI)

* * * MSG: Deleting files in [.INPUT.OFF]
* * * MSG: Creating a new SETUP.COM file in [] (Delete old one)

* * * MSG: Creating a new CASEINDEX.DAT file in [] (Delete old one)

* * * MSGz Deleted files saved in [.OLD] directory

* * * MSG: Removing temporary [.OLD] directory
* * * MSG: Done converting site database: SITE
I II IIII IIIII I II II I

Any error results in one of the following messages:

I II I I I II llIll I I
l I

* * * ERR" You have not site: SITE

* * * ERR". Aborting..."
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FIXVERB

The FIXVERB utility is a system upgrade utility that adds necessary verbs to the
DCLTABI.F_._, such as MYTAPE. This utility requires SYSPRV and CMKRNL
privileges, and is expected to run only at installation.

Upgrading the System DCLTABLES with FIXVERB

To start this utility, enter FIXVERB at the system prompt. No further interaction
is necessary.

Any necessary verbs are added to the DCLTABLES.
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FTPSTART and FTPSTOP

The FTPSTART utility establishes the modem link I:etween some CSEPP onpost
and offpost systems (see What You Need to Know... below). IBS users may then
send or receive files to or from the onpost system using the local File Transfer
Protocol (FTP) software. It is expected that the modem link will be periodically
established (perhaps each morning) and disconnected (perhaps each evening). This
link must be established before anyone can transfer IBS reports to the onpost
system (by using the IBS program's MESSAGE BOARD option, for example). If the
link is not established, the reports will NOT be sent between systems.

The FTPSTOP utility disconnects the modem link that was established by
FTPSTART. This can be done when the connection is not needed.

What You Need to Know Before Using FTPSTART and FTPSTOP

FTPSTART and FTPSTOP are specifically set up for using the WIN/tcp software
package. If your system has a different transport control protocol (tcp) package,
you will NOT be able to use FTPSTART or FTPSTOP. The modem link would
have to be established by other means.

You must have special user privileges to use either FTPSTART or FTPSTOP.

Starting the Offpost/Onpost Modem Link with FTPSTART

To use the utility, just enter grPSTART at the system prompt. That's all there is
to it. You may then see one or more of the following messages:

* * * MSG: SLIP LINK running

You will see this message when the link is established (or if the link was
already established when you tried to t_se FTPSTART).

* * * MSG: SLIP LINK not running

You will see this message before the program attempts to establish the
modem link. As it attempts to establish the link, the program also checks
every 30 seconds to see whether the link has been established. The program
will check up to 20 times over the first I0 minutes, displaying one of the two
status messages after each check. If you see 20 lines of the * * ,, MSG: SLIP

LINK not running messageand neverseea * * * MSG: SLIP LINK
running mcssage,thenthelinkattemptfailed.

* * * ERR: No privilege to check SLIP LINK

You will see this message if you do not have the correct privilege to establish
the modem link.
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Stopping the Offpost/Onpost Modem Link with FTPSTOP

To use the utility, just enter FTPSTOP at the system prompt. That's all there is to
it. You may then see one or more of the following messages:

* * * MSGz SLIP LIkE stopped

You will see this message if the program successfully breaks the link.

* * * ERR: SLIP LIkE not started

You will see this message if the link has not been established and there is no
link to stop.

* * * ERR: No privilege to check or stop SLIP LINK

You will see this message if you do not have the correct privilege to break the
link.
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GEDiT

The OED1T utility is an interactive Braphk:s'M/_ program that enables you to edit
and create graphic representations of two-dimensional data. GEDFF requires a
graphics workstation. This section covers the following topics.

• Description of the GED1T Software

• What You Need to Know to Use the GEDIT Software

• Terminology for Graphic Data Structures

• Starting a GEDIT Session

• Using the GED1T Menu.

Description of the GEDIT Software

GEDIT is an interactive program that enables you to edit or create graphic
representations of two-dimensional data. Graphics input devices are used to
manipulate graphic data structures (points, line segments, polygons, etc.)'that are
stored in and retrieved from the data files of a DMS map database.

GED1T operates on data files that use D/g/ta/Mapping 5_ (DMS), the data
file structure established for the IBS geo-coded database. GEDIT can be used to
customize map data from the IBS site map database to include special information
forspecificapplications.

The GEDIT (graphicmap editing)softwareandtherelatedMPDISPLAY (graphic
map display)softwarewerecreatedbyPacificNorthwestLaboratory.Theycontain
a libraryofsubprogramsthatareaccess_lebyotherprogramsforcreating,storing,
and displayingtwo-dimensionaldata.

What You Need to Know to Before Using GEDIT

This discussion is intended as a guide for new users of the GEDIT software. It
contains information on the operation of GEDIT and assumes that you will apply
GEDIT to the current IBS database or to another database that is constructed
according to IBS standards for graphically represented geographic data. You
should be familiar with the graphics input device attached to your terminal.
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For the Typical User of GEDIT

This documentation covers all the conceptsand interactionsnecessaryfor usingthe
(3EDITsoftware: terminologyfor graphicdatastructures(page 2.102), startinga
GEDIT session (page 2.104),and usingthe GEDIT mainmenu (page 2.106). The
section on terminologydefines some terms thatare used in the rest of the GEDIT
discussion.

Typicalusersneed not be closelyconcernedwithIBS standardsand file structures,
althoughreviewof those standardscanprovide insightinto whatand how datais
stored.

For the In-Depth User of GEDIT

In-depthusersofGEDIT canfindstandardsandstructuresforanIBSmap
databaseintheIBSDataManagementGuide.A procedureforcreating/cons
(graphicalfiguresthatalwaysappearthesamesize)isalsodescribedinthe185
DataManagementGuide.

Terminology for Graphic Data Structures

GEDIT operates on data files thatareinDMS format. DMS files explicitly
associatelongitudeandlatitudevalueswithseveralkindsofdata:points,line
segments,swings,polygons,andcomplexpolygons.Thedataforthesestructuresare
storedsequentially,andthereisnoimplicitorderinwhichdataappearwithinthe
file.

Thedisplayof_ andgraphic/_nsisalsosupportedinDMS, anda_,/huteamay
beassociatedwithanydataitemtofurtherdefineitscharacteristics.Thefollowing
isadescriptionoftermsastheyareusedinthismanual:

• A pointisa0-dimensionalobjectthatspecifiesgeometriclocation.One setof
coordinatesspecifiesthelocationofeachpoint.

• A line segmentis a 1-dimensionalobject that is a directline between two
points.

• A string is a connected seriesof line segments.

• Polygonsare areas enclosedby a single geometricboundarythat does not cross
itself (i.e., a polygonis a dosed string).

• Complexpolygonsare structuresthat define areas composedof multiplesimple
polygons.
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The simple polygons that compose a complex polygon are called subpolygons.

- Indusl_ subpolygvns define areas inside their boundaries.

- _1_ subpolysons define areas outside their boundaries.

Some GEDIT operations work on the comp]Lexpolygon as a single entity;
other functions allow the manipulation of subpolygons.

• C.ompos/testr/ngs are a series of strings, or X-Y pairs that are connected
physically or logically.

For example, a composite string is a series of lin_. segments which may be
drawn on a flatbed plotter without removing the pen from the plotting surface.
In general, the term composite string refers to the string, polygon, and
complex polygon data structures as a set.

• An att_ute is a special set of numeric values that describe additional
characteristics of data items. For example, an attribute may identify a
particular polygon as a lake of a particular kind. Attributes consist of three
att_ute descr/ptors: a Major attribute code, a Minor attribute code, and a
Parameter value. These values can act as pointers into predefined table files
that contain descriptions of each attribute. A major file of this type is the
attr/bute d/c_nary, which contains a master list of the Major/Minor attribute
codes and their definitions in DMS files.

All data structures may have attributes associated with them. For example,
the attributes of a point can identify that point as

- an icon seed point: the location of an icon (.,seeIcon, below)

- a text point: the starting location of a piece of text

- a colorflood seed point: the starting location of a color flood point

- an/tern point: a point location that has only attributes without being
associated with particular graphics or text.

• Text attributes point to the location of text in a l:extdata file. Any data item
can have text associated with it through its attributes. The name of the text
data file is stored in the DM$ file header, the initial portion of the DMS
graphics file.

• Icons are graphic figures that can be associated with a particular data point
(called an icon seed point). Icons always appear at a constant viewing size,
regardless of the map scale. They provide a consistent means of representing
hospitals, airports, schools, or any topographic ieature that occurs repeatedly.
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A predefined/con d/c_nary (/can contrdftte) includes attn'bute codes, a
descriptor name for each icon, and the names of files that contain the
graphical descriptions, in standard DMS format, of each icon.

Starting a GEDIT Session

Start a GED1T session by entering GEDIT at the system prompt. For example:

$ GlmIT <RETURN>

You will then specify the input files that are to be edited (or created). All of the
files that are to be used or updated during a GEDIT session must be specified at
the beginning of the session. The files may include an icon dictionary (icon control
.fi/e) and one or more data files.

Using an Icon Control File

GEDIT begins processing by looking for an icon control file. The icon control file
contains the current list of available icons and the data files that are needed to plot
each icon. Generally, the System Manager will have already defined a system
default icon control file that the IBS software uses unless you specify otherwise. If
no icon control file has been defined, GEDIT displays a message to let you know
and then continues processing.

If you wish to use a different set of icons (for example, icons that are not
designated in the system default icon control file), then you must redefine the icon
control file.

Specifying Input Flies

GEDIT now begins prompting for the input files (for example, topography files
containing map data that you have stored using the MPDISPLAY software).

Enter DMS file name ### -->

TO enterinputf_enames:

1. Type the name of an input file at the prompt, and press RETURN.

If the file you specify does not currently exist, GEDIT will open a new data
file for you. If you press CTRL-Z instead of entering a file name, GEDIT will
return you to the system prompt.

The first file you specify will be the default file for subsequent GEDIT
operations: GED1T INSERTfunctions will apply only to this default file (until
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you change the default file through the MODIFYDEFAULTSoption on the
GEDIT main menu).

2. Repeat step 1 for up to 10 input files.

Up to 10 files may be edited simultaneously; however, insertions only apply to
one file at a time, the default file. To edit a region that you have stored using
the MPDISPLAY software, enter the name of each topography file that you
need to edit. For example:

Enter DMS file name 1 -= > BAW&II2RT <I___>
Enter DMS file name 2 == > BAWAII2WB <_qq3_>

The input files specified are the Roads and Tm//s (RT) topography file and the
Water Bod/es (WB) topography file for a region named HAWAII2.

3. After entering the last file name, press CTRL-Z.

This indicates to GEDIT that all files have been specified. GEDIT will
display the input file data (if there is any) on the graphics screen. Next to the
data display will be the main menu that lists graphic editor options for altering
or adding to the displayed data.

Background: Screen Coordinates of Input Flies

If you create a new input file (with no old input files in the same GEDIT session),
GED1T assigns an arbitraryset of X-Y coordinates to the (initially) blank screen
display area. The coordinates will be in screen inches with X =0, Y =0 at the
center of the display area. The approximate extent of the screen will be about -5
to +5.

Data drawn into the arbitrarycoordinate system can be converted into a known
coordinate system by using the REGISTERPOINTSoption, which is selectable from
the Misc Menu. If you convert to a known coordinate system and then EXIT, the
new file will be saved in that form. When you next use the file as the first input
file (default file) of a different GEDIT session, the data will be redrawn into the
known coordinate system.

If you draw data into the arbitrarycoordinate system of a new file and then EXIT
without convening to a known coordinate system, the file will be saved without
specific coordinate references. When you next use the file as the first input file
(default file) of a different GEDIT session, GED1T will redraw the data to fill the
screen area. Thus the graphic elements of the recalled file may be drawn with
proportions different than the original screen display.
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Using the GEDIT Menu

After reading in the input files, GEDIT presents the following menu:

ill i i ill

EXIT (SAVE CHANGES) "i

QUIT (IGNORE CHANGES) ._ These general options are explained

HELP together on the following page.
, CANCEL

CONTINUE

DELETE UNE SEGMENT
DELETE SUB POLYGON These specific functions are
DELETE COMPOSITE STRING explained in oJp_M order
UNSAVE COMPOSITE STRING following the general options.
RE-COLOR-TEXTURESTRING
MERGE STRINGS
INSERT MENU ->

CONVERT STRING TO POLYGON
FORM COMPLEX POLYGON

ZOOM IN
ZOOM OUT
RESTORE BASE PLOT
REFRESH SCREEN
ATTRIBUTE MENU ->
ICON MENU ->
TEXT MENU
TEXT STRING MENU _> I
GEOME_'RICMENU -> !
MISC MENU -> ,
DISPLAY COORDINATES
MODIFY DEFAULTS -> ,
POLYGON FILL MENU ->
CHANGE PROJECTION ---

The selection of some options on the main menu will result in the display of
another menu from which further selections must be made.

The options of the GEDIT menu are explained in the following pages. Before
continuing, it is important that you understand what happens to the data flies at
the end of a GED1T session.
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What Happens to Data Files at the End of a GEDIT Session

• Pick EXITto save all your changes. The GED1T functions change the data
displayed on the screen. However, no data flies are permanently changed until
you end the editing session by picking EXIT(SAVECHANGES).The data files
you specified as input to GED1T are then updated to reflect the changes
made during the editing session.

• Pick QUITto end without saving your changes. If you do not want to modify
the data files in accordance with the changes made during an editing session,
pick OUITinstead of EXIT. The data files will NOT be updated.

The following paragraphs describe the general options on the GEDIT menu.

Exit (Save Changes)

PickingEXIT (SAVECHANGES)incorporatesyourchangesinto newversionsof the
input files and then endsthesession.On othermenus,EXIT signalsthat youare
through with the current menu and the operations on that menu. Operational
control then returns to the previous or calling menu.

Qult (Ignore Changes)

Picking QUIT (IGNORECHANGES)ends the GEDIT sessionwithout incorporating
anychangesin the input files. That is,anychangesor insertionsmadeduring the
sessionare discarded,andnewversionsof the input files are NOT created.

Help

Picking HELP displays information about the current menu.

Cancel

Picking CANCELterminates the current function. Use this function when it
becomes undesirable to complete a function that has been started. If the cursor
disappears during the completion of a function, you will be unable to use CANCEL
until the cursor reappears.

Continue

Picking CONTINUEsignalsthecompletionof functionssuchasthe selectionof
points or composite strings. For example, in an operation that requires you to
choose a point on the screen, you might pick several points before finding the
correct one and then selecting CONTINUE.
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Attribute Menu

You can usetheATTRIBUTEMENUfunctionsto add,delete,modify, or look up the
attributes of a graphic data item. Display programs, such as MPDISPLAY, can use
attributes as selection criteria for displaying (or not displaying) specific data items.

Two kinds of data items can have attributes: points and composite strings. Points
are specified by a single set of x,y coordinates such as a longitude-latitude location.
The attributes of a point can identify that point as

• an icon seed point: the location of an icon

• a text seed point: the location of a piece of text

• a colorflood seed po/nt: the starting location of a color flood point

• an/tern point: a point location that has only attributes without being
associated with particulargraphics or text.

Composite strings may represent data items such as roads or rivers, which may
have attribute information associated with them.

The following sections discuss attributes and how to use the Attribute Menu.

Attributes

Attr_utes are numeric values used to describe data items or some characteristic of
data items. Attributes consist of three numbers separated by semicolons:

• a Major attr_ute code (to indicate a major topographic group)
• a Minor attribute code (to indicate a feature within the group)
• a Parameter value (which may give data about the specific feature).

For instance, 1;560;300 indicates

• a Major code of 1 (Hydrography)
• a Minor code of 560 (Permanent lake or pond)
• a Parameter value of 300 (length of the lake in decameters).

A graphic data item within a DMS file may have up to 15 sets of different
attributes. GEDIT (and other IBS software) interprets these attributes by using a
standardized dictionary file of IBS attributes--the am-/buted/ct/ona,'-y. The attribute
dictionary defines the meaning of each Major;Minor pair of attribute codes.
Appendix B lists the attribute codes contained in the IBS attribute dictionary.
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The attr_ute menu functions enable you to assign attributes to various items.
Included on the menu are options for inserting and deleting points with attributes
and for displaying the locations of attr_ute points.

Using Attribute Menu Functions

Picking ATTRIBUTE MENU results in the following submenu:

,,,

EXIT

HELP
CANCEL
CONTINUE

DISPLAY ATTRIBUTES
ADD ATTRIBUTE
DELETE ATTRIBUTE
MODIFY ATTRIBUTE
LOOKUPATTRIBUTE

INSERT POINT
DELETE POINT
ENABLE POINT
DISABLE POINT
REFRESH SCREEN

The principal options of the submenu are explained here.

i DISPLAY ATTRIBUTES: Displays the attributes associated with a particular
data item.

1. Pick DISPLAY ATTRIBUTES.

2. Pick a point on or near the desired point or composite string.

The data item will blink and, if it has attributes associated with it, they
will be displayed in a table. For example, this table displays information
on two attributes:

# MAJOR MINOR PARAM DESCRIPTION

1 7 150 0 Seaplane ramp or landing area

2 8 7 6 NO ENTRY IN ATTRIEUTE DICTIONARY
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where # is the index number and the following four columns list each
attribute (the Major code, the Minor code, and the Parameter value) plus
a text description of the data item (if a description exists in the attribute
dictionary). Notice that the second set of attributes has "NO ENTRY IN
ATIRIBUTE DICTIONARY'; that is, the attributes 8;7;6 might have
some meaning for the person who created the data item, but they are not
in the attribute dictionary (the master list of attributes) normally used by
GEDIT.

3. Repeat step 2 for any other data item.

As you continue to pick data items, old attribute information is retained
on the text screen. To clear the screen and make it easier to read, press
the D ERASE key.

4. Pick any other submenu item to end the DISPLAYATTRIBUTESfunction.

[] ADDATTI:IIBUTE:Allows association of a new attribute with a data item.

1. Pick ADD ATITIIBUTE.

2. Pick a point on or near the desired point or composite string.

The data item will blink and any attributes already associated with the
data item will be listed in the dialogue area, as shown for the DISPLAY
ATTRIBUTESfunction.

3. Pick CONTINUE.

OEDIT will then prompt for a new attr_ute to be added.

ENTER ATTRIBUTE VALUE TO BE ADDED AS MAJ MINPARAMETER >

4. Type a major code (MAJ), minor code (MIN), and parameter; then press
RETURN. (Type spaces or commas between items; do not type
parentheses.)

[] DELETEATTRIBUTE:Allows deletion of an attribute already associated with a
data item.

1. Pick DELETEATTRIBUTE.

2. Pick a point on or near the desired point or composite string.
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The data item will blink, and any attributes associated with the data item
will be listed in the dialogue area, as shown for the DISPLAYATTRIBUTES
function.

3. Pick CONTINUE.

GEDIT will then prompt for the index number (#) of the attribute to be
deleted:

ENTER INDEX # OF ATTRIBUTE TO BE DELETED >

4. Type the desired index number and press RETURN.

GEDIT will delete the selected attribute from the data item's attributes.

You can use the DISPLAYATTRIBUTESfunction to verify that a particular
attribute has been deleted.

• MODIFYATTRIBUTE:Allows modification of an attribute already associated
with a data item.

1. Pick MODIFYATTRIBUTE.

2. Pick a point on or near the desired point or composite string.

The data item will blink, and any attributes already associated with the
data item will be listed in the dialogue area, as shown for the DISPLAY
ATrRIBUTESfunction.

3. Pick CONTINUE.

GEDIT will prompt you for the index number of the attribute to modify
and the new attribute values:

ENTER INDEX # AND NEW ATTRIBUTE VALUE AS MAJ MIN
PARAMETER >

4. Type an index number (INDEX #), major code (MAJ), minor code
(MIN), and parameter; then press RETURN. (Type spaces or commas
between items.)

GEDIT will modify the attribute as specified.

• LOOKUPATTRIBUTE:Enables you to look up an attribute in the attribute
dictionary. You can reference an attribute by attribute codes or by the
description in the attribute dictionary.
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Picking LOOKUPATTRIBUTEdisplays the following submenu:

EXIT

HELP

MAJOR/MINORLOOKUP
DESCRIPTIONLOOKUP

,i

The principal options of this submenu are explained here.

[] MAJOR/MINORLOOKUP:Enables you to display the attribute associated
with a particular pairing of Major and Minor attribute codes in the
attribute dictionary. A master list of the attributes in the attribute
dictionary is presented in Appendix B of this guide.

You will see the prompt

ENTER._oR .INORATTRISUTECOD_>

Type a Major attribute code (up to two digits), a comma, and a Minor
attribute code (up to four digits). Then press I_TURN.
Example: 7,150

If the Major/Minor code pairing exists in the attribute dictionary, your
entry will be displayed along with a parameter value (PARAM) and a
description, as in this example:

MAJOR MINOR PARAM DESCRIPTION

7 150 0 Seaplane ramp or landingarea

If no entry exists for the Major/Minor code pairing, the description note
will read, "NO ENTRY IN ATFRIBUTE DICTIONARY."

Noto: To see a list of all attr_utes that contain a particular Major code,
enter a Minor code of zero. For example, the entry 5,0 will fist
every attribute that has a Major code of 5 (Roads and Trails) in the
attribute dictionary. Be ready to press CTRL-S to "freeze"the
listing as it prints on the screen: such listings are usually more than
one screen long and can scroll by quickly. Press CTRL-Q to restart
the listing.

[] Dg:SCRIPTIONLOOKUP:Enables you to display the attribute associated
with a particular character string in the attribute dictionary descriptions.
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You will see the prompt

ENTER DESCRIPTION TO LOOKUP >

Type a string of characters that you are seeking in the attribute
dictionary descriptions (Example: ear); then press RETURN.

You will see a form of your entry listed under DESCRIFFION, along
with the corresponding major and minor codes and parameter value
(I)ARAM) as in this example:

MAJOR MINOR PARAM DESCRIPTION

1 280 0 Outline of a Carolina Bay
6 50 0 Carline
9 210 0 Carrying contour
9 560 0 Evacuee Reception/care points

Note: Any DESCRIPTION thatcontainsyour characterstringinthe
dictionarywillbe displayed.

l1 INSERT POINT: Associates a user-entered attribute with a new point location.

1. Pick INSERT POINT.

GEDIT will prompt you for a new attribute to be added:

ENTER ATTRIBUTE VALUE TO BE ADDEDAS HA3 MIN PARAMETER>

2. Enter a Major (MAJ) attr_ute code (up to two digits), a comma, a
Minor (MIN) attribute code (up to four digits), a comma, a parameter
(up to three digits) and press RETURN. Example: 1,190,0

3. Pick a point in the display where you want the attribute positioned.

II DELETE POINT: Enables you to delete a data point and its associated
attributes.

1. Pick DELETE POINT.

2. Pick a point on or near the point that you wish to delete.

The data point will blink.
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3. Pick CONTINUE.

The data point will be deleted.

m ENABLEPOINT: Places an asterisk "*"at the location of every point with
attributes in each input file.

These points denote item points, icon seed points, text point, and color flood
seed points. For example, if you are editing a single file that contains text,
this feature will show how many text items there are and where the starting
point of each item is located without taking the (possibly long) time to plot
the text. ENABLEPOINTSis particularly useful for locating text when the
de.cluttering factor does not allow the text to be plotted on the screen.

m DISABLEPOINT: Disables the display of points with attributes, allowing future
plots to be created without showing the locations of attribute/point data.

DISABLEPOINTallows you to remove the attribute/point markers from screen
when used in conjunction with REFRESHSCREEN: Pick DISABLEPOINT;then
pick REFRESHSCREEN. The system will redraw the screen without the
attribute/point markers.

il REFRESHSCREEN: Redraws the existing display image using the current
ENABLEPOINTand DISABLEPOINTsettings.
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Change Projectlon

This function enables you to change the map projection used for displaying DMS
files in GEDIT. CHANGEPROJECTIONbegins by presenting a menu of map
projection options for displaying maps:

Ill I I Illl I

| U

Map Projection Menu
, l|lililllllililllllillillllillilll|ll|ll

0 : EXIT

1 : Geographic
2 : UTM

3 : Alber8 Conical Equal-area
4 : Lambert Conformal Conic

5 : Mercator

6 : Polar Stereographlc
7 : Transverse Mercator

Menu Choice (?-Help) -ffi>
i I lille 'll III II Ilillll II IIIII I i

The default map projection used by GED1T and other IBS mapping software is the
"Geographic"projection. The Geographic projection (1) is a straightforward
projection onto a regular x,y plane and is a good choice for most cases (up to
100-mile radius). Enter a different number (2 to 7) if you desire a projection other
than Geographic. The following table is a simple summary of how the different
map projections might be used. See Appendix D for background on the projection
types.

Map Projection Type Situations for Use

Geographic small areas (up to a 100-mile radius)

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) medium-sized areas (up to 1000-mile radius) or

or Transverse Mercator where the largest extent of the mapped area
extends north-south rather than east-west

Albers Conical Equal-Area larger areas, or where the largest extent of the

or Lambert Conformal Conic mapped area extends east-west

Polar Stereographic polar areas of the globe

After you select a projection type, GED1T redraws the display in the new
projection.
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Convert String to Polygon

This function converts a string to a polygon. The string can be in any input file
that was read in at the beginning of the session. A polygon converted from a string
will be contained in the same file that contained the string.

1. Pick CONVERT STRING TO POLYGON.

2. Pick a point on or near the desired string.

The selected string will blink.

3. Pick CONTINUE.

If the string was dosed (that is, if the end points of the string are identical),
then the string wiU become a polygon without any modifications. If the string
was not dosed, a line will be drawn between the two end points to form a
closed string.
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Delete Composite String

To delete a composite string, pick the DELETECOMPOSITESTRINGmenu item and
then pick the composite string to be deleted:

1. Pick DELETECOMPOSITESTRING.

2. Pick a point on or near composite string to be deleted.

The cursor will disappear while GEDIT searches for a composite string near
the point selected. When the cursor reappears, the closest composite string
will be blinking. If this is not the correct item to be modified, or if no
composite string is blinking, move the cursor closer to the correct composite
string and pick another point, r

3. Pick CONTINUE.

The composite string will disappear from the screen, as will any attributes of
the composite string.

When you pick a composite string to be deleted, the composite string is copied into
a special holding area of computer memory called the save buffer. This occurs
whether or not you actually continue and delete the cx)mposite string. Once the
copy of the composite string is in the save buffer, you can use the UNSAVE
COMPOSITESTRINGfunction to insert a copy (or copies) of the composite string
into the screen display.
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Delete Line Segment

To delete a line segment,pickthe DELETEUNE SEGMENTmenu item andthen
pick the line segmentto be deleted:

1. PickDELETEUNE SEGMENT.

2. Pick a point on or near the line segment to be deleted.

The cursor will disappear while GEDIT searches for a line segment near the
point selected. When the cursor reappears, the closest line segment will be
blinking. If this is not the line segment to be deleted, or if no line segment is
blinking, move the cursor closer to the line segment and pick another point.

3. Pick CONTINUE.

The line segment will disappear from the screen, as will any attributes of the
line segment.
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Delete Sub_Polygon

A subpolygon is a simple polygon that has been combined with other polygons to
form a complex polygon (see FORM COMPLEX POLYGON, page 2.121). Picking
DELETESUB POLYGON enables you to delete a subpolygon in the same way as you
would delete a line segment.

1. Pick DELETE SUB POLYGON.

2. Pick a point on or near the subpolygon to be deleted.

The cursor will disappear while GEDIT searches for the subpolygon near the
point selected. When the cursor reappears, the closest subpolygon will be
blinking. If this is not the correct subpolygon, or if no subpolygon is blinking,
move the cursor closer to the subpolygon and pick another point.

J

3. Pick CONTINUE.

GEDIT will delete the subpolygon.
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Display Coordinates

Picking DISPLAY COORDINATES and then a point on the display results in the
following information on the text screen:

• longitude-latitude of the point

• the Great Circle distance from the point to the center of the display (shortest
arc over the surface of the earth)

• the change in distance from one picked point to the next

• the cumulative distance (total miles) from the first point picked for
coordinates.

Picking subsequent points will display this information until you terminate the
function by picking any item on the mahu menu.

If you are using GEDIT to create a map or drawing from scratch, the longitude
and latitude values will be an arbitrary set of coordinate values. To register points
on the display with real longitude-latitude values, refer to the REGISTER POINTS
option on the Misc(ellaneous) Menu (page 2.136).
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Form Complex Polygon

This function combines simple polygons to form a complex polygon or combines an
already existing complex polygon with a simple polygon to form a new complex
polygon. The polygons involved may be in any of the input files read in at the
beginning of the GEDIT session.

1. Pick FORMCOMPLEXPOLYGON.

The menu item will continue to blink until the function is complete.

2. Pick a point on or near a simple or complex polygon.

The selected polygon will blink. If t o polygon is blinking, or if the wrong
polygon is blinking, reposition the cursor and pick another point that is closer
to the desired polygon.

3. Pick CONTINUE.

If a simple polygon was selected, GEDIT will prompt you to indicate whether
the polygon is to define an inclusive or exclusive area:

INCLUSIVE OR EXCLUSIVE>

An inclusivepolygon defines the area inside its boundary.
An exclusive polygon defines the area outside its boundary.

(For example, consider a small triangle contained completely within a larger
triangle. The small triangle could be specified as defining an exclusive area
outside its boundary, while the larger triangle could be specified as defining an
Inclusive area inside its boundary. The complex polygon would then describe
the area between the two boundaries. GEDIT's polygon fill capabilities could
be applied to fill that area with a color or pattern (described on page 2.151).

4. If GEDIT prompts you,) type "I"for Inclusive or "E"for Exclusive, and press
RETURN.

GEDIT will temporarily remove the selected polygon from the display. The
FORMCOMPLEXPOLYGONmenu item will still be blinking, indicating that a
second polygon must be selected to form the complex polygon.

5. Repeat steps 2 through 4 (and 5, as necessary) to select a second polygon that
is to be combined with the first to form a complex polygon.

The complex_polygon formed by this function will have the same color and
reside in the same file as the fh's__!polygon picked, in step 2. The second
polygon will be deleted from its file.
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Geometric Menu

The Geometric Menu functions include the capabilities for drawing, scaring, rotat-
hag, and horizontally inverting polygons (which are referred to as composite
strings). The drawing function enables you to produce n-sided regular polygons
with different horizontal and vertical dimensions, inducting circles and ellipses
(high-n polygons).

Picking GEOMETRIC MENU results in the following submenu:

EXIT

HELP
CANCEL
CONTINUE

DRAW COMPOSITE STRING
SCALE COMPOSITE STRING
ROTATE COMPOSITE STRING
INVERT COMPOSITE STRING

SCALE SUB POLYGON
m

ROTATE SUB POLYGON
m

INVERT SUB POLYGON
ram.

The principal options of this submenu are explained in the following paragraphs.

[] EXIT: Returns operation to the GEDIT main menu. Any of the draw, scale,
rotate, or invert functions may be aborted by picking EXITor another function
before picking CONTINUE.

[] DRAW COMPOSITE STRING: Used to create a regular n-sided polygon with
independent X (horizontal) and Y (vertical) dimensions. The polygons
created are inserted into the default file.

1. Pick DRAW COMPOSITE STRING.

GEDIT will prompt for an X and Y radius (in screen inches) and the
number of sides for the geometric figure. Both X and Y must be greater
than zero. The number of sides must be three or more.

2. Type the three values, separated by commas (or spaces) and followed by
RETURN, as in this example:

ENTER X RADIUS, Y RADIUS, AND # OF SIDES >1,1,4 <RETURN>

3. Pick a point on the display screen where the figure is to be drawn.
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The figure (a 1Xl square in the example) will be drawn at that point on the
display and inserted into the default f'de.

• SCALECOMPOSITESTRING: Used to change the size of a composite string.

1. PickSCALECOMPOSITESTRING.

GEDIT will respond with a prompt for a scale factor.

2. Type a scale factor (decimal or decimal fraction greater than zero), as in
this example:

ENTER SCALE FACTOR • .7 5 < _3_>

3. Pick a point on or near the string that is to be scaled.

The cursor will disappear while GEDIT searches for the nearest
composite string. When the cursor reappears, the closest composite
string will be blinking. If no composite string is blinking, or if the wrong
composite string is blinking, reposition the cursor and pick a point closer
to the desired string.

4. Pick CONTINUE.

The selected string will be erased and redrawn, scaled to the desired size
(three-quarter size in the example).

• ROTATECOMPOSITESTRING: Used to rotate a string on the display.

1. Pick ROTATECOMPOSITESTRING.

GEDIT will prompt for the number of degrees of rotation (clockwise
positive; counterclockwise negative).

2. Type a rotation angle (0 - 360), followed by RETURN, as in this
example:

ENTER ROTATION FACTOR IN DEGREES >45 <_TU_>

" 3. Pick a point on or near the string to be rotated.

The string nearest the picked point will blink.

4. Pick CONTINUE.

The selected string will be erased and redrawn at the designated rotation.
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• INVERT COMPOSITE STRING: Used to invert (horizontally flip) a composite
string.

1. Pick INVERT COMPOSITE STRING.
m

I

2. Pick the string to be inverted, using CONTINUE.

The stringwillbe erased, redrawn,and inverted on the screen.

• SCALE SUB_POLYGON, ROTATE SUBPOLYGON, and INVERT SUB_POLYGON:
These functions work the same as the corresponding functions for composite
strings but operate on subpolygons instead of composite strings.
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Icon Menu

An icon is a graphical figure that can be associated with a particular data point
(location). Icons always appear at a constant viewing size, regardless of the map
scale (which can be changed with the zoom functions). The location of icons is
governed by icon seed points, which indicate the type of icon to be drawn and where
to center the icon.

The icons available for display are listed in the icon cotam/fib. The icon control
file also contains the locations of the DMS files that are needed to plot each icon.
A system default icon control file is used ff you do not specify one.

Picking ICON MENU results in the following submenu:

EXIT

HELP
CANCEL
CONTINUE

INSERT SEED POINT
DELETE SEED POINT
MOVE SEED POINT

CHANGE DEFAULT ICON
ICON DISPLAY LIST
ENABLE ICON PLOT
DISABLE ICON PLOT
REFRESHSCREEN

The principal options of the submenu are explained below.

I INSERT SEED POINT: Allows insertion of an icon seed point at the next point
picked on the display.

1. Pick INSERT SEED POINT.

2. Pick a point (seed point) on the display where you want to display the
default icon. (Refer to the CHANGE DEFAULTICON function.)

GEDIT will position an icon seed point at that picked location on the
display. The seed point will be inserted into the default file, and the
default icon will be displayed at the chosen point.
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[] DELETESEEDPOINT:Allowsremoval ofaniconseedpointfromthe
appropriate file.

1. Pick DELETESEEDPOINT.

2. Pick a point near the seed point you want to delete.

Seed points can be located by enabling icon plotting so that the icons are
displayed. The seed point nearest to the picked point will blink. If this
is not the correct seed point, pick other points on the display until you
find the correct seed point.

3. PickCONTINUE.

GEDIT will delete the blinking seed point and associated icon and
remove the seed point from the appropriate file.

II MOVESEED POINT: Allows relocation of an existing icon seed point.

1. Pick MOVESEEDPOINT.

2. Pick a point near the seed point you want to move.

Seed points can be located by enabling icon plotting so that the icons are
displayed. The seed point nearest to the picked point will blink. If this
is not the correct seed point, pick other points on the display until you
find the correct seed point.

3. Pick CONTINUE.

4. Pick a new point where you want to relocate the icon.

GED1T will delete the blinking seed point and associated icon and
relocate the seed point at the new location.

II CHANGEDEFAULTICON: Changes the default icon, which is the icon
associated with any insertion of an icon seed point. Picking CHANGE
DEFAULT ICON results in a menu of available icons.

The current default icon is always listed at the top of the menu, as shown:
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EXIT
HELP

DEFAULTICON :
(default icon descriptor)

FORWARD
BACKWARD
GOTO

icon dncriptor #1
icon descriptor #2

icon descriptor #n

To switch to a different default icon, pick an alternative from the list
provided. The new icon will then appear at the top of the menu. Once the
desired icon has been selected, pick EXITto return control to the ICONMENU.

All available icons are in a paged menu with 16 icons per page. To scroll
through the icon list, select the menu item (FORWARD,BACKWARD,GO TO)
that describes which way you want to go:

ra FORWARD:Shows the next page of 16 icons. If you reach the end of the
list, the system will return you to the first page of the icon listing.

[] BACKWARD:Shows the previous page of 16 icons. If you reach the first
page of the list, the system will return you to the last page of the icon
listing.

[] GO TO: After you select GOTO, the system will prompt you for the page
number desired (ENTER PAGE # OF ICONS DESIRED >). The system
then shows you the icon page requested. If the page number requested
is less than 1, the system will display the first page of icons. If the page
number requested is greater than the number of icon pages available, the
system will send you to the last page of icons.

If you change the default icon (or modify the icon display list), then the next
time you use the function, the icon list will start at the page of the last icon
changed (or modified).
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• ICON DISPLAY UST: Spec/fies which of the available icons may be displayed.
GEDIT will present a submenu that lists the available icons:

EXIT

FORWARD
BACKWARD
GO TO

icon deacriptor #1
icon ducriptor #2

icon descriptor #n

For example, the default IBS icon control file results in this icon display list:

_lT

FORWARD
BACKWARD
GO TO

DAM
RECREATION AREA
TRAF CTRL PT
TRAF CTRL PT (INACTIV)
POWER STATION
HYDROELECTRIC PLANT
CIVILIAN AIRPORT
AIRPORT
CIVILIAN AIR HUB
MILITARY AIRPORT
TRANSPORTATION FACILITY
CHURCH
SCHOOL
HOSPITAL
V.M_A.C HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL (INACTIVE)
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Select icon categories or types to be displayed by picking the appropriate
descriptor in the menu. As a descriptor is selected, its color will toggle
between the standard menu color (normally orange) and a secondary color
(normally green) to indicate that the icon has been selected. By default all
icons are set to be displayed.

To cancel a selection, simply pick that item again, and its color will toggle
back to the standard color. The selected icons are eligible for display and will
be plotted the next time REFRESHSCREENis selected if ENABLEICONPLOT
has been picked and seed points exist for the selected area.

Picking EXITin the ICONDISPLAYLISTmenu returns control to the ICON
MENU.

t

Picking FORWARD,BACKWARD,or GOTOon the menu enablesyou to page
throughthe icon displaylist as describedfor the CHANGEDEFAULTICONS
function. If you modify the icon display List(or change the default icon), then
the next time you use the function, the icon list will start at the page of the
last icon selected for display (or the last default icon changed).

II ENABLEICONPLOT: Used (along with DISABLEICONPLOT) to specify
whether the icons selected on the icon display list are actually displayed.
When you pick ENABLEICONPLOT,GEDIT checksto see if any of the
selected icon types occur in the display area and draws the icons at seed
points on the display.

II DISABLEICONPLOT: Switches off the capability to display icons (without
erasing any icons that are currently on the screen).

Use the REFRESHSCREENoption to subsequently erase disabled icons.

II REFRESHSCREEN: Redraws the current display, just as in the main menu.
The REFRESHSCREENfunction is included in this menu for convenience in

J
using the Icon Menu functions. Use the REFRESHSCREENoption to erase
icons after disabling icon plotting or after changing the Icon Display List.
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Insert Menu

The INSERTMENUfunctions allows insertion of a string of the default color and
Linetype. PickingINSERTMENUresultsin the followingsubmenu,whichgivesyou
optionsforhowa stringis inserted:

EXIT

HELP

CONTINUE

INSERT
INSERT-MATCHVERTEXJOIN
INSERT.MATCHVERTEXSEPR

The principal options of the submenu are explained below.

[] INSERT: Inserts a string. As you pick points on the display, the INSERT
function draws line segments between the points, from the first point to the
second, from the second to the third, and so on.

1. Pick INSERTon the Insert Menu.

2. Pick a starting point on the display.

3. Pick another point on the display.

GEDIT will draw a line between this point and the previous point.

4. Repeat step 3, as desired.

GEDIT will continue to build the string as a continuing series of line
segments.

5. Pick CONTINUE.

This accepts the string as part of the current display and the current
default file (although the file is not actually updated until you pick
"EXIT' at the end of a GED1T session). Picking any other menu item
will cancel the INSERTfunction and erase the string from the display.

EL INSERT-MATCHVERTEXJOIN: Enables you to attach a new string to an
existing string by starting the new string at a vertex of the existing string. That
is, INSERT-MATCHVERTEXJOINforces the starting point alignment of a new
string at an endpoint or midstring vertex of the existing string.
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1. Pick INSERT-MATCHVERTEXJOINon the Ir,sert Menu.

The menu item will blink to indicate selection.

2. Pick a point on or near a vertex at which a new string is to be attached.

The cursor will disappear while GEDIT searches for the nearest vertex.
When the cursor reappears, an asterisk (*) will be blinking on the nearest
vertex. (If no vertex is blinking or if the wrong vertex is blinking,
reposition the cursor and pick another point that is closer to the desired
vertex.)

3. Pick CONTINUE.

The INSERTmenuitem will blink to indicate that youare nowin INSERT
mode. The selected vertex will serve as the _startingpoint for a new
string. You can continue to build the new string by picking points and
then picking CONTINUE,as described for the INSERTfunction.

I

• If the vertex IS an endpoint of the existing string and the existing
string is in the defaul_f'fle,the new strhlg being inserted will be
appended to (become part of) the existing string. The new
composite string will have the same attl:ibutes as the original string
(see Attribute Menu, page 2.108).

• If the vertex is NOT an endpoint or if t.he existing string is NOT in
the default file, then the new string doe.s NOT become part of the
existing string.

To draw a string that ¢¢nne,:ts two vertices of one or more existing string(s):
Continue from step 3 and follow steps 4 through 6 below.

4. Pick INSERT-MATCHVERTEXJOINagain (acfter step 3).

The menu item will again blink.

5. Pick a point on or near the second desired vertex.

The picked vertex will blink to indicate sel_:tion.

6. Pick CONTINUE.

A line segment will be drawn between the two selected vertices. The new
string will be appended to the existing string(s) at any vertex that is also
the endpoint of a string in the default file. If the two selected vertices
were the endpoints of two different strings in the default file, then all the
strings will be joined as one composite string. This method can be used
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to merge two strings at endpoints other than their closest endpoints. The
MERGESTRINGSfunction automatically merges two strings at their
closest endpoints.

To connect a string in progress to an existinR string: Use the INSER'r-MATOH
VERTEXfunction fi'omwitkin the insert mode: -

1. Pick INSERTon the Insert Menu.

The menu item will blink to indicate selection.

2. Pick points, as desired, to define a string of line segments.

GEDIT will draw segments from one point to the next in the default
color.

3. Pick INSERT-MATCHVERTEXJOIN.

The menu item will blink.

4. Pick a point on or near the desired vertex.

The vertex will blink. (If no vertex is blinking or if the wrong vertex is
blinking, reposition the cursor and pick another point that is closer to the
desired vertex.)

5. Pick CONTINUE.

GEDIT will draw a line between the selected vertex and the endpoint
(last point) of the string being inserted. The new string is inserted into
the display, and the INSERTfunction ends.

II INSERT-MATCHVERTEXSEPR: Enables you to draw a new string, starting
from the vertex of an existing string. This function works the s_me as
INSERT-MATCHVERTEXJOIN,except the new string is independent and is
NOT stored as a part of the existing strin G. The new string will have no
attributes (unless you add attributes later with ATTRIBUTEMENUfunctions,
page 2.108).

It is possible to use any combination of the Insert Menu items to insert strings that
connect in various ways. For example:
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To insert a new string between the erldpoints of two existing strings, ioining with
one string but not the other:

1. Pick INSERT-MATCH VERTEX JOIN.

2. Pick a point on or near the endpoint of the string to be joined.

3. Pick CONTINUE.

The INSERT menu item will blink to indicate that you are now in insert mode.
The selected vertex will serve as the starting point for a new string. You can
continue to build the new string by picking points and then picking CONTINUE,
as described for the INSERT function.

4. To connect the new string to the second existing string, pick INSERT-MATCH
VERTEX SEPR.

5. Pick a point on or near the selected endpoint of the second string.

6. Pick CONTINUE.

The new segment is now part of the first string and has all the attributes of
the first string. This new composite string "connects" to the endpoint of the
second string on the screen but does not contain the second string or share its
attributes.

Other options for using the Insert Menu Aude:

• Start with SEPR and end with JOIN.
• Start with JOIN and end with JOIN.
• Start with SEPR and end with SEPR.

Attributes of the Inserted Strings. When a composite string is created by using
INSERT-MATCH VERTEX JOIN, the new string will get ALL the attributes of ALL
the joined strings. When a string is inserted by using INSERT-MATCH VERTEX
SEPR, the new string has no attributes because it is not actually joined to anything.
For example, Table 2.2 _hows the attributes of strings resulting from connecting
"String 1" with "String 2" with various combinations of Insert Menu functions.
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Table 2.2. Attributes Resulting from Insert Menu Functions

Order of Using the INSERT-
MATCH VERTEX Functions Attributesof theJoinedString

JOIN then JOIN Attributes of String 1 AND String 2
JOIN then SEPR Attributes of String 1 ONLY
SEPR then JOIN Attributesof String2 ONLY
SEPR then SEPR NO attributes
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Merge Strings

The MERGE STRINGSfunction joinstwo line strings into a single element by
connecting them at their nearest endpoints. Only lines are processed by this
function; attempting to merge points or polygons will result in an error.

1. Pick MERGESTRINGS.

2. Pick a point on or near one of the strings to be merged.

The string will blink.

3. Pick CONTINUE.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for the second string.

GEDIT will connect the two strings at their nearest endpoints. The color and
line type of the merged string will be the same as the first string selected,
while the attributes of the new string will be a union of those from both

strings selected.
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Misc(eilaneous) Menu

Picking this option results in a submenu containing several unrelated functions:

,| i.

EXIT

HELP
CANCEL
CONTINUE

REGISTER POINTS

MANUAL STRING ENTRY
STORE REGION
PASTE REGION
DELETE REGION
MAP ZOOM
DRAW BACKGROUND GRID
SHOW STRING ENDPOINTS

EDIT ELEVATION FILE

ZOOM IN
ZOOM OUT
RESTORE BASE PLOT
REFRESH SCREEN

The principal options of this submenu are explained below.

ll REGISTER POINTS: Converts an existing set of data points into a known
coordinate system. For example, points on a map that was digitized in an
arbitrary coordinate system may need to be converted to longitude and
latitude (long-let points). This process is referred to as map registration.

To accomplish map registration, location values (e.g., longitude-latitude) of
four different locations must be entered and then their positions must be
picked on the display. It is best if these four points lay more or less on the
four comers of the rectangular area of interest on the display. The four
points used in calibrating the registration process are referred to as known
po/nts.

Known point registration can be used for maps as well as any other coordinate
system. When you choose REGISTER POINTS, the program displays a
reminder screen that lists seven steps for registering a map. The program
then lead you through each step.
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Seven steps to register a map:
1. Specify coordinate system.
2. If long/lat, specify decimal degrees or degrees-minutes-seconds.
3. Repeat steps 4-5 for the four points needed to register a map.
4. Select a point on the display.
5. Enter coordinate values (for that point).
6. Confirm that the four points are correct.
7. Specify projection (select from list).

GEDIT begins by prompting:

Will known points be in long/fat? [Y] ==>

1. If the schematic being digitized is not a map, answer N. Coordinates
must be input as decimal numbers.

If map coordinates will be specified in longitude/latitude, answer Y or
press RETURN. You must then specify whether longdat values will be
input as degrees-minutes-seconds or as decimal numbers:

Will the long/lat be in degree-min-sec? [N] ffi=>

2. If you will enter long/lat coordinates in degrees, minutes, and
seconds, then answer Y. If you will enter only decimal degrees,
answer N or press RETURN. In either case, GEDIT prompts you
to select a point on the screen:

* * * MSG: Select point # n on the screen

3. Follow steps 4 and 5 four times (once for each point).

4. Pick one of the registration points on the display.

GEDIT then prompts you to enter coordinates for that point.

5. Enter coordinate values for that point.

After you enter coordinate values for the fourth point, GEDIT displays
the point coordinates and prompts you to confLrmthat these points are
correct. For example:

Pt#: 1 -119.500000 47.000000 4.6571677 3.9255425
Pt#: 2 -120.000000 47.000000 -0.8664571 3.9255425
Pt#: 3 -120.000000 46.500000 -0.8664571 -1.7003706
Pt#: 4 -119.500000 46.500000 4.5971281 -1.7003706
Are these 4 points correct? (Y/N) [Y] ==>

6. To confirm that the point coordinates are correct, enter Y.
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GEDIT then prompts for a map projection type as described on page
2.115.

7. Specify a map projection by selecting from the map projection list.

This completes the point registration process.

1 MANUALSTRINGENTRY: Draws line segmentsbetweenpoints specifiedby
input of coordinates.

A prompt will appear on the screen asking for entry of the X and Y
coordinates. Type X and Y coordinates, separated by a comma and followed
by RETURN. GEDIT will continue prompting for X and Y coordinates until
a CTRL-Z is pressed.

II STOREREGION: Allows storage of areas of the display for later use.

You may store the entire region displayed in the current display area or
define a smaller area within the region:

- To store the entire re,on in the current display: Use the graphics cursor
to pick STOREREGION. Then pick SELECTCONTINUE.

- To store a re_oq within the current display:

1. Pick STOREREGION.

2. Use the graphics cursor to pick points on the display that define a
polygon that surrounds the desired region.

GEDIT will draw lines between the points as they are entered,
indicating the boundary of the desired region.

3. After picking the last point, pick CONTINUEto draw a line between
the first and the last point, completing the polygon.

The area inside the polygon will then be saved in a file. Files with
".CLP' extensions will be created for each file being edited by
GEDIT. Thus, if ROADS.DMS, LAKES.DMS and
STREAMS.DMS were currently being edited, three new files
(ROADS.CLP, LAKF__.CLP, and STREAMS.CLP) would be
created by the STORE REGION function. If any of the "clipped"
area contained text strings, then GEDIT creates one text file called
CLIP.TXT. Each dipped file that contains text will refer to this file
in its header, and all text data points will reference text strings
within this file.
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The STOREREGIONcommandalwayscreatesa file that describesthe bound-
ing polygon for the clipped region. This file is provided for use with the
PASTEREGIONcommand. The file name is always GEDIT.CLP.

• PASTEREGION: Provides a means of merging an existing file with one
currently being modified by GEDIT.

When PASTEREGIONis activated, GEDIT solicits, from the terminal, the file
namesofI)a filecontainingthedescriptionofa dosedpolygondefiningthe
regioninwhichclippingistooccur(usuallyGEDIT.CLP),and2)thefile
whichwillbeappendedtothecurrentdefaultfile.

Afterenteringthesecondfilename,thepolygonwillbe temporarilydisplayed
andthedefaultfileclippedtooutsidethepolygon.Then thesecondfileis
appendedtothedefaultfile.OnlythedefaultfileisaffectedbythePASTE
REGION command.

• DELETEREGION: Allowsdeletionofdatawithina user-definedpolygon.This
functioncanbeusedtodearanareaofthedisplayand quicklydelete
unwantedelements.

I. PickDELETEREGION.

(Ifyou thenimmediatelypickCONTINUE,allthedatawithinthecurrent
screendisplaywillbedeleted.)

2. Pickpointson thescreenthatdefinea polygonsurroundingtheareathat
youwanttodelete.

GEDIT willdrawsegmentsbetweenthepointsastheyareentered,
indicatingtheboundaryofthedesiredregion.

3. Afterpickingthelastpoint,pickCONTINUE todrawa segmentbetween
thefirstandthelastpoint,completingthepolygon.

GEDIT willthendeleteallthedatawithinthedefinedpolygon.Remember
thatyouroriginalinputfilesarenotactuallychangedtoreflectanygraphic
editinguntilyouleaveGEDIT byusingtheEXITfunction.

• DRAW BACKGROUND GRID: Putsa gridofsquaresorconcentricrings
(target)asbackgroundon thescreen.

GEDIT willquerywhetherthegridistobe a squareora target.

I. TypeS forsquareo':T fortarget,followedbyRETURN.

2. Picka pointon thedisplaytobethecenterpointofthegrid.
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If the grid is to be a target, OEDIT will prompt you for the radius of the
target (in miles) and the number of rings. If the grid is to be a square,
GEDIT will prompt you for the number of cells and the distance to the
edge from the center (in miles). All values must be greater than zero.

3. Type the appropriate values, and press RETURN.

The grid will be drawn over the specified area. This function is a
"one-time" function: any screen refresh or redr__ will redraw the screen
without the grid.

i SHOWSTRINGENDPOINTS:Shows the endpoints of each displayed string by
plotting an asterisk(*) to mark each endpoint.

This function is helpful when you want to merge strings (page 2.135) or
continue drawing a string from an endpoint (page 2.130). This function is a
"one-time"function: any screen refresh or redraw will redraw the screen
without the endpoint markers.

II EDITELEVATIONFILE: Picking this option results in the following prompt:

Enter name of elevation file _=>

You must then enter the name of a TAC elevation file. (Terrain _._nalysis
Cell files are described in the 1185Data Management Guide.) After you enter
the name of an elevation file, GEDIT zooms the display so that the elevation
data fiLLsthe map display area. (To restore the display size after leaving the
elevation editing functions, use RESTOREBASEPLOT.)

You will see the following submenu of elevation-related options.
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EXIT (SAVE TAC FILE CHANGES)
QUIT (DEL TAC FILE CHANGES)
HELP
CANCEL
CONTINUE J

MODIFY ELEVATION POINT
MODIFY GROUPED ELEV POINTS

RETURNELEVATION
RETURNSLOPE
ENABLE ELEVATION RESOLUTION
DISABLE ELEVATION RESOLUTION

DISPLAY ELEVATION STATISTICS
DISPLAY ATTRIBUTES

ZOOM IN
ZOOM OUT
RESTORE BASE AREA
REFRESHSCREEN

i, i

The principal options of this submenu are explained below.

[] EXIT (SAVE TAC FILE CHANGES): Returns to the GED1T main menu,
saving a new version of the elevation file. This new version will include
any changes that you make to the elevation data.

[3 QUIT (DEL TAC FILE CHANGES): Returns to the G_DIT menu but does
NOT save elevation changes and does not create a new version of the
elevation file.

[] MODIFY ELEVATION POINT: Enables you to find and modify an elevation
data value.

1. Pick MODIFY ELEVATION POINT.

2. Pick a point on the screen.

A yellow asterisk (*) will mark the selected location. Depending on
the screen density of the elevation data, a box representing the
borders of the elevation data cell may also appear.
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3. Pick CONTINUE.

You will see a message and prompt such as the following:

CURRENT CELL VALUE: 216 meters
ENTER NEW CELL VALUE (<CTRL-Z> TO ABORT} :

4. Enter a new value (or press CTRL-Z to avoid entering a new value).

[3 MODIFY GROUPED ELEV(ation) POINTS: Displays a submenu that
enables you to modifyall cell values within a specified polygon area or
within the current screen area:

,, .. . ,,

EXIT

HELP
CANCEL
CONTINUE

CURRENT SCREEN
DRAW POLYGON
SELECT POLYGON

EDIT POLYGON CELL VALUES

The principaloptions of this submenuare explainedbelow.

• CURRENT SCREEN: Selects the currendy displayed screen area as a
polygon within whichyou can change elevation cen values. The
menu item willblink in green as long as the currentscreen is the
selected polygon. (See EDITPOLYGONCELLVALUES,next page.)

• DRAWPOLYGON:Enablesyou to define a polygon within which you
can change elevation values.

1. Pick DRAW POLYGON.

2. Pick three or more points that define the sides of a polygon.

GEDIT will draw segments between each new point and the
previous point.

30 Pick CONTINUE to complete the polygon.

GEDIT will draw the final segment between the first and last
points picked. The polygon will blink in green to indicate that
the polygon is selected. The polygon can then be used for EDIT
POLYGON CELL VALUES.
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• SELECTPOLYGON:Enables you to pick an existing polygon within
which you can change elevation values.

i

1. Pick SELECTPOLYGON.
i

The menu item w/ll blink in green to indicate that further input
is required.

2. Pick any point on a polygon displayed on the screen.

The polygon will blink in white to indicate a pick. If the wrong
polygon is highlighted, pick again on the desired polygon until
it is hi_hlighted.

3. Pick CONTINUEto confirm the polygon selection.

The polygon will blink in green to indicate that the polygon was
properly selected. The menu option will stop blinking to
indicate that no further input is requircd for polygon selection.
The polygon can then be used with EDITPOLYGONCELL
VALUES.

• EDITPOLYGONCELLVALUES: Enables you to enter one elevation
value for all cells within the currently selected polygon (which can be
the entire screen area).

1. Identify an area by using one of the three menu options:
CURRENTSCREEN,DRAWPOLYGON,or SELECTPOLYGON.

2. Pick EDIT POLYGONCELLVALUES.

You will see this prompt:

ENTER NEW CELL VALUE (<CTRL-Z> TO ABORT)

3. Enter an elevation value (or press CTRL-Z to cancel the
request).

If you enter an elevation value, that ,yalue will apply to all cells
within the selected polygon.
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E! RETURNELEVATION:Displaysthe elevationat a selectedpoint.

1. Pick RETURNELEVATION.

2. Pick a point on thescreen.

A yellowasterisk(*) will mark the selectedlocation. Dependingon
the screendensityof theelevationdata,a boxrepresentingthe
borders of the elevation data cell may also appear.

The elevation of the selected point (center point of the cell) will be
displayed.

ra RETURNSLOPE: Displays the absolute difference between the elevation
values at two selected points.

1. PickRETURNSLOPE.

2. Pick a point on the screen.

A yellow asterisk (*) will mark the selected location. Depending on
the screen density of the elevation data, a box representing the
borders of the elevation data cell may also appear.

3. Pick CONTINUE.

4. Pick a secondpoint on the screen.

A second yellow asterisk will appear.

5. Pick CONTINUEagain.

A line connecting the two points will be drawn. The absolute
difference between the elevation values will be displayed on the
terminal scroen.

El ENABLEELEVATIONRESOLUTION:Shows the resolution of the elevation
data by drawing white grid lines around the elevation data cells.

To show the elevation data grid, just pick ENABLEELEVATION
RESOLUTION.t[ the current display screen requires more than 50 rows
or columns of cells in the elevation data grid, you will see a warning
message and a count of the number of rows and columns:
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* * * WARNING * * *
TAC DATA IS VERY DENSE.

COLUMNS : XXXX
ROWS : XXXX

DO YOU WANT TO CONTINUE? (Y/N} -,->

Because displaying a dense elevation data grid can effectively obliterate
the other displayed data, you should consider answering "No" and J
zooming in to a smaller area before displaying the elevation grid.

[] DISABLE ELEVATION RESOLUTION: Turns off the capability to display a
line grid of elevation data cells.

i

This option does not erase currently marked elevation cells, but the
markers will disappear the next time the scre,en is redrawn.

[] DISPLAY ELEVATIONSTATISTICS: Displays information about the
elevation data with respect to 1) the base map and 2) the current view
(screen display).

EXAMPLE: When the Base Map and the
Current View are the Same

TAC DATA STATISTICS

PROJECTION TYPE : Geographic (Lat-Long)
MINIMUM X COORDINATE: - 120.000000
MAXIMUM X COORDINATE: -119. 000000

MINIMUM Y COORDINATE: 46.000000
MAXIMUM Y COORDINATE: 47.000000
COLUMNS _ 1201
ROWS • 1201
X STEPSIZE : 0. 000833
Y STEPSIZE : 0.000833

TAC DATA IN CURRENT VIEW
MINIMUM X COORDINATE: - 120.000000
MAXIMUM X COORDINATE: -119.000000
MINIMUM Y COORDINATE: 46.000000
MAXIMUM Y COORDINATE: 47.000000
COLUMNS • 1201
ROWS : 1201

ra DISPLAY ATTRIBUTES: Displays the attributes associated with a selected
data item.

1. Pick DISPLAYATTRIBUTES.
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2. Pick a point on or near the desired point or composite string.

The data item will blink, and if it has attributes associated with it,
they will be displayed in a table. For example, tk2s table displays
information on two attributes:

# MAJOR MINOR PARAM DESCRIPTION

1 7 150 0 Seaplane ramp or landing area

2 8 7 6 NO ENTRY IN ATTRIBUTE DICTIONARY

where # is the index number and the following four columns list
each attribute (the Major code, the Minor code, and the Parameter
value) plus a text description of the data item (if a description exists
in the attribute dictionary). Notice that the second set of attributes
has "NO ENTRY IN ATTRIBUTE DICTIONARY": that is, the
attributes 8;7;6 might havesome meaning for the person who
created the data item, but they are not in the attribute dictionary
(the master list of attributes) normally used by GEDIT. (See
Appendix B for a list of attributes in the attribute dictionary.)

3. Repeat step 2 for any other data item.

As you continue to pick data items, old attr_ute information is
retained on the text screen. To clear the screen and make it easier

to read, press the D ERASE key.

4. Pick any other submenu item to end the DISPLAYATTRIBUTES
function.

The following four viewing functions are included in the EDIT ELEVATIONFILE
menu for convenience. Their functions are described in detail as options of
the GEDIT main menu.

[] ZOOMIN: Enlarges a square portion of the displayed area, as described
for the same option on the main menu.

[] ZOOMOUT: Reduces the currently displayed area to a square area
within a larger displayed area, as described for the same option on the
main menu.

[] RESTOREBASEPLOT: Redrawsthebaseplot in the displayarea, as
described for the same option on the main menu.

[] REFRESHSCREEN: Redraws the current display, as described for the
sameoption on the main menu.
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The following viewing functions are included in the Misc(ellaneous) Menu for
convenience. All these functions except MAP ZOOM are described in detail as
options of the GEDIT main menu.

• ZOOMIN: Enlarges a square portion of the displayed area, as described for
the same option on the main menu.

• ZOOMOUT: Reduces the currently displayed area to a square area within a
larger displayed area, as described for the same option on the main menu.

• MAPZOOM: Centers the displayed area at a specified long-lat point and a
specified radius of display. This function should be used only when the input
files contain map data in longitude-latitude. Hint: You can use the
COORDINATEPICKfunction to find the longitude-latitude of a point on the
display and to determine distances that could be used for a display radius.

l
1. Pick MAPZOOM.

GEDIT will query for the radius (in miles) and the center point (long-lat)
of the area to be displayed. (If you haw_. used the COORDINATEPICK
function previously, the longitude-latitude of the last-picked point may be
on the text screen, ff other functions have not used the screen for other
purposes.)

2. Type the radius, the longitude, and the llatitude (separated by commas or
spaces).

(Pressing CTRL-Z will exit and abort the MAPZOOMfunction.)

3. Press RETURN.

GEDIT will redraw the displayed area with the specified point at the
center. If you do not see what you expected, recheck the radius and the
longitude-latitude values.

[] RESTOREBASEPLOT: Redraws the base plot in the display area, as described
for the same option on the main menu.

• REFRESHSCREEN: Redraws die current display, as descried for the same
option on the main menu.
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Modify Defaults

Picking this option results in a submenu for modifying several default items:

ill ,i . .i

EXIT

HELP

CHANGE DEFAULT COLOR
CHANGE DEFAULT FILE
CHANGE DEFAULTUNE TYPE
MODIFY BASEWINDOW

ill i|ll i. i i

The principal options of this submenu are explained below.

[] CHANGE DEFAULTCOLOR: Enables you to change the color that is automati-
cally used for string insertion, color flooding_ and polygon definition.

During insertion, flooding, and polygon definition, lines are drawn with the
defau/t co/or (pen #). Picking CHANGE DEFAULTCOLOR enables you to select
a new default pen number (0 - 255) through the following submenu:

ii , ii i.

EXIT

HELP

DEFAULT COLOR
PEN # n <- default pen number

(displayed In the default color)
FORWARD
BACKWARD
PEN # 0 <- background color, not visible

PEN # 15

The default color entry at the top of the menu is provided for reference and is
displayed using the default color. Each PEN # x item on the menu is
displayed in the corresponding color.

r_ FORWARD (or BACKWARD): Displays the next (or previous) 16 pen
colors in the menu area. There are 256 possible colors with pen numbers
that range from 0 to 255.
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• E! PEN# X: CausesX to becomethe default color,and the DEFAULT
COLORitem at the top of the menu is redisplayedin thatcolor. (Note
that pen # 0 is the backgroundcolor and willnot be visible. However,
pen # 0 canbe selectedbypickingthe appropriatearea on the menu.
To check that pen #0 has been selected, watch the DEFAULTCOLOR
item. If it disappears,the defaultcolor has become pen # 0.

[] CHANGEDEFAULTFILE:Allowsselectionof a differentfilefor insertionsand
pasted regions.

Whenmultiplefiles are being edited, insertionsand pasted regions only
modifythe currentdefaultfile. CHANGEDEFAULTFILEenablesyou to select
a newdefault file so that insertionswillbe associated with the appropriate
file. PickingCHANGEDEFAULTFILEdisplaysthe followingsubmenu:
• , , ,,,,,

(defaultfilename)

EXIT

(_;e# 1)
(n;e# 2)

(hie# ,i)

The nameof the currentdefaultfile is listed at the top of the menu for
referenceand is displayedin a differentcolor than the rest of the menu.
Pickingf-de# n causes that file to become the Default File, and the first line
of the menuwillbe rewrittenwiththe selected file name.

[] CHANGEDEFAULTLINETYPE:Enablesyou to changethe type of line that
willbe used for subsequentdrawingand inserting. PickingCHANGEDEFAULT
UNETYPEdisplaysthe followingmenu.
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EXIT

HELP

DEFAULTUNE TYPE -
(default line type)

SOUD
DOTTED
DASHDOT
DASH

DOTDOTDOTDASH
WIDEUNE
EXTRAWIDEUNE

The current default line type is listed at the top of the menu for reference and
is displayed in a different color than the rest of the menu.

Picking EXITterminates the command and returns control to the MODIFY
DEFAULTSmenu. Picking any other item on the submenu causes the selected
line type to become the new default line type, listing it at the top of the menu.

MODIFYBASEWINDOW:Used to alter the minimum and maximum location
values for restoring and displaying the base plot.

Picking MODIFY BASE WINDOW results in the following prompt for new
base limits:

XMIN" XXX XMAX= XXX YMIN= yyy YMAX- YYY
ENTER NEW BASE VALUES >

Press CTRL-Z to abort the function, or enter new limits by typing

1. minimum horizontal value (followed by a comma or RETURN)

2. maximum horizontal value (followed by a comma or RETURN)

3. minimum vertical value (followed by a comma or RETURN)

4. maximum vertical value (followed by RETURN).

If the display data has been registered to known longitude-latitude values, then
these limits would be longitude (y and Y) and latitude (x and X) values. If
the display data has not been registered to a specific coordinate system, then
these base window limits refer to an arbitrarydefault system of horizontal (x)
and vertical (y) coordinates.
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Polygon Fill Menu

The POLYGON FILL MENU enables you to fill the areas inside a polygon with a
color or pattern. The pattern type, pattern spacing, and fill color can all be
specified. Any polygon can have polygon fill characteristics associated with it.

Picking POLYGON FILLMENU results in the following submenu for controlling the
filling of polygon areas with a color pattern:

EXIT

HELP
CANCEL
CONTINUE

FILL POLYGON
UNFILL POLYGON

CHANGE DEFAULT FILL
CHANGE DEFAULTSPACING
CHANGE DEFAULT COLOR

ENABLEPOLYGON FILL
DISABLE POLYGON FILL
REFRESHSCREEN

The principal options of this submenu are explained below.

I1 FILLPOLYGON: Associates f'fll characteristics with a polygon.

1. Pick FILL POLYGON.

2. Pick a point on or near the polygon to be filled.

The selected polygon will blink. If no polygon is blinking or if the wrong
polygon is blinking, pick another point that is closer to the desired
polygon.

3. Pick CONTINUE.

The selected polygon will disappear temporarily. GEDIT will respond
with the following prompt for pen (color),fill (pattern), and pattern
spacing (space between lines in the flU pattern).

ENTER PEN #, FILL #, & SPACING •
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4. Press CTRL-Z to accept the current default values or type in three
numerical values (separated by commas or RETURNs) for

pen # (0 to 255 -- see Modify Defaults, page 2.148)
fill # (0 to 6 -- see Change Default Fill, below)
spacing (pattern line spacing in inches)

Example:
ENTER PEN #, FILL #, _& SPACING >6,6, .25 <RETURN>

After you press RETURN, GEDIT will fill the polygon, and those fill
characteristics will be associated with the polygon. In the example, the
polygon fill would be an aqua (6) crosshatch fill (6) with I/4-inch (0.25)
spacing.

[] UNFllL POLYGON: Cancels the fill characteristics associated with a polygon.
Pick a polygon as above; then pick CONTINUE. If the polygon is already filled,
the fill will be erased.

[] CHANGE DEFAULTFILL: Used to change the default fill type. Picking
CHANGE DEFAULTFILLresults in the following submenu:

i l| i •

EXIT

HELP

DEFAULT FILL =
(default fill type)

0 SOLID FILL
1 HORIZONTAL FILL
2 VERTICAL FILL
3 BOX FIlL
4 45 DEGREE FILL
5 135 DEGREE FILL
6 CROSSHATCH FIlL

,, m H

The top line shows the current default fill. This can be changed by picking
any of the entries 0 - 6. If a different type is selected, the top fine will change
to reflect the new default fill type. Picking EXIT returns you to the Polygon
Fill Menu.
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• CHANGEDEFAULTSPACING:Used to changethe spacingbetweenthe Hnes
of the fill pattern.

1. Pick CHANGEDEFAULTSPACING.

The current spacing will be printed on the text screen along with a
message requesting a new spacing number.

2. Type a new spacing number and press RETURN, as in the example
below.

CUm_NT DEFAULTSPACING (INCHES) - 0 (or whatever)
ENTER NEW DEFAULT SPACING FOR POLYGON FILL > .50

<RETURN>

The numbers entered are interpreted as inches relative to the graphics
screen coordinates. In this example, the spacing of 0.50 will result in 1/2-
inch spacing between the lines in the flu pattern.

• CHANGEDEFAULTCOLOR:Used to change the default color for further
polygon definitions (or other operations). The CHANGEDEFAULTCOLOR
function is included in this menu for convenience and operates as described in
the MODIFYDEFAULTSmenu (see page 2.148).

• ENABLEPOLYGONFILL:Fills all polygons that have fill characteristics. A
polygon to be filled must have already been associated with a fill color and
pattern.

• DISABLEPOLYGONFILL: Disables the automatic filling of polygons, negating
the ENABLEPOLYGONFILLcommand. You can stiff use the FILLPOLYGON

function. To erase prior polygon fills, pick DISABLEPOLYGONFILL;then pick
REFRESHSCREEN.

• REFRESHSCREEN: Redraws the current display, just as in the main menu.
The REFRESHSCREENfunction is included in this menu for convenience in

using the Polygon Fill Menu functions.
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Re-Color-Texture String

This function changes the color and texture (line type) of a composite string to the
"default"color and line type. Therefore, it is important to first pick the desired
"default color"and the desired "default line type" (see page 2.148, MODIFY
DEFAULTS).After setting the desired defaults:

1. Pick RE-COLOR-TEXTURESTRING.

2. Pick a point on or near the desired string.

The composite string will then blink. If this is not the desired string, pick a
different one.

3. Pick CONTINUEto modify the color and texture of the string to the default
values.
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Refresh Screen

Picking REFRESH SCREEN redraws the current display.

This command will restore display elements that might have been damaged, for
instance, when an overlapping string was deleted. This command can also be
useful for removing display elements that you no longer wish to display, such as
text after text display has been disabled (see Text Menu in this section).
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Restore Base Plot

Initially the base plot is the area displayed when the main menu is first presented.
The base plot is defined by the minimum and maximum values of the input data.
Theselimits canbe resetby usingthe MODIFYBASEWINDOWcommand(seepage
2.148,MODIFYDEFAULTS).

Picking RESTOREBASEPLOTcauses the base plot to be redrawn in the display
area of the screen. This function might be used after zooming, for instance, to
restore the display to its original scale and location.
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Text Menu

Picking Text Menu results in the following submenu for manipulating text strings:

m i

EXIT

HELP
CANCEL
CONTINUE (for manipulating text strings)

INSERT TEXT STRING
DELETE TEXT STRING
ROTATE TEXT STRING
MOVE TEXT STRING
RE-SIZE TEXT STRING
RE-FONT TEXT STRING -"
RE-COLOR TEXT STRING (for changing defaults)
REPLACE TEXT STRING

CHANGE DEFAULTTEXT SIZE
CHANGE DEFAULTROTATION
CHANGE DEFAULTFONT
CHANGE DEFAULTCOLOR

CENTERED TEXT
LEFT JUSTIFIED TEXT
CONSTANT SIZE TEXT --
VARIABLE SIZE TEXT : ZOOM (for controlling the display)

ENABLE TEXT DISPLAY
DISABLE TEXT DISPLAY
REFRESH SCREEN

Several functions on this submenu require you to pick a text string (on the display)
for subsequent operations. This is the procedure:

To Pick a Text String:

1. Use the graphics cursor to pick a point on the text (usually near the bottom
middle of the first line of text, unless the text has been centered.)

A small point indicator will begin blinking to indicate which line of text has
been picked.

2. Pick CONTINUE.

GEDIT will then continue with the selected function.
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The principal options of the Text Menu are explained in the following list, which
has been grouped according to the annotations on the menu above.

Manipulating Text Strings

[] INSERTTEXTSTRING: Used to insert text into the display.

1. INSERTTEXTSTRING.
I

GEDIT will display the following prompt:

ENTER TEXT [EN, SIZE, ROTATION, AND FONT •

2. Press CTRL-Z to accept the current default values for text pen (color),
size, rotation, and font type, or type new values (separated by commas or
spaces) followed by RETURN.

The required parameters are

Text pen: a number indicating the text color (0 to 15)

Text size: inches or decimal fractions of inches (greater than 0)
Rotation: 0 - 360 degrees, clockwise from horizontal
Font type: 0 - _:

0 -- Stick
1 = Enhanced Stick
2 = Script
3 = Roman Triplex
4 = Gothic

When you start GEDIT, the default values are 0.1-inch text size, 0
degrees rotation, and 0 (Stick) font type. These default items can
be changed using the corresponding CHANGEDEFAULTitems in this
submenu.

Next GED1T will displey a prompt for lines of text:

ENTER LINE OF TEXT •

3. Type a line of text, followed by RETURN.

GEDIT will repeat the prompt for text input.

4. Repeat step 3, entering each text line (up to 5 lines) until the text string
is complete.
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5. After you are done entering strings of text, press CTRL-Z in response to
the text input prompt.

6. Pick a point on the display where the text string is to begin.

Once the position has been selected, OEDIT will determine if a text file
already exists for the default data file. If a text file exists, the new text
string will be inserted into that file.

If a text file does not exist, GEDIT will prompt you for the name of a
text file:

Enter TEXT file name >

7. If you see this prompt, either a) enter a text file name of 7 characters or
less (with no filename extension) or b) press RETURN or CTRL-Z to
create a text file that has the same name as the current DMS data f'de
but with a ".TXT' extension.

GEDIT puts the ter, f'de in your default directory and then inserts the
name of the text file into the current DMS data file.

II DELETETEXTSTRING: Allows deletion of a picked text string.

1. Pick DELETETEXTSTRING.

2. Pick the text string to be deleted. Then pick CONTINUE.

GEDIT will remove the text string from the display (and from the
appropriaIe text file).

II ROTATETEXTSTRING:Allows input of a degrees value for rotation of the
text string on the displ:y.

1. Pick ROTATETEXTSTRING.

2. Pick the text string to be rotated. Then pick CONTINUE.

GED1T will display the following prompt:

CURRENT TEXT ROTATION (IN DEGREES ) = 0.0 (or whatever )
ENTER NEW TEXT ROTATION (IN DEGREES) •

3. Type a rotation value, in degrees clockwise from horizontal (0 -360),
followed by RETURN. (Negative degrees are counterclockwise.)

The text string will be erased, redrawn, and rotated by the desired
amount.
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• MOVE TEXT STRING: Allows relocation of a text string within the display
area.

1. Pick MOVE TEXTSTRING.

2. Pick the text string to be moved. Then pick CONTINUE.

3. Pick a point on the screen where the text is to be relocated.

The text will be erased and redrawn at the new location.
I

• RE-SIZE TEXT STRING: Used to modify the size of an existing text string.

1. Pick RE-SIZE TEXT STRING.

2. Pick the text string to be re-sized. Then pick CONTINUE.

GEDIT will display the following prompt:

CURRENT TEXT SIZE (IN INCHES) - 0.i000 (or whatever)
ENTER NEW TEXT SIZE (IN INCHES) >

3. Type in a new text size value (0 < size s 10), and press RETURN.

GEDIT will erasethe text string and redrawit at the entered size.

• RE-FONTTEXTSTRING:Used to redrawan existingtext stringin a different
font (typeface).

1. Pick RE-FONT TEXT STRING.

2. Pick the text string to be drawn in a different font. Then pick
CONTINUE.

GEDIT will display the following prompt:

ENTER NEW FONT TYPE:

3. Type a new font value (0 - 4) and press RETURN.

The text stringwill be redrawnin the new font. (See the descriptionof
CHANGE DEFAULT FONT in this section for a fist of fonts and their
correspondinginteger values.)

• RE-OOLORTEXTSTRING:Used to redrawa textstring in a differentcolor.

1. Pick RE-COLOR TEXT STRING.
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2. Pick the text string to be re-colored. Then pick CONTINUE.

Enter text oolor [11 -->

3. Enter a pen number.

The text string will be erased and redrawn in the new color.

i REPLACETEXTSTRING: Used to replace one text string with another at the
same location.

1. REPLACETEXTSTRING.

GEDIT will respond with the prompts to specify a pen (color), size,
rotation, font, and new text.

2. Enter text, following the same procedure used for INSERT1--ffiXTSTRING.

3. After pressing CTRL-Z to signal the last line of new text, pick the text
string to be replaced. Then pick CONTINUE.

The selected text string will be erased and replaced with the new text.

Changing Defaults

Changing the default values for text size, rotation, font, and color will affect these
characteristics for any new text strings. Changing the default color will affect any
new data element.

[] CHANGEDEFAULTTEXTSIZE: Displaysthe currentdefault text size (in
inches) and prompts for a new default value. Type a new value followed by
RETURN or press CTRL-Z to abort the function and retain the current
value.

[] CHANGEDEFAULTROTATION:Displays the current default rotation (in
clockwise degrees) and prompts for a new default value. Type a new value
foil.owed by RETURN or press CTRL-Z to abort the function and retain the
current value.

[] CHANGEDEFAULTFONT: Displays the following submenu for selecting an
alternative font:
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EXIT

(currentdetau/tfont)

o = STICK
1 = ENHANCEDSTICK
2 = SCRIPT
3 = ROMANTRIPLEX
4 = GOTHIC

i i llll

Picka new value or exit to retain the current value. The new default fontwill
be listed in the submenu. Some fonts may not supportall ASCIIcharacters,
especiallypunctuation.

[] CHANGEDEFAULTCOLOR:Displaysa submenufor selecting an alternative
defaultcolor. This functionis includedin the Text Menufor convenienceand
operates as describedfor the MODIFYDEFAULTSoption of the main menu
(see page 2.148).

The text thatyou insertmaybe leftJustified(the initial default) or centered. The
text may also be variablesize (the initialdefault) or constantsize.

• CENTEREDTEXT:Causesanynewtext string to be centeredabout the
location selectedfor the text string.

[] LEFTJUSTIFIED TEXT: Causes any new text string to begin at the location
selected for the text string,on a line definedbythe selected point and the text
rotation.

[] CONSTANTSIZETEXT:Causes anynew text stringto be displayedat the
defaulttext size, regardlessof anyzooming or changes in the scale of the
displayarea.

[] VARIABLESiZETEXT- ZOOM:Causesanynewtextto changein sizewhen
the size of the displayarea changes (that is, the text stringwillbe affected by
zooming).
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Controlling the Display

The ENABLETEXTDISPLAYandDISABLETEXTDISPLAYfunctionsare on/off
switches for telling GED1T whether or not to display available text.

I ENABLETEXTDISPLAY:Turns on the capability to display any text
information associated with the input files, and draws the text on the display.
By default, text display is disabled upon entering GEDIT.

(Text will not be displayed if the currently displayed area is considerably
larger than the scale at which the text was originally entered. If expected text
is not displayed when you pick ENABLETEXTDISPLAY,use a zoom function
from the main menu to magnify the display to a scale that is close to that used
when the text was entered. The text should then appear on the display.)

[] DISABLETEXTDISPLAY:Turns off the capability to display text information.

Any text on the screen will remain there until the screen is redrawn (for
example, by picking REFRESHSCREEN).

I REFRESHSCREEN: Redraws thecurrent display,justasin themain menu.
The REFRESHSCREENfunctionis included in this menufor conveniencein
usingtheText Menu functions.Use the REFRESHSCREENoptionfrom the
main menu to subsequently erase disabled text.
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Text String Menu

Picking TEXTSTRING MENU results in the following submenu for manipulating text
strings:

,,

EXIT

HELP
CANCEL
CONTINUE

INSERT STRING
EDIT TEXT STRING

ii iii

The principal options of this submenu are explained in the following fist.

i INSERT STRING: Used to insert a text seed point and text associated with that
point location. This text is normally invisible and can only be viewed by using
attr_ute selection functions (see ATTRIBUTE MENU, page 2.108). This text
will NOT be displayed when you pick ENABLE TEXT DISPLAY on the Text
Menu. This can be useful in associating text with certain topographic features,
such as different portions of a road or different areas of a lake.

1. Pick INSERT STRING.

GED1T will display the following prompt:

ENTER Line of string >

2. Type a fine of text, followed by RETURN.

3. Repeat step 2, entering up to a total of 5 lines of text.

4. When you are done entering text, press CTRL-Z in response to the text
input prompt.

5. Position the cross-hairs to the desired area of the map, and pick a point
location.

- If there is no text file associated the current "edit file," the system
will inform you and request a TEXT file name:

No TEXT file associated with filename.dms

Enter TEXT file name >
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- If you see this prompt, enter a file name for the text.

A seed-point marker (a white asterisk) will appear at that point, and
the function is complete.

II EDITTEXTSTRING: Enables you to add or replace the text associated with a
text seed point. If no text is associated with the given seed point, the new text
will simply be added to the other attributes associated with the point. If on
the other hand, there is already text associated with the seed point, the new
text win replace the old text. In other words, you may only have one text
string associated with a point at a time. For a complete mapping of all seed
points for possible editing, you need to first ENABLEPOINTdata (see
A'I'mlBUTEMENU,page 2.108).

1. Pick EDITTEXTSTRING.

GEDIT will display the following prompt:

ENTER Line of string •

2. Type a line of text, followed by RETURN.

3. Repeat step 2, entering up to a total of 5 lines of text.

4. When you are done entering text, press CTRL-Z in response to the text
input prompt.

Now you need to choose the seed point to be edited.

5. Position the cross-hairs to pick an existing point.

A seed-point marker will begin blinking.

6. If this is the correct point, pick CONTINUE.

If you wish a different point, repeat step 5 until you are satisfied with
your selection. Then pick CONTINUE.

i

When the seed point marker stops blinking, the function is complete.
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Unsave Composite String

This option enables you to insert (into the screen display) a composite string that
has been previously stored in a special holding area of computer memory called the
savebuffer.

The DELETECOMPOSITESTRINGand RE-COLOR-TEXTURESTRINGfunctions
place a copy of a composite string into the save buffer when you pick a composite
string to be deleted, recolored, or retextured. Once the picked composite string
begins to blink, the copy is in the save buffer, whether or not you continue the
deletion or recoloring/retexturing.

Note: Other functions also use the save buffer for temporary storage. If
you want to use the string stored in the save buffer, retrieve it as
soon as possible after storing it-before using another function that
would replace the string with something else.

The following procedure is a typical sequence of functions that uses UNSAVE
COMPOSITESTRINGto copy a composite string.

To copy a composite string at imother 10c_tion on the screen display:

1. Pick DELETECOMPOSITESTRING.

The menu item will blink in a second color.

2. Pick a point on or near the composite string to be deleted.

The composite string will be copied into the save buffer and then begin to
blink on the screen.

3. Pick CANCELso that you do not have to continue with the delete function.

The composite string will stop blinking, but the copy will be retained in the
save buffer.

4. Pick UNSAVECOMPOSITESTRING.

The menu item will blink in a second color.

5. Pick the location on the display where the string is to be copied.

The composite string will be redrawn at that location.
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Zoom In

Pick ZOOM IN to enlarge a square portion of the displayed area.

1. Pick ZOOM IN.

2. Pick a point on the display at the center of the area that you want to enlarge.

3. Pick a second point that would He on one side of the square area that you
want to enlarge with the first point at the center.

After you define the area, GEDIT will redraw the display, enlarging the
defined area to fill the display area.

If you are not satisfied with the area that you have enlarged, you can pick
RESTORE BASE PLOT to redraw the area as it was first displayed (see
RESTORE BASE PLOT in this section).
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Zoom Out

Pick ZOOM OUT to reduce the currently displayed area to a square within a larger
area. Define the area to be reduced (scaled down) in the same manner as
described for the ZOOM IN command:

I. Pick ZOOM OUT.

2. Pick a point on the map at the center of the area that you want to reduce
(scale down).

3. Pick a point on the display that would lie on the edge of a square with the
first point at the center.

The currently displayed area will be r_ed to the size of the square, and the
center point of the square will be centered in the display area.

It is possl_le to zoom out beyond the maximum values of the input data, resulting
in "blank" areas at the edges of the redrawn display window. You can always use
the RESTORE BASE PLOT command to redraw the base plot display.
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IBSCOPY

The IBSCOPY utility is a general system utility that enables you to transfer files
between IBS users on different computer systems over a network.

What You Need to Know Before Using IBSCOPY

To transfer files between computer systems, you must know the node names of the
computer systems, the user names of the user(s) on each system, and the name of
the source file to be transferred. You can also specify the name of the file at its
destination. If you are transferring a file to or from a user other than yourself, you
must know and use that user's password. If you are transferring a file to or from a
different node other than the current one, you must know and use the appropriate
password.

i

Copying a File Between IBS Systems or Users

To start the utility, enter IBSCOPY at the system prompt. The program presents
the following series of prompts:

I I I IIIII I II I I IIII I
| |

Source Node [aur:enCnode] -->
Source User [currentuser] -->
Source File --> (filename w any path information)

Destination Node [aurrentnode] -=>

Destination User [=urrentuser] -->
Destination File [Bouraefilename] -->

l , , , I

If either of the above nodes are not the current node, or if the users are not the
current user, IBSCOPY prompts for the appropriate password, either another
user's password or your password on the other node:

III I IIII
| |

+mmmmmmmmmm|mmmmmmmmmmmm|mmmmmmmmmm|mmmm|mmmmmmmmmmmmmmqmm| mmm,m+

I I
[ (Source or Destination) Password ==> l
1 I

n l
i iil I
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You are then prompted whether you wish to use FTP to copy flies:

| |

Ume FTP to copy filem? (Y/N) [N] ==>

• Y uses FTP to copy flies (used for Off-> On post tranfers). You would then
see the following message and prompt:

i i iiili
I I

Please WaLt...

Vlew FTP.OUT file? (Y/N) -->
i i l i i tilt i

If you respond Y, then the output of the FTP command is displayed.

• N or RETURN uses the VMS COPY command to copy flies
(likely used for all Off- > Off post tranfers over a DEC network). You would
then see messages similar to these, followed by the output of the VMS COPY
command:

III

| |

S coPY-
(source) -
(destination)

Please WaLt...

(output of VNS COPY command)
i •
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IBSSH

The IBSSH (IBS Shell) utility enables you to access many of the IBS utilities and
other programs by using a menu-driven interface. It has one top-level menu that
accedes nine submenus. Except for items in the Setup submenu, all options in all
the other submenus run a specific utility or IBS program: the program names
appear on the menu along with short descriptions. If you know the name of a
program, it is much faster to just type its name at the system prompt because
IBSSH does have some overhead associated with it. After Pruning the selected
utility, IBSSH starts again at the top-level menu.

To start IBSSH, just enter IBSSH at the system prompt. The IBS Shell then
displays it top-level Main Menu:

IIIII I
| |

IBS Shell: Main Menu

0 : EXIT

1 : Setup -->
2 : IBS Programs -->

3 : System Administration Utilities -->
4 : Conversion Utilities -->

5 • Miscellaneous Utilities -->

6 : Models (Graphic} -->

7 : Models (Non-Graphic) -->

8 : GIS Utilities (Graphic} -->
9 : GIS Utilities (Non-Graphlc) -->

Menu Choice (?-Help) -ffi>
I ........... I

To start a program, choose one of the submenus and then choose the specific
utility or program from the submenu. The submenus are illustrated here. In some
cases, where the submenus would be split onto separate screens, the following
illustrations have been expanded to show all menu options.

The menus labeled "(Graphic)" include programs for which a graphic terminal is
required.
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Setup Menu

Items on this menu are described under SETUP in the IBS User Guide.

i llll ntllll II •

Setup

0 : EXIT

1 : Change Site *

2 : Map Layers - Default

3 : Map Layers "-by Activity
4 : Job Environment

S = Backup/Restore Slte data *
,m_mmmmomm_m_Dmmmmmm_

Menu Choice (?-Help) -->
_uiimlr-- --mrlnllnn . II

IBS Programs Menu

Items on this menu are described in the IBS User Guide.

I I III I

u ii

IBS Shell: IBS Programs

0 : EXIT

I : IBS IBS Main Program

2 : IBS NOGR IBS Main Program (Non-Graphlcal)
3 : MAIL LIST Mail Limt Managementm

4 s MBMGR Message Board (nonfunc_ional in IBS 2.04 )

5 : P_HGR Risk Area Analysis (nonfunctional in IBS 2.04)

6 : RMMGR Resource Management

7 : RMMGR NOGR Resource Management (Non-Graphical)

Menu Ch,_ice (?-Help) -->
| , a
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System Administration Menu

Items on this menu are described individually elsewhere in this Utilities Guide.

l II I II IIII I

IBS Shell: System Administration

0 z EXIT

1 : NEWSITE Create New Site

2 z DELSITE Delete Site

3 z MLMGR Master Mail List Manager

4 s PDMGR Permission Manager

5 : NEWLOG Restart Logs
6 : DELPTDB Delete People Track database
7 z NEWUSER Create New User Account
8 : DELUSER Delete User Account

Menu Choice (?ffiHelp) -->
I mIII I I i Ill I i i

Conversion Utilities Menu

Items on this menu are described individually elsewhere in this Utilities Guide.

ilil II i

IBS Shell= Conversion Utilities

0 z EXIT

1 = ASCIIXDMS ASCII DMX file to DMS

2 z DMSXASCII DMS file to ASCII DMX

3 : DEMXTAC DEM file to TAC

4 : CONTOUR TAC file to DMS

5 : TACLLXUTM TAC from lon/lat to UTM
6 : TACXASCII TAC to ASCII

7 : DLGXDMS DLG to DMS

8 : DMSXDLG DMS to DLG
9 : TIGERCVT TIGER conversion driver

10 : POPXDMS TIGER Population (STF) to DMS
11 : TBXDMS TIGER Boundary to DMS
12 : TIGERXDMS TIGER to DMS

Menu Choice (?ffiHelp) _:>
I I II I II •
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Miscellaneous Utilities Menu

Items on this menu are described individually elsewhere in this Ut///t/_ Gu/d_.

III II I IIII I I IIII Ii i
IBS Shell: Miscellaneous Utilities

0 : EXIT

i : ONPOSTSIM Onpost Simulator
2 : IMPORT Import Resource Data
3 : IBSCOPY Copy Data to Other Offpoet Syetem
4 : MLROUTE Send Master MailList to Other Nodes
5 : RMCHK Validate Resource Database

6 : FIXLOG Fix Corrupt Log Journals
7 : SM DUMP Dump Shared Memory for Debugging
8 : XMAIL Run XMAIL, the Extension to MAIL
9 : LOCATE Run People Location Program
i0 : SITEBKP Backup Selected Parts of a Site DB
11 : SHOWCOL Show Colors Your Terminal Supports
12 : SHOWTEK Show TEK Terminal Parameters

13 : UTMXLL Convert UTM to/from fen/let

Menu Choice (?-Help) -=>
f IIIII I I I I

Graphic Models Menu

Most items on this menuare descn'l_din theXB$Mo_b G_ or UserG,/_.

II I I II II Ii |
IBS Shell: Graphic Models

0 : EXIT

1 : D2 Dispersion Model
2 : IDYNEV Evacuation Model
3 : CHEMS Chemical Model

4 : OSPM Outdoor Sound Propagation Model
5 : MESORAD Radiological Dispersion Model
6 : PREDYN Update Evacuation Data
7 • EESF Integrated Model
8 : REA Regional Evacuation Analysis
9 : BUILDNET Generate Evacuation Network

10 : I..POP Reallocat _.Evacuation Population
II llmlllmDlm|m llmllmlmmmmlmlmmlla_.llmlllllllllllllllllml

Menu Choice (?ffiHelp)==>
I , ,,, , , ,,, , , ,, , []
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Non-Graphic Models Menu

Most items on this menu are described in the IBS Models Guide or User Guide.

I I! II

a -i

IBS Shells Non-Graphlc Models

0 = EXIT

1 : D2 Dispersion Model
2 z IDYNEV Evacuation Model

3 : CHEMS Chemical Model

4 : OSPM Outdoor Sound Propagation Model

5 : MESORAD Radlologlcal Dispersion Model
6 s PREDYN Update Evacuation Data

7 : EESF Integrated Model

8 s PEA Regional Evacuation Analysis

9 s I..MERGE Merge Evac Amslgnment & Sim Case
i0 : TTXTTDAT Extract TIGER Roads for Evac

Menu Choice (?-Help) -->
i i [ ii iili i iililll i I

Graphic GIS Utilities Menu

Items on this Geographic Information System (GIS) UtiLities menu are described
individually elsewhere in this Ut///t/es Gu/de.

i II III! II ill

IBS Shell= Graphic GIS Utilities

0 : EXIT

1. : GEDIT Graphical Editor

2 : MAPDBUPDT Database Editor (Dangerous}

3 : MPDISPLAY Map Display

4 : PLOTDMS Display Selected DMS Files

5 = PLOTICON Display Icons

Menu Choice (?-Help) -->
E , ,,, , ,,,, ,, ,,, , |
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Non-Graphic GIS Utilities Menu

Items on thisNon-Graphic Geographic Information System (GIS) Utilitiesmenu

are described individually elsewhere in this U_'es Guide.

II II II
B |

IBS Shell: Non-Graphlc GIS Utilities

0 : EXIT

I : ASCXATT ASCII SIX to BIN Attr Dictionary

2 : ATTXASC BIN Attr Dictionary to ASCII SIX

3 : ADDATTDMS Add Attribute to DMS Objects

4 : APPENDDMS Append Two DMS Files
5 : ATTFREQ Frequency of Attrs in DMS File
6 : CHKICONS Validate Icon Control File

7 : CLIPDMS Clip an Area from a DMS File

8 : COLORDMS Change Color of DMS Objects
9 : DECLUTTER Add Declutter Attr to DMS Objects

i0 z DMSXDTX Dump Labels in a DMS File
ii z EXTRACT Extract Data Based on Attrs
12 : FIXLIMITS Correct Limits in DMS File

13 : LINEAR JOIN Connect DMS Objects w/ Same Attrs

14 : LJ TIGER Connect DMS Objects w/ Same Attrsm

15 : LOOKTXT Dump TXT File to View Labels

16 : MAPDBGEN Copy Part of Map DB to User Site

17 : MODATTDMS Modify Attrs in a DMS File

18 : MODTEXTNM Change TXT Reference in a DMS File
19 : SCALEDMS Scale Objects in a DMS File

20 : SEELIMITS Dump Binary Limit File
21 : SEETXTNM See TXT Reference in a DMS File

22 : SHOWATT Show Numbers as MaJor/Minor/Param

23 = SPLITDMS Split a DMS File into Two Files

24 : STATDMS Do Statistics on DMS file(s)
25 : TACFIXTAA Change TAA Reference in a TAC File
26 : SMOOTHER Smooth Lines in a DMS File

27 : THINNER Thin Points in a DMS File

28 : UPDATEATT Update Attribute Dictionary

Menu Choice (?-Help) -ffi>

i
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IMPORT

The IMPORT utility is designed to import data (about agencies, facilities, known
points, personnel, job positions, or resources) from a text file to the appropriate
IBS database(s) of the current IBS site. The text file can be an external source of
information or data transferred from one IBS system to another. The utility
imports one type of data at a time. After the utility imports the data, it reports the
number of changes made to each type of data in the IBS databases.

IMPORT is an independent utility, but it is also available as a menu option of the
RMMGR utility.

What You Need to Know Before Using IMPORT

To use the IMPORT utility effectively, you must be familiar with the ordering of
information within the file you are importing. The IMPORT utility is most useful
to IBS data managers and those who are especially knowledgeable about IBS data
and data structures.

The IMPORT utility imports two kinds of text data files: either a "formatted" text
file that contains data formatted according to certain FORTRAN programming
conventions (perhaps transferred from another IBS system) or a "free-form"text
file that contains data in some other format. If the text file has a complicated
format, some knowledge of FORTRAN could be useful. If you are importing data
from a free-form text file, then you must also know what characters separate the
data fields in the file. Based on information that you supply about the text file,
IMPORT can create a format specification (.FMT) file that IMPORT can use later
to import data from the same file or from an identically formatted text file.

The utility imports data to the database(s) of the current IBS site. To switch
between sites before importing data, use the SI:TUP-CHANGF:StTr: option of the
IBS program.

Although the utility imports only one type of IBS data at a time, the data are
interrelated, and sometimes one type of data requires another type of data to be
complete. For example, you might add a facility whose contact person is not
located in the personnel database, or perhaps the imported data is incomplete. In
such cases the utility displays messages as it processes the data file and may create
related data records that you would need to update later. Importing data is
therefore a two-step process:

I. Use the IMPORT utility to transfer the data into the desired database(s).

1I. Then verify that the data is complete, adding or updating data records when
necessary.
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Importing Data from a Text File with IMPORT

1. To start the utility, just enter IMPORT at the system prompt (or select
IMPORT from the menu of the RMMGR utility). The utility displays the code
for the current site:

I II IIII I I

Import into Site: siCeaode. Correct? (Y/N/<Ctrl-g>-Abort) -->
• II i II II II IlUll I n

2. To confirm the current site and continue, enter Y.
OR

To quit now, enter N or press CTRL-Z.

Entering Y confirms the site and displays this menu of importable data types.

I I II II
u |

Select Type of Data to Import

0 : Exit

1 : Agency Data
2 : Position Data

3 : Personnel Data

4 : Known Point Data

5 : Facility Data
6 : Resource Data

Choice (?-Help) -->
I II

3. Select the type of data contained in the file from which you will be importing.

Note: Importing ALL _ta lifo• a different "site." If you are importing a
full set of IBS data from a different site code, then we recommend
that you import the data in the order shown on the menu above:
agency data first and resource data last. That sequence results in
the fewest program messages about data that is not found or about
the replacement of old data records with new ones. The
corresponding IBS data files, in order, are the following:

Data Type F'deto Import

Agencies AGENCY LOOKUPJ_AT
Positions POSITION LOOKUP.DAT
Personnel PERSONNEL.DAT
Known Points KNOWN POINTS.DAT
Facilities FACILITYJ_AT
Resources RESOURCE.DAT
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After you choose a data type, the program asks:

I I II III lllIllll II I I

Enter Filename to read from -->
I I lill I II I I l lr I

4. Enter the name of the text file that contains the data.

The utility then reads the file and attempts to determine whether it is a
"formatted" file or a "free-format" file. If the file is not found, you will be
prompted again to enter an existing file name.

Next you are prompted whether or not you wish to use a file of import
specifications that tell IMPORT how the data file should be read. An import
specification file (created during an earlier session of IMPORT) simplifies the
import process if you need to read from the same source file several times.

i II IIIII I I I IIIIIIII II lJ

Read Import Specifications from file? (Y/N/<Ctrl-Z>-Abort) -->
I ,,, .., , -,JI

5. To use an import specificationfile, enter Y.
OR

To enter new specifications for reading the data file, enter N.

• If you enter Y, the utility asks for the name of the specification file:

Enter filename containing Speciflcationm [.FMT] -->

_,Enter the name of the file that contains the import specifications, and

then skip ahead to step 6. (If the specification file is not found, you are
prompted again to enter the file name again.)

Note: Importing data from another IBS site code. Ready-made
import specification files are included with the IBS for
importing IBS data files from another site code: just enter one
of the file names listed here, depending on the type of data you
are importing.

Data Type Specification F'de
ill I II III

Agendes IEMIS$SYSF'.AG.FMT
Positions IEMIS$SYSF:POS.FMT
Personnel IEMIS$SYSF:PER.FMT
Known Points IEMIS$SYSF:KP.FMT
Facilities IEMIS$SYSF:FAC.FMT
Resources IEMIS$SYSF:RES.FMT
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• If you enter N, the utility displays a menu containing all the different
fields used by the type of data you are importing:

Select Field to read _nnn 1/2
all m em ema_ m m I,,, eemememm mmee_ emem g, m e_ m, em ea, mmI e_ mmm, am _ em me,_ am mlllm I emmmm am

0 s EXIT
1 , [.teem 1)

10 , (_Cem 10)
IImllllll m Illl I 1QIB I 1 _ 0 _ E e leln ltllmlllllmmlll

Choice (?-Help) -->

• Select the menu items In The Order They Need To Be Read From TI_
File. Once an item has been selected, it will be removed from the menu,
and the menu will reappear, allowing you to select the next item to be
read. When all items in the file have been selected, enter 0 to exit.
(Note that not all items must be selected from the menu: select only
those items that are in the input file.)

If the file you are reading from is determined to be a free-format file,
IMPORT then asks you to specify which characters separate the fields in
the file:

Enter all characters that may separate records in file• -->

• Type each character used as a field separator and press RETURN.

For example, this line might be found in a file to be imported:
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL HOSPITAL, 1900 WEST MAIN ST.

This line contains the Facility name, Type, and Address for a Facility to
import. The character separating the fields is the comma ",".

- You must ensure that the characters you say separate the lines into
fields are NOT found in the fields themselves. In the above
example, you would not be able to specify a space"" as a separating
character because several of the fields contain spaces; this would
cause the file to be processed incorrectly.

- If the fields in a file you wish to import do NOT contain spaces,
spaces could be used as a separating character. However, if you are
specifying spaces as separating characters, then you MUST use
quotation marks "around your input at the above prompt. For
example if spaces, commas, and dashes separate fields, you would
enter ", -"at the prompt shown above.

- If each field to read is on a separate line, you only need to press
RETURN at the above prompt.
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You are then given the prompt:

III II I II II I I IIII I I III I II IIIII m

Modify the Input FORMAT's? (Y/N/<Ctrl-Z>-Abort) -->
II iilill i ill i II i lililli i i il " ............

6. To use IMPORT normally, enter N.
OR
To change how the data will be read by the IMPORT program, enter Y.

If you are familiar with the FORTRAN programming language, this option
can be useful if you want to change how the data will be read in by the
IMPORT program. Unless you are familiar with FORTRAN, you should
enter N. (See For Advanced Users: Modifying the Input FORMATs later in
this discussion.)

If you've either created the Specifications by hand or changed the
specifications by changing the FORMAT statements, you will then see the
following prompts

I II IIIII I II I I II II IIIIII IIIII Ill

| II

Save specifications to a file? (Y/N/<Ctrl-Z>=Abort) ==>
I Ill i i I illi lii i ili

'7. To decline and proceed to step 8, enter N.
OR
To save the specifications for later use, enter Y.

If you are planning to import data from this same source again, you should
enter Y, which gives the following prompt:

Enter filename to contain Speclflcatlonm [.FMT] -->

_.Enterthe filename for the specifications. Later you can easily import
data from this same source again without having to respecify the format
of the file.

8. In either case, the program then begins to process the file according to all the
specifications set or loaded from the specifications file. After reading the first
new record of the desired type (Facility, Resource, etc.), the record is printed
onscreen, and IMPORT asks you to verify that the record appears to have
been read correctly. Here is an example for Resources:
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m ,,
.................... Verify Resource Records

Resource Type 8 FOOD
Resource Description s CANNED GOODS
Resource Location s MIKEO$ MINI MART

Resource Amount (Unlts)s 10 (DOZENS)

Does this record look OK? (¥/N/<Ctrl-Z>-Abort) -->
I I llllllll llllllllI I IIIII I llllllllllIIIII II I IIII I

To abort the program without saving ANY information, enter N. You must
then restart, changing the specifications to read the file correctly.
OR
To confirm and continue, enter Y.

If you continue, the following prompt displays;

I I II I I I I Illl I Ill Ill IiI

Verify All records? (¥/N/<Ctrl-g>fAbort) -->
I I llll I I I I I II II I

9. To let the IMPORT process continue without verification, enter N.
OR

To visually check every record read from the file (as in step 8), enter Y.

During processing of the file you may receive messages in the following cases:

• A record similar to the one being imported already exists. You are then
presented with both records, and prompted whether you wish to use the NEW
record.

• A record in a different database is referenced, but not found (for example, a
Facility whose contact person is not located in the Personnel Database). A
very simple record of the type required is then added.
You may want to note the items for which this occurs, so you will know what
needs to be verified and corrected later (for example, which person is being
added).

• Required data for a record is incorrect or missing. For example, a personnel
record with blank names, or a Facility that uses an unknown Facility Type.

When the program completes, IMPORT displays summary messages about how
many records have been processed and the number of changes have been made to
the database.
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Example:

d""" Ill ,,,,,,, " ,, ,I I, i
* * * MS(]: 8 Changes made to Facility data.
* * * MSG: 7 Changes made to Known Point data.
* * * MSG: 2 Changes made to Personnel data.
* * * blSO: 1 Changes made to Agency data.
* * * I_(]: 0 Changes made to Pos£t£on data.
* * * biSO: 0 Changes made to Resource data.
* * * MS(I:Number FAC records processed: I0 |

II liD i iii iiiiii iiiiii i

The differences between the number processed and the number of changes to each

type of data indicates that some of the data in the imported file already existed in
the Database. In the above example, 2 Facilities, 3 Known Points, 8 Personnel, and

9 Agencies referenced in the imported file were found to already exist in the
database and were therefore not added.

Verifying and Correcting Imported Data

You should note what types of data were changed, and use IBS and the RMCHK

utility to verify that everything is correct for all of the different data types
importea/changed by the IMPORT utility. (Refer to the IBS User Guide.) Some
things to specifically check:

• Use RESOURCE MANAGEMENT-MODIFY FACILITIES to check that every

facility has a Type.

• If facilities are not drawn in the correct location (or are not on the screen at

all), this is probably either because there was no Known Point data or the
Facility Type has not been specified (see the first bullet above).
Use RESOURCEMANAGEMENT-MODIFY FACIUTIES--MODIFY KNOWN POINT
to select the Facility that is not located correctly. (If you are given a
eros:hairs to select a Known Point and the Facility isn't cn the screen, select
CONTINUE so you can select the Facility tomove by using a List or by
entering its name.]

• Agencies that were added by anything other than Importing Agencies will not
have had an Agency Name. The Name would have been set to "AgencyCode
AGENCY NAME" where the code is correct but the agency name is not.
These should be changed to use the correct Agency Name using PERSONNEL
MANAGEMENT-MODIFY AGENCIES.

• Personnel added from Importing Facilities will have blanks for many fields.
These should be filled with the correct data using PERSONNEL
MANAGEMENT-MODIFY PEOPLE.

• Facilities added from Importing Resources will have blanks for nearly every
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field. These should be filled with the correct data using RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT-MODIFY FACILITIES. Cl'hese facilities also fall Jintocategories
identified by the first two burets in this list.)

For Advanced Users: Modifying the Input FORMATs

To modify the input FORMAT statements used by the IMPORT u6Llity,you
MUST have knowledge of the FORTRAN programming language. If you
answered Y in step 6 of the IMPORT sequence, then IMPORT crisp,lays a menu
that lists the FORMATs used. The example shown here is for Resource Data.

li I I I I i i ii iiii il i i

Select PORMAT to change

0 = EXIT
1 : (EN,I6) RESs Quantity
2 : (A8) RES: Type
3 : (AS) RES: Units
4 : (A32) RES: Description
5 : (A40) RES: Location
6 : (?***) <<< Add a Prefix to ALL Formats >>>

Choice (?-Help) -->
i il ii i

If you have read the specificationsfor a formatted file from a specifications file,
the FORMAT statements shown may be long and complex, with lots ,ofnnX's.
They may also be too long to fit in the menu with descriptions.

6a. Select the number of the FORMAT statement you wish to modify.
OR

Select the final menu option to add a prefix to ALL formats.

• If you select a FORMAT statement, you are given the prompt:

(Field Description) Old FORMAT: (Forma_ Sta_et.ent)
Enter new FORMAT statement -->

s.Enter the FORMAT statement you wish to use instead of the selected
one.

- Some features of the standard FORTRAN Format are not

supported including: Repeat fields "2A10" and Nested formats

- Numeric fields may need to be prefixed with (BN...) [see example in
menu item # 1 above] to correctly ignore spaces.
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- Make sure that the format you enter reads the same number of
Rems from the file, and that they are in the same order. If this is
not true, you may receive unexpected results. I

• If you choose to add a prefix to ALL formats, you are given the prompt:

Enter Prefix for all FORMAT etatemente -->

Entera partofa FORMAT statementtobe used asa prefixtoallof the
FORMAT statement (for example, "20X"). Do NOT use parentheses
"0". This option would be useful if the file had descriptions preceding all
entries.

6b. Repeat step 6a as necessary, then press 0 to exit.

Reading from Formatted Files. If the file you are reading from is a
Formatted file and you are creating the specifications the first time (not
reading them from a specifications file), you will get the following prompt for
most files. (The Personnel file is broken into 4 records [see Special Notes on
Importing Formatted Personnel Data], and you would receive four prompts
similar to the following, one for each record.)

Example:

I IIIII II I - IIIIIII II I Ii

The FORMAT calculated to read this file io-
(BN,I6,A8,AS,A32,A40}
Enter the FORMAT you would like to uoe, or <RETURN> to
accept. --=>

I ill Hal aRia i i I

6c. EntertheFORMAT statementthatyou wishtouse orpressRETURN to
accepttheone shown.

• Some featuresof thestandardFORTRAN Format arenot supported

including: Repeat fields _2A10" and Nested formats "(2(IX,A5))").

• Numeric fields may need to be prefixed with (BN...) [see example in
menu item # 1 above] to correctly ignore spaces.

• Make sure that the format you enter reads the same number of items
from the file and that they are in the same order. If this is not true, you
may receive unexpected results.
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Special Notes on importing Formatted Personnel Data

Since Personnel records contain more data than other types, they are broken down
into four records. The format supported by IMPORT is as follows:

Record 1: Contains all the Names (First, Last, Middle Initial), Phone Numbers
(Work, Home, Beeper, Emergency), and Title information

Record 2: Contains Address, City, State, Zip code, Agency Code and Available
information.

Record 3: Contains the schedule information.

Record 4: Contains the Positions (and Status of each position) the person
holds.

This Record format is the same as that used by the Personnel file in IBS (See
PERSONNEL.DAT in the IB$ Data Management Guide) so it will import any IBS
Personnel files.
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INSTALLON and INSTALLOFF

The INSTALLON utility is a system management utility that installs CHGOSITE,
IBS_SM, and XMAIL to the system. It requires CMKRNL privilege to run, and
will most likely be run only at installation.

The INSTALLOFF utility is a system management utility that deinstalls
CHGOSITE, IBSSM, and XMAH., from the system. It requires CMKRNL
privilege to run, and will probably be run only during software upgrades.

Installing IBS Images with INSTALLON

To start this utility, enter INSTALLON at the system prompt. No further
interaction is necessary.

Deinstalling IBS Images with INSTALLOFF

To start this utility, enter INSTM2,OFF at the system prompt. No further
interaction is necessary.
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KERMIT

The KERMIT utility is a general system utility that enables you to transfer
sequential files over ordinary telecommunication lines between DIGITAL
Equipment Corporation VAX computers operating under the VAX/VMS
operating system. This utility supports the exchange of both binary and text files
and allows for the exchange of multiple files.

KERM1T operates through the use of command keywords and associated
parameters. KERMIT commands define the processing of sending, receiving, and
other functions. The primary commands and control sequences for Kermit are the
following:

Command Action / Result

BYE Close access to remote server.

CONNECT Connectto remote system.

EXIT Exit from KERM_.

FINISH Shut down remote server.

GET Request a remote server to send specified file data.

HELP Help with KERMIT.

LOCAL Prefix used for local file management commands.

LOG Write user-specified information to a log file.

LOGOUT Logout of the remote server.

PUSH Access to VAX DCL command level.

QUIT Exit KERMIT Utility.

RECEIVE Receive files from the other system.

REMOTE Prefix used in remote file management commands.

SEND Send file(s) from VAX to other system.

SERVER Mode of remote operation.

SET Set various parameters.

SHOW Display various parameters.

STATISTICS Display statistics for the most recent file transfer.

TAKE Use KERMIT commands from a file.
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Control Key
Sequence Action / Result

,, l, ,, , , ,,,,

CTRL-X Sends a cancellation request to the remote KERMIT. This
key sequence is used to cancel receiving a file that you
don't really want.

CTRL-A Displays a status report.

CTRL-Z Interrupts the current file(s) transfer.

Transferring Files with KERMIT

To start the utility, enter KERMIT at the system prompt. You will then see the
KERMIT prompt where you can enter specific commands.

I II II I III III I
| |

S xm_x=
VMS Kermit-32 version 3.3.iii
Default terminal for transfers iss TXB0z
Kermit-32>
Ii •

iii ii i il ii II ii I

For more specificinformationaboutthepropersyntaxofeach KERMIr command
listedand aboutcommands not spec/fiedhere,referto thedocumentationfiles
KERMIT.DOC and KERMIT32.DOC containedintheIEMIS$DOC: directory.
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LIMITXX

The LIMITXX utility is a database administration utility that creates a binary limit
fi/e containing all of the DMS (or TAC) files in the specified topography directory.

What You Need to Know Before Using LIMITXX

The LIMITXX utifity requires a list of the names of the data files in the
topography directory. Each topography directory generally includes such a list in a
file named T.DAT.

The LIMITXX utility may create invalid limit files for any topographies which
contain model output files 032, EX, FI, VA, and WD), because all the DMS files
with be put in the limit file, not just the one associated with the current model
case.

See also the DOLIMITXX, CREATELIMITS, and SEELIMITS utilities.
DOLIM1TXX calls LIMITXX to do an entire database.

Creating a Limit File for a Topography

To start the utility, enter LIM]TXX xx at the system prompt, where xx is the two-
character code of the desired topography. If you do not specify the topography,
the ut_ty ends.

| ' , |

$ LIMIT][/ xx
ENTER NAME OF FILE CONTAINING DATA FILE NAMES > T.DAT

n FILES READ

Enter input binary limits filename -->

Enter output filename [TT:] ==>
n FILES READ

B •
II I I II
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LINEAR JOIN

A DMS file that has been built from other DMS files and/or from different data
sources may contain discrete strings that should have exactly matching endpoints
but which do not. The LINEAR JOIN utility reads a single DMS file and joins
any vector strings that have closely matching end points and common attributes.
The result is a new DMS file that contains a reduced number of strings. This
reduces the number of "nodes"for network models that use the strings, such as the
system evacuation model.

Caution

AjoinedstringthatresultsfromJoiningotherstringsmaylose someattributesof
theindependentstrings.Pleasereadthefollowingsectioncarefullybeforeusing
LINEARJOIN.

ill i ml i., , im ,, i i,i

What You Need to Know Before Using LINEAR JOIN

LINEAR JOIN first asks you tO specify the names of the original DMS file and
the new DMS file that will contain the joined strings. If the original DMS file
references a supporting text file, then LINEAR JOIN also asks you to specify the
name of a new output .TXT file. The utility then enables you to control which
vector strings will be joined by specifying criteria. The following sections describe
criteria and strategies for joining strings with LINEAR_JOIN.

Criteria for Joining Strings

You can specify three criteria for joining strings within a DMS file:

attr/butes to/Ndude This refers to the attribute values (major, minor, and
parameter values) that the strings to be joined must
share in common. You may specify up to 15 sets of
attributes to INclude. To be joined, two strings must
share a/l of these attributes.

am/but_ to EXclude This refers to the attr_ute values that the strings to be
joined must NOT share. Any string that contains these
attributes is NOT joined, even if the string has all the
"attributes to INclude." You may specify up to 15 sets
of attributes to EXclude. To be joined, two strings
must not contain any of these attributes.
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eps//on fin degreu) This refers to how close the endpoints of two strings
must be to qualify for being joined. Two strings that
have endpoints separated by no more than this number
of degrees (of longitude and latitude) are considered to
have a common endpoint.

A fourth criterion, which you cannot control is that only two strings can be joined
at a common endpoint: if more than two strings meet the first three criteria, then
none of those strings are joined.

In other words, LINEAR..JOIN will join two strings within a DMS file if those
strings do the following:

1) share all the "INclude" attributes,

2) do NOT share any "EXclude" attr_utes,

3) have endpoints that are within "epsilon" degrees of each other, and

4) are NOT within "epsilon" degrees of any other string endpoint.

i,i

Caution

A resultingjoined stdngwill havethedisplaycharacteristicsof thefirststringand
only _hespecified "INclude"attributes. Anyotherattributesarediscarded.
Considerthisas youplanhowto useUNEARJOIN.,,m,

To specify attr_utes, you will need to know attributes values for the attr_utes you
wish to specify. You can find a list of IBS attr_ute values in Appendix B.

Strategies for Joining Strings

If multiple attributes describe a classification of strings that you want to join, you
may need to use LINEAR JOIN multiple times to get the best results. In general
you may want to start at the highest resolution of attributes and work toward the
lowest resolution. For example, c/ass 1 roads is a general attribute for roads in IBS
databases. Other attributes are used to further def;ne class 1 roads as undivided,
divided, one Hay, and so on. If you wanted to join all of the "class 1 roads"in a
DMS file together, you might want to start first by joining these subcategories of
roads, executing IJNEAR_JOIN once for each of these attn'butes (combined with
the general class 1 attribute). Each output file would then be used as the input file
for the next use of LINEAR JOIN. After the subcategories of strings were joined,,.,..

you could then join all the class 1 strings under the general class 1 attributes.

If more than two strings are estimated to have a common endpoint (within the
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epsilon distance), LINEAR JOIN does not attempt to join these multiple strings.
To join these strings correc_y, you will need to examine each string individually
and join them manually: the GEDIT utility enables you to join specified strings.

Reducing the Number of Strings in a DMS File with LINEAR_JOIN

To start the utility, just enter LINEAR_JOIN at the system prompt.

The following simple example joins "Class 3 road" strings contained in a file named
TOOELE.DMS. Two strings will be joined when the following criteria are met:

• Both strings have the attribute 5,140,0 (both strings are Class 3 roads).

• Neither string has the attribute 5,180,0 (neither string is a bridge).

• The two strings have endpoints that match within 0.000.01 degrees of both
longitude and latitude (specified).

• No other strings meet at their common end point.

Example:
I I I I II El I I Ill

I I

$ LzmUULOOZN

Enter name of Input DMS file (DMS) m.> _)OELi_
Enter name of output DMS file (DHS) m-> _ELI_
Enter name of output TXT file (TXT) [NEWTOOELE.TXT]--> <RETURN>
Enter epailon (in degrees) to match arc endpoints [0.0001] -->
0.00001

Provide major, minor, param values of attributes to INclude
(^Z to exit)

1 Enter major value --> 5
1 Enter minor value --> 140
1 Enter param value --> 0

2 Enter major value --> <CTRL-Z>

Provide major, minor, param values of attributes to EXclude
(_Z to exit}

1 Enter major value --> 5
1 Enter minor value --> 180
i Enter param value --> 0

2 Enter major value --> <CTRL-Z>
I ,,,, , ,,,,, , ,,,,I

If you just press RETURN instead of entering an output TXT file name, the
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default name matching the DMS file name is used. You will see this prompt only
if the original DMS file references a supporting .TXT file.

If you just press RETURN instead of entering an epsflon (endpoint separation)
value, the default value of 0.0001 degrees is used. If this value is inappropriate for
your data--ff the results are not as they should bo-you can enter a smaller (stricter)
value to assure more exact matching, or you can enter a larger (less strict) value to
join strings whose endpoints are further apart than 0.0001 degrees.

You can enter up to 15 attributes to INclude and 15 attributes to EXclude. To
quit entering attr_ute values, press CTRL-Z at the "majorvalue" prompt as
indicated in the example.

Results of Using LINEARJOIN

LINEAR JOIN searches through the DMS file's set of string objects in repetitive
cycles, on each cycle 1) finding an string that meets the LINEAR JOIN criteria.=w

and 2) attempting to match and join it with a second qualifying string. A resulting
joined string will have the display characteristics of the first string and only the
specified "inclusion" attributes. Any other attributes are discarded.

i'

When I2NEAR JOIN is finished, it creates a new DMS file that contains the sameu

data as the original DMS file except that the new DMS file should contain fewer
strings (because some strings have been joined) and fewer string attributes
(because some attributes may have been discarded).

As it runs, the program displays a series of status messages that indicate how many
string objects have been processed and how many have been "saved" in the new f'de.
If strings have been joined su_fully, the number of objects saved should be
fewer than the number of objects processed. In the following example, the status
messages indicate that a total of 219 objects in the original DMS file were reduced
to 187 objects in the new DMS file.

Example:
i

i i ili llli i iii J

*** MSG: Reading objects from input DMS file

*** MSG: Processing object #: i00

*** MSG: Processing object #: 200

*** MSG: # of objects processed: 219

*** MSG: Saving object #: i00

*** MSG: # of objects saved: 187
*** MSG: Done

| a
ii, i III II
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LISTCNX

The LIST_ utility is a diagnostic and reporting utility that lists all existingcases
found in the Case Index file (CASEINDEX.DAT) of a user's current site. Each
case found is listed and flagged as follows:

Flag Description of Case Type

(A) "Assigned'--This occurs only for Infomanager cases that have been
checked out and assigned to someone else.

(M) "MCE"or Maximum Crech'bleEvent--This refers to key cases that are
not to be modified.

CY) "Yes"the case exists (and is flagged neither A nor M).

Listing Model Cases Found In the Case Index File

To start this utility, enter LISTCNX at the system prompt.

The output lists the model name, status of the individual case, and the case
number. A sample of the output follows:

I I II II I I j IIIIII
I I

MESORAD(¥) : 0
IDYNEV (Y) : 0
I DYNEV (A) : 4
CHEMS (Y) _ 0
OSPM (Y) : 0
D2 (M) : 0
D2 (&) I 1
xp (¥) z 10

I II IIIlll III II I II I II I Illll I I I

Note: If you are not m directory disk:[user.S1TESaite], you will be moved
to S1TESDIR.
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I.J TIGER
m

A DMS file that has been built from other DMS files and/or from different data
sources may contain discrete strings that should have exactly matching endpoints
but which do not. Both the I2 TIGER and LINEAR JOIN utilities read a single
DMS file and join any vector st'ringsthat have closely _natching endpoints and
common attributes. The result is a new DMS file that contains a reduced number
of strings. This can greatly reduce the disk space required for the file; it also
reduces the number of "nodes"for network models that use the strings, such as the
system evacuation model.

LI TIGER has been optimized for use with DMS files that are based on TIGER
data, and especially with DMS files that have been extracted from TIGER data.
Unlike LINEAR JOIN, you do not specify attributes: a//strings with the same
attributes and the same text descriptions are joined if their endpoints are close
enough together. You specify the criterion for closeness.

What You Need to Know Before Using LJ_TIGER

The utility prompts you to specify these items:

input DM$file This is the name of the original DMS file.

outputDM$ file _ is the name of the new DMS file that will contain
the joined strings.

q_s//on This is the criterion for how close the endpoints of two
stringsmustbe to qualifyforbeingjoined. Two
strings that have endpoints separated by no more than
this number of degrees (of longitude and latitude) are
considered to have a common endpoint. If more than
two strings have endpoints within this distance, the
strings are NOT joined. The default epsilon value is
0.00001 degrees.

ou._ut TAg'j_/e This is the name of a new .TXT file that is associated
with the new DMS file. You are prompted for a new
.TXT file name only if the original DMS file has text
data in a .TXT file. If you are prompted for a .TXT
file name, the default name is the same as the output
DMS file name.

Some text data is lost when TIGER data is joined: TIGER ID ("TID:
#######") and TIGER version ('TVER: #####') text fields are removed
from any strings that are joined.
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Joining Discrete Strings in a DMS File with W_TIGER

To start the utility, just enter LJ TIGER at the system prompt. The following is an
actual example that shows how UTIGER reduced the number of strings in a
DMS file.

Example:

i . III I J I IIIII Illll IIIlII I __ •

$ z.a .Tzomt
Ente= name of £nput DMS file (DMS) -,,> W1E:IOGIt_
Ente= name of output DMS file (DMS) ,,,,>
Enter eps£1on (£n degrees) to match arc endpo£ntm [0.00001] ,,,,>
<RETURN>

Nm of output; TXT fJ.le (TXT) [SMALLRT.TXT] ,,-> <RETURN>
* * * NSGs # ob_ect;s read +s 1093
* * * MSG: # objects flayed +: 71
* * * MSGs Done

If IIIIIII IIIIII II II I III I

When LJ TIGER is finished it creates a new DMS file that contains the same data

as the ori_nal DMS file except that the new DMS fde should contain fewer strings
(because some strings have been joined) and less text data (because "lID:
#####" and "TVER: ####" have been discarded.)

The program displays status messages that indicate how many string objects have
been read and then how many have been saved in the new file. In the example
here, the status messages indicated that a total of 1093 objects in the original DMS
file were reduced to 71 objects in the new DMS file. This also reduced the
combined disk space required for both the DMS and TXT file from 272 blocks to
48 blocks.
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LOOKTXT

The LOOKTXT utility is a diagnostic and reporting utility that e_ables you to look
at the contents of a DMS TXT file.

What You Need to Know Before Using LOOKTXT

In addition to an input text file name and output report file name, the LOOKTXT
utility prompts for two items and two decisions:

TXTfl/e name This is the file you want to look at.

output TXXfl/e name This is the name of the report file. To display the
information on the screen, just pres_ RETURN
instead of entering an output file naLme.

List everything? For a short summary listing as shovm in the
following example, answer N to this prompt. For
a longer numbered listing of each text item, just
press RETURN or answer Y.

Calculate EOF? Some DMS TXT files do not follow standard
conventions of listing the end-of-file record
number in the header. In these cases, an end of

file (EOF) must be calculated. Uwless you are
certain the TXT file follows standard conventions,
it is best to answer Y to calculate the EOF.

Looking at the Contents of a DMS Text (.TXT) File

To start this utility, enter LOOKTXT at the system prompt. "Eheutility presents a
series of prompts as shown in this example.

Example:
I I IIIIII

II •

$ LOOletTZ
Enter the TXT file name --> MAUI.TXT

Enter output TXX file name [TT= ] --> <RETURN>

Limt everything? [Y] -,=> N
Calculate EOF? [Y] "-> '/

Last Record : 1

Last Word : 3

# text Items: 6982

# text lines= 6982
|
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MAIL C is a background utility that checks the mail file of each IBS user once perm

minute to see if the user's mail status has changed. If a user's mail status has
changed, MAIL_C updates a mail status message (which may be no message when
there is no mail) at the bottom of the terminal screen.

MAIL C is used in a background process that must be running at all times or elsem

mail status messages will NOT change.

What You Need to Know Before Using MAIL C,..,.,

The MAIL C utility runs in background (batch) mode on the VAX computer.
Under usual conditions, this background process is already running and does not
need to be started independently: the process is started by the batch command file
IEMISSEXE:MAIL C.BIS, which is executed when the system startup command
file SYS$MANAGER:SYSTARTUP VS.COM is run at installation or whenever
the computer is rebooted.

If this background process is stopped for some reason, IBS users will NOT be
notified of any changes to their mail status. To restart this process, a user must
have system privileges (SYSPRV).

Restarting the Mail Checking Process

To restart the background process that runs MAIL_C, enter
@IEMIS$EXE:MAIL_C.BIS at the system prompt.

MAIL C should run once a minute until someone stops the process.

Results of Using MAIL C.,,,.

MAIL C checks to see if the status of each user's mail has changed: if new mail
has arrived, if unread mail has expired, or if all messages have been read. If the
mail status has changed, the MAIL C utility notifies IBS, and IBS displays an
appropriate message at the bottom of the user's screen:

Mail StatusChange MessageDisplayed
,__ . _ ...

New mail has arrived. NEWMAIL

Existingmailhas_d (not LATE_ZL
been readby a specifiedtime)
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Mail Status Change Message Displayed

All messages have been read. no message displayed

Note: The message displayed on the IBS screen does'not change
immediately when the mail status changes: The message changes
only after MAIL_C checks the mail status, once every minute.

When MAIL C is running, the status of mail can also be checked by selecting
SHOW USER ENVIRONMENT from the STATUS BOARD menu in the IBS program.
If MAIL C is not running_ the SHOW USER ENVIRONMENT function may notm

report new or past due mail correctly. For further information, see the IBS User
Gu/de.
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MAIL LIST

MAIL LIST is a general system program that enables you to use the electronicm

mail features of the system: sending and receiving messages; checking mail
messages; and using mail distribution lists. MAIL LIST is a stand-alone program
that duplicatesthe mail-relatedfunctionsof the MESSAGEBOARDmenuin the IBS
program,whichis documentedin the IB$ UserGuide.

Using IBS Electronic Mail Features with MAIL LIST=am.

To start the utility, enter MAIL_LIST at the system prompt.

$ MAILLIST

MAIL_LIST then displays the following menu.

Ill ' I Ill
| |

MAIN MAIL LIST MENU

0 • EXIT
1 • VAX mail

2 : CREATE/EDIT mail distribution list
3 : SEND mall
4 : CHECK sent mail

Choice (?=Help) ==>

| , , , |

Pick the number of the option you wish to use and follow the prompts.

System Mailing Lists are those mailing lists in the Infomanager directory. To
change one of the System Mailing Lists, the Infomanager user can edit that f'de by
using option 2 above and either the Edit System Mailing List or Edit Personal
Mailing List options on the resulting submenu.

For further information about each option, see the instructions for MESSAGE
BOARDin the IBS User Guide.
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MAKEDMS

The MAKEDMS utility enables you to create DMS format files from sequential
ASCII files (which you can create by using a text editor). You may include point
or line structures in the ASCII input file.

Creating DMS Files from ASCII Input Files with MAKEDMS

To start the utility, enter MAKEDMS at the system prompt. You must supply the
name of the ASCII input file and the name of the DMS file that you want to
create.

Example:
I I II

II m

SJtt_IIDMS
Enter ASCII input ftlename • _FII._.D&T
Enter DMSoutput filename > JC/FXI,II.lma

II ,, , I

Structure of the ASCII Input File

Each entry within the input file contains Woological records. The first record
describes the data type, display parameters, attributes, and number of
longitude-latitude coordinates. The second record contains the longitude-latitude
coordinates. Both logical records are entered in free field format (commas or
spaces between parameters) and may span lines if necessary.

The format for the first record is:

PLOTFLAG, NPEN, # of Attribute=, # of point=, {Attributes}

where PLOTFLAG may be 0 or 1 (0 indicates a line data type, 1 indicates point)
and NPEN is the pen number to be used when displaying the feature.

Each attribute has three subfields: Major code, Minor code, and parameter value.
These three subfields are repeated for each attribute included with the feature. If
the feature is a point for which an icon is to be displayed, the attribute describing
the icon must be the first to appear in the attribute list.

The format of the second record is:

LONG1, LATI, LONG2, LAT2, ...LONGn, LATn.

where longitude and latitude are described as decimal degrees.
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The followingis an example of a file containingone point and one line element.
The line will be displayedusingpen number6 and consists of 4 points. The point
has one attributeassociatedwith it, whichmay be presumedto signifythe icon to
be displayed.

1, lw 1, 11 9, 210e 0
-110.3, 42.665
O, 6, O, 4
98.66, 38.7257, -98.65, 37.0, -100.2,
37.6, -99.55, 38.222463

If this data were containedin MYFILE.DAT,then the examplesequencewould
create the file MYFILE.DMSwith the point and line data in DMS format.
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MAKETAC

The MAKETAC utility creates a Terrain Analysis Cell (TAC) data file with
longitude-latitude extents and a uniform cell value that you specify. This capability
in the IBS is intended only for supporting elevation data files and the sound
impedance files used by the Outdoor Sound Propagation (OSPM) siren model.

What You Need to Know Before Using MAKETAC

The utility prompts you for the following items:

NAME OF TAC FILE Tlds is the name of the TAC file to be created.

If you do not specify a path name with the file
name, the file is created in your default directory.

LONGITUDE, These are the extents of the new TAC file, the

LATITUDE minimum and maximum longitude and latitude.

NUMBER OF COLUMNS, This is the grid size of the new TAC file: the
NUMBER OF ROWS columns and rows in the grid of cells.

CELL VALUE This is the data value that will be stored for all
ceils of the file.

SIZE OF DATA TYPE Tlds is the number of bytes to be used for each
cell data value. A value of I designates the data
type as "byte," for example.

Creating a New TAC File with MAKETAC

To start the utility, enter MAKETAC at the system prompt. In the following
example sequence, the utility creates a new file named TESTOSPM1.TAC (and the
associated file TESTOSPM1.TAA) with a grid size of 500x600 cells and a 1-byte
value of zero in all cells. A message will confirm creation of the TAC file.

III I |

$ MAKETA¢
ENTER NAME OF TAC FILE : TESTOSPMI

ENTER MINIMUM LONGITUDE : -125.0

ENTER MAXIMUM LONGITUDE : -116.5

ENTER MINIMUM LATITUDE : 41.5

ENTER MAXIMUM LATITUDE : 46

ENTER NUMBER OF COLUMNS : 500

ENTER NUMBER OF ROWS : 600

ENTER CELL VALUE : 0

(1-I'1, 2-I'2, 4-I'4)
ENTER SIZE OF DATA TYPE : I

I I I IIIII Imll
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MAPDBGEN

The MAPDBGEN utility is used to extract a portion of a map database to create a
separate "user-defined" map database. You may then modify the new map
database to suit your needs.

Th;s section covers the following topics:

• Why create a "user-defined" map database?

• What You Need to Know Before Using MAPDBGEN

• Creating a User-Defined Map Database with MAPDBGEN

• Results of Using MAPDBGEN.

Why create a "user-defined" map database?

A "user-defined"database is a separate subset of a larger DMS database. The
difference between these databases, apart from size, is that you can edit and
modify a "user-defined"map database without making system-wide changes. This
allows you to tailor your DMS files for your own purposes.

What You Need to Know Before Using MAPDBGEN

Before using MAPDBGEN, there are certain pi_es of information you need to
know. If you are unsure about where to obtain this information, or if you need
help, please contact your database administrator for more details.

MAPDBGEN asks you to specify the following information for the map database
you are creating:

Top Level Directory The database top level directory is the actual path name
of the directory where the new database will reside when
it has been created.

Examples: Entering aaa would create the map database in
a directory named aaa under your current directory.

Entering [au] would create the map database in the top
level directory named [aaa].
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You will also need to know what geographic area you wish to extract from the
existing map database to include in your new map database. This area can be
defined in one of the three following ways:

Long/Lat Cormrrs Requires two sets of longitude and latitude
coordinates.

Center & Radius (ml) Requires one set of longitude and latitude
coordinates and a radius distance in miles.

C_nter & Radius (/an) Requires one set of longitude and latitude
coordinates and a radius distance in kilometers.

Before you start creating the map database, make sure you have determined which
longitude and latitude coordinates and which radius you plan to use (the following
diagram clarifies those parameters). This kind of information can be obtained
easily through the graphic mapping utilities in IBS (see MPDISPLAY, for
example).

_1,18titude1)

rutiuJ
G

Oa_ud__Je)

(knj_wdeO,bt_deO)

Long/Lat Corners Center & Radius

Methods for Defining Geographic Areas

In addition to these parameters, you will also be asked if you wish to select cover
maps. Cover maps (or overview maps) are displayed by the MPDISPLAY utility to
show a database area from which you may select a region for display. Cover maps
are usually low-detail maps that are represented by a single DMS file in the top
directory of a map database.

If you do not use a cover map from the existing map database, you must furnish
one before you can use the new database. This can be done by 1) placing one or
more cover map DMS files in the top directory and 2) editing the topography
control file, TOPOCTL.FIL, to contain the name(s) of the cover map file(s).
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Creating a User-Defined Map Database with MAPDBGEN

The following is an example of how to create a "user-defined" map database using
the MAPDBGEN utility.

Before beginning this process, you must know the system and topographic
information explained in the previous section.

1. To run the utility, just enter MAPDBGEN at the system prompt. The utility
starts by displaying the following prompt:

II I I ' I I Iill IIIIIs I I I

* * * Welcome to HRPDBGEN * * *

Enter top level directory for NEW map db-->
ii |I I II I II

2. Type the name of the directory where you want your "user-defined" database
to reside. When you are done, press RETURN. This tells the utility where to
place any information you want to extract from the current map database.

I I III Illl
I |

* * * MSG: Welcome to the topo data copy utility

* * . MSG: Map directory: xxxx:[yyyy.zzzz]

Area Selection Menu

0 : Exit

1 : Long/Lat Corners

2 : Center & Radius (Mi)

3 : Center & Radius (Km)

Choice (?-Help) -->
I mII IIIII II II I II

3. Select the option with which you want to define the area to be included in
your "user-defined" map database.

;

If you need more information about the kind of input required by the area
selection options, see What You Need to Know Before Using MAPDBGEN.
Selecting Exit (0) in this menu returns you to the system prompt. Selecting
one of the other options displays a screen asking you to enter the coordinates
for the area.

4. Enter the coordinates that define the area of your map database. When you
are done, another prompt asks you if you want to select cover maps:
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Select from available cover mlps7 [N] -->
| ill i •

5. To select cover map(s), enter Y. Or to bypass cover map' selection, enter N

(or just press RETURN.

If you answer Y (yes), a menu similar to the following is displayed. If you

answer N (no), skip ahead to the Available Topos shown in step 7.

Avallable Cover Maps
mmmmmwm mqD mmmmmmmmm mmm, mmmmmmmmmm_mmmmmmm mmm

0 , Exit
1 : Conterminous U.S.
2 : TOOELE

mmmmlm_-mmuamm_emmmmm_momawm_e_m_m_m_mm_

Choice (?-Help) -->
I aI

6. To select a cover map foryour "user-defined"map database,type the
numbernext to it and press RETURN. An asterisk(*) then appearsnextto
the selection,indicatingthat it willbe includedin the database. To deselect a
map, enter the number again; the asterisk disappears, indicating that the map

w/U not be copied.

7. When you have made all your cover map choices, select Exit (0).

The following menu then displays (note that different options may be in the

menu, depending on your system setup):

II III

| m

Avallable Topos 1/10

O : EXIT
i : ADMINISTRATIVE BOUNDARY
2 : AGRICULTURE
3 : BASE MAP
4 : CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTS
5 : CULTURAL FEATURES
6 : RECOVERY AREAS

7 : CENSUS TRACT/ED
8 : ELEVATION CONTOUR(300M)
9 : ELEVATION

10 : ELECTRICAL POWER GRID
"-""==="""== M O R E """"-"""-="

Choice (?=Help) =->
I I IIII IIIII
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A few thingsshould be noted about the Available Topos menu:

s The 1/10 next to the title is an indicationof the page currently
being displayed,in thiscase, page 1 of 10. To see different
pages of the menu, type U to move up a page'or D to move
clowna page.

• To select a topography(maplayer),type the numberafter
"Choice"andpress RETURN. A text arrow (,=>) then
appears next to the topography you wish to copy. If you type
the same number again, the - > disappears, indicating that the
topography will NOT be copied.

• When you have selected all the topographiesyou wantto copy
to your currentsite, selectExit (0). This indicates to
MAPDBGENthat all topographies have been selected and that
you are readyto copy them to your new map database. If you
wish to discontinuethis operation, type Q to quit the menu.

8. Select topographies fromthe AvailableTopos menu.

Caution

Be carefulnot to overwritetopographiesthat alreadyexist. If you selecta
topographythat you havepreviouslymodifiedin yourcurrentsite, you will
overwritethe filesand loseyourwork.

9. When you havemade all your topographychoices, select Exit (0).

You will then see a sequence of messagessimilarto the following:

II I I I II I I I
I I

* * * MSG_ Creating topo directories & copying data

* * * MSGz Processing topography name

* * * MSG: Processing topography name

* * * MSG: Creating/Modifying SETUP file

* * * MSG: Database generation complete
<RETURN> to continue

I J , I . Jl , •

Once you press RETURN, the Area Selection menu in step 2 appears again. You
have just completed creatinga new map database. If you wish to add more
topographies, you can do so bystarting again at step 3.
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Results of Using MAPDBGEN

For each topography you choose, MAPDBGEN examines the longitude-latitude
extents of every DMS file corresponding to that topography in the existing map
database. If the area of a topography file overlaps the area of the new map
database, then the entire topography file is copied over into the new map database.
The actual coverage of the new map database will be greater than the specified
area because some of the copied DMS files will have areas that partially overlap
the specified area and partially overlap a region outside the specified area.
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MAPDBUPDT

The MAPDBUPDTutilityenablesyou to updatea DMS databaseby addingnew
or modifiedfiles of topographydata. Because this programhas the potential to
distort, lose, or otherwise damage necessarymappinginformation,it is important
that you have a complete understandingof the update process before using
MAPDBUPDT.

Where Does the Update Data Come From?

The simplestway to updatetopographydata is to modifyone of the topography
files contained in a topography subdirectoryof the database. In that case, the new
version of the topography file is the update and MAPDBUPDT is not needed. A
more likelypath is that you will do one of the following:

• Use the EXTRACT utility or MPDISPLAY's STORE REGION function to
extract a regionfrom the database, and then modifythe topographies in that
region.

• Create new data by digitizinggeographicinformation from a map.

• Add or appendnew data convertedto DMS format from an outside source of
topographicdata.

• Some combination of those methods.

For example,you might use the EXTRACTutility to copy a city region from the
database,add detailedroads,and placename data,and thenwant to add the new
data to the database. Whateverthe methodof obtainingthe data, the resultshould
be a topographyfile (or set of topographyfiles) containingnew datafor a specific
region.

What Are the Requirements of Database Updating?

To update a DMS databasefor a specificregion,each altered topographyof the
region must be updated--one at a time. Each topography file containing new
information is an Update_//e. Update Files have two requirements:

• Each Update File mustbe associatedwith a specific UpdateReg/on. This
Update Region can be either

- the geographice._ats (longitude-latitudelimits) listed in the DMS file
header,or
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- a region defined by a pa/ygonfde (a separate DMS Kie containing a
polygon that describes the Update Region).

• Each Update File must represent a/l of the data for a particular topography
within the Update Region.

The latter point is important: For the entire Update Region, MAPDBUPDT deletes
old data for the topography and replaces it with the topography data in the Update
File. Any "old"topography data that you want to save must be included in the
Update File or that "old"data will disappear during the update;. If the Update
Region is larger than the area you really wish to change, a pat_:hof "nothing"will
appear along one or more edges of the area when the topography is displayed from
the updated database. For this reason, it is crucial that the Update Region is
exactly what you want it to be. Because the geographic extents of a DMS
topography file can change during various storing, editing, appending, and
manipulation operations...

Note: We strongly recommend that you create a/ady_m fi/e that defines a
polygon around the Update Region and then make sure that each
topography you update contains the complete set of topography data
for that region.

You can create a polygon file in several ways:

• You can use GEDIT to display topography files and draw a polygon defining
the Update Region in a separate input file. (See Specifyir_gInput Files in the
description of GEDIT.) You can continue to display the ]polygon as you edit
topography data in other input files.

• IVIPDISPLAY'sSTOREREGIONoption automatically save_ a polygon of the
stored region under the region name: For example, a stored region named
MYAREA includes a polygon file named MYAREA.DMS.

• GEDITs STOREREGIONoption automatically saves a polygon of the stored
region under the name GEDIT.CLP.

You can check the correspondence between an Update Region polygon and the
Update File by entering both DMS files as input files to PLOTDMS, a utility
program that quickly plots DMS data. If there is a sharply defined empty space
between the polygon and the topographic data, then there will likely be data lost if
those files are used for an update.
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What Happens During an Update?

Background. Every topographyin a DMS databasehasits own subdirectory.
Each subdirectorycontainsa binary I/m/t _ namedLIM1Txx.BIN, where "xx"is the
two-charactercode of the topography.This binary file specifiesthe namesand
geographicextentsof all the topographyfiles that makeup the topographyin that
subdirectory.Each subdh'ectoryalsocontainsa referencefile, T.DAT, which lists
the names of the topography files.

Running MAPDBUPDT. MAPDBUPDT startsby askingyou to specify a) the
two-characterabbreviationcodeof the topographyyouwish to update,b) thename
of theUpdate File, andc) the Update Region.

The program then enters the corresponding topography subdirectory and reads the
LIMIT file. For each database file specified in the LIMIT file, MAPDBUPDT
determines whether the database file overlaps the Update Region.

• If no overlap occurs, the name and extents of the database file are placed in a
newLIMITfile.

• If a complete overlap occurs, the name and extents of the database file are
NOT included in the new LIMIT file.

* If a partial overlap occurs, the program creates a new version of the database
file, deleting the graphics data in the overlapping area. The name and extents
of the new database file are placed in the new LIMIT file.

After each database file specified in the original LIMIT file has been processed, a
new version of the Update File is copied into the topography subdirectory, and the
name of the new Update File is placed into the new LIMIT file. The new version
of the Update File contains only the topographic data from within the Update
Region. Each file name included in the LIMIT file is also placed in a new T.DAT
file.

At the end of updating one topography, the topography subdirectory should
contain:

• a new version of the Update File

• the rest of the data files that now constitute the database topography

• a new LIMIT file, LIMITxx.BIN, which specifies the names and extents of the
new Update File and the rest of the files that now constitute the topography

• a new T.DAT file that lists the names of the same files
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• some old versions of files that are no longer part of the database data for that
topography.

A Procedure for Updating • DMS Database

If an error occurs during the updating of a database, you must be able to
reconstruct the original DMS database, determine what went wrong, and try again.
The following is a methodology for using MAPDBUPDT to safely update a
database.

1. Create one or more Update F/ks.

Remember, each Update File consists of all the data for a particular
topography within a specific Update Region. It is preferable that the Update
Region is specifically defined by a polygon in a separate DMS file.

2. Assign the logical names necessary for accessing the database by doing the
following:

• If you are updating map data under a user account, set the default
directory to disk:[user.SITES.fire] and then enter the following:

$ @SETUP disk user site associatedsite

where site and associatedsite are the four-character codes for the site and

its associated site (if there is one-see NEWSITE).

• If you are updating map data under a system map database, then either

- Set the default directory to the top-level directory of the map
database and execute the SETUPDB.COM command file located
there:

$ @SETUPDB

OR
- Enter the follow/ng command symbol, which does the same thing:

$ SY_utvDATABASE

where map is the top-level directory name of the system map
database.

3. Set the default directory to the database subdirectory of one topography that
you wish to update.
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4. Check the topography subdirectory to become familiar with the topography
files and to confirm that the LIMITxx.BIN and T.DAT files are in the
subdirectory.

5. Copy the Update File for the particular topography into the subdirectory. (If
you have a polygon file defining the Update Region, copy that file into the
subdirectory also.)

6. If there is a separate text file (x=r.TXT) associated with the topography file,
copy that file into the subdirectory also.

7. SAFETY FIRST: Create a complete copy of the topography subdirectory and
its files where you can retrieve them and reconstruct the database if problems
arise.

8. To start the update program, enter MAPDBUPDT.

You will see the following three (or four) prompts. The responses expected
are explained as items A, B, C, and D.

I II I I II I I
| •

Enter topography code to update (?=Menu) _ffi>*A*

Enter the name of file you want to add to the database _ffi>.8"

Is the geographical data in the update file bounded by the

1at/long extent or a user defined polygon? (E or P) =ffi>*C*

Enter the name of the file that contains

the update region polygon =ffi>*D*
I I I I ii IIIIIIi

*A* Enter the correct 2-character code for the topography you are updating,
or enter ? to see a menu list of topography codes.

*B* The Update File you specify must reside in the current default directory.
If you specify a file name that points to a different directory, the
program will respond with an error message and stop processing.

*C* If you enter E, MAPDBUPDT uses the longitude-latitude extents of the
Update File as the Update Region and does not prompt for an update
region polygon. If you enter P, you will see the prompt for the update
region polygon.

*D* Enter the name of the polygon file to designate the Update Region.
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9. If an error message appears and the program does not run to completion:

a. Reload the original topography data, if necessary, and make the
necessary corrections.

b. Try again, restarting the update process.

c. If the program terminated without a message or if you are completely
stumped by what happened, reload the original database data and contact
your System Manager.

10. If the program runs to completion without any error messages, check the
update:

a. Check the directory to confirm that new versions of the LIMIT file and
T.DAT have been created.

b. Check the contents of T.DAT to see that the name of the Update File
has been added to the list of topography files.

11. Run MPDISPLAY to examine the Update Region and the area surrounding
it.

12. If you see blank patches of missing data at the edges of the Update Region,
reload the original database data. Then--

a. Determine a new, smaller Update Region, or

b. Modify the Update File to include the missing information.

c. Restart the update procedure.

13. If everything looks correct,

a. PURGE the topography subdirectory to delete old file versions.

b. Examine the T.DAT file to determine what files in the directory are still
CUlTent.

Any remaining topography files that are not listed in the T.DAT file are
for data that were totally overlapped by the Update File data.

c. Delete the topography files that were totally overlapped by the Update
File data.

d. Delete the Update Region polygon file, if one was used.
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If you have successfully completed this procedure, then you have updated one
database topography for a particular Update Region. Repeat the procedure for
each topography you wish to update, restarting at step 3.

Example of Updating a Database Topography

Suppose that you have a user-defined Database that includes an AIRLINE
ROUTES topography with a two-letter topographic code of "AR'. Suppose that
you wish to update the AIRLINE ROUTES data and have already completed steps
1 through 6 of the update procedure. The topography subdirectory [.AR] now
includes 6 files:

• UPDATESAR.DMS;I: your Update File of new or modified AIRLINE
ROUTES data

• ARREGION.DMS;I: a file containing a polygon that defines the Update
Region

• LIMITAR.DMS;I: the binary LIMIT file for the AIRLINE ROUTES
topography

• NORTHAR.DMS;I: a topography file that partially overlaps the data in
UPDATESAR.DMS

• SOUTHAR.DMS;I: a topography file that completely overlaps the data in
UPDATF_AR.DMS

• T.DAT;I: a file that contains two file names, NORTHAR.DMS and
SOUTHAR.DMS (the two current data files of the AIRLINE ROUTES
topography)

Starting from the [.AR] subdirectory, the interaction with MAPDBUPDT would
look like this:

i _ I I I I I U

S _DB_
Enter topography code to update (?-Menu) =ffi>JUt

Enter the name of file you want to add to the database _ffi>
UPDATESAR.DMS

Is the geographical data in the update file bounded by the
1at/long extent or a user defined polygon? (E or P) -ffi>P

Enter the name of the file that contains
the update rogion polygon _f>ARREGION.DMS

I mii iii I Ill I
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If the update was successful, the AIRLINE ROUTES subdirectory would then
contain these 10 files:

• UPDATESAR.DMS;1 and UPDATESAR.DMS;2, a new file version that
contains data only from within the Update Region

• ARREGION.DMS;1

• LIM1TAR.DMS;1 and LIMITAR.DMS;2, a new version of the LIMIT file

• NORTHAR.DMS;1 and NORTHAILDMS;2, a smaller, updated file that does
not overlap the data in UPDATESAR.DMS;2

• SOUTHAR.DMS;1

• T.DAT;1 and T.DAT;2, a new file version that contains two file names,
NORTHAR.DMS and UPDATESAR.DMS (the two current data files of the
AIRLINE ROUTES topography)

Purging would remove the old file versions from the subdirectory. After
ARREGION.DMS (the Update Region polygon) and SOUTHAR.DMS (the
completely overlapped data) were deleted, the update for the AIRLINE ROIYI'ES
topography would be complete (for that Update Region).
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MLMGR

Options in the IBS program enable IBS users to send electronic mail to each other
by picking names from a list (see the MESSAGEBOARDoption in the IBS User
Guide). The MLMGR utility enables a system manager (or someone else with
appropriate IBS privileges) to update the system master mail list by adding or
deleting names.

The MLMGR utility should be used whenever new IBS user accounts are added so
that the system master mail list will be up to date. For example, NEWUSER puts
in a partially complete record-you should fill it out completely using MLMGR.
The DELUSER utility for deleting users from the system automatically removes
the user's record from the mail list file, but you can also delete users with
IvILMGR.

What You Need to Know Before Using MLMGR

If you are add/rig people to the mail list or modifying list information, you need to
supply the following information about each person:

Name The name information includes the last name, first
name, and middle initial for each person.

Agency This is the code associated with the person's agency.

Position This is the position that will be listed for each person.

Elea_aic If the person's user account is on a computer system
Ma// node that is networked to other nodes by DECNET,
Addreas then the address is just the name of the person's

account or home directory.

If the person is on a node that is NOT connected by
DECNET (this includes users of the onpost system),
then address refers to the entire mailing address. For
example, if the user has an InterNet mailing address,
you would enter that address.

If you are deleting people from the mail list, you must be able to pick their names
or addresses from a listing.

Records that are added, modified, or deleted from the mail list file will
automatically be changed in the mail list files of other systems on the network
according to the contents of the IEMIS$SYSF:MAIL SYSTEMS.DAT file (see then

Data Management Guide for information about this file). The EVENT program
must be running to route changes to the local mail list file to other networked
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systems. If EVENT is not running,these fileswill remainunprocesseduntil
EVENT is started. WhenEVENT is restarted,it processesthe waitingfiles, so
changesmadewhile EVENT is not runningwillNOT be lost.

Updating the IBS Mail List

To start thisutility, enterMI_GR at the systemprompt. The programstarts by
givingyou a choice between adding,modifying,deleting, or updating user
information on the IBS systemmail list:

I IIII II
I |

Update Mall List Menu

0 z EXIT

1 z ADD new user
2 : MODIFY user

3 z DELETE user

4 z UPDATE user Agency/Posltlons
5 : UPDATE user Mail Addresses

Menu Choice (?-Help} -->
I II I Ill II I •

• To add newesers tOthe list, enter 1.

• To modify_informationabout a user,enter 2.

• To delete existingusersfrom the list, enter 3.

• To updateAgency/Positioninformationon the list, enter 4.

• To update MailAddressesbyadding an addre_ prefix or suff_ enter 5.
I
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1 : Adding New Names to the Mall Ust

The "ADDnew user"option displaysthe followingscreenform for addingone
name:

II __ - I I II flU II

Mail List Maintenance Forms Add V2.00 ;

Last Name. First Name: MI"

Agencyz Position:

Electronic Mail Address.

i I IIIII I I I m

Enter the user'sname, agency,position,and electronicmail addressas describedin
the previoussection. Then press GOLDZ to exit the form and add the new user
to the systemmailinglist.
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2 : Modifying Information about Users on the Mall Ust

The "MODIFY user" option displaysthismenufor listingusers eitherby theirmail
addressesor by theirreal names:

j IIHII MI I IIIIII I I I I III I I

Mall List Criteria (Modify)

0 : EXIT

1 : Mall distribution by MAIL ADDRESS

2 : Mall distribution by REAL NAME

Choice (?-Help) -->
I •

---, IIIIIII II IIII

Each option presents a menu list of mail users for selecting which ones to delete.
Each menu list is alphabeticallysortedaccordingto the indicatedcriterion.

Example: MenuList Sortedby Real Name (Option 2).
IllllI I IIll IIII ' I

I I

Select Person to Modify 1/2

0 : EXIT

1 : BOWER JOHN C

2 : BURFORD MICHAEL J

3 : BURFORD-STONE MICHAEL J

4 : CORDERO JUAN C

5 : DOWNING TIM R

6 : I.E.M. . .

7 : INFOMANAGER . .

................ MORE .................

Menu Choice (?-Help) -->

1. To choose the personyouwish to modify,enter the correspondingnumber.

You are then presentedwitha form similarto the one describedfor addinga
new user. The informationfor the chosenpersonis alreadyfilled in.

2. Modifyany of the information items (name, agency,position, mailaddress).

3. To confirm the changesand save the modifiedinformation,pressGOLDZ.
To cancel the changesand exitwithoutmodifyingthe list, press GOLDY.

4. Respond to: Update changes on all connected computers? (Y/N) -->

Y(es) updates the mailinginformationon all connectedsystems.
N(o) updatesinformationonlyfor the local system,whichmay have mail
routingsoftwarethat requiresspecialaddressing(see MLMGRoption 5).

After either confirming or canceling, you will return to MLMGR's initial menu.
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3 : Deleting Users from the Mall Ust

The "DELETE user" option displays a menu for choosing how you want to llst the
users on the mail list:

m i i

I |

Mall Lint Criteria (Delete)

0 : EXIT

1 : Mail distribution by MAIL ADDRESS
2 : Mail distribution by REAL NAME

Choice (?-Help) -->
l ill I II III III Ill I I III l

Each option presents a menu list of mail users for selecting which ones to modify.
Each menu list is alphabetically sorted according to the indicated criterion:

. Option 1 lists the people by their mail addresses.
e Option 2 lists the people by their real names.

For example, the following menu list is sorted by electronic mail address (option 1).

ll II III i

Select Person to Modify 1/2

0 : EXIT

i : PONY%"MJ_BURFORD@BATTLE.COM"
2 : PONY%"SPOCK: :D3GS07"

3 : PONY%"SPOCK::MJBTEST"

4 : sPeCK: :BOWER

5 : SPOCK::D35841

6 : SPOCK::D3A274
7 : sPeCK: :D3C392

8 : SPOCKz:D3E794

9 : SPOCKz:D3G264

10 : SPOCKs:D3GS07
................. MORE

Menu Choice (?-Help) -ffi>
l i lil I IIII IIII I i

• To choose the person you wish to delete, enter the corresponding number.
OR

To return to the MLMOR menu, choose 0 (EXIT).
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4 : Updating Agency/Position Information on the Mall List

The "UPDATE user Agency/Positions" option enables you to update all t,'le
positions in the mail list database with the correct position from the Personnel
database. Only those people who have exactly the same names in the two
databases will be updated. The program searches the entire Mail List and
compares the user names to the names in the Personnel database. If the names
are the same, the Agency/Position record from the Personnel database are
propagated into the Mail List database. If the person's Agency/Position is
different between the two databases, you will see the following prompt:

I II III IIII Ill

Person: (last) (first) (middle)

Agency/Position in Mail List database : (agency) (position)
Agencies/Positions in Personnel database: (agency) (position)

Change to Personnel database data? (Y/N/<Ctrl-Z>-Abort) -=>
i ............. n

• To select which agency/position code to use, answer Y. You will then see a
menu for selecting which agency and position codes to use.
OR

• To continue with the next name, answer N.
OR

• To quit, press CTRL-Z.
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5 : Updating Mall Address InformaUon on the Mall Ust

The "UPDATE userMail Addresses"option enables you to add a prefLxor suf_
to selected mail addresses. Thiscan be useful for addinginformationrequiredby a
mailrouterprogram. For example,the Pony Expressprogram requires
as a prefix and ."as a suffix. The option displaysa menusimilarto the one below:

Example:
ll IIUII -- - II B

Select User-, by Mail Addreaa (Update Addresses)
-- an emem em eu, m. em-- em-- im-- m, m, i,*m em ,ameu, em m, em em,em m,,em _w em em-- em _D m. em,,m e,8 ,m --,m m m--.-- _ m m _-- _ _ m _----

0 : EXIT
I : PONY%"MJ BURFORD@BATTLE.COM"
2 : PONY%"SPOCKx:D3GS07"
3 : PONY%"SPOCK'xMJBTEST"
4 : SPOCKs:BOWER
5 ->SPOCK::D35841
6 =>SPOCK::D3A274
7 =>SPOCK::D3C39:)
8 : SPOCK::D3E794
9 : SPOCK::D3G264
10 : SPOCKzzD3GS07

................. MORE ..............................
Menu Choice (?=Help) ==>

| |

1. Select one or more mailaddressesto modify byadding a prefix or suffix(or
enter0 (EX1T)to quitwithoutupdatingaddresses.

Each addressyou select is markedwith = >, as illustratedfor items 5-7 above.

2. Select 0 to exit the menu.

The programpromptsfor anaddressprefixand then a suffix:

I I Ill II • n I I I ii i
I I

Enter Prefix for mall addreaaea -->
Enter Suffix for mall addresBe8 ==>

H iii II ill I I i li i I

3. Entereachitem,or pressRETURN toskipan item.

A messageshows thenumber ofaddressesupdated.

II lllIl III III II IIll I
I - I

* * * MSG: nnn Mail Address changes made
I ii, III II III _ II I

Press RETURN to continueand displaythe initial menu again (go to step 1).
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MLROUTE

The MLROUTE utility is intended for use by system manageJrs(or someone else
with appropriate privileges) to update not the local IBS master mail fist file, but the
IBS mail fist files of remote computers that are connected to lthelocal computer by
a network. It does this by routing the contents of the system master mail fist file to
all networked computers according to the information in the
IEMIS$SYSF:MAIL SYSTEMS.DAT file (see the IB5 Data Management Guidem

for information on this file.)

This program is normally executed only for one of the foilowing two situations:

• when the system is being upgraded to IBS 2.0x
OR

• when new systems are added to IEMIS$SYSF:MAILSYSTEMS.DAT

All normal changes to the system master mail fist file (using MLMO1L
NEWUSER, DELUSER, etc.) occur automatically and automatically update
networked systems according to the contents of the
IEMIS$SYSF:MAIL SYSTEMS.DAT file.

What You Need to Know Before Using MLROUTE

MLROUTE starts by creating a series of files that the EVENT program will use to
route the contents of the system master mail fist. The EVENT program must be
executing to route these files. If EVENT is not executing, these files remain
unprocessed until EVENT is started. When EVENT is restarted, it processes the
waiting files, so changes made while EVENT is not running are NOT lost. See
EVENT in this document for information on starting the EVENT program.

Updating the Mail Lists of Networked Systems with MLROUTE

To start the utility, jusg enter MLROUTE at the system prompt. You should see
status messages similar to the following if the program was successful.

Example:

i llllll III I I II II I I II IIIII IIII I ii

* * * MSG: # Users Processed in Mail List file: 27
* * * MSG: Done.

I m
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MODATTDMS

The MODATTDMS utility reads a DMS file and replaces all the DMS attributes
of a certain major, minor code with a new major, minor.code that you specify.

What You Need to Know Before Using MODATTDMS

In addition to the name of the DMS file that you want to change, you must know
the major, minor attribute code that you wish to replace and the new major, minor
attribute code. For a listing of attributes in the IBS standard attribute dictionary,
see Appendix B.

Replacing Attribute Codes in a DMS File Using MODATTDMS

To start this utility, enter MODATIDMS at the system prompt. The utility then
presents the following sequence of prompts.

I , III III I I IIIIII IIIIIIIII

$ gOD_I_gS
Enter input data file:
Enter attribute to modify (major, minor):
Enter new attribute (major, mlnor) =
Is this correct? Y or N •

I ..... |

J

Ifyou answerY to"Ie this correct?",theoldmajor,minor codesyou specified
willbe replacedwithnew codes.Ifyou answerN, you wUl be repromptedfor
information.

!

Once you have completed the above steps, MODATFDMS begins another iteration
of the same sequence. Continue through as many iterations as you wish. To exit,
press CTRL-Z at the data file prompt.
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MODTEXTNM

Each DMS file containing graphically displayable text points has a text (.TAT) fi/e
associated with it. The name of this text file is included in the header section of
the DMS file. If you rename a text file that is associated with a DMS file, you
must also alter the contents of the DMS file header to refer to the correct text file.

The MODTEXTNM utility enables you to modify the name of the text file in the
DMS file header.

Changing the Text File Referenced in a DMS File Header

To start the utility, just enter MODTEXTNM at the system prompt. The following
is an example sequence that places a reference to the text file NEW.TXT in the
header of a DMS file named MYFILE.DMS.

I

| •

Enter DMS file name (DMS) ==> MYFILE

Enter new TXT file name (TXT) _=> NEW

Changing DMS TXT file from: MYFILE.DMS
to: NEW. TXT

| a

After you start MODTEXTNM, the utility asks you to _ _following items:

DMS file name This is the name of the DMS ..... ,at you want to
alter. If you do not specify an extension, the .DMS
file extension is assumed. To cancel the program at
this point, press CTRL-Z.

new TXTfi/e name This is the new TXT file name to be included in the
DMS file header. If you do not specify a file name
extension, the .TXT extension is used. You can also
do the following instead of entering the TXT file
name:

To get this result: Do this

To use the same name as the Press RETURN.
DMS file but with the .TXT
extension:

To remove the text file Enter a blank space.
reference and dissociate the
DMS file from any text file:

To cancel the program: Press CTRL-Z.
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Results of Using MODTEXTNM

MODTEXTNM changes only the name of the text file referenced in the DMS file
header. It does NOT rename the actual text file. To rename a text file, use the
VMS RENAME command.
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MPDISPLAY

The MPDISPLAY utility enables you to selectively view and store IBS map
information for different geographic areas. MPDISPLAY requires a graphic
workstation of the type described in Section 1. This documentation covers the
following topics:

• Description of the MPDISPLAY Software

• What You Need to Know Before Using MPDISPLAY

• Terminology for MPDISPLAY

• Starting an MPDISPLAY Session

• Using the MPDISPLAY Main Menu

Topic Menu Item/Function Page

- How to display topographic SELECTTOPOGRAPHY 2.265
features

- How to "store"the displayed STOREREGION 2.268
region for later use

- How to limit the displayof data ATTRIBUTEFUNCTIONS 2.243
through attributes

- How to addand edit graphic data EDITFUNCTIONS 2.251

- How to display elevation data ELEVATIONFUNCTIONS 2.252

- How to specify which icons are ICONFUNCTIONS 2.256
available for display

- How to display icons, text, points, ITEMDISPLAYFUNCTIONS 2.259
and filled polygons

- How to vary the displayarea SCREENVIEWFUNCTIONS 2.262

- How to displaystatistics SUMMARYFUNCTIONS 2.271
associated with displayed features

These principal functions of the MPDISPLAY main menu are explained in
alphabetical order, starting on page 2.243.
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Description of the MPDISPLAY Software

MPDISPLAY is a program that allows you to access the map databases on the IBS.
You can interactively select regions and topographic features for display by using
graphics input device (such as a mouse or joydisk) and menus. Standard
topographic features, such as roads and streams, can be supplemented with user-
defined data, such as specific buildings or populations that are linked to location.
Individually tailored maps containing user-selected regions and features can then be
clipped and stored for other applications and processing.

The map display software MPDISPLAY and the related map editing software
(3EDIT were created by the Pacific Northwest Laboratory. They contain a library
of subprograms that are accessib:e by other programs for creating, storing, and
displaying two-dimensional data. The map-related features of the system modeling
functions are based on MPDISPLAY.

What You Need to Know to Use the MPDlSPLAY Software

This documentation is intended as a guide for new users of the MPDISPLAY soft-
ware. It contains information on the operation of MPDISPLAY and assumes that
you will apply MPDISPLAY to the IBS map database or to another database that
is constructed according to IBS standards for graphically represented geographic
data. You should be familiar with using the graphics input device attached to your
terminal--refer to the IBS User Guide.

For the Typical User of MPDISPLAY

This MPDISPLAY documentation covers all the concepts and interactions
necessary to use the software for map display functions: choosing a region to
display, choosing a type of map projection, choosing topographic features, using an
editfde, and using the MPDISPLAY main menu. Graphics editing functions, some
of which are accessible through MPDISPLAY, are described in the documentation
for the GEDIT utility. Typical users need not be closely concerned with IBS
geographic data standards and file structures.

For the In-Depth User of MPDISPLAY

In-depth users of MPDISPLAY can find map graphics standards described in the
IBS Data Management Guide.
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Terminology for MPDISPLAY

• Digital Mapping 5_¢ture (DMS) -- Digital Mapping Structure is the data file
format used to store graphic data for use by the IBS mapping functions (such
as the MPDISPLAY map display program and the GEDIT graphic editing
program). DMS files typically contain line or irregular point data depicting
topographic features (such as boundaries, railroads, or hospitals) at particular
longitude-latitude locations. DMS files have ".DMS" as the file name
extension and are often part of a map database---a specially structured set of
DMS data files that describe a geographic area. MPDISPLAY is used to
display topographic features of regions within the database area.

• Edit file -- MPDISPLAY's EDITFUNCTIONSallowyouto usea subsetof the
graphic drawing and editing capabilities described for the GED1T graphic
editing utility in this guide. You can use these functions to modify one DMS
file of your choice. This DMS file is referred to as the edit fde.

• /BS Map Database -- The IBS map database for your site is a DMS database
that contains site geographic information for use by all users. The database is
generated by consolidating geographic information from various national,
state, and local sources. Although most of the data is vector (line) data and
text data that follow DMS conventions, it may also contain some 1:250,000-
scale ce//(elevation) data for limited use. For detailed information on the IBS
map database, please refer to the IBS Data Management Guide.

• MPDISPIAY- MPDISPLAY is the name of the program that starts when you
enter the MPDISPLAY command at the system prompt.

• Stored reg/on -- A "stored region" is a set of graphic data that has been copied
from a region in the IBS map database. A stored region consists of 1) a DMS
file containing a polygon that describes the boundaries of the stored region
and 2) one DMS topography data file for each type of topography in the
stored region. Stored regions are created by MPDISPLAY's STOREREGION
option or by the EXTRACT utility program. The data files for a stored
region are placed in your current default directory.

• Topography -- In general terms, a topography is a graphic description of a
geographic region. In MPDISPLAY and the IBS, a topography (or map layer)
is a set of graphic data that depicts a particular type of map feature. For
example, "railroads," "streams,"and "waterbodies" are all different
topographies used by the IBS map database. In MPDISPLAY you can choose
which features are displayed by selecting them from a menu of topographies.
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Starting an MPDISPLAY Session

Start the MPDISPLAY software by entering MPDISPLAY at the system prompt.
For example:

$ _DXSP_Y < P_TURN>

The program starts by reading control files that specify the database areas, topogra-
phies, and actual data files within the database. This may take a few minutes if the
system is heavily loaded or if the database contains a large number of files.

MPDISPLAY then presents a blank square outline (map grid) where the maps of
geographic regions will be displayed. Next to the blank grid will be a graphics
menu for selecting a geographic region. Your initial tasks are:

1. Choose a region to display.
2. Specify the type of geographic projection to be used.
3. Choose topographic features for display.
4. Enter the name of an "edit file."

These tasks are explained in the following subsections.

Choosing a Region to Display

MPDISPLAY's first menulists optionsfor choosinga regionto display.
i._, ii

EXIT

HELP

DIRECTAREAACCESS

PREVIOUSLYSTOREDREGION <-- A user-de.finedregion,storedpreviously

area #1 <-- These predefmed areas will
area #2 <- vary, depending on your site.
. <-- There may be only a single
area #n <--area from which to choose.

This menu allows you to access predefined areas (portions) of the database or
regions that have already been stored with MPDISPLAY. The menu's principal
options and their uses are described in the following list.

[] EXIT: If you select EXIT, MPDISPLAY will erase the current menu display
and return you to the system prompt.
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II DIRECT AREA ACCESS: If you select a DIRECT AREA ACCESS,
MPDISPLAY will display a submenu:

,,,

EXIT

HELP

PIlE-DEFINED POLYGON
LONG/LAT EXTENTS
RADIUS - LONG/LAT

The principal options of this submenu are three different methods for directly
specifying a display region from within either a previously stored region or a
predefined area of the database. When you know the location and boundary
of the region you want to display, direct area access is often the quickest way
of displaying a region.

[] PRE-DEFINED POLYGON: Selecting this option allows you to enter the
name of a po/yb,on descr/pt/on fi/e. A polygon description file is just a
DMS file that contains a geographically defined polygon representing the
boundary of the region you wish to display. You will see the prompt:

ENTER POLYGON DESCRIPTION FILE NAME •

After you enter the name of the polygon description file, MPDISPLAY
uses the polygon as the basis for extracting display information. For
information on how to create a polygon description file, refer to the
STORE REGION function (page 2.268).

[] LONG/LAT EXTENTS: Selecting this option allows you to enter minimum
and maximum longitude-latitude limits to define the boundary of the
region you wish to display. You will see the prompt:

ENTER THE LONG/LAT EXTENTS OF THE AREA
( MIN-X, MAX-X, MIN-Y, MAX-Y ) •

Enter each extent (longitude values first), separating the values with
commas or spaces. If the first longitude value is greater than the second
(ff MIN-X > MAX-X), then you will see an additional prompt that asks
whether you want to cross the international dateline: enter NO. (See the
following NOTE on crossing the international dateline.)

[] RADIUS - LONG/tAT: Selecting this option allows you to enter a
longitude-latitude location and a radius around that location to define the
boundary of the region you wish to display. You will see the prompt:

Enter RADIUS (in miles), Long, Lat •
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Enter the three values, separating the values with commas or spaces. If
the defined region crosses the international dateline, you will see an
additional message to that effect, and MPDISPLAY will attempt to
display the defined region. Areas that contain no data will appear blank.

Note: MPDISPLAY will display a region that crosses the international
dateline, as indicated above. The DIRECTAREAACCESSof a
region in the main database is the only way of accomplishing this.
When displaying such a region, MPDISPLAY imposes some limita-
tions:

• After the topographic features of the region are displayed
initially, additional topographies cannot be added by the
SELECTTOPOGRAPHYfunction (page 2.265).

• There will be no "edit file"for the region (page 2.240).

These limitations are consequences of the display method. A region
that spans the international dateline can be stored by the STORE
REGIONfunction (page 2.268), but the longitude coordinates are
shifted to allow storage within a normal DMS file. Although the
latitudes and all other map relationships remain correct, the
longitude coordinates are deliberately off'set. For example, when the
stored region is retrieved (using PREVIOUSLYSTOREDREGION),
using RETURNCOORDINATE(page 2.271) would yield faulty
longitude values. The system database contains no data in the
region of the international dateline, so such displays would be
important only to those using a special DMS database.

After using one of these three methods to specify a display region, pick EXIT
on the DIRECTAREAACCESS menu. MPDISPLAY will redisplay the initial
menu, allowing you to directly extract the display region from either a
"previouslystored region"or a predefined database area. Whichever of the
three methods you use, the display region defined must exist entirely within the
region from which the eUraction/s made. If this is not the case, blank areas
will appear on the display where there is no data.

Pick either PREVIOUSLYSTOREDREGIONor one of the predefined database
areas to identify which data you wish to directly access. If you pick
a previously stored region, MPDISPLAY will prompt for the name of the
stored region from which the display region data is to be extracted. This
name would be the name that was entered when the STOREREGIONcom-
mand was used to store the region (page 2.268).

After you either enter the name of a ,reviously stored region or pick a prede-
fined database area, MPDISPLAY will ask you to choose the type of map
projection (see page 2.237).
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[] PREVIOUSLYSTOREDREGION: If youwant to retrieve data for an entire
storedregion,pick PREVIOUSLYSTOREDREGIONinsteadof DIRECTAREA
ACCESS. MPDISPLAY will prompt you for the name of the region. This i
name would be the name that was entered when the STORE REGION
command was used to store the region (page 2.268). In conjunction with
STOREREGION,this function provides a means of displaying data stored in
local, user-owned files that are not associated with the main database.

After you enter the name of the previously stored region at your terminal key-
board, MPDISPLAY will present several options for choosing the type of map
projection to display (see page 2.237).

[] area #l/area #2...area #n (Predefined Database Areas): Some databases
consist of areas so large that it is advisable to represent the database as
several database areas (such as Alaska, Hawaii, and the conterminous United
States). These predefined areas may be single sites or larger areas from
which you would normally extract a smaller portion for display. It is possible
that only your site map database will be listed.

If you pick one of the database areas (instead of DIRECTAREAACCESS or
PREVIOUSLYSTOREDREGION),MPDISPLAY will draw a low-detail overview
map of the area and display a submenu with the following options:

i

EXIT

HELP

CONTINUE

DISPLAYCOORDINATES

** SELECTREGION**

The principal options are described below:

rn DISPLAYCOORDINATES:Picking DISPLAYCOORDINATESand then a
point on the map results in the display of

• longitude-latitude of the point

• the Great Circle distance from the point to the center of the display
(shortest arc over the surface of the earth)

• the cumulative distance from the first point picked for a DISPLAY
COORDINATES.

The DISPLAYCOORDINATESfunction is a handy way of getting some
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quick coordinate information, which might be used for a DIRECTAREA
ACCESS,for example. Picking subsequent points will continue to display
coordinate information until you terminate the DISPLAYCOORDINAT_:S
function by picking any menu item.

D SELECTREGION:This option allows you to select a region on the over-
view map by defining a square area that contains the desired region.

1. Use the graphics input device to "pick"a point on the map that is
the center of the region that you want to capture for display:

Place the graphics cursor over a point on the map that is the center
of the area that you want to capture, and press the SPACEBAR.

2. Place the cursor over a second point that will define a side of the
captured area, and press the SPACEBAR.

Keep in mind that selecting a large region (such as an entire state) may
mean that a large amount of data wiU have to be accessed to display the
area, depending on what features are displayed. The time necessary to
access the data and draw the map will increase with the number of
topographies and the size of the area selected.

After you have chosen a region to display CoyDIRECTACCESS,by retrieving a
PREVIOUSLYSTOREDREGION,or by extracting from a predefined database area),
MPDISPLAY will present several options for the type of map projection to display.

Choosing the Type of Map Projection

MPDISPLAY then presents this menu of options for displaying map projections:

Map ProjectionMenu

0 : EXIT
1 : Geographic
2 : UTM
3 • Albers ConicalEqual-area
4 : Lambert ConformalConic
5 : Mercator
6 : Polar Stereographic
7 : TransverseMercator

Menu Choice (?-Help) -->

For most eases (up to 100-mile radius), enter 1 to select the "Geographic"
projection. :he Geographic projection is a straightforward projection onto a
regular X,Y plane If you desire a projection other than Geographic, enter a
number (2 to 7) to choose one of the other projections. The following table is a
simple summary of how the different map projections might be used. See
Appendix D for background on the projection types.
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Map Projection Type Situations for UseUl ii

Geographic small areas (up to a 100-m;le radius)

Universal Transverse Mercator 0.FrM) medium-sized areas (up to _1000-mileradius) or
or Transverse _4ercator where the largest extent of the mapped area

extends north-south rather than east-west

AlDers Conical Equal-Area larger areas, or where the largest extent of the
or Lambert Conformal Conic mapped area extends east-west

Polar Stereographic polar areas of the globe

After you select a projection type, MPDISPLAY will present a menu for choosing
topographic features.

Choosing Topographic Features

The topography selection menu lists the topographies (topographic features or map
layers) that are available for display, such as these standard IBS topographies:

iHi. i

EXIT
This list of topographies may very if your

HELP database administrator has added or
lubtracted topographies.

FORWARD
BACKWARD
GO TO Examples

ADMINISTRATIVE BOUNDARY cry boundaries
ELEVATION grkided elevation data
EMERGENCY PLANNING ZONE
GNIS (Geographic Names) dyers, cemeteries, schools (USGS)
POUTICAL BOUNDRIES
POPULATION
100K ROADS
ROADS
STREAMS
WATER BOr,_F.S
D2 TRACK
EXPLOSTION CONTOURS
FIRE CONTOURS
VAPOR CONTOURS
DAMAGE ASSESSMENT AREAS
ENVIRONMENT ICONS

H

Use the graphicsinput device to picktopographic features for display:
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1. Pick each topographic feature (topography) that you want to display.

Each menu item picked will change color to indicate selection. If you change
your mind about an item that you picked, pick it again. The menu item will
return to its former color, indicating no selection.

If the menu area is not large enough to list all the topographies at one time,
pick FORWARDto see the next part of the fist. Pick BACKWARDto see a
previous part of the list (after using FORWARD).

Do NOT pick a particular topography if you intend to edit that topography
using the edit file (see Entering the Name of an Edit File, page 2.240).

2. When you have finished choosing topographies, pick the top menu item,
EXIT.

The cursor will disappear momentarily, and the system will display a message:
READING DATA. PLEASE WAIT.

What happens next depends on whether the display region is from a previously
stored region or from a predefined database area:

previously Stored Re_ons: For each topography that you choose,
MPDISPLAY will read in the contents of one topographic data file containing
the corresponding topographic information. (If you have used the DIRECT
AREAACCESSfunction to specify a portion of a stored region, then only a
portion of each topographic data file may be read in.)

Extraction from a Database Area: For each topographic feature that you
choose, lVIPDISPLAYwill extract the corresponding topographic data from
the current site map database for the area that you have defined. If you
subsequently store the region, MPDISPLAY stores the data for each
topographic feature in a separate data file. Refer to STOREREGIONand
SELECTTOPOGRAPHY.

The amount of time necessary to read (and subsequently display) the topographic
data from the database is directly proportional to the size of the region selected
and the number of topographies. After the system reads in the topographic data
but before the topographies are displayed, you must specify the name of an edit .file.
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Entering.the Name of an Edit File

When MPDISPLAY prompts you for the name of an ed//fl/e:

Enter edAt fAle name >

just type a file name and press RETURN.

Any graphic editing during the MPDISPLAY session will affect only this "edit i'de."
(MPDISPLAY's EDIT FUNCTIONS option--page 2.251--enables you to use some of
the editing functions of the GEDIT software.)

If you specify the name of an effst/ng file, it must be a Digital Mapping Structure
(DMS) file--such as a topographic data file, a previous "edit file," or a file created
with the GEDIT software. Specifying a topographic data file from a previously
stored region gives you the capability to edit the map data for t,_t one file only. If
you specify a topographic data file as the "edit file," _ also choose that
topographic feature for display. Such a duplication could resulll in confusing
displays that would not represent the available data.

If you specify a new file name, any text or graphics data that you add will be stored
in that file, but the file will not be associated with the topographic data for the
region.

After you specify an edit file name, MPDISPLAY will draw the map features on
the map grid (as well as any graphic elements from the edit _Le).

The map area that is in/tiaUy drawn within the map grid consI_itutes the base plot of
the current MPDISPLAY session, the area for which topographic features are read
in from the database. This base plot may be redefined later _Loexpand or reduce
the area for which topographic data may be input. When the map of the region is
complete, MPDISPLAY will present its main menu of functions for manipulating
the map.
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Using the MPDISPLAY Main Menu

After the initial startup tasks, MPDISPLAY presents the following main menu of
map display functions:

i l llll i ii i , ill,,

EXIT (SAVE EDIT FILE) --
QUIT (DELETE EDIT FILE) These general functions are explained
HELP together on the following page.
CANCEL
CONTINUE

SELECT TOPOGRAPHY
STORE REGION These specific functions are explained

in alphabetical order following the
SCREEN VIEW FUNCTIONS general functions.
ITEM DISPLAY FUNCTIONS

SUMMARY FUNCTIONS

ATTRIBUTE FUNCTIONS

ICON FUNCTIONS

ELEVATION FUNCTIONS

EDIT FUNCTIONS
ii . i

Each item named FUNCTIONS results in a submenu of related options:

• SCREEN VIEWFUNCTIONS are options for changing the scale of the displayed
area (ZOOM options) and for changing the boundaries of displayable
topographic data.

• ITEM DISPLAY FUNCTIONS are options for enabling and disabling the display
of specific data items (icons, text, attribute points, polygons) on the screen.

• SUMMARY FUNCTIONS are options for displaying numeric data values and
statistics (coordinates, populations, attribute values, elevations, differences in
elevation, areas, etc.) for data items and areas on the screen.

• ATTRIBUTEFUNCTIONS are options for displaying other "attribute"
information about map features and for selecting some features for display
while eliminating others (based on attributes of the features).

• ICON FUNCTIONS are options ior controlling which icons (graphic figures
associated with point data) are displayed.
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• ELEVATIONFUNCTIONSare options for displaying elevation information
(elevation, slope, summary statistics, elevation grid resolution, and contours)
when elevation data are available for the displayed area.

• EDITFUNCTIONSpresents a submenu of graphic editing functions. These
functions are a subset of the functions described for the GEDIT utility.

These "functions"menus and their options are described in alphabetical order after
the following descriptions of the general functions on the MPDISPLAY menu.

Exit (Save Edit File)

Picking EXIT(SAVEEDITFILE)saves the current ed/tfi/e and returns control to
MPDISPLAY's first menu (page 2.233) for selecting another region for display.
On other menus, EXITsignals that you are through with the current menu and the
operations on that menu. Operational control then returns to the previous or
calling menu.

Quit (Delete Edit File)

Picking QUIT(DELETEEDITFILE)cancels the current map display and returns
control to MPDISPLAY's first menu (page 2.233) for selecting another region for
display. Any graphic editing changes to the edit file are discarded.

Help

Picking HELPdisplays information about the cxu-rentmenu. When more than one
screen of text is available, press RETURN to continue with the next screen.

Cancel

Picking CANCELterminates the current function. Use this function when it
becomes undesirable to complete a function that has been started. If the cursor
disappears during the completion of a function, you will be unable to use CANCEL
until the cursor reappears.

Continue

Picking CONTINUEsignals the completion of an operation after you are satisfied
that you have accomplished the correct action. For example, in an operation that
requires you to choose a point on the screen, you might pick several points before
finding the correct one and then selecting CONTINUE.
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Attribute Functions

You can use attribute functions to display text information about map features and
to select some features for display while eliminating others. This is done by using
attr/but_ of the map features. Attributes are summarizdd here and explained in
more detail in Appendix B and in the IBS Data Management Guide.

Attributes are numeric values used to describe data items or some characteristic of

data items. Attributes consist of three numbers separated by semicolons:

• a Major attribute code (to indicate a major topographic group)
• a Minor attribute code (to indicate a feature within the group)
• a Parameter value (which may give data about the specific feature).

For instance, 1;560;300 indicates

• a Major code of 1 (hydrography)
• a Minor code of 560 (permanent lake or pond)
• a Parameter value of 300 (length of the lake in decameters).

For each DMS database, a special file called an attr/bute d/ct/onary defines the
meaning of each Major;Minor pair of attribute codes. (The attribute dictionary for
a standard IBS DMS database is listed in Appendix B.) Graphic data items may
have up to 15 sets of different attributes. You can assign attributes to map data
Rems of a DMS file by using the GEDIT utility (see AI"rRIBUTEFUNCTIONSin
GEDIT.)

The purpose of the attribute functions is that attr_utes can be used to control the
display of graphic data. For example, because lakes are differentiated as
permanent (Minor code = 560) or intermittent (Minor code = 562), you can
specify the display of only permanent lakes, only intermittent lakes, both, or
neither. ATTRIBUTEFUNCTIONSalso includes some utility functions for finding ,'
attribute points in the display, displaying the attributes of data items, summarizing
attribute point data, and looking up attributes in the attribute dictionary.
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Selecting ATTRIBUTE FUNCTIONS displays the following submenu:

ii

EXIT

HELP
CANCEL
CONTINUE

ATTRIBUTE SELECTION

DISPLAY ATTRIBUTES

DICTIONARY LOOKUP

POINT DATA SUMMARY

ENABLE POINT DATA
DISABLE POINT DATA

REFRESH SCREEN
i iiii

The principal options of this submenu are explained here.

El ATTRIBUTESELECTION: Allows you to selectively display only certain data
items by spec_g attn_oute cedes.

After you pick ATTRIBUTESELECTION on the menu, MPDISPLAY will
prompt for a Boolean expression that indicates the criteria for selecting
attr_utes:

ENTER SELECTION CRITERIA >

Your options are 1) press the RETURN key, which disables attr_ute
selection, 2) enter a legal Boolean expression, or 3) press CTRL-Z, which
aborts the function and returns control to the main menu.

The Boolean logical expression may be formed from the following list of
operators and symbols:

^ - logicalAND (a^b)
V - logicalOR (aVb)
- - logical NOT (-a)
• - range specifier (a:b)

-- comma

( - left parenthesis
) - right parenthesis
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The attributecodes are combinedwith these symbolsto create Boolean logical
expressions.

Examples: 4;5:4;100 indicates all data items having an attributewith a
Majorcode of 4 and a Minor code of 5 to 100
(inclusive)

6;lY'(4;5:4;100) indicates all dataitems havingan attributewith a
Majorcode of 6 and a Minorcode of 13 AND (as
wellas) havingan attributewith a Majorcode of 4
and a Minorcode of 5 to 100 (inclusive)

5;8V(6;1Y'(4;5:4;i00)) indicates anydata items havingan attributewith
EITHERa Majorcode of 5 and a Minor code of 8
OR the same code specificationsas the previous
example.

am DISPLAYATTRIBUTES:Displaysthe attributesassociatedwith a particular
data item.

1. Pick DISPLAY ATTRIBUTES.

2. Pick a point on or near the desiredpoint or compositestring.

The data item willblink, and if it has attributesassociated with it, they
willbe displayedin a table. For example, this table displaysinformation
on two attributes:

# MAJOR MINOR PARAM DESCRIPTION

1 7 150 0 Seaplane ramp or Landing area

2 8 7 6 NO ENTRY IN ATTRIBUTE DICTIONARY

where # isthe index numberand the followingthree columns llst each
attr_ute (the Major code, the Minor code, and the Parameter value) plus
a text description of the data item (if a description exists in the attribute
dictionary). Notice that the second set of attributes has "NO ENTRY IN
ATTRIBU'I_ DICTIONARY":that is, the attributes8;7;6 might have
some meaning for the person who created the data item, but they are not
in the master list of attributes normally used by GEDIT.

3. Repeat step 2 for any other data item.

As you continue to pick data items, old attributeinformation is retained
on the text screen. To clearthe screen and make it easier to read, use
the dialogue erase key (<D ERASE>).
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4. Pick any other submenu item to end the DISPLAY ATTRIBUTES function.

[] DICTIONARYLOOKUP: Allows you to look up an attribute in the attribute
dictionary. You can reference an attribute by attribute codes or by the
description in the attribute dictionary.

Picking DICTIONARYLOOKUP displays the following submenu:

EXIT

HELP

MAJOR/MINOR LOOKUP
DESCRIPTION LOOKUP

The two principal options of this submenu are explained here.

[:] MAJOR/MINOR LOOKUP: Allows you to display the attribute associated
with a particular pairing of Major and Minor attribute codes in the
attribute dictionary.

You will see the prompt

ENTER MAJOR MINOR ATTRIBUTE CODE >

Type a Major attr_ute code (up to two digits), a comma, and a Minor
attribute code (up to four digits). Then press RETURN.
Example: 7,150

If the Major/Minor code pairing exists in the attribute dictionary, your
entry will be displayed along with a parameter value (PARAM) and a
description, as in this example:

MAJOR MINOR PARAM DESCRIPTION

7 150 0 Seaplane ramp or landing area

If no entry exists for the Major/Minor code pairing, the description note
will read, "NO ENTRY IN ATTRIBUTE DICTIONARY."

Note: To see a list of all attributes that contain a particular
Major code, enter a Minor code of zero. For example, the
entry $,0 wiU list every attribute that has a Major code of
5 (Roads and Trails) in the attribute d!,ctionary. Be ready
to press CTRL-S to "freeze" the listip.g as it prints on the
screen: such listings are usually more than one screen
long and can scroll by quickly. Press CTRL-Q to restart
the listing.
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D DESCRIPTION LOOKUP: Allows you to display the attribute associated
with a particular character string in the attribute dictionary descriptions.

You will see the prompt

ENTER DESCRIPTION TO LOOKUP >

Type a string of characters that you are seeking in the attribute
dictionary descriptions (Example: car); then press RETURN.

You will see a form of your entry listed under DESCRIPTION, along
with the corresponding major and minor codes and parameter value
(PARAM) as in this example:

i

MAJOR MINOR PARAM DESCRIPTION

1 280 0 Outline of a Carolina Bay
6 50 0 Carline

9 210 0 Carrying contour

9 560 0 Evacuee Reception/care points

Note: Any DESCRIPTION that contains your character string in the
dictionary will be displayed.

[] POINT DATASUMMARY: Allows you to obtain a summary that tells how many
points have a particular set of attribute codes in a specific area of the display.

Initially, you should select a mode for defining the area on which the attribute
summary should be performed. The menu items CURRENT SCREEN, DRAW
POLYGON, and SELECT POLYGON are the three means of defining an area.
Only one of the above options, at most, is active at any given time. Selecting
a second area input mode will disable the first.
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Picking POINT DATA SUMMARY displays the following submenu:

ii i

EXIT

HELP
CANCEL
CONTINUE

CURRENT SCREEN
DRAW POLYGON
SELECT POLYGON

PERFORM ATTRIBUTE
SUMMARY

i , ii i

The principal options of this submenu are explained here.

[3 CONTINUE: Used in conjunction with DRAW POLYGON and SELECT
POLYGON. Signals the completion of functions.

n CURRENT SCREEN: Sets the entire display screen as the area to which
an attr_ute summary will apply. Subsequent attribute summaries will
apply to this area until you define another area via DRAW POLYGON, or
SELECT POLYGON.

n DRAW POLYGON: Allows you to pick points to define a selective area for
performing an attribute summary. Subsequent attr_ute summaries will
apply to this area until you define another area via CURRENT SCREEN,
DRAW POLYGON, or SELECT POLYGON. When you select one of the
above menu options to define a new area, the current polygon will
disappear.

1. Pick DRAW POLYGON.

The menu item will blink in green to indicate that further input is
required.

2. Pick points that define the sides of a polygon.

MPDISPLAY will draw line segments from point to point.
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3. Pick CONTINUEto complete the polygon.

The polygon will blink in green to indicate that a polygon has been
properly selected. The menu option will stop blinking to indicate
that no further input is required in selecting the polygon.
MPDISPLAY will draw the fir,al side between the first point and
the last, closing the polygon area.

O SELECTPOLYGON:Allows you to pick a predef'med polygon on which to
perform the attribute summary. Subsequent attribute summaries will
apply to this area until you define another area via CURRENTSCREEN,
DRAWPOLYGON,or SELECTPOLYGON. When you select one of the
above menu options to define a new area, the current polygon will
reappear in its original color.

1. Pick SELECTPOLYGON.

The menu item will blink in green to indicate that further input is
required.

2. Pick any point on a preexisting polygon.

The polygon will blink in white to indicate a pick. If the wrong
polygon is highlighted, pick again on the desired polygon until it is
properly selected.

3. Pick CONTINUEto confirm the polygon selection.

The polygon will blink in green to indicate that a polygon has been
properly selected. The menu option will stop bfinking to indicate
that no further input is required in selecting the polygon.

1:3 PERFORMATTRIBUTESUMMARY:Allows you to enter major and minor
attr_ute codes to select attributes points to be summarized.

If used without selecting an "interactive area," this function can be used
to search the entire screen.

You will see the prompt

ENTER MAJOR MINOR CODE •

Enter the major and minor code of an attribute point and press
RETURN. Example: 1, 2
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You will see summary table headings and the appropriate data, such as

MAJOR MINOR COUNT TOTAL MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVG

1 2 13 906 3 ' 333 69

• ENABLEPOINTDATA:Places an asterisk "*"at the location of every point
with attributes in each input file.

These points denote item points, icon seed points, text points, and color flood
seed points. For example, if you are editing a single file that contains text,
this feature will show how many text items there are and where the starting
point of each item is located without taking the (possibly long) time to plot
the text. ENABLEPOINTDATAis particularly useful for locating text when the
de.cluttering factor does not allow the text to be plotted on the screen.

• DISABLEPOINTDATA: Disables the display of points with attributes, allowing
future plots to be created without showing the locations of attribute/point
data.

DISABLE POINT DATA allows you to remove the attribute/point markers
from the screen when used in conjunction with REFRESHSCREEN: Pick
DISABLEPOINT;then pick REFRESHSCREEN. The system will redraw the
screen without the attribute/point markers.

• REFRESHSCREEN: Redraws the existing display image using the current
ENABLEPOINTandDISABLEPOINTsettings.
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Edit Functions

Picking the EDIT FUNCTIONS menu item will cause MPDISPLAY to present a sub-
menu of functions for graphic editing. These functions (listed below) are a subset
of the functions in the GEDIT utility.

|

EXIT

HELP
CANCEL
CONTINUE

DELEI_ LINESEGMENT
DELETE SUB POLYGON
DELETE COMPOSITE STRING
UNSAVE COMPOSITE STRING
RE-COLOR-TEXTURE STRING
MERGE STRINGS
INSERT

CONVERT STRING TO POLYGON
FORM COMPLEX POLYGON

ZOOM IN
ZOOM OUT
RESTORE BASE PLOT
REFRESH SCREEN

ATTRIBUTE FUNCTIONS
ICON FUNCTIONS
TEXT FUNCTIONS
TEXT STRING FUNCTIONS
GEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS
MANUAL STRING ENTRY
DISPLAY COORDINATES
MODIFY DEFAULTS
POLYGON FILL FUNCTIONS

.i

The selection of some options on this menu will result in the display of submenus
from which further selections must be made. Please refer to the GEDIT utility for
full descriptions of these functions.

These graphic editing functions may be used to modify the edit file, which you must

specify at the beginning of a MPDISPLAY session (see Specifying the Name of an
Edit File, page 2.240). This edit file is separate from the topographic data files that
make up the rest of the displayed map, and any graphic editing during a
MPDISPLAY s_e_ion affects only the edit file.
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Elevation Functions

This option is active only if the current geog_aphic database is set up with an
elevation topography and only if you have chosen to display the elevation
topography (by sele,,._dngit when MPDISPLAY starts or by using the SELECT
TOPOGRAPHY option). Otherwise you will see a message--_o ZLEVATIOa
TOPOGRKPHY EXISTS IN CU---ztRgNT DAT/gBASE--and picking the option will have no
effect. If an elevation topography is available, then picking the ELEVATION
FUNCTIONS menu item displays the following submenu:

EXIT

HELP
CANCEL
CONTINUE

RETURN ELEVATION

RETURNSLOPE

DISPLAY ELEVATION STATISTICS

ENABLE ELEVATION RESOLUTION
DISABLE ELEVATION RESOLUTION

REFRESH SCREEN
CONTOUR ELEVATION

The principal options of this menu are explained here.

II CONTINUE: Used in conjunction with RETURN ELEVATION and RETURN
SLOPE.

II RETURN ELEVATION: Displays the elevation at a selected point.

1. Pick RETURN ELEVATION.

2. Pick a point on the screen.

A yellow asterisk (*) will mark the selected location. Depending on the
screen density of the elevation data, a box representing the borders of
the elevation data cell may also appear.

The elevation of the selected point (center point of the cell) will be
displayed.
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il RETURNSLOPE: Displays the absolute difference between the elevation
values at two selected points.

1. PickRETURNSLOPE.

2. Pick a point on the screen.

A yellow asterisk (*) will mark the selected location. Depending on the
screen density of the elevation data, a box representing the borders of
the elevation data cell may also appear.

3. Pick CONTINUE.

4. Pick a second point on the screen.

A _.cond yellow asterisk will appear.

5. Pick CONTINUEagain.

A line connecting the two points w;ll be drawn. The absolute difference
between the elevation values will be displayed on the terminal screen.

m DISPLAYELEVATIONSTATISTICS:Displays information about the elevation
data ,withrespect tO 1) the base map and 2) the current view (screen display).

L:XAMPLE: When the Base Map and the Current View are the Same

CURRENT ELEVATION DATA STATISTICS
MINIMUM LONG : -120. 000000
MAXIMUM LONG :-119. 000000
MINIMUM LAT : 46. 000000
MAXIMUM LAT = 47. 000000
COLUMNS : 1201
ROWS : 1201
X STEPSIZE : 0. 000833
Y STEPSIZE : 0.000833

i

ELEVATION DATA IN THE CURRENT VIEW
MINIMUM LONG :-120.000000
MAXIMUM LONG :-119.000000
MINIMUM LAT : 46.000000
MAXIMUM LAT : 47.000000
COLUMNS : 1201
ROWS : 1201
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• ENABLE ELEVATION RESOLUTION: Shows the resolution of the elevation data

by drawing white grid lines around the elevation data cells.

To show the elevation data grid, just pick ENABLE ELEVATION RESOLUTION.
If the current display screen requires more than 50 rows or columns of cells in
the elevation data grid, you will see a warning message and a count of the
number of rows and columns:

WARNING: Elevation data in current window is extremely dense.

COLUMNS : XXXX
ROWS : XXXX

Do you still wish to plot the current density?

Because displaying a dense elevation data grid can effectively obliterate other
displayed data, you should consider answering "No" and zooming in to a
smaller area before displaying the elevation grid.

• DISABLE ELEVATIONRESOLUTION: Turns off the capability to display a line
grid of elevation data cells.

This option does not erase currently marked elevation cells, but the markers
will disappear the next time the screen is redrawn.

[] REFRESH SCREEN: Redraws the existing display image.

• CONTOUR ELEVATION: Produces a display of vector contours that represent
isopleths of the elevation data. You will see a display and prompt similar to
the following:

MINIMUM ELEVATION 0 (ValueJ wi21 vary
MAXIMUM ELEVATION 30 with the da_a)AVERAGE ELEVATION 0

Generate contours at regular intervals? (Y or N)

Note: Ifthemap d_playiszoomed outand showinga largearea(for
example,ffDISPLAY ELEVATION STATISTICSwould repo_ more
than I00or sorows and columnsofelevationcells),then
MPDISPLAY may takeseveraln_nutestochecktheelevationdata

before promptingyou for information.

1. Enter Y (for regular intervals) or N (to specifyintervals).

If you answerN, the programwill ask you to enter "contourlevels"
(elevations) one at a time. The programwill keep promptingyou until
you press CTRL-Zto exit:

Enter contour level 1 <CTRL Z to exit>
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If you answer Y, you will see the following prompt:

Enter start elevation, end elevation and spacing

2. Enter the contour values as indicated.

After you have specified the contour levels (either individually or by

spacing) MPDISPLAY prompts you to choose the color(s) of each or all
contours.

3. Enter your choice of contour color(s).

The following example shows how you can choose individual colors for
each contour.

4. Enter the name ef the DMS file that will contain the new contours.

The following example results in the creation of a DMS file,
400CONTOURS.DMS, which contains multicolored contour levels spaced

400 (feet) apart. User responses in the example are boldface and aligned

to make them easier to distinguish.

Example of Using CONTOUR ELEVATION

MINIMUM ELEVATION 550
MAXIMUM ELEVATION 1740
AVERAGE ELEVATION 920

Generate contours at regular intervals? (Y or N) Y

Enter start elevation, end elevation and spacing 550, 1740, 400
Contour level 1 is 550
Contour level 2 is 950
Contour level 3 is 1350
Contour level 4 ks 1740

The default line color ks white

Do you want to modify the llne color? (Y or N) ¥
Do you want a11 lines the same color? (Y or N) N
1 -RED
2 s GREEN
3 ffiBLUE
4 ffiYELLOW
5 s MAGENTA
6 ffiCYAN
7 ffiWHITE

Enter the line color you want for contour 1 6
Enter the line color you want for contour 2 3
Enter the line color you want for contour 3 2
Enter the line color you want for contour 4 4
WHAT IS THE NAME OF THE DMS FILE TO CREATE 400CONTOURS

l l,i Ii Il ,, |
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Icon Functions

An icon is a graphical figure that can be associated with a particular data point
(location). Icons always appear at a constant viewing size, regardless of the map
scale (which can be changed with the zoom functions). Figure 2.1 shows some
examples of icons used by the IBS. The location of icons is governed by icon seed
points, which indicate the type of icon to be drawn and where to center the icon.

The icons available for display are listed in the icon contro/fife. The icon control
file also contains the locations of the DMS files that are needed to plot each icon.
A system default icon control file is used if you do not specify one (see Using an
Icon Control File under the GEDIT utility). For examples of most of the standard
icons supplied with the IBS, see the IBS User Guide.

_ hurch

School

Police Station

1_ I Fire Station

[_1 Emergency Operations Center (red)

Figure 2.1. Examples of Icons

Selecting ICON FUNCTIONS displays the following submenu:

EXIT

ICON DISPLAY UST

ENABI I= ICON PLOTTING
DISABLE ICON PLOI"rlNG

REFRESH SCREEN
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The principal menu options are explained below.

I ICON DISPLAYLIST: Used to specify which of the available icons may be
displayed, lVIPDISPLAY will present a submenu that lists the available icons:

ii

EXIT

FORWARD
BACKWARD
GO TO

icon descriptor #1
Icon descriptor #2

icon descriptor #n

For example, the default icon control file results in the following icon display
list:

,ll

EXIT

FORWARD
BACKWARD
GO TO

AIRPORT
MIUTARY AIRPORT
CHURCH
HOSPITAL
POUCE STATION
FIRE STATION
FUEL TANK
SCHOOL
RESERVOIR/TANK
(etc.)

L

All available icons are in a paged menu with 16 icons per page. To scroll
through the icon list, select the menu item (FORWARD, BACKWARD, GO TO)
that describes which way you want to go:

13 FORWARD: Shows the next page of 16 icons. If you reach the end of the
list, the system will return you to the first page of the icon listing.

BACKWARD: Shows the previous page of 16 icons. If you reach the first
page of the list, the system will return you to the last page of the icon
listing.
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ra GO TO: After selection of GO TO, the system will prompt you for the
page number desired (ENTER PAGE # OF ICONS DESIRED >). The
system then shows you the icon page requested. If the page number
requested is less than 1, the system will display the first page of icons. If
the page number requested is greater than the number of icon pages
available, the system will send you to the last page of icons.

[:1 /cons: Select icon categories or types to be displayed by picking the
appropriate descriptor in the menu. As a descriptor is selected, its color
will toggle between the standard menu color (normally orange) and a
secondary color (normally green) to indicate that the icon has been
selected. By default a//icons are set to be displayed.

To cancel a selection, simply pick that item again, and its color will toggle
back to the standard color. The selected icons are eligible for display
and will be plotted ":fENABLE lOON PLOT has been picked and seed
points exist for the selected area.

If you modify the icon display list, then the next time you use the function, the
icon list will start at the page of the last icon selected for display.

[] ENABLE ICON PLOTTING: Used (-long with DISABLE ICON PLOT) to specify
whether the icons selected on the icon display list are actually displayed.
When you pick ENABLE lOON PLOT, MPDISPLAY checks to see if any of the
selected icon types occur in the display area and draws them at seed points on
the display.

• DISABLE ICON PLOI"rlNG: Switches off the capability to display icons
(without erasing any icons that are currently on the screen). Use the
REFRESH SCREEN option to subsequently erase disabled icons.

[] REFRESH SCREEN: Redraws the current display.The REFRESH SCREEN
function is included in the ICON FUNCTIONS menu for convenience in using
the icon functions. Use the REFRESH SCREEN option to erase icons after
disabling icons or after changing the Icon Display List.
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Item DisplayFunctions

Picking ITEMDISPLAYFUNCTIONS displays the following submenu for displaying
data items (icons, text, attribute po/nts, polygons) on the screen.

EXIT

HELP

ENABLE ICONS
DISABLE ICONS

ENABLE TEXT
DISABLETEXT

ENABLE POINT
DISABLE POINT

ENABLE POLYGON FILL
DISABLE POLYGON FILL

GRID OPTIONS

DECLU'rTER ON/OFF

REFRESH SCREEN
,,,.. ,, ,..

The principal options of this menu are explained below.

B ENABLE ICONS: Used (along with DISABLE ICON PLOT) to specify whether
the icons selected on the icon display list are actually displayed. When you
pick ENABLE ICON PLOT, MPDISPLAY checks to see if any of the selected
icon types occur in the display area and draws them at seed points on the
display.

[] DISABLE ICONS: Switches off the capab/l;ty to display icons (without erasing
any icons that are currently on the screen). Use the REFRESH SCREEN
option from the main menu to subsequently erase disabled icons.

[] ENABLE TEXT: Displays any text associated with the DMS file topographic
information displayed on the screen. (That is, the text must have already
been created by the (3EDIT software for the current region.) By default, text
display is disabled upon entering MPDISPLAY.

Text will not be displayed if the currently displayed area is considerably larger
than the scale at which the text was originally entered. If expected text is not
displayed when you pick ENABLE TEXT DISPLAY, use a zoom function from
the main menu to magnify the display to a scale that is close to that used
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when the text was entered. The tenet should then appear on the display.)

[] DISABLETEXT: Switches off the text display capability. Any text on the
screen will remain there until the screen is redrawn (for example, by picking
REFRESHSCREEN).

[] ENABLEPOINT: Places an asterisk * at the location of every point with
attributes in each input file.

These points denote item points, icon seed points, text points, and color flood
seed points. For example, if you are displaying a single file that contains text,
this feature will show how many text items there are and where the starting
point of each item is located without taking the (poss_ly long) time to plot
the text. ENABLEPOINTis particularly useful for locating text when the
decluttering factor does not allow the text to be plotted on the screen.

[] DISABLEPOINT: Disables the display of points with attributes, allowing future
plots to be created without showing the locations of attribute/point data.

DISABLEPOINTallows you to remove the attribute/point markers from the
screenwhen usedin conjunctionwith REFRESHSCREEN:Pick DISABLE
POINT;then pickREFRESHSCREEN.The systemwill redrawthe screen
without the attr_ute/point data.

[] ENABLEPOLYGONFILL:Draws and fills all polygon(s) that have an associ-
ated fill pattern or color.

This is a software function. A polygon to be filled must have already been
associated with the fill color or pattern. This is usually accomplished through
appropriate functions in the GED1T utility.

[] DISABLEPOLYGONFILL:Disables the automatic filling of polygons, negates
the ENABLEPOLYGONFILLcommand. To erase prior polygon fills, pick
DISABLEPOLYGONFILL;then pick REFRESHSCREEN.

[] GRIDOPTIONS: Plotslongitude-latitudefines on the map displayarea.

[] DECLUTTERON/OFF: The DECLUTTERON/OFFfunctioncanbe usedto
declutter (reduce the detail and number of) features displayed on the map
grid. When you pick the DECLUTTERON/OFF, MPDISPLAY will prompt you
for a decluttering factor (0-30) that will be used in determining whether a
feature will be displayed or removed from the screen:

ENTER DECLUTTERINO LEVEL (CTI_., Z TO TOGGLE) >

To enter a decluttering level type a number from Oto 30 (inclusive) and press
RETURN. A higher number represents more decluttering. MPDISPLAY
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will indicate that decluttering has been turned on. When you set the
decluttering level in this fashion, the decluttering level remains constant, even
if you use ZOOMfunctions to change the display scale.

If you press CTRL-Z instead of entering a decluttering factor, MPDISPLAY
will calculate a de,cluttering factor based on the size of the current plot. If you
use any of the ZOOMfunctions, MPDISPLAY will recalculate the decluttering
factor according to the display scale.

Subsequently selecting DECLUTTERON/OFF and pressing CTRL-Z will turn
off the decluttering function.

[] REFRESHSCREEN: Picking REFRESHSCREENredraws the current display.
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Screen View Functions

Picking SCREEN VIEW FUNCTIONS results in a submenufor changing the size of
the display and the area for which topographic data are availa.ble.

-- mmlnl I

EXIT

HB,.P

ZOOM IN
ZOOM OUT
MAP ZOOM

RESTORE BASE PLOT

RESET BASE AREA

REFRESH SCREEN
i

The principal options of this menu are explained below.

• ZOOM IN: Pick ZOOM IN to enlarge a square portion of the displayed area.

1. Pick ZOOM IN.

2. Pick a point on the map at the center of the area that you want to
enlarge.

3. Pick a second point that would lie on one side of the square area that
you want to enlarge with the first point at the center.

After you define the area, MPDISPLAY will redraw the map, enlarging
the defined area to fill the map grid.

If you are not satisfied with the area that you have enlarged, you can pick

RESTORE BASE PLOT to redraw the area as it was first displayed (see
RESTORE BASE PLOT).

• ZOOM OUT: Pick ZOOM OUT to reduce the displayed area to a square within
a larger area. Define the area to be reduced (scaled down) in the same
manner as described for the ZOOM IN command:

1. Pick ZOOM OUT.

2. Pick a point on the map at the center of the area that you want to reduce
(scale down).
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3. Pick a point on the map that would lie on the edge of a square with the
first point at the center.

The currently displayed map area will be rescaled to the size of the
square, and the new display will be centered at the center point of the
square.

It is poss_le to zoom out too far, scaling the map down to be surrounded by a
"blank"area within the map grid box. You can always use RESTOREBASE
PLOT command to redraw the map at its original size.

• MAPZOOM: Pick MAPZOOMto center the displayed area at a longitude-
la'dtude (long-lat) that you provide. You can use the COORDINATEPICK
function to find the longitude-latitude of a point on the display. Note that
ongitudes in the western hemisphere are expressed as negative numbers.

1. Pick MAPZOOM.

lVIPDISPLAYwill query for the radius (in miles) and the center point
(long-lat) of the area to be displayed. (If you have used the
COORDINATEPICKfunction previously, the longitude-latitude of the last
point pickedmay be on the text screen, ff other functions have not used
the screen for other purposes.)

2. Type the radius (in miles), the longitude, and then the latitude, separated
by commas (or spaces).

(Pressing CTRL-Z will exit and abort the MAPZOOMfunction.)

3. Press RETURN.

MPDISPLAY will redraw the displayed area with ti_e specified point at
the center.

• RESTOREBASEPLOT: Initially the base plot is the area clispla,/ed when the
main menu is first presented. The base area may be redefined later (see the
next menu item, RESETBASEAREA). The concept of a base plot is extremely
important because selection of topographic data is a function of the base plot
area (see SELECTTOPOGRAPHY,page 2.265).

Picking RESTOREBASEPLOTcauses the base plot to be redrawn in the dis-
play area of the screen. This function might be used after zooming, for
instance, to restore the display to its original scale.

• RESETBASEAREA: Picking RESETBASEAREAsets the base plot to the
area currently being displayed. It enables you to restrict the amount of data
being retrieved by the SELECTTOPOGRAPHYcommand.
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[] REFRESH SCREEN: Picking REFRESHSCREEN redraws the current cl_splay.

This command can be useful for removing display elements that you no longer
wish to display, such as text.
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Select Topography

Use the SELECT TOPOGRAPHY menu item to designate which topographic features
are displayed (which DMS f'des are read in for use by MPDISPLAY). When
SELECT TOPOGRAPHYis picked, MPDISPLAY presents a menu of the following
type:

EXIT

HELP

FORWARD
BACKWARD
GO TO

topographic descriptor #1
topographic descriptor #2

topographic descriptor #n

For example, the system database may haclude topographic descriptors such as the
following:

ADMINISTRATIVE BOUNDARY ELEVATION
AGRICULTURE ELECTRICAL POWER GRID
BASE MAP EVACUA'IION ZONE
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTS FAULT LESES
CULTURAL FEATURES FEATURES (ICONS)
RF.COVERY AREAS GNIS (Geographic Names)
CENSUS TRACT/ED HYDROLOGY
ELEVATION CONTOUR(300M) 100KHYDROGRAPHY

The topography selection menu may contain different descriptors, depending on
the particular database in use. If there is not enough space to show all
topographies at once, the system fists the topographies one "page" at a time.
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Displaying the Ust of Topographies

All available topographies are listed in a paged menu with 19 topographies per
page. To scroll through the topography list, select the menu item (FORWARD,
BACKWARD,GOTO) that describes which way you want to go"

• FORWARD:Shows the next page of topographies. If you reach the end of the
list, the next FORWARDwill return to the first page.

• BACKWARD:Shows the previous page of topographies. If you reach the first
page of the list, the next BACKWARDwill return to the last page.

• ¢O TO: Allows you to go directly to a specific page. After selection of GO
TO,the system prompts, "_-NTER PAGE # OF topos DESIRED >". After your
entry, the system shows the requested page of topographies. If the page
number requested is less than 1, the system displays the first page of
topographies. If the page number requested is greater than the number of
pages available, the system sends you to the last page.

If you select a topography, then the next time you use the function, the list
will start at the page of the last topography selected.

Picking Topographies from the Menu

Use the graphics input device to select topographic features for display by picking
the appropriate descriptor in the menu:

1. Pick each topographic feature that you want to display.

Each menu item picked will change color to indicate selection. If you change
your mind about an item that you picked, pick it again. The menu item will
return to the standard menu color, indicating no selection.

Any combination of topographies may be selected for simultaneous display.

2. When you have chosen all desired topographies, pick the top menu item, EXIT.

The cursor will disappear momentarily, and the system will display a message:

READING DATA. PLEASE WAIT.

This indicates that MPDISPLAY is reading in the data files for the selected
topographic features. No topographic data is read in until you pick EXIT.
After a period, MPDISPLAY will draw (or redraw) the map features in the
map display area. The amount of data read is related to the number of
topographies selected and to the area specified as the current base plot (see
RESET BASE AREA under SCREEN VIEW FUNCTIONS).
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The amount of time necessary to read the topographic data from the database
increases with the size of the region and the number of topographies selected.

If no topographies are selected when EXITis picked, MPDISPLAY will erase the
plot area and redisplay the main menu. This is a handy means of exiting the
SELECTTOPOGRAPHYfunction without reading from the database.

Topographic Codes

Each topography is associated with a two-letter topographic code that is used in the
topography subdirectory and data file names. For example, RT is the code for
ROADS& "rp_lt..q. Generally you will have no reason to use these codes unless you
individually access specific topography data files. (For a list of topographic codes,
see Appendix A.)
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Store Region

Use the STOREREGIONcommandto store areasof the map grid asa setof DMS
data filesfor later use. STOREREGIONis usefulfor combin_,gDMS filesand
elevationdatafiles (TAC files) acrossfile boundaries. The resultingf_es of
topographicdataare storedin your current directory. STOREREGIONdoesNOT
storeanygraphicseditingthatyoumay havedoneinthe"editfile."(For
informationon theed/tfz/e,seeSpecifyingtheName ofanEditFile,page2.240.)

You may storetheentireregiondisplayedinthemap gridordefinea smallerarea
withintheregion(asshowninthefollowingprocedures).

To storetheentireregioninthecurrentdisplay:

I. Use thegraphicscursortopickSTORE REGION.

2. ThenpickCONTINUE.

3. Continueatstep4 ofthefollowingprocedure.

To storeaportior_ofthere#onwithinthecurrentdisplay:

I. PickSTOREREGION.

2. Use the graphics cursor to pick points on the map display that define a
polygon that surrounds the desired region.

MPDISPLAY will draw lines between the points as they are entered, indi-
cating the boundary of the desired region.

3. After picking the last point, pick CONTINUEto draw a line between the first
and the last point, completing the polygon.

After you have specified the region to be stored (by either method),
MPDISPLAY will present a STOREREGIONsubmenu:

EXIT

HELP
CANCEL
CONTINUE

ENABLESTORETEXT
DISABLESTORETEXT
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4. Choose whether to store text data associated with the specified region. (This
step is optional):

[] ENABLE STORE TEXT: Chooses to store all text for all topographies in
the region (regardless of whether the text is currently displayed).

[] DISABLE STORE TEXT: Chooses to NOT store any text for the stored
region (regardless of whether the text is currently displayed).

If you choose neither of these options, only text that is currently displayed will
be saved with the stored region.

5. Pick EXITon the STORE REGION submenu.

MPDISPLAY will then ask for an "output file designation" (name for the
stored region) of up to seven characters:

ENTER OUTPUT FILE DESIGNATION (7 CHARACTERS) >

6. Type a name for the stored region and press RETURN.

MPDISPLAY will then query to determine if a direct access (polygon
description) file is to be created:

DO YOU WANT A DIRECT AREA ACCESS FILE >

7. Enter Y for "yes" or N for "no."

If you answer yes, a DMS file will be created to contain a bounding polygon
for selected region. No other data will be stored. This polygon description file
is called a "direct access file" because you may use the file along with the
DIRECT AREA ACCESS function to retrieve data for the bounded region
without selecting from a database area (page 2.233).

If you answer no, MPDISPLAY will create a full set of data files describing
the selected region, including the polygon description file. The contents and
naming conventions for these data files are described after step 8. If you have
also selected ELEVATION data to be stored (and elevation data exists), then
MPDISPLAY gives you the opportunity to modify the resolution of the
elevat!on data that will be saved:

i

THE CURRENT X STEPSIZE ,, 0.00083 DEGREES

ENTER X STEPSIZE OF ELEVATION FILE (^Z FOR CURRENT) :

THE CURRENT Y STEPSIZE - 0.00083 DEGREES

ENTER Y STEPSIZE OF ELEVATION FILE (^Z FOR CURRENT) :

X refers to "horizontal" east-west increments; Y refers to Vertical" north-south
increments. The resolution shown may vary.
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8. Enter modified step sizes, or just press CTRL-Z at each prompt to retain the
resolution of the current elevation data.

Results of using STORE REGION

MPDISPLAY then takes a moment to save the data files. If you had entered an
output file designation of "MYDATA,"then when you exit, you would find the
following files in your current directory:

• MYDATA.DMS a polygon description file for the site area

• MYDATAu.DMS one file for each selected vector topography, where
"xx"is the two-character topographic code

If you included elevation data, these files would also be produced:

• MYDATAEL.TAC the information "header file"for the TAC data set

• MYDATAEL.TAA the cell data file for the TAC data set.

Names of Map Display Data Files

The "output file designation" (region specification) will be the major portion of the
filenames for the files created by STOREREGION.For each topography in the
current _lay, MPDISPLAY creates a file with the ".DMS"filename extension in
the current default directory. A two-character topographic code is appended to the
end of the region specification to identify each topography file.

For instance, suppose that streams and railroads are among the features in the
current display. If the topographic code for streams is ST and the code for
railroads is RR, then supplying "MYPLOT"as the region specification would result
in the creation of the files MYPLOT_.DMS and MYPLOTi_.DMS. The codes
for the standard IBS topographies are listed in Appendix A. (This list may vary if
topographies are added or deleted by the database manager.)

The STOREREGIONcommand in MPDISPLAY always creates a file that describes
the bounding polygon for the clipped region. This polygon description file is
provided for use with the DIRECTAREAACCESSoption (page 2.233) and the
PASTEREGIONcommandin theGEDIT software.The filename is derivedby
appending ".DMS" to the region specification--MYPLOT.DMS in the example
above.
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Summary Functions

Picking SUMMARY FUNCTIONS displays the following submenu for displaying data
values and statistics (coordinates, populations, attribute values, elevations,
differences in elevation, areas, etc.) for items and areas'on the screen.

i,

EXIT

HELP
CANCEL
CONTINUE

RETURN COORDINATE

RETURN POPULATION

RETURN ATTRIBUTES

RETURN ELEVATION
l

RETURN SLOPE

DETERMINE AREA

POINT DATA SUMMARY

REFRESH SCREEN
ii

The principal options of this menu are explained here.

• RETURNCOORDINATE: PickingRETURN COORDINATE and then a point on
the map displays the

- longitude-latitude of the point

- the Great Circle distance from the point to th-.. center of the display
(shortest arc over the surface of the earth)

- the cumulative distance from the first point picked.

Picking subsequent points will display this information until you terminate the
function by picking any menu item.
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[] RETURNPOPULATION:RETURNPOPULATIONwill display the population for
an area that you define. Define the area of interest by specifying a polygon:

Initially, you should select a mode for defining the area on which the
population gathering should be performed. The menu items DRAWPOLYGON,
and SELECTPOLYGONare the two methods for defining the area. Only one
of the above options, at most, is active at any given time. Selecting the
alternative area input mode will disable the first.

Selecting the RETURNPOPULATIONoption will bring up the following
submenu:

EXIT

HELP
CANCEL
CONTINUE

DRAWPOLYGON
SELECTPOLYGON

The principal options of this submenuareexplainedhere.

E! COI_TINUE:Used in conjunctionwith DRAWPOLYGONand SELECT
POLYGON.Signalsthe completionof functions.

El DRAWPOLYGON:Allowsyouto pickpoints to define a polygonon
which to perform populationgathering. When youselectDRAW
POLYGONor SELECTPOLYGONto define a newarea, the current poly-
gon will disappear.

I. Pick DRAWPOLYGON.

The menu item will blink in green to indicate that further input is
required.

2. Pick points that define the sides of a polygon.

3. Pick CONTINUEto complete the polygon.

The polygon will blink in green to indicate that a polygon has been
properly selected. The menu option will stop blinking to indicate
that no further input is required in selecting the polygon. The
polygon will be redrawn in white. The population of that bounded
region will appear on the text screen.
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[:l SELECTPOLYGON:Allows you to pick a predefined polygon on which to
perform population gathering. When you select DRAWPOLYGOn,'or
SELECTPOLYGONto define a new area, the current polygon will
reappear in its original color.

1. Pick SELECTPOLYGON.

The menu item will blink in green to indicate that further input is
required.

2. Pick any point on a preexisting polygon.

The polygon will blink in white to indicate pick. If the wrong
polygon is highlighted, pick again on the desired polygon until it is
properly selected.

3. Pick CONTINUEto confirm the polygon selection.

The polygon will be redrawn in its original color. The menu option
will stop blinking to indicate that no further input is required in
selecting the polygon. The population of that bounded region will
appear on the text screen.

II RETURNATTRIBUTES:Displays the attributes associated with a particular
data item.

1. Pick RETURNATTRIBUTES.

2. Pick a point on or near the desired point or composite string.

The data item will blink, and if it has attributes associated with it, they
will be displayed in a table. For example, this table displays information
on two attributes:

# MAJOR MINOR PARAM DESCRIPTION

1 7 150 0 Seaplane ramp or Landing area

2 8 7 6 NO ENTRY IN ATTRIBUTE DICTIONARY

where # isthe index number and the following four columns fist each
attribute (the Major code, the Minor code, and the Parameter value) plus
a text description of the data item (ff a description exists in the attribute
dictionary). Notice that the second set of attributes has "NO ENTRY IN
ATrRIBUTE DICTIONARY": that is, the attributes 8;7;6 might have
some meaning for the person who created the data item, but they are not
in the master list of attributes normally used by the IBS.
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3. Repeat step 2 for any other data item.

As you continue to pick data items, old attribute information is retained
on the text screen. To clear the screen and make it easier to read, press
SHIFT and the dialogue erase key (< D ERASE > ).'

4. Pick any other submenu item to end the RETURNATTRIBUTESfunction.

I RETURNELEVATION:Displaysthe elevationat a selectedpoint. This option
is active only if the current geographic database is set up with an elevation
topography. Otherwise you will see a message--so EI.dEV/gTION TOPOGRAPHY

EXISTS IN CURRENTDATi_.aASE---andthe option will have no effect.

I. Pick RETURNELEVATION.

2. Pick a point on the screen.

A yellow asterisk (*) will mark the selected location. Depending on the
screen density of the elevation data, a box representing the borders of
the elevation data cell may also appear.

3. Pick CONTINUE.

The elevation of the selected point (center point of the cell) will be
displayed.

[] RETURNSLOPE: Displays the absolute difference between the elevation
values at two selected points (if an elevation topography is used in the current
geographic database).

1. Pick RETURNSLOPE.

2. Pick a point on the screen.

A yellow asterisk (*) will mark the selected location. Depending on the
screen density of the elevation data, a box representing the borders of
the elevation data cell may also appear.

3. Pick CONTINUE.

4. Pick a second point on the screen.

A second yellow asterisk will appear.

5. Pick CONTINUEagain.
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A line connecting the two points will be drawn. The absolute difference
between the elevation values will be displayed on the terminal screen.

1 DETERMINEAREA: Picking DETERMINEAREAresults in a submenu for deter-
mining the area of a region that you define graphically on the map. You will
draw a polygon around the desired region.

i

EXIT
I

HElP
CANCEL
HElP

DRAWPOLYGON
SELECTPOLYGON

Initially, you should select a mode for defining the area on which the
calculation should be performed. The menu items DRAWPOLYGON,and
SELECTPOLYGONare the two methods for defining the area. Only one of
the above options, at most, is active at any given time. Selecting the
alternative area input mode will disable the first. The principal options of the
submenu are explained here.

[] CONTINUE:Used in conjunction with DRAWPOLYGONand SELECT
POLYGON.Signals the completion of functions.

[] DRAWPOLYGON:Allows you to pick points to define a polygon on
which to perform area and circumference calculations. When you select
this option to define a new area the current polygon will disappear.

1. Pick DRAWPOLYGON.

The menu item will blink in green to indicate that further input is
required.

2. Pick points that define the sides of a polygon.

3. Pick CONTINUEto complete the polygon.

The polygon will be redrawn in white. The menu option will stop
blinking to indicate that no further input is required in selecting the
polygon. The area (square miles) and circumference of the bounded
region will appear on the text screen.

ra SELECTPOLYGON:Allows you to pick a predefined polygon on which to
perform area and circumference calculations. When you select this
option to define a new area the current polygon will reappear in its
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originalcolor.

1. Pick SELECTPOLYGON.

The menu item will blink in green to indicate that further input is
required.

2. Pick any point on a preexisting polygon.

The polygon will blink in white to indicate a pick. If the wrong
polygon is highlighted pick again on the desired polygon until it is
properly selected.

3. Pick CONTINUEto confirm the polygon selection.

The polygon will be redrawn in its original color. The menu option
will stop blinking to indicate that no further input is required in
selecting the polygon. The area (square miles) and circumference of
the bounded region will appear on the text screen.

El POINTDATASUMMARY:Allows you to obtain a summarythat tellshowmany
points have a particular set of attribute codes in a specific area of the display.

Initially, you should select a mode for defining the area on which the attribute
summary should be performed. The menu items CURRENTSCREEN,DRAW
POLYGON,and SELECTPOLYGONare the three meansof definingan area.
Only one of the above options, at most, is active at any given time. Selecting a
second area input mode will disable the first.

Picking POINTDATASUMMARYdisplays the following submenu:
Ji|ll| i llm i| i

EXIT

HELP
CANCEL
CONTINUE

CURRENTSCREEN
DRAWPOLYGON
SELECTPOLYGON

PERFORMATTRIBUTESUMMARY

The principal options of this submenu are explained here.

(3 CONTINUE:Used in conjunction with DRAWPOLYGONand SELECT
POLYGON. Signals the completion of functions.
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O CURRENTSCREEN: Sets the entire display screen as the area to which
an attr_ute summary will apply. Subsequent attribute summaries will
apply to this area until you define another area via DRAWPOLYGON,or
SELECTPOLYGON.

DRAWPOLYGON:Allows you to pick points to define a selective area for
performing an attribute summary. Subsequent attribute summaries will
apply to this area until you define another area via CURRENTSCREEN,
DRAWPOLYGON,or SELECTPOLYGON.When youselectoneof the
above menu options to define a new area, the current polygon will
disappear.

1. Pick DRAWPOLYGON.

The menu item will blink in green to indicate that further input is
required.

2. Pick points that def'me the sides of a polygon.

lVIPDISPLAYwill draw line segments from point to point.

3. Pick CONTINUEto complete the polygon.

The polygon will blink in green to indicate that a polygon has been
properly selected. The menu option will stop blinking to indicate
that no further input is required in selecting the polygon.
lVIPDISPLAYwill draw the final side between the first point and
the last, closing the polygon area.

13 SELECTPOLYGON:Allows you to pick a predef'med polygon on which to
perform the attribute summary. Subsequent attribute summaries will
apply to this area until you define another area via CURRENTSCREEN,
DRAWPOLYGON,or SELECTPOLYGON.When you select one of the
above menu options to define a new area, the current polygon will
reappear in its original color.

1. Pick SELECTPOLYGON.

The menu item will brink in green to indicate that further input is
required.

2. Pick any point on a preexisting polygon.

The polygon will blink in white to indicate a pick. If the wrong
polygon is highlighted, pick again on the desired polygon until it is
properly selected.
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3. PickCONTINUE toconfirmthepolygonselection.

The polygonwillblinkingreentoindicatethata polygonhasbeen
properlyselected.The menu optionwillstopblinkingtoindicate
thatno furtherinputisrequiredinselectingthepolygon.

[3 PERFORM ATTRIBUTE SUMMARY: Allows you to enter major and minor
attribute codes to select attributes points to be summarized.

If used without selecting an "interactive area," this function can be used
to search the entire screen.

You will see the prompt

ENTER MAJOR MINOR CODE >

Enter the major and minor code of an attribute point and press
RETURN. Example: 1, 2

You will see summary table headings and the appropriate data, such as

MAJOR MINOR COUNT TOTAL MIN. MAX. AVG.

1 2 13 906 3 333 69
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MYTAPE

The MYTAPE utility is a foreign tape processing program that simplifies tape file
transfers between the VAX computer system and other _vstems. For example, the
description of the USGS100KXDMS utility includes an i_xample of using MYTAPE
to transfer USGS Digital Line Graph (DLG) data files t_om tape to disk before
conversion to DMS format.

MYTAPE is added to the VAX Digital Command Language (DCL) command
tables when the IBS is im'tializ_ at the time of system installation.

Processing Foreign Tapes with MYTAPE

To start MYTAPE, just enter MYrAPE at the system prompt. The program then
displays its own command prompt for further tape processing commands:

i B ii I

$ MYTAP_
Beginning MYTAPE session 17-AUG-1992 11:37:58

MYTAPE>
I , , .... - , I

For detailed information on usingtheprogram and on MYTAPEcommands,
please refer to the complete documentation, which is available as
IEMIS$DOC:MYTAPE.DOC. To see online help me_,_sages,enter HELP at the
MYTAPE > prompt.
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NEWLOG

The NEWLOG utility is a database administration utility that is designed to restart
the IBS log journal files. The log journalfiles recordvariousmS reports
exchangedby the offpostand onpost systems,messages, and other IBS activities.
The IBS programuses these files to create "MessageBoard"reports.

If the log files are currentlyopen, NEWLOOstops before doinganything.
Otherwiseit renames the currentlog fileswiththe currentdate
_Ier_oneYYMMDD.LOO) and opens new ones.

Caution

Whenthe logsare restarted,IBS usersmay no longer get reportsbasedon the old
logs.

Starting New IBS Log Journals

To start this utility, enter NEWLOG at the system prompt. No further interaction
is necessary.

A series of messagesshould tell you which logs have been renamed, and what new
log names are opened.
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NEWSlTE

The NEWSITE utility iS a database administration program that iS used to

assemble topographic, population, and other data that define a geographic site: an
IBS s_ database. Once a site iS created, it can be used as the "current site" for
map display and computational modeling in the IBS.

This section covers the following topics:

• Why create a new site database?

• What You Need to Know Before Using NEWSITE

• Using NEWSITE to Define an IBS Site Database

• Results of Using NEWSITE.

Why _reate a new site database?

Emergency management analysts can set up different site databases for developing
different scenarios and simulations using the various computational models
available in IBS. The IBS site databases can be divided into the classes shown
here:

• planning site databases

• operational site databases --( real site databasesexerciSe site databases

Planning site databases are located under individual user accounts. Operational ,_'ite
damb_es are located under the Information Manager (INFOMANAGER) account,
and only one operational database is active at a time--the "current" operational site
database. When the Information Manager and other IBS users use the current
operational site database, they are said to be in operat/ona/mode. When the
Information Manager and other IBS users are NOT using the current operational
site database, they are said to be in planning mode.

The real difference between the current operational site database and all other site
databases is that several users can use the current operational site database at
once, in essence, sharing the data. Changes made to the data by one user are
immediately reflected in the data available to the other operational-mode users.
However, data in planning site databases or in non-current operational site
databases is NOT shared: only one user at a time can use the data (the user under
whose account the database iS located).
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Planners require their own private site databases so that they can run model
simulations and prepare Implementing Procedures CIPs) in the IBS program
without affecting data in operational site databases or other users' site databases.
Moreover, if a planner intends to modify topographic data, a private copy is
necessary for the same reasons. After making changes to the data, the planner
can, depending on privileges, copy the data to one of the operational site databases
or copy the modified topographic data back into the map database.

There are two classes of operational site databases: rea/and exercise. Every
exercise site must be associated with a real site, though not all real sites require an
associated exercise site. Exercise site databases are used during exercises; real
ones are not.

What You Need to Know Before Using NEWSITE

Before you create a site, you must know what type of site you are creating and
where the site should be located on the system. If you are unsure about where to
obtain this information, or need help, please contact your database administrator
for more details.

The following information is used to specify the type of site and where it will be
placed on the system:

$/te Code This code must be four characters long. It will be used to
identify the site that is to be created; for example, ABCD,
TEST,TST2.

$/te Name The site name can be up to forty characters long and is used as
the full name of the site.

Disk Name The disk name is 15 characters long and is used to determine
on which disk the site is to be created. This name can be
either a device name or a logical name for a device. If no
value is input, the default is your login disk.

Note: You can have sites on multiple disks as long as a
top-level directory with your user name exists on
each disk.

$Re Type The site type is one character long and is used to define the
kind of site to be created. Three different types exist (the
default type is P):

R Real site (only under the INFOMANAGER account)
E Exercise site (only under the INFOMANAGER account)
P Planning site (not under the INFOMANAGER account)
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Assoc S_ This is the 4-character code of the "associated site." Only
Exercise and Planning site require an associated site: any new
Exercise or Planning site must be associated with a Real site.
Real sites, on the other hand, do not necessarily have an
associated site. If an Exercise site does or will exist for a Real
site, use the name of that Exercise site as the associated site.

New Site Type Assoc Site
Real = > Exercise site code (possible)
Exercise : > Real site code (required)
Planning : > Real site code (required)

Map Name This is the name of the map database from which topographic
data will be used for the new site. If you are unsure about
what map databases are available, consult the database
administrator at your site.

ON$1TE Code The "ONSITE code" is a 4-character code that identifies the

onpost depot that corresponds to an operational (Real or
Exercise) site being created under the INFOMANAGER
account. Planning sites do not require an onsite code.

In addition to the parameters just defined, you must also know what geographic
area you want to include in your site. For Planning and Exercise sites, the default
is the same area as that used by the associated Real operational site, so you need
not specify any area. If you want to change the area to something else, or if you
are creating a Real operational site, four options are available for specifying what
area to include in your site:

Longitude/_ Corners Requires two sets of longitude and latitude
coordinates.

Center & Radius (miles) Requires one set of longitude and latitude
coordinates and a radius distance in miles.

Center & Radius (k//ome',ers) Requires one set of longitude and latitude
coordinates and a radius distance in kilometers.

Defaults: -112.34 40.30 37 Specifies defaults (site center and radius) that
are set up specifically for each IBS installation
and requires no further information. In this
example, the longitude is -112.34, the latitude is
40.30, and the radius (in miles) is 3"].

If you plan to use one of the first three options to define the site area, then before
you start creating the new site, make sure you have determined which longitude
and latitude coordinates and which radius you will use. You can easily obtain this
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kind of information through the graphic mapping utilities in IBS. (See
MPDISPLAY, for example.) The following diagram dar/fies the methods for
defining geographic areas in the first three options.

_1, I.WJdeX)

D

0o_o_:0, la_uk0)

Long/Lat Corners Center & Radius

Methods for Defining Geographic Areas

Using NEWSITE to Define an IBS Site Database

The following is an example of how to create a new site using the NEWS1TE
utility. This example steps through the process of creating new directories for a
site and copying topographic data into the new directories.

Before beginning this process, you must know the system and topographic
information explained in the previous section.

Creating Directories for the New Site

1. To start the utility,justtypeNEWSITEat the systemprompt. Theutility
beginsbydisplayingthe mainmenuforNEWSITE:

| II

SmSX_

Select NEWSITE opt£on

0 : EXIT

1 : Create d£rector£es for new s£te
2 : Copy topo data to current s£te

ChoJ.ce (?-Help) -->
I s

2. Select option 1 to define the new site system information.

This displaysthe followingscreenform,whichindicatesthe system
informationyouneed to provide:
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l i i II ilii i I
i •

=,= i ill

Io-, I" I
Site Code s (4 characterl)

Slte Name z (full name, up Co 40 characters)

Disk Name = (15 characters, device name or logical name)

Site Type : (R-Real, E-Exercise, or P-Planning)

Assoc Site= (#-character mite code)

Map Name s (the name of the map database to be used)
l *II ii i i ii Ii i i iiii

3. Enter the appropriatesite code, site name, disk name, site type, associated
site, and map name. Press GOLDZ to finish and approve your entries (or
press CTRL-Wto abort the process).

Note: If you are =eating a new operational (Real or Exercise)site under
the INFOMANAGER account, then NEWSITE prompts you to
enter a 4-charactercode that identifies the onpost depot that
correspondsto the newOFFS1TEdirectory:

i iil I ii I lili i I i if

Enter ONSITE code that corresponds to OFFSITE codezxxxx -ffi>
| i

iii i I iii i

After you approveyour entries (or after you enter the ONS1TEcode),
NEWSITEbegins the process of creating the site directoriesand copying
some standardfiles that serveas templates for supportingdatabase files.
After the site directorieshave been created and the necessarytemplate files
have been copied and poss_ly modified,NEWSITEreturns you to the main
menu.

You havejust created a workingsite. The new site is now your current site,
and you can use it in IBS applicationswith no further modificationsor
additions.

Copying Topographic Data to the New Site

Note: In general, mostpeople do NOT need a privatecopy of anyof the
static topographic data--the standardmap layer data that normally
do not change, such as roadways. However,if you want to have a
private copy of some of the static topographic data, then continue
with the followingprocedure.
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1. To include copies of the normally static topographic data, select option 2
(Copy topo data to current site) from the NEW$1TE menu. This displays
summary information (similar to the following) and the Area Selection Menu:

I I

* * * MSG: Welcome to the topo data copy utility

* * * MSG: Map directory: disk:[username.SITES.site. INPUT.MAPS]
* * * MSG: Current Disk: disk

* * * MSG: Current User: username

* * * MSG: Current Site: site

Area Selection Menu

0 : EXIT

1 : Long/Lat Corners
2 : Center & radius (Mi)

3 : Center & radius (Kin)
4 : Defaults: -112.34 40.30 37.

Choice (?=Help) -->
I llllI IlllIIl •

2. Sele_how youwanttodefinetheareafortopographiestobeincludedin
your new site database:

• Option 1 displays a screen that asks you to enter the minimum and
maximum longitude and latitude coordinates of the area.

• Options 2 and 3 display a screen that asks you to enter the site center
coordinates and radius.

• Option 4 automatically sets the area to the default area (longitude,
latitude, and radius in miles) shown in the menu.

i • EXIT (0) returns you to the main menu.;
J

If you need more information about the kind of input required by the area
selection options, see What You Need to Know Before Using NEWSITE.

3. If you selected an option other than 4, enter the coordinates (and radius, if
necessary) that define the area for which you want topographic information.

The following menu then appears. Different topographies (map layers) may
be listed in the menu, depending on your system setup.
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i II I II I I IIII I [I m

Available Topos 1/10
,m -- m.,,im, ,,_.,,,,m,,m.,,.,,m.m*,m--,m ,m,w..,.,,,*m n.,.,-- _.,m m W m m m m

0 z EXIT

I s ADMINISTRATIVE BOUNDARY

2 s AGRICULTURE
3 s BASE MAP
4 s CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTS
5 s CULTURAL FEATURES
6 z RECOVERY AREAS
7 , CENSUS TRACT/ED
8 z ELEVATION CONTOUR(300M)
9 z ELEVATION
i0 z ELECTRICAL POWER GRID

MORE
Choice (?-Help) -->

I al IIII i II liB

A few things should be noted about the Available Topos menu:

• The 1/10 next to the title is an indication of the page currently
being displayed, in this case, page 1 of 10. To see different
pages of the menu, type U to move up a page or D to move
down a page.

• To select a topography (map layer), type the number after
"Choice" and press RETURN. A text arrow (= >) then
appears next to the topography you wish to copy. If you type
the same number again, the = > disappears, indicating that the
topography will NOT be copied to the current site.

• When you have selected all the topographies you want to copy
to your current site, select EXIT (0). This indicates to
NEWSITE that all topographies have been selected and that

you are ready to copy them to your current site. If you want to
discontinue this operation, type Q to quit the menu.

4. Select topographies from the Available Topos menu.

,,, ,,

Caution

Be carefulnot to overw_zetopographiesthat alreadyexist. If you selecta
topographythat youhawopreviouslymodifiedIn yourcurrentsRe,you will
overwritethe filesand Ic_seyourwork.
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5. When you have made all your topography choices, select EXIT (0).

A sequence of messages reports the status of the process:

IIIIII III II i III IIII II I

* * * MSG: Creating topo directories & copying data

* * * MSGs Processing topography name

* * * MSGz Processing topography name

* * * MSGs Creatlng/Modlfylng SETUP file

* * * MSGs Database generation complete
<RETURN> to continue

I i im iii illli •

5a. If you elected to enter coordinates by selecting options 1, 2, or 3 in Step 2, the
following prompt appears when you press RETURN:

i -- -- I III III IIIIIIIIIIII

Use Lon/Lat values for this site's default values?

(¥/N/<Ctrl-Z>-Abort) -->
I •

lllllIl II IIII I I I

Enter Y or N to _:hoose whether to use the new coordinate values as the

default values for the IBS program.

• Y inserts these values aa default values in your SITE.DAT file. When the
IBS program starts, it checks SITE.DAT and displays the initial map
using those coordinates.

• N continues and does NOT change the SITE.DAT file.

Once you finish, the NEWS1TE initial menu appears again. You have just
completed adding topographies to the new site. If you want to add more

topographies, you can do so by starting again at step 1 of the procedure.

Results of Using NEWSITE

NEWS1TE creates a directory structure that contains site information. This
directorystructurecan be usedforsimulationsof the variousmodelsavailablein
IBS. It is identicalto the one describedunderthe [INFOMANAGER][.S1TF_]
tree in the IBS Data Management Guide.

NEWSITE also modifies the site database "SETUP" and control files so that your
current site is set to whatever new site was created.
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NEWUSER

The NEWUSER utility is used by the system manager to create new user accounts
for IBS users. Once c:eated, a new user can login and access data on the system.

I

This section covers the following topics:

• Why create new user accounts?

• What You Need to Know Before Using NEWUSER

• Creating or Modifying a New User Account with NEWUSER

• Results of Using NEWUSER.

Why create a new user account?

It is necessary to create new user accounts to allow people to use IBS. By adding
an account, you provide users with the ability to access IBS databases and perform
whatever tasks they may be assigned to do. The NEWUSER utility provides a
simple and direct means of adding user accounts and configuring them for use in
IBS.

What You Need to Know Before Using NEWUSER

Before using NEWUSEIL you must obtain the following necessary information:

username The usmmme is the name under which the user will login.
It is the information which will entered by the new user at
the system bgin prompt.

rm/name The rt,a/name is Sheuser's actual name. If specified in
quotes, lowercase letters will be preserved in the name, if
quotes are not used, the name will be converted to all
caps.

Example: "John Doe" -> John Doe
John Doe -> JOHN DOE

disk This disk is the name of the disk on which the account is
to be created.

Example: DTSK1
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awou_ The _m can be used to identify what type of account
the new user will have access to. If you have a bfl/ing
system for CPU time, this field can be used to specify who
gets billed for use of the system. The account is specified
as a string.

group number The group number is used to specify what group a user
belongs to. Users working on the same projects should
have identical group numbers. Because it is required by
the operating system, the group number is specified as an
octal (base eight) number instead of a decimal (base ten)
number. So in octal sequence, group 7 is followed by
group 10, group 17 by group 20, and group 77 by group
100, and so on.

Note: It is strongly recommended that all IBS
users have the same group number.

member number The member number should be a unique number for each
user within a specific group. The member numbers are
also specified as octal numbers.

merrype The usertypeindicates a set of IBS privileges that can be
assignedtoand shared by users. The default usertypes
are ALL (all privileges), PLANNER (planning privileges),
and NORMAL (operational data privileges). (These
usertypes can be modified and other usertypes added by
using PDMGR, the utility for managing user privileges
and access to IBS programs and program functions.)

When a new account is created using NEWUSER, the password is automatically
set to be the same as the username and to expire when the user logs in for the first
time. NEWUSER also automatically adds the new user to the system mail list, but
you should use lVILMGRto verify that it is added correctly.

The NEWUSER utifity automatically places a record for the new account in the
mail list file, although the record may be incomplete. You should use the
MLMGR program to verify that the newly created record is correct. The EVENT
program must be running to update the mail list file. If EVENT is not running,
these files remain unpr_ until EVENT is started. When EVENT is
restarted, it processes the waiting files, so changes made while EVENT is not
running will NOT be lost. The new record added to the mail list file is
automatically routed to other systems on the network according to the contents of
the IEMIS$SYSF:MAIL SYSTEMS.DAT file (see the Data Management Guide for
information about this file).
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Creating or Modifying a User Account with NEWUSER

The following is an example of how to create or modify a user account using the
NEWUSER ut/lity.

i

Before beginning this process you will have to know certain system and user
information. Please refer to the previous se_on, What You Need to Know Before
Using NEWUSER.

To start the utility, just type NEWUSER at the system prompt. The program then
prompts you for the information outlined in the previous section. The series of
prompts will look like the following (simulated answers are in bold):

m i i iii iii iii ii

$NL_'USER

Username? (?-Help) -,,> test
User's real name? --> "John Doe"
User's DISK? --> DIEK1

User 's ACCOUNT? .i> ibs

User's GROUP #? --> 43

User's MEMBER #? --> 30

Usertype? (?-Help) i.> NORNAL
| a

i i ili

Once these fields have been entered, the utility will automatically create and
configure the account for the new user. NEWUSER will generate messagesthat
look something like the following:

i II I III i

* * * MSG: Creating command file to moo if user account exists

* * * MSG: Executing command file to mee if user account exists

* * * MSG: Creating command file to create user account
* * * MSG: Creating user account

* * * MSGI Creating directories for user if necessary

* * * MSGs Moving files to user directory if necessary

* * * MSG: Checking permissions in PERMITI.DAT
* * * MSG= Done creating account for TEST

E •

The password for the new user will automatically be the same as the username (so
in the above example, the password would be TEST) and is set to expire upon the
firstlogin.
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Results of Uslng NEWUSER

NEWUSER creates a new account using the information which you provide it. It
sets up the new user's password, and copies a base set of files into the new
account. These files include JOB_ENV.DAT, LOGIN.COM and SITE.DAT.
SITE.DAT contains no sites, just a couple of blank records. LOGIN.COM
configures the user's environment so that the user can run IBS, and
JOB ENV.DAT contains IBS environment information. A SITES subdirectory
[_emame.SITES] is also created, but it will be empty initially.

NEWUSER grants a new IBS user these VMS privileges: TMPMBX, NETMBX,
EXQUOTA, SYSLCK, and GRPPRV. NEWUSER also modifies PERMITI.DAT
so that the new user has the appropriate permissions to access the IBS databases.

If NEWUSER is used on an existing account, it will reset quota information to the
IBS defaults. The quotas and their defaults are listed here:

Process Quota
Parameter Value

ASTL_ 24

BIOLM 24

BYTLM 65536

CTUTIME 0

DIOLM 18

ENOLM 600

FILLM 70

71"QUOTA 8192

MAXACCTJOBS 0

MAXDETACH 0

MAXJOBS 0

PBYTLM 0

PGFLOUOTA 200000

PRCLM 4

PRIORITY 4

PWDMINIMUM 8

QUEPRIO 0

SHRFILLM 0

TQELM I0

WSDEFAULT 1.50

WSEXTENT 4096

WSQUOTA 1024
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PDMGR

The PDMGR (Permiti.Dat Manager) utility is used by the system manager or
database administrator to set IBS privileges for IBIS users. The IBS privileges
(specified in the IBS authorization file, PERM1TI.DAT) control which programs
and program functions an IBS user can use or see. For a list of IBS privileges and
their correlation to IBS programs and program functions, refer to Appendix E.

What You Need to Know Before Using PDMGR

You can set privileges for a single user or of a group (userty/_). Because it is
expected that IBS users will fail into general categories (normal users, planners,
data managers, and so on), PDMGR enables you to create and modify groups of
privileges according to usertype. For example, planners should have more
privileges than a normal user because they need access to the planning data. By
creating a usertype with associated privileges, you_can assign privileges to new users
more easily and consistently: the usertype can be: used to specify privileges when
adding a new user (using the NEWUSER utility),

When IBS is installed, there are three default usertypes already defined, as shown
in the following table. These usertypes contain the privileges thought to be
necessary for those general roles. If these usertypes are not satisfactory, you can
define new ones using PDMGR. Up to 100 usertypes can be defined for IBS.

Usertype Privileges

ALL Allprivileges withinIBS

PLANNER NORMAL privilegesplustheprivilegesnecessarytodo planning

NORMAL Privilegesrestrictedtoworkingwiththecurrentoperationaldata

Privilege Required to Use PDMGR:
* 29 PD MANAGER

Flies Used:
• IEMIS$SYSF:PERMITI.DAT, the IBS authorization file
• IEMIS$SYSF:PERMITI.DFT, file of default usertype permissions
• IEMIS$HELP:PERMITI.DOC, the PDMGR help file

Files Output:
• IEMIS$SYSF:PERMITI.DAT, the IBS amhorization file
• IEMIS$SYSF:PERMITI.DFT, file of default usertype permissions

Interactive Input:
• Menu and form interactions

• Y(es) or N(o) entries on forms to grant/revoke associated privileges
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Modifying IBS Privileges with PDMGR

To start this utility, enter PDMGR at the system prompt. PDMGR displays a
menu similar to the following one. (The option to "Add a use rtype" might be
missing if there are already 100 usertypes.)

I I
| |

Permission Manager Main Menu

0 z EXIT
i x Add a user

2 z Modify a user (by form)
3 z Modify a user (by user type)
4 : Delete a user

5 z Add a usertype

6 : Modify a usertype (by form)
7 z Modify a uaertype (by user type}

8 : Delete a usertype

Menu Choice (?-Help) _->
II , II

0 - EXIT: Exits PDMGR and saves the permissions changes that you have made.
(See Accepting Changes to IBS Penni_ions, later in this discussion.)

1 - Add st user: 1) Prompts for a username and then 2) presents the following
form of user privileges to set for that user.

I I IIII I

| |

Permission Management Permission Form V2.00

Gold-Z: Exit Gold-Y: Quit Gold-S: Set Gold-D: Delete

Current Privilege Name & Description User : username
Y D2 Run D2 Model

Y IDYNEV Run IDYNEV Model
Y CHEMS Run CHEMS Models

Y OSPM Run OSPM Model

Y MESORAD Run Mesorad Model

Y REA Run Regional Evacuation Analysis

Y EESF Run Emergency Exercise Simulation Facility

Y IBS Run IBS and Offspring
Y NEWSITE Run NEWSITE to Create a New Site

Y BUILDNET Run BUILDNET (IDYNEV First Cut Approximation)

I .... I
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Enter Y or N beside each privilege that you want to grant or revoke.

Use the arrow keys to move between fields. Pressing the up/down arrow key when
on the first/last line of the form will show the previous/next ten privileges, if there
are any.

For a complete Listof IBS Privileges and their correlation to IBS programs and
program functions, see Appendix E.

2 - Modl_ a user (by form): Presents 1) a menu for selecting a specific user and
then2)theformformodifyingtheuser'sprivileges(sameformasforoptionI).

IIM I I I I
I •

MODIFY: Username Selection Menu 1/2

0 : EXIT
1 : ussrname

2 : username

3 : ussrname
4 : username

5 : username

6 : username

7 : username
8 : umername

9 : username

10 : uaername

MORE

Menu Choics {?-Help) ==>

Permission Management Permission Form V2.00

Gold-Z: Exit Gold-Y: Quit Gold-S: Set Gold-D: Delete

Current Privilege Name & Description User : username
Y D2 Run D2 Model

Y IDYNEV Run IDYNEV Model

Y CHEMS Run CHEMS Models
Y OSPM Run OSPM Model

Y MESORAD Run Mesorad Model

Y REA Run Regional Evacuation Analysis

Y EESF Run Emergency Exercise Simulation Facility
Y IBS Run IBS and Offspring
Y NEWSITE Run NEWSITE to Create a New Site

Y BUILDNET Run BUILDNET (IDYHEV First Cut Approximation}

I , , ,, , I
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3 - Modify a user (by usertype): Presents 1) a similar menu for selecting a specific
user and then 2) this second menu for selecting a usertype (predefined set of
privileges) for that user.

I II
II II

MODIFY WITH: Ulertype Selection Menu

0 : EXIT

1 :ALL
2 : NORMAL

3 : PLANNER

Menu Choice (?-Help) ..>
I i

4 - Delete a user: Presents a menu for selecting a specific user to delete.

II I I 1

DELETE: Username Selection Menu 1/2

0 : EXIT

1 : username

2 : uaername
3 : uaername
4 : uEername

5 ..username

6 : username

7 : username
8 : username

9 : username

I0 : ueername

.................. MORE ...................

Menu Choice (?-Help) -->
| •

I

Afteryou entertheuser'sindexnumber,thatuser'sprivilegesarecanceledand the
Username Selection Menu is redisplayed (without the deleted username).

S - Add a usertype: 1) Prompts for the name of a new usertype and then 2)
presents a form of user privileges for that new usertype, similar to the permission
form for an individual user.

Enter Y or N beside each privilege that you want to grant or revoke.

Note: Only 100 total usertypes are permitted. If there are 100 usertypes,
this option does NOT appear on the menu until another usertype is
deleted.
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6 - MOdU_ a usertype (by tom): Presents 1) a menu of usertypes to choose from
and then 2) a form of privileges to set for the selected usertype.

Example:
I III

| |

MODIFY: Usertype Selection Menu
Im----em--_.--m--me----m----a.--mm--_m--------wm_--_----m------m--Dm----m--

0 : EXIT

i : ALL

2 : NORMAL
3 : PLANNER

Menu Choice (?=Help) =->

Permission Management Permission Form V2.00

Gold-Z: Exit Gold-Y: Quit Gold-S: Set Gold-D: Delete

Current Privilege Name & Description User : NORMAL
N D2 Run D2 Model

N IDYNEV Run IDYNEV Model

N CHEMS Run CHEMS Models

N OSPM Run OSPM Model

N MESORAD Run Mesorad Model

N REA Run Regional Evacuation Analysis

N EESF Run Emergency Exercise Simulation Facility

Y IBS Run IBS and Offspring
N NEWSITE Run NEWSITE to Create a New Site

N BUILDNET Run BUILDNET (IDYNEV First Cut Approximation)

| |

7 - Modify a usertype (byuser type): Presents 1) the menufor selecting a usertype
to modifyand then 2) a second menu of usertypes for selecting one to use a basis
for modifyingthe first usertype. That is, the permissionsfrom the second usertype
are copied overto the first usertype.

8 - Delete a usertype: Presents a menu for selecting a usertype to delete.

I IINI I

l |

DELETE: Usertype Selection Menu

0 : EXIT

1: ALL

2 : NORMAL

3 : PLANNER

Menu Choice (?=Help) -=>
, n
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Accepting Changes to IBS Permlesions. After youhavemadeanychangesto
any IBS permissions, the PDMGR main menu adds two additional menu items:

I I II

|

Permission Manager Main Menu

0 : EXIT

1 : Add a user

2 : Modify a user (by form}
3 z Modify a user (by user type)
4 z Delete a user

5 z Add a usertype

6 : Modify a usertype (by form)

7 : Modify a usertype (by user type}
8 z Delete a usertype

9 z Save all. changes
10 : Ignore all changes

Menu Choice (?-Help) -->
| , ,,,, |

9 - Save all changes: Incorporates any changes in a new PERM1TI.DAT file and
then redisplays the main menu without the options to save or ignore all changes.

10 - Ignore all changes: Cancels all permissions changes made since the last time
you used "Save all changes."

0 - EXIT: Exits PDMGR and _ any permissions changes made since you last
used "Save all changes" or "Ignore all changes."
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PL.OTDMS

The PLOTDMS utility displays one or more DMS files graphically on the terminal
screen without border lines or menus.

You can use PLOTDMS as a simple way to visually verify the contents of a DMS
file, perhaps after using data creation or conversion programs that create DMS
files. A visual examination, coupled with numeric output from DMSXASCII and
summary data from STATDMS, should verify whether or not the desired DMS file
was created.

What You Need to Know Before Using PLOTDMS

PLOTDMS provides the capability to create a graphical plot display that represents
the contents of a series of DMS fries. The DMS files are plotted in the order they
are entered. Therefore, if a particular file contains data you want overlaid on a
base map, be sure to specify it last. Remember that the entire contents of each
DMS file is plotted, so you may want to make sure the fries are within the same
area by using the DMSXASCII utility to check each file's extents.

Plotting the Contents of a DMS File with PLOTDMS

To start the utility, enter PLOTDMS at the system prompt. The utility then
prompts you for the name of the DMS file(s) to be used. Enter the name of each
.DMS file to be used, separating each file name by a carriage return: PLOTDMS
repeats the prompt each time. To plot the specified DMS files, press the carriage
return at the prompt instead of entering a file name. PLOTDMS then generates
the graphical image.

Example:
It" " ' I

$ PLOC_NS

Enter DMS filename (?-help, ^Z=Exit,<CR>=Plot==> NEWYORKST.DMS

Enter DMS filename (?=help, ^Z=Exit,<CR>=Plot==> NEWYORKWB.DMS

Enter DMS filename (?-help, ^Z-Exit,<CR>=Plot-=> <RETURN>

(Display is generated and the prompt repeats)
|= . .H |

ARerlngtheSetupfora Plot.You alsohavethecapab;li_toaltercriteriaused
to generate the image. Entering a forward slash (/) at the DMS filename prompt
displays the Setup Menu. From this menu you can alter display parameters by
choosing which parameter to alter and then entering the desired change.
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For example, ff you wanted to display the streams and water bo_es for New York
using an Albers pr_ection, with no rotation, at twice the scale, and with the
display repositioned one inch _gher, your responses might look like this:

Examp_:

Enter DMS filename (?-help,^g-Exlt,<CR>-Plot--> NEWYORKST.DMS
Enter DMS filename (?-help,^Z-Exit,<CR>-Plot-->NEWYORKWB.DM8
Enter DMS filename (?-help,^Z-Exit,<CR>-Plot--> <RETURN>
(Display is generated and following prompt appears)

Enter DMS filename (?-help,*Z-Exit,<CR>=Plot-=> /

Setup Menu

1. Rotation - 0.00
2. Scale - 1.00
3. Xoffset - 0.00
4. Yoffoet - 0.00

5. Base map file - ?
6. Clear screen? - T
7. Recolor files? - F

8. Display text? - T
9. Display icons? - T

10. Display points?- F
11. Display grid? - F
12. Projection - Geographic
13. Icon ctrl file - ?

Choice --> 12

Map Projection Menu

0 = EXIT

1 = Geographic
2 : UTM

3 : Albers Conical Equal-area
4 = Lambert Conformal Conic
5 : Mercator

6 : Polar Stereographlc
7 : Transverse Mercator

Menu Choice (?-Help} -->3

(continued)
I ,, I
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Example: (continued)
i I ill II i iii I]ili| |

Setup Menu

I. Rotation - 0.00
2. Scale = 1.00
3. Xoffsot = 0.00
4. Yoffset = 0.00

5. Bane map file = ?
6. C_ear screen? = T
7. Recolor files? = F

8. Display text? = T
9. Display icons? = T

10. Display points?= F
11. Display grid? = F
12. Projection - Albers Conical Equal-Area
13. Icon ctrl file = ?

Choice ==> 2
Enter Scale( 1.00)[1] -=> 2

Setup Menu

I. Rotation - 0.00
2. Scale = 2.00
3. Xoffset = 0.00
4. Yoffset = 0.00

5. Base map file = ?
6. Clear screen? = T
7. Recolor files? = F

8. Display text? = T
9. Display icons? = T

10. Display points?= F
11. Display grid? = F
12. Projection - Albers Conical Equal-Area
13. Icon ctrl file = ?

Choice ==> 4

Enter Yoffset( 0.00)[0]==>1

[aoneinued)
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Example:
II

II II

Setup Menu
=m_iilm_mmm_mi=mlm=m_mmmm=m_mmmm_mmmi_u___i_

i. Rotation = 0.00

2. Scale = 2.00
3. Xoffset = 0.00
4. Yoffset - 1.00
5. Base map file = ?
6. Clear screen? - T
7. Recolor files? = F
8. Display text? - T
9. Display icons? = T
10. Display points?- F
11. Display grid? = F
12. Projection = Albers Conical Equal-Area
13. Icon ctrl file = ?

Choice -=> <CTRL-Z> (axitr Setup Nenu)

Enter DMS filename (?-Help, ^Z=Exlt,<cR>=Plot ) ==> =

(Redo previous file(s))

Enter DMS filename(?-Help, ^Z=Exlt,<CR>-Plot) ==> <RETURN>

(Display is regenerated with updated parameters)
| n

ililii iil ill ii

Entering Setup Menu Values. Parameters used in generating a plot can be
changed by selecting the Setup Menu and entering the desired parameter values:

Setup Menu Option Parameter description or result

1. Rotation an angle (in degrees) through which the graphical plot is rotated

2. Scale a multiplication factor by which the base image is either increased
or reduced in size

3. Xoffset shift graphical image left/right on the display

4. Yoffset shift graphical image up/down on the display

5. Base map file a file that overlays all other DMS files uses for the plot (You
enter the file name.)

6. Clear screen? Y clears the screen before the creation of a plot.

7. Recolor files? Y reassigns colors used for each file in the plot.

8. Display text? Y displays the respective items (text, icons, points, longitude-
9. Display icons? latitude grid lines) in the graphical plot.
10. Display points? N leaves them off the plot.
11. Display grid?

12. Projection displays a menu that enables you to select a different projection
type (see Choosing the Map Projection Type later)

13. Icon ctrl file = ? allows you to read in the contents of the icon control file (icon
dictionary), but this may be a lengthy process
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GetUng Help with Using Other Features of PLOTDMS. If you enter a quesdon

mark at the DMS filename prompt, the utility displays a help screen of other

possible responses to the prompt.

Example:

I II I II I II III

$ PLOTImfJ

Enter DMS filename (?-help, AZ=Exit,<CR>=Plot==> ?

-SRCH ::List files matching SRCH and pick 1
+SRCH ::List files matching SRCH and plck >= 1
.DIR szMove to directory
ICMD s:Spawn a DCL command
>N ::Pick Nth file from previous Slat
= : :Redo previous file(s)
/ • :Access submenu
?? : :Lint selected files

? z :Display this help screen
•Z ::Exlt

<CR> ::Done selecting files. Go plot
I ............ i

F'dename Prompt Response Result

-searchtext searches for DMS files whose file names match the search text

and then lists the files for you to choose one (see >N)

+searchtext searches for DMS files whose file names the search text and

lists the files for you to choose one or more (see >N)

DIR enables you to select a new directory used under PLOTDMS
while remaining on the same disk

lcommand spawns the DCL command entered after the exclamation point
(such as _SHOW TIME)

>N picks the Nth DMS file from the previously shown list of DMS
files

--- (equals sign) replots previously selected files

/ (forward slash) displays the Access Submenu

?? (double question mark) displays a list of files selected for the previous plot.

< CTRL-Z> ends PLOTDMS

<RETURN> plots the previously specified files
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Choosing the Map Projection Type. For most cases (up to 100-ndle radius), you
will probably want to enter a I (or just press the RETURN key) to select the
default "Geographic" projection. Enter a number (2 to 7) if you desire a projection
other than Geographic. The following table is a simple summary of how the
different map projections might be used. See Appendix D for background on the
projection types.

Map Projection Type Situations for Use
ii II Ill[ III I [111[111 I I

Geographic small areas (up to a 100-mile radius)

Univero_dTransverse Mercator (UTM) medium-sized areas (up to 1000-mile radius) or
or TransverseMercator where the largest extent of the mapped area

extends north-south rather than east-west

Albers Conical Equal-Area larger areas, or where the largest extent of the
or Lambert Conformal Conic mapped area extends east-west

Polar Stereographic polar areas of the globe
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PLOTICON

The PLOTICON utility is a diagnostic and reporting program that displays all icons
specified in the current icon dictionary (icon control file).

Note: This utility requires a graphic terminal.

What You Need to Know Before Using PLOTICON

This utility asks you to specify several values that determine how the icons are
displayed:

Recommended
Value Description Value

, H ,,,,, , , ,l| ,

rows # of rows of icons 5

co/s # of columns of icons 5

_ight Height in inches of text 0.25

sca/e Amount to scale icons (1 =none) 1

co/or Icon colors (-1=DMS-specd) -1

text Show icon # & description or not: -1
<0 (_how number; no description) (number;
0 (show number; show description) no description)
>0 (no number; show description)

Plotting the Available IBS Icons

To start this utifity, enter PLOTICON at the system prompt. The utility then
prompts for multiple settings as shown.

III III ii I I
| |

$ PLOTZCON
Enter rows, cols, height, scale, color, text (?=Help) ==>

i iliB II i ii .qmmmmmmJ

Enter each value separated by commas. After all the values have been input, the
icons in the current icon control file are displayed to the screen, page by page. To
see the next page, press RETURN. To exit the screen display, press CTRL-Z.
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POPXDMS

The POPXDMS utility creates DMS data files from STF1B data files provided by
the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. The Bureau of the
Census makes population data available at state, county, place, tract, group, and
block levels. POPXDMS is designed to handle one county at a time.

Note: You will normally NOT use POPXDMS directly: for most purposes
you will want to use the TIGERCVT utility program, which creates
a special command file that runs POPXDMS for you. (See
TmERCVT.)

What You Need to Know Before Using POPXDMS

You will normally want to use the TIGERCVT utility rather than POPXDMS, as
noted above. If you do use POPXDMS independently, you must specify at least
some of the following items either by entering them or by choosing them from a
menu:

Population _pe This is the type of population data that will be converted
for the county: state, county, county subdivision, place,
census tract, block group, or block.

state name For the state population data only: This is the name of the
state for which you want state-level population data.

county name For populan'on data other than state: This is the name of
the county for which you want population data.

county/state These are the longitude-latitude extents of the county
limits (or state, for state data): the minimum and maximum

longitude and the minimum and maximum latitude, in that
order.

combined state For data 9pes other than state: This five-digit code consists
and county code of the two-digit FIPS state code followed by the three-digit

FIPS county code.

census d/rectory This is the name of the directory where the census files
andfi/ename are located and the name of the file. If you do not specify

a directory name, the program looks for the file in the
current default directory.
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Creating DMS Population Files from Census Bureau STF1B Files

To start the utility, just enter POPXDMS at th, •. system prompt. You will then see

prompts for the information described in the previous section. The series of

prompts will resemble the following two examples, which illustrate using

POPXDMS for 1) data below the state level a,d for 2) data at the state level.

(The state data is the same for all counties in a state; therefore, state data does not

need to be converted more than once.) Simulated responses are in bold.

If subdirectories for each of the new map layers have not been created under the

database top-level directory, POPXDMS will create the necessary subdirectories.

Exampleof ConveMingDataBelowthe State Level

d llli IIII IIIII iii III I I

$ POPXDM8

Population Type Menu

0 : EXIT
1 : State

2 : County
3 : County Subdivision
4 : Place
5 : Census Tract

6 : Block Group
7 : Block

Choice (?=Help) I=> 2

Enter county name =I> CALHOUN
If county/state limits are not known, run utility TIGERCVT
Enter county/state limits: minimax long/fat -->
85.520989, 86.147628, 33.559792, 33.968361
Enter combined state and county code II> 01015
Enter census directory and filename I=> DIIkls[TIGER]BC3036.DATI II • I I I

As POPXDMSprocessestheindividu_datarecordsforconversionto DMS
format,youw_ see a seriesof messages:

i Ill i i II I _ ii1! II

**** Record # 1
**** Record # 2

! •

**** Record # n
I , IIIII Jill II II I II I IIII i
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After all records have been read and the DMS files have been created, the
program ends and the system prompt reappears.

Example of Conve_lng S_te-Level Data

The state data is the same for all counties in a state; therefore, state data does not
need to be converted more than once.

II IIIIIIIII II II II IIIII
I I

$ POPXDM8

Population Type Menu

0 : EXIT

i : State

2 z County

3 : County Subdivision
4 : Place

5 : Census Tract

6 : Block Group
7 : Block

Choice (?=Help) ==> 1

Enter state name ==>

If county/state limits are not known, run utility TIGERCVT

Enter county/state limits: min/max long/let ==>
85.520989, 86.147628, 33.559792, 33.968361
Enter census directory and filename ==> DIskI:[TIGER]BC3036.D&T

When you choose state data, the program prompts for the state name and the state
extents. The extents should be set wide enough to include the entire state, as the
exact location of the Census Bureau centroid for state data is not known. (See
TIGERCVT). When you are converting state data, the prompt for a "combined
state and county code" does not occur.

POPXDMS Program Messages

[directory]filename FILE COULD NOT BE OPENED

The data file did not exist in the directory specified. Check that the directory
name is correct and that the data file is there.

*MSG* Problem with loglcal record numbers

The logical record numbers in the current TIGER record did not match. The
program will ignore that record and proceed to the next.
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*MSG* LongitudeLatitude equals zero

Either the longitude or the latitude of the current TIOER record was given as
zero. The program will ignore that record and proceed to the next.

*MSG* Out of object limits

The object specified in the current TIGER record did not fall within the
long/lat limits specified for the current county. The program will ignore that
record and proceed to the next.

*MSG* Invalid block suffix

The program encountered an invalid block suffix specification when converting
TIGER block data. The program will ignore that record and proceed to the
next.

*MSG* COULD NOT OPEN FILE... nnn

The program encountered an error opening the DMS format files. Check that
the logical names for the topography directories are correct, and that the
directories exist.
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RMCHK

The RMCHK utility checks all Resource Management data for the current site and
generates a report that includes the following:

• data that is referenced but does not exist

• data that contains blanks for important fields
• data that includes default items generated by the IMPORT utility, which

should be updated with actual data
• the maximum size/count and the amount filled (current size/count) for all the

main Resource Management data types.

Normally, RMCRK needs to be executed only after you have imported data with
the IMPORT utility, to help determine which records should be updated.

Checking Resource Management Data with RMCHK

To start the utility, enter RMCHK at the system prompt. This utility is also
available as a menu option from the RMMGR utility.

RMCHK starts by displaying the following menu:

Output Redirection Menu

0 : EXIT

1 : Display on screen

2 • Print on default printer

3 : Mall to other user(s)
4 : Save to an ASCII file

Choice (?=Help) -=>
el li I lili •

Choose a destination for the output report by entering the number shown next to
the output method:

1 displays the report on the terminal screen
2 prints the report on the printer that is set up as the system default
3 displays a mail destination menu for choosing where to send the report by

electronic mail (similar to MESSAGE BOARD--SEND MAIL option described in
the IBS User Guide)

4 saves the report as an ASCII text file in your login directory under a name
that you specify

After you choose the output method, the program sends the report to the
destination that you chose.
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These abbreviations are used on the report form:

AG Agency
POS Positions
PER Personnel
FAC Facilities

FT Facility Tracks
KP Known Points

RES Resources
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RMMGR

The RMMGR (Resource Management ManaGeR) utility is a tool for managing
information about the personnel resources, and facilities that may be needed to
handle an event. RMMGR displays site maps and graphic icons that show the
locations of resources (materials, equipment, capabilities) and facilities (resource
locations). RMMGR operates on data for the current site. A non-graphic version
of the RMMGR program is available: the RMMGR NOGR utility provides manym

of the same capabilities but does not display maps or require a graphics terminal.

Most of the capabilities of RMMGR are duplicated in the Resource Management,
Personnel Management, and Map Analysis portions of the IBS program.
Information managers and resource planners can use RMMGR for quick access to
those assembled capabilities without running the IBS program. RMMGR also
includes a few capabilities that are NOT found in the IBS program: these
capabilities are of interest mostly to Information Managers.

Described here are the overall menus and operation of the RMMGR program as
well as the capabilities that are unique in RMMGR. For background, terminology,
and descriptions of the capabilities that overlap the IBS program, please refer to
the IBS User Guide.

What You Need to Know Before Using RMMGR

You should be familiar with operating the IBS program as explained in Chapter 1
of the IBS User Guide. RMMGR operates with a graphic map display and a menu
area similar to those used in the IBS program. The key operational difference
between RMMGR and the IBS program is that you can choose functions from the
principal RMMGR menus by typing a letter or number that corresponds to the
item of your choice. For example, the top parts of the three principal menus in
RMMGR are identical and provide direct access to each other by typing 2, 3, or 4:

1. EXIT RMMGR Principal Menus:
2. Go to FAC, RES, RM MENU <-- Facilities, Resources, Resource Mgt
3. GOto FT, KP MENU <-- Facility Tracks, Known Points
4. Go to AG, PER, POS MENU <- Agencies, Personnel Positions

The Map Analysis menu and capabilities described in the IBS User Guide are
directly accessible from all three of these menus. The RMMGR menus and
associated capabilities are summarized on the following pages. As in the IBS
program, an asterisk after a menu option indicates that special IBS privileges are
required to use that capability. If you do not have privileges to use an option, or it
is unavailable in your current site, then that option will not appear on the menu.
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Using RMMGR

To start the utility, just enter RMMGR at the system prompt. The screen map
displays graphic icons that depicts the locations of facilities and resources used in
IBS resource management and planning.

Using the FAC, RES, RM Menu

The Facilities, Resources, Resource Management Menu is the menu that displays
when you first start RMMGR. This menu includes all the capabilities of the
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT menus in the IBS program. (See Resource Management
in the IBS User Guide.)

,,, i

1. EXIT
2. Go to FAC, RES, RM MENU
3. GO to FT, KP MENU
4. Go toAG, PER, POS MENU

* * * FAC, RES, RM * * *

A. MAP ANALYSIS <- See Map Analysis in the IBS User Guide.
B. CONTINUE

C. ADD FACIUTIES * <-- Add a new facility to the database.
D. MODIFY FACILITIES * <- Modifyfacilityinformation.
E. DELETE FACIUTIES * <-- Delete a facility from the database.
F. UST FACILITIES <- Print a listing of current facilities.
G. DESCRIBE FACILITIES <- Show facility information & resources.
H. HIGHLIGHT FACIUTIES <- Show facilities that contain selected resources.

I. SUMMARIZE FACILITIES <- Show a summary of facilities.
J. DEFINE RESOURCES * <- Define a new resource.

K. ASSIGN RESOURCES * <- Assignresourcesto a fac;l;ty.
L. MODIFY RESOURCES * <- Modify resource information.
M. MOVE RESOURCES * <-- Move resources to another facility.
N. DELETE RESOURCES * <-- Delete a resource from the database.

O. UST RESOURCES <-- Print a listing of current resources.
P. DESCRIBE RESOURCES <-- Show information about a resource.

Q. SUMMARIZE RESOURCES <-- List resources contained within a specific area.
R. ENABLE RESOURCES <-- Turn on selectedresourceicons.
S. DISABLE RESOURCES, <-- Remove selected resource icons from screen.
T. ZOOM IN <-- Enlarge a portion of the current screen.

U. ZOOM OUT <-- Expand the view to show a larger area.
V. REFRESH SCREEN <-- Redraw (and clean up) the current screen.
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Using the FT, KP Menu

The Facility Tracks, Known Points Menu enables you to directly create or update
database information about

I) facility tracks (facility names; facility status as active or inactive; numbers of
people received at, remaining at, and released from facilities)

2) known points (point locations such as the locations of facilities).

, ,m,,,

1. EXIT

2. Go to FAC, RES, RM MENU
3. GO to FT, KP MENU
4. Go toAG, PER, POS MENU

* * * FT, KP * * *

A. MAP ANALYSIS <- See Map Analysis in the IBS User Guide.
B. CONTINUE
C. ADD FAClUTY TRACKS * <-- Add tracking information for one fac/l/ty.
D. MODIFY FAClUTY TRACKS (F) * <- Add information for a facility even if the

facility does not actually exist at the moment.
F_ DELETE FACIHTY TRACKS * <- Remove information about one facility.
G. LIST FAClUTY TRACKS <-- I.is[ active facilities and facilities that have

tracking information associated with them.
I. ADD KNOWN POINTS <- Add new location to the points database.
J. MODIFY KNOWNPOINTS * <-- Change the name/location of a known point.
K. DELETE KNOWNPOINTS * <- Delete known point location.
L UST KNOWN POINTS <- List all point names and long/lat coordinates.
M. GEO-LOCATE KNOWN POINTS <-- Register points to map locations.

<- Import data like IMPORT utility
P. IMPORTDATA <-- Check Resource Management data like
Q. CHECK RM DATA RMCHK utility

<-- Enlarge a portion of the current screen.
U, ZOOM IN <- Expand the view to show a larger area.
V. ZOOM OUT <- Redraw (and clean up) the current screen.
W. REFRESH SCREEN

These capabilities are summarized on the following pages.
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Modlfylng Faclllty Tracks Information

The facRity tracks capabilities affect the contents of the facility tracking/loading
data (contained in the FACILITY TRACK.DAT file). This information includesm

the facility status (active or inactive) and people loading, data for each facility:
numbers of people received; current numbers of people; and numbers of people
released.

|ul iii . i la i u la ii

Caution

Someof thefacultytrackcapabilitiescancorrupt data: seethespecificcapability
descriptionshere.

• ADDFACILITYTRACKS: This simulates the actions taken by the LOCATE
program, enabling you to add facility track information for a specified existing
facility. To specify which facility, you must enter the facility name.

• ADDFAClUTYTRACKS(F): This behaves exactly like ADDFACILITYTRACKS
above, except that the information is added to the facility tracks file regardless
of whether or not the facility you typed in really exists.
CAUTION: This function can easily corrupt your facility tracks database and
should be used rarely (ff ever).

• DELETEFACILITYTRACKS:This removes the facility tracks information from
a facility. CAUTION: This function can easily corrupt your facility tracks
database and should be used rarely (if ever).

• UST FACILITYTRACKS: This displays a list of facilities that are currently
active and those that have a fac_ty track associated with them.

Modifying Known Points Information

• ADDKNOWNPOINTS: This addsa newlocationto the databaseof Known
Points. The followingpromptappearsfirst:

Enter new Known Point name ==>

1. Enter any name (up to 40 characters) or press CTRL-Z to exit.

This location name also serves as the facility name for any facility that is
added at that location.

If you enter a name that is already used for a location, the system
prompts you to enter another name. After you enter a valid new
location name, the following prompt appears:
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* * * HSG: Select new KnownPoint location using mouse

2. Pick a location on the map screen.

If you pick a location that is already specified as a Known Point location,
the system prompts you to select another point.

After you pick a valid location, that location is placed in the database of
Known Points. The system then returns to step 1, where you can
continue to add point locations until you quit by pressing CTRL-Z.

• MODIFYKNOWNPOINTS: This enables you to change either the name or
location of a Known Point. First select a Known Point by using the cross
hairs or one of the other methods on the Known Points Selection menu:

II I
ms B

Known Point Selection Method menu

0 : EXIT
1 z Type in Known Point name
2 : Select Known Point name from a llst
3 : Type in long/fatcoordinates
4 : Use mouse to select Known Point

Choice (?-Help)-->
| , ,,, |

After you have selected a point, the program displays:

Modify the Known Point name? [Y] -->

- To change the name, enter Y. The program displays:

Enter new Known Point name -->

Enter any name (up to 40 characters) or press CTRL-Z to exit. If
you enter a name that is already used for a location, the system
prompts you to enter another name.

" To change the Known point locatioo (and its associated facility, if any),
enter N. Select the new location for the Known Point with the cross
hairs, and the Known Point location is changed.

• DELETEKNOWNPOINTS: This enables you to remove any locations from
your database of Known Points. First select a Known Point. If there is
no facility located at that point, the point is removed immediately. If
there is a facility there, the program asks if you really want to delete this
facility: To confirm the deletion and remove the facility, enter Y.
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• LIST KNOWN POINTS: This lists all Known Points, giving the longitude and
latitude of the point as well as the Known Point names.

• GEO-LOCATEKNOWNPOINTS: This enables you to locate Known Points (and
any associated facility) on the map display. This option is similar to Modify
Known Points in RMMGR but has some changes to help deal with points that
are not found in the current map area. (Using MODIFYFACILITY-MODIFY
KNOWN POINT in the IBS program is another method to change the Known
Point's location.)

You will ir2t'ally receive the following menu (unless you have set defaults for
selecting items using Setup - Job Environment options.)

m - - iii i i ii i i m

Known Point Selection Method

0 : EXIT
1 : Select Known Point from a List
2 : Enter Known Point name

Choice (?=Help) ==>
m ........ I

1. Select whether you wish to pick Known Points either from a list or by
typing in the full name.

• If you selected to pick the Known Points from a list, you will see the
following menu. Note that an arrow < = = to the right of an item
indicates that it needs to be Located on the Map.

Select Known Point

0 : EXIT
1 : City Hospital <-=
2 : Grant Elementary School
3 : City Police Station <-=
4 : City Fire Station <==

Choice (?=Help) ==>

• If you selected typing in the Known Point name, you will receive the
following prompt:

Enter known point name ==>

You must enter the full name of the Point whose location you wish
to change.

You will then receive the following menu (unless you have set defaults
for selecting items using SETUP-JOB ENVIRONMENT options.)
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Known Point Modification
i i.w uH.. m m...m ,m m, im. a, m .,m m i_ I,. m, m,m w* em mmimlm, m_ i m, m, m I.i am

0 : EXIT

1 • Use Crosshairs to pick new Location
2 : Enter Lon/Lat of new Location

i.u,m,.m i, ml .. m.,., i ._a a q...m i _ ml,w_ ,..mm wa,a _,.m a

Choice (?-Help) -->
I IIII I IIIIIllIIII m

2. Select whether you want to pick the new location by either Pointing to
the location on the current map display, or typing in the
Longitude/Latitude coordinates of the point. You will receive the
following prompt if you selected the first option:

• * * MSG: Select new Known Point location w/ mouse

3. Move the crosshairs over new location for the point and press a key.

I II
| - |

Enter Longitude in either Decimal DDD.DDDD or Minute/Second

DDD,MM, SS form. mm>

Enter Latitude in either Decimal DDD.DDDD or Minute/Second

DDD, MM, SS form. m=>

4. Type in the Longitude and Latitude coordinates for the new point.

[] IMPORT DATA: This function is the same as the IMPORT utility described
elsewhere in this Utilities Guide.

[] CHECK RM DATA: This function is the same as the RMCI-IK utility described
elsewhere in this Utilities Guide.
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Using the AG, PER, POS Menu

The Agency, Personnel, Position Menu duplicates many of the capabilities of the
PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT menu in the IBS program. (See Personnel
Management in the IBS User Guide.) The descriptions of items that are unique to
RMMGR are highlighted in bold below.

i,,. i i ,, .ll i

1. EXiT
2. Go to FAC, RES, RM MENU
3. GO to FT, KP MENU
4. GOtoA(3, PER, POS MENU

* * * A(3, PER, POS * * *

A. MAP ANALYSIS <-- See Map Analysis in the IBS User Guide.
B. CONTINUE
C. ADD PEOPLE * <-- Fill in new information form for one person.
D. MODIFY PEOPLE * <-- Modify information form for one person.
E. DELETE PEOPLE * <-- Delete information form for one person.
F. LIST PEOPLE <- List a/1 personnel into, one screen at a time.
(3. LIST PEOPLE BY NAME <-- List info for personnel selected by name.
H. LIST PEOPLE BY AGENCY <-- List personnel at a specific agency.
I. LIST PEOPLE BY POSITION <-- List personnel byposition (assignment).
J. VALIDATEPERSONNEL FILE * <- Verib/that agencies/positions for personnel

exist in the agency/position database.
L ADD AGENCIES * <-- Add to list of agencies in the database.
M. MODIFY AGENCIES * <- Modify list of agencies in the database.
N. DELETE AGENCIES * <-- Delete list of agencies in the database.
O. UST AGENCIES <-- List the agencies in the database.

(3. ADD POSITIONS * <-- Add to fist of positions at agencies.
R. MODIFY POSITIONS * <-- Modify list of positions at agencies.
S. DELETE POSITIONS * <-- Delete fist of positions at agencies.
T. LIST POSITIONS <- List positions (assignments) at agencies.
U. ZOOM IN <- Enlarge a portion of the current screen.
V. ZOOM OUT <-- Expand the view to show a larger area.
W. REFRESH SCREEN <- Redraw (and clean up) the current screen.

The two unique capabiLities,UST PEOPLE and VAUDATE PERSONNEL FILE, are
explained here.
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B LISTPEOPLE: This lists all information in the personnel database, one
screenful at a time.

II VALIDATEPERSONNELFILE: This verifies that all agencies and positions
listed in the personnel database actually exist in the agent/position database.

If a discrepancy is found, the utility gives you the following options for
handling the discrepancy:

Y" The data is correct; add it to the agency/position database.

N ' The data in NOT correct; select an actual agency/position from a
list.

C • The data is correct, but do the next Position for this person.

X : Done. Stop fixing the agency/position file and save changes.

Q : Done. Stop f'Lxingthe file, but do NOT save changes.
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RMMGR NOGR

The RMMGR NOGR (Resource Management ManaGeR, NOn-GRaphic) utilitym

is a version of the RMMGR program that contains many of the same functions but
which does not display maps or require a grapl_cs terminal. Like RMMGR, the
RMMGR NOGR utility is a tool for managing information about the personnel,
resources, and facilities that may be needed to handle an event.

i

With a few exceptions, the capabilities of RMMGR NOGR are duplicated inm

RMMGR and in the Resource Management, Personnel Management, and Map
Analysis portions of the IBS program. Described here are the overall menus and
operation of the RMMGR NOGR program. For background, terminology, and
more specific operational descriptions, please refer to RMMGR and to the IBS
User Guide.

Unique in RMMGR_NOGR (in the current version of IBS):

• the capability to "undefine" resources which expands on the capability to
delete resources by enabling you not only to delete resources at facilities but
also to delete the definition of a resource.

• independent capability to specify and list _,pec/a/popu/at/ons,people who have
special requirements in case of an event.

What You Need to Know Before Using RIdMGR NOGR.m,.,

All operational menus in RMMGR NOGR arq.-text menus. You can choose them

menu options only by typing a letter or number that corresponds to the item of
your choice (rather than by selecting items with a mouse or joydisk). These menu
options generally correspond to similar options in the RMMGR program.

As in RMMGR, any option that requires special privileges is followed by an
asterisk *. If you do not have privileges to use an option, or it is unavailable in
your current site, it will NOT appear in the menu of choices. The other menu
options are then moved up on the menu accordingly and leave no blank spaces.
Therefore the actual screens you see may look somewhat different from the
examples shown here.

Managing Special IBS Data with RMMGR NOGR.,,,,

To begin the program, enter RUN IEMIS$EXE'0:RMMGRNOGR at the system
prompt. This displays the "Non-Graphic RMMGR Main Menu," which gives you
access to the other principal menus for managing the eight kinds of data listed in
the main menu.
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$ RUN I_IaSnZntJUOWR NOOR

Non-Graphic RMMGR Main Menu

0 x EXIT

1 s FAC Facilities

2 z RES Resources

3 z FT Facility Tracks
4 s KP Known Points

5 z AG Agencies
6 z POS Positions
7 z PER Personnel

8 z SP Special Population

Menu Choice (?-Help) -->
m ill iHililli illllliii iii El

To continue, enter the index number associated with one kind of data.
The menus for each type of data are illustrated in the following sections.

1 : Facilities

The Facility Management menu includes options for working with facilities data:

Facilities
me,,.

0 s EXIT

1 x Add Facilities * <- Add a new facilityto the database.
2 s Modify Facilities * <- Modify faci|ity information.
3 i Delete Facilities * <- Delete a facilityfrom the database.
4 : List Facilities <- Print a listingof currentfacilities.
5 z Describe Facilities <- Show facility information & resources.

_m,m.

Menu Choice (?-Help) -=>

EXIT (0) on thismenu returns you to the Non-Graphic RMMGR Main Menu.

The other options correspond to the same options on the RESOURCE

MANAGEMENT menus in the IBS program. For instructionson using these

capabilities, see Resource Management in the IBS User Guide.
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2 : Resources

The Resource Managementmenuincludes options for workingwith resourcedata:

Resource Management

0 • EXIT
1 z Define Resources * <- Definea new resource.

2 : Assign Resources * <- A_gnresources to a facility.
3 : Modify Resources * <- Modify resource information.
4 : Move Resources * <- Move resources to another facility.
5 : Delete Resources * <- Delete a resource from the database.
6 : Undefine Resources * <- Cancel a resource deletion.

7 : Redefine Resources * <- Edita resourcedesc_pfionand,,nits.
8 : List Resources <- Print a listing of current resources.
9 : Describe Resources <- Show i-formationabout a resource.

Menu Choice (?=Help) ==>

EXIT (0)on thismenu returnsyou totheNon-GraphicRMMGR Main Menu.
Options 1-5, 8, and 9 correspond to the same options on the RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT menus in the IBS program. For instructions on using these
capabilities, see Resource Management in the IBS User Guide. The additional
options to Underme Resources and Redefine Resources are explained here.

SelectingResources.Both Undefine Resources and RedefineResources require
you to select a resource on which to operate. The general sequence for selecting a
resource is similar for both options. The, _stem prompts:

II Ill m

Resource Selecti_ .hod menu

0 : EXIT

1 : Type in Resource Location & Name
2 : Select Resource from a list

3 : Type in long/let coordinates

Menu Choice (?-Help} -->
l •

II IIIIII

Use one of the followingthree methods to identifya resource:

, 1 : Type in Resource Location & Description: Prompts you to enter the
name of an existing facility (location) and a resource description.

Enter Resource location =,=>

Enter Resource description -=>

2 : SelectResource_rom a _st:Promptsyou tochooseone from a
numbered list of resources at various facilities. For example:
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I I III

| II

Resources 4/12
................................... MORE ....................................

0 : EXIT

31 : PREFAB B STORAGE CONTAINERS

32 : SCALES TRUCK SCALES

33 : SIREN-NR LOUD NOISE
34 : TRUCKS FLATBED TRUCK

35 : TRUCKS PICKUP TRUCKS

36 : WATER DRINKING WATER
37 : AGRI-CHECK INC. GENERATR PORTABLE GENERATOR

38 : AGRI-CHECK INC. TRUCKS 18-WHEEL TRUCK

39 = AGTECH CONSTRUCTION CO. CONST EQ CONCRETE
40 = AGTECH CONSTRUCTION CO. GENERATR PORTABLE GENERATOR

................................... MORE ....................................

Menu Choice (?ffiHelp) -->
I

Facilities (locations) are listed alphabetically in the left column.
Resource types and specific resource descriptions are listed in the right
column. If no specific instance of a defined resource is assigned to a
facility, then no facility name is listed (as shown in the example for items
31 through 36).

Enter the number that corresponds to the desired resource, or enter 0 to
exit.

3 • Type in long/tat coordinates: Prompts you for the longitude and then
the latitude coordinates of the resource location.

Enter Longitude in either Decimal DDD.DDDDD or
Minute/Second DDD,MM, SS form. -ffi>

Enter Latitude in either Decimal DD.DDDDD or Minute/Second
DD,MM,SS form. -_>

• Underme Resources: This enables you to 1) delete a selected resource located
at a specific facility location or 2) delete the definition of resource,
disassociating a specific resource (such as "bandages") from its defined
resource type (such as "1st Aid'). If you delete the definition of a resource,
the resource can no longer be assigned to a specific facility/location.

Note: To protect the integrity of the data, RMMGR NOGR prevents them

deletion of a resource definition if some instance of that resource is

currently assigned to a location. Before you can delete the
definition of a resource, you must first delete any specific instances
of that re_,;ource.

After you select a resource by way of the Resource Selection method menu,
that resource (or resource definition) is deleted, and the program returns to
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the ResourceSelectionmethodmenu.

To exit, select 0 (EXIT). If you have deleted assignedresources, thiswarning
displayswhenyou exit the Resource Selectionmethodmenu:

* * * MSO- Run VALIDATE IP, resources have been deleted
Press <RETURN> to continue...

The VALIDATE IP option for validating Implementing Procedures (IPs) is
available in the Status Board menu of the IBS program.

• Redefine Resources: This enables you to redefine a resource by changing the

resource description and/or units of measure. All facilities that contain this

resource will be updated in the resource database. Before showing the
Resource Selection method menu, this option displays the following warning:

WARNING !

***************************************

This function allows you to edit the resource Description and Units.
Any IP that contains the resource WILL BE INVALIDATED!

Are you sure this is what you want to do? (Y/N) ffi=>

Be sure you understandthe consequencesof changingthe data beforeyou
answer yes O0 to the prompt. After you select a resource by way of the
Resource Selection method menu, the information for that resource is

displayed in a resource form similar to the following.

Example:

i III I IIIIIIIIIIIIIII I I

Resource Management Resource Form V2.04

Operation : EDIT
.mu.uonm--i m.umem w _imnmmo.eeoiunme_ememe_m_mm_m_wmm --_wum--_ _

Location

Type : IST AID
Description : BANDAGES
Units : EACH

Quantity : 0

Date/Time : 15-FEB-1994 14:00

l ..... I

Only the resource description,units, and date/time can be changed on this form.
The resource type and quantity cannot be changed. If you make a change, you will
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see a summary of the change and a final chance to change your mind.

Example:
Change all resources:
IST AID BANDAGES EACH.

to:
IST AID BUTTERFLY BANDAGES 500-PACK

WARNING:
Any IP that contains this resource WILL BE INVALIDATED!

Are you sure? (Y/N) -->

After you confirm (or cancel) the change, the Resource Selection method menu
reappears for another selection.

3 : Facility Tracks

The facility tracks capabilities affect the contents of the facility tracking/loading
data (contained in the FACHATY TRACILDAT file). This information includes
the facility status (active or inactive) and people loading data for each facility:
numbers of people received; current numbers of people; and numbers of people
released. The Facility Tracks menu includes options for working with this data:

Facility Tracks

0 : EXIT

i : Add Facility Tracks * <--Add tracking;-foforone facility.
2 : Add Facility Tracks (F) * <- (same asabove,no e_or check),
3 : Delete Facillty Tracks * <- Remove i-foaboutone fac_.
4 : List Facility Tracks <- L_t a_Jvefadfifi_and those

..................................... with associated tracking info..
Menu Choice (?=Help) ==>

,i

Caution

• Some of the facility tracks capabilities can corrupt data: see the specific
capability descriptions for the FT, KP Menu in the RMMGR program.

Selecting EXIT (0) returns you to the RMMGR_NOGR main menu. The other
options correspond to the menu choices of the same names in the FT, KP Menu in
the RMMGR program. For instructions on using these capabilities, see Using the
FT, KP Menu under RMMGR.

4 : Known Points

The Known Points menu enables you to directly add, delete, modify, or list
database information about known po/nts (point locations such as the locations of
facilities).
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Known Points

0 • EXIT
1 : Add Known Points <- Add new location to the po;-ts database.
2 : Delete Known Points <- Delete knownpoi-t locabon.
3 : Modify Known Points <- Change name_ocationofa known point. I
4 : List Known Points <--Lbtanpoint namesandlong/lat

coordinates.
Menu Choice (?-Help) -=>

Selecting EXIT (0) returns you to the RMMGR_NOGR main menu. The other
options correspond to the menu choices of the same names in the FT, KP Menu in
the RMMGR program. For instructions on using these capabilities, see Using the
FT, KP Menu under RMMGR.

5 :Agencies

The Agencies menu enables you to add, modify, delete, or list information that
pertains to agencies in the IBS personnel database.

Agencies

0 z EXIT
1 : Add Agencies * <- Add to.stofagendesinthedatabase.
2 : Modify Agencies * <- Modify list of agendes in thedatabase.
3 : Delete Agencies * < Delete _st of agendes in the database.
4 z List Agencies < List _e agendes in the database.

Menu Choice (?-Help) -->

Selecting EXIT (0) returns you to the RMMGR_NOGR main menu. The other
options correspond to the menu choices of the same names the PERSONNEL
MANAGEMENTmenu in the IBS program. For instructions on using these
capabilities, see Personnel Management in the IBS User Guide.

6 : Positions

The Positions menu enables you to add, modify, delete, or list information that
pertains to job positions (assignments) in the IBS personnel database.

Positions

0 : EXIT
1 : Add Positions * <- Add to list of positions at agendcs.
2 : Modify Positions * <- M0d_ _stofpositionsatagencies.
3 : Delete Positions * <- Delete list of positions at agencies.
4 : List Positions <- List positions (assignments) at agencies.

Menu Choice (?-Help) _=>

Selecting EXIT (0) returns you tO the RMMGR_NOGR main menu. The other
options correspond to the same options on the PERSONNELMANAGEMENTmenu
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in the IBS program. For instructions on using these capabilities, see Personnel
Management in the IBS User Guide.

7 : Personnel

The Personnel menu enables you to add, modify,delete, or list informationthat
pertains to people in the IBSpersonnddatabase.

Personnel
mmmmmmmmm.mmemmmmmmmmmmmm_, mmmmmmmmmm

0 • EXIT

1 : Add People • <- Fdl in new i-reform for one person.
2 : Modify People * <- Modify information form for one person.
3 : Delete People * <- Delete information form for one person.
4 : List People by Name <- IAt hdo for personnel sele_ed by name.
5 : List People by Agency <- L_t personnel at a spedfic agency. .
6 : List People by Position <- L_tpersonnelbyposition(asa_nment).

Menu Choice (?ffiHelp) _=>

Selecting EXIT (0) returns you to the RMMGR NOGR main menu. The other
options correspondto the same options on the PERSONNELMANAGEMENTmenu
in the IBS program. For instructionson usingthese capabilities,see Personnel
Management in the IBS UserGuide.

8 : Special Population

The SpecialPopulationmenuenablesyou to add, update,delete, or list
information that pertains to groupsof people who have specialrequirementssuch
as needs for notificationor transportation.

Special Population

0 = EXIT

1 : Add special population (old facility) * <- Add pop into to facility
2 z Add special population (new facility) * <- Add facility & pop info
3 : Update special population * <.Changepop i.foforfacility
4 : Delete special population * <.Delete pop _o forfacility
5 : List special population <- Summary tabl©of pop info
6 : List special population (everything) <- Pop info with comments

Menu Choice (?=Help) ==>

SelectingFacilitiesfor SpecialPopulations.TheoptionsontheSpecial
Population menu firstask you to select (or add) the faciLitywhere the special
populationresides. The general sequencefor selecting an existingfacilitybegins
with the FacilitySelectionmethodmenushownhere.
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I I I I IIIII m

SP Facility Selection method menu
ml

0 : EXIT

1 • Type in Facility name

2 • Select Facility name from aliot

3 : Type in long/lat coordinateo

Menu Choice (?ffiHelp) =ffi>
a .... i

Use one of the three methods shown for selecting a facility: 1) type in the
facility name, 2) select the facility name from a list, or 3) type in specific
long/lat coordinates.

• Add special population (old facility): After you select a facility (using the SP
Facility Selection method menu), RMMGR NOGR displays a form for
entering special population information similar to the following example:

l ' m

Emergency Functions Special Population Form VI.00

Longitude = -118.7851486206

Latitude : 45.6692962646 4- (display only)
Location : ST JOHNS ELDER CARE ANNEX
Address : 17 SW MAPLE

City : PENDLETON State : OR ZIP : 97801
Contact Name: WELFARE MARCUS
Phone : 555-4894

Number of persons requiring specialized care: 0

Isolated Structure (y/n}: N

Transportation-dependent (y/n): N

Alert/Notification Requirement (y/n}: N

Other Needs (y/n}: N

i B
lli

The upper part of the form is only for displaying facility information. The
lower part of the form is for entering information about the special
population. Enter the following information on the form.

Number of persons requiring specialized care: Enter the number of persons
at the facility requiring specialized care (special population).

Isolated Structure (,_/n): Y or N-- Is the special population located at an
isolated structure?
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Transportation-dependent (y/n): Y or N --Is the special population
dependent on others for transportation? Use the following line on the form
for adding comments.

Alert/Notification Requirement (y/n): Y or N -- Is an alert/notification
required for this special population? Use the following line on the form for
adding comments.

Other Needs (y/n): ¥ or N-- Are there other additional needs? Use the
following line on the form for adding comments.

• Add special population (new facility): This option enables you to add a new
facility before characterizing a special population at the new facility. For
instructions on adding a facility, see ADD FACILITIESin the Resource
Management section of the IBS User Guide. After adding the facility, you then
use the same Special Population form as in the previous option.

• Update special population: After you select a facility (using the SP Facility
Selection method menu), RMMGR NOGR displays the Special Population
form for modifying the special population data at the facility.

• Delete special population: After you select a facility (using the SP Facility
Selection method menu), RMMGR NOGR displays the following prompt to,,,,,..

verify that you want to delete the special population data at this facility:

Delete special population: facilityname (Y/N) [N] -=>

Enter 'Y' or <ENTER> to delete the special population data at
the facility.

• List special population: RMMGR NOGR displays a tabular listing of
facilities that include special populations and a summary of the considerations
specified for isolated structure, transportation dependency, alert/notification,
and "other"--Yes or No for each. (See the example on the next page.)

• List special population (everything): RMMGR NOGR displays a simiY.ar
tabular listing but also includes any comments made for each consideration of
isolated structure, transportation dependency, alert/notification, and "other."
(See the example on the next page.)
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Example: List special population

i I I Ilq I II IIIIllll I II I I

Location Count Iso.? Trans.? Alert/Not? Other?

IMMEDIATE DANGER FAC. 123 Y N Y N

JAIL 50 Y N Y N
ST JOHNS ELDER CARE ANNEX 25 N Y Y N

SP i00 Y Y Y ¥

SP2 400 N N Y N

SP3 500 N N N Y
HOSPITAL 2 300 Y N N N

End of Reportt <Return>-Continue, <Ctrl-Z>=Exit, M-Redirect...
i m

liB I I lill II Ill IIIIIII IIIIm II I

Example: List special population (everything)

i I illil ill l I I l lUll I U

Location Count Xso.? Trans.? Alert/Not? Other?

IMMEDIATE DANGER FAC. 123 Y N Y N

Trans. Dependent

Alert/Notification
Other

JAIL 50 Y N Y N

Trans. Dependent
Alert/Notification REQUIRES ID-CONFIRMED NOTIFICATION TO WACOM CTY SHERIFF OFF.

Other

ST JOHNS ELDER CARE ANNEX I0 N Y Y N

Trans. Dependent NEED BUS(ES) TO HANDLE 10_15 WHEELCHAIRS
Alert/Not if icat ion

Other

SP I00 Y Y Y Y

Trans. Dependent

Alert/Not if icat ion
Other

SP2 400 N N Y N

Trans. Dependent
Alert /Not if icat ion

Other

SP3 500 N N N Y

Trans. Dependent
Alert/Notification

Other

End of Page : <Return>-Continue, <Ctrl-Z>-Exit, M=Pedirect...
| •

i i il li i
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SCALEDMS

The SCALEDMS utility is a data file modification utility that reads a DMS file and
creates a rescaled DMS file based on an X,Y scale that you specify.

What You Need to Know Before Using SCALEDMS

In addition to the name of the input DMS file and a new output filename for the
re.scaled DMS file, SCALEDMS prompts for several items:

center po/nt SCALEDMS enables you to change the center point of
the DMS file. If you want to do this, you must know
the longitude and latitude (in decimal degrees) of the
new center point.

Xsm/efactor This is a horizontal scale factor (west-east).

Y scale factor This is a vertical scale factor (north-south).

Scaling a DMS File with SCALEDMS

To start this utility, enter SCAI.£DMS at the system prompt. SCALEDMS
pr,._mptsyou for the information as shown in the sequence below,,

Illll

i II
$ scazacmls
ENTER ZNPUT FILENAME "">
ENTER OUTPUT FILENAME -s>

ENTER center point. <CTRL> Z will cause center of

file (not o_igin) to be used. -ffi>
ENTER X scale factor -->

ENTER Y scale factor [x re=ale default] -ffi>
I lil ill •

t

If you wish to specify a new center point for the new file, enter the longitude and
latitude separated by a comma. If you wish to use the same center point as the
input file, uress CTRL-Z at the center point prompt; the center point will be
echoed back to you:

CENTER POINT - [longitude, latitude]

Once y_Ju ha_':_input the X scale, the Y scale defaults to the same scale unless you
override it by entering a different value.

After you supply all information, SCALEDMS creates the new rescaled DMS file.
All objects in the file are rescaled according to the X,Y scale factors.
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SEELIMITS

The SEELIMITS utility enables you to display the contents of a binary 1/m/tfi/e or
to save those contents in a readable ASCII text file.

What You Need to Know Before Using SEELIMITS

A binary limit file (LIM1T_.BIN) is a database support file located in each
topography (map layer) subdirectory of a DMS geographic database. It specifies
the names and geographic extents of all the topographic data files in the

subdirectory (where "_" is the two-character code for that topography and also the
subdirectory name). To create a binary limit file, you can use the
CREATELIM1TS utility.

The SEELIM1TS utility asks you to specify two items:

input binary This is the name of the limit file that you want to
//m_fi/ename display or to save in ASCII form. If the limit file is not in

the current default directory, you should specify the path
along with the fdename.

oulputfi/ename This is the name of the ASCII file that you want to create.

Display:ng the Contents of a Limit file with SEELIMITS

The following example shows how to list the binary limit file, LIMITWB.BIN, on

the screen. Assumption for this example: You have set the default directory to be
the MAP$DATASWB directory.

l I II |
$ 8EELZMITS

Enter input binary limits filename =ffi>LIMITWB

Enter output filename [TT: ] -=> <RETURN>
1: LAKE. DMS -112.4344 -111.8590 40.2331 40.9003

1:RIVEF.. DMS -124.7835 -109.0509 35.0090 42.0044
2 FILES READ

I I III I I i III

Result: The name and extents of each DMS topography file are displayed on the
screen as shown.
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Saving the Contents of a Limit file with SEELIMITS

The following example shows how to save the same binary limit file to an ASCII
file, LIMITWB.DAT.Assumptionforthisexample:YouhaveNOTset the
defaultdirectoryto be the MAPSDATASWBdirectory. Thereforethe nameof the
path must be included with the input binary limit filename.

Illll IIII I 'i I I1 111 I
U •

$ SEELIMITS

Enter input binary llmltn filename --> MAP$DATA$WBsLIMITWB.BIN

Enter output filename [TT: ] --> LIMITWB
2 FILES READ

l ii ill ii |

Result: The text file LIMITWB.DAT is created in your current default directory.
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SEELIMITXX

The SEELIMITXX utility is a database administration program that reads a
specified binary limit file (LIM1Txx.BIN) and creates an ASCII version (.DAT)
listing the DMS (and TAC) files associated with the xx topography.

See also the DOSEELIMITXX utility, which runs SEELIMITXX for all of the
topographies of a database.

Creating an ASCII Version of a Binary Limlitfile

To start this utility, enter

SEELIMITXX [. rr]LIMIT.gr.BIN [. a:r]LIMITJ=.DAT

at the system prompt, where xx is th-. two-character topographic code, the first file
name is the .BIN file to be read, and the second .DAT file name is the new ASCII

file. If you do not specify the input limit file, you will be prompted. Although the
output file can be any name you want, the format shown above is recommended for
clari_.

Example:

$ SE_r.IMITXX [.JI_B]LIMIT_.BIN [._B]LIMITAB.D&T

In z [ .AB]T.IMZTAB.BIN
Out: [. AB ]LIMITAB. DAT

# : n
IlllIll II II I II

Example:
IIII I IIIIII I I

I I

$ 8EELIMITXX
File: LIMITRM. BIN A. TMP

In : [.RM]LIMITRM.BIN
Out: A. TMP

# s n
• II 'II I I I IIII II I •

0
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SEETXTNM

The SEETXTNM utility is a diagnostic and reporting pro3ram that displays the text
(.TXT) file name associated with a specified DMS file.

Seeing the Name of a DMS File's Text Flle wlth SEETXTNM

To start this utility, enter SEETXTNMfi/ename at the system prompt, where
ft/ename is the name of the DMS file for which you wish to find a .TXT name.

The output lists the DMS file name followed by the associated .TXT file name.
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SEQ2RND

The SEQ2RND utility is a data file modification program that converts a
sequential file to a random (direct) acc,ess file. This can be useful for fixing
random a_ess files that have been converted to sequential files by a file transfer
process. The utility can also be of help in recovering data files that have been
corrupted by ASCII editing, such as resource data files.

In addition to the name of the sequential file and a new name for the random
access file, you must supply an appropriate record length for the file.

Generating a Random Access File based on a Sequential File

To start this utility, enter RUN IEMIS$EXE:SEQ2RND at the system prompt. The
program presents a series of prompts as shown.

I I I I II I I
| |

$ Ittm Z_ZS$_Z_zSZg2m_D
Enter name of old sequential file -ffi>r
Enter name of new random file -=>
Enter record length ffi=>

I III II II II I •

After you have entered a record length, SEQ2RND generates a new random access
file based on the old sequential file.
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SETUPTEK

The SETUFFEK utility is a general system program that initializes a Tektronix
41nn terminal for graphical and dialog use. You can use this.to return the terminal
to default characteristics.

See the TEKSETUP utility for setting customized terminal screen background and
foreground colors.

Returning a Tektronix Termlnal to Default Settings wlth SETUPTEK

To start this utility, enter SETUPTEK at the system prompt.

SETUPTEK then clears the screen and applies the default screen parameters.
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SHOWATT

The SHOWATI" utility is a diagnostic and reporting program that enables you to
specify an attribute value in one of three number bases .(octal, hexadecimal,
decimal) and convert the value to major/minor/parameter values. This is primarily
a debugging tool for working with attribute values as they sometime appear in the
software.

Showing Equivalent Attribute Values in Octal/Hexadecimal/Decimal

To start this utility, enter SHOWATI"at the system prompt. SHOWATT displays a
menu for converting among the number bases. In the following example, the
decimal number 10 is shown as hexadecimal 0000000A and octal 000000000012.
The major code is 0; the minor code is 10; and the parameter is 0.

Example:
t i l i il i U

$ sxow&_

Show Attributes Main Menu

0 : EXIT

1 = Convert from Octal

2 = Convert from Hexadecimal

3 = Convert from Decimal

Menu Choice (?-Help) --> 3

Enter attribute (in decimal) ('Z-Exlt} -=> 10

10 0000000A 00000000012 - 0 10 0

i i i I •

1. Select an option (1, 2, or 3). SHOWAT]" then prompts you to enter a value
to convert (the numberbase is the base you just chose):

Enter attribute (in numberbaae) (^Z-Exit) ==>

2. Enter the number to be converted from the selected number base.
OR
Press CTRL-Z to exit the program.
OR
Press RETURN to return to the Show Attributes Main Menu.

If you enter a number to be converted, the number is redisplayed in decimal,
hexadecimal, and octal (in that order). The major, minor, and parameter
values are also displayed.
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SHOWCNX

The SHOWCNX utifity is a diagnostic and reporting utility that shows the contents
of the Case Index file (CASEINDEX.DAT) for a specified site.

Showing the Model Case Index File for a Site

Before starting SHOWCNX, first set the default directory to the site directory
containing the caseindex of interest. Site directories are of the form
disk:[user.SITES.site] where d/sk is the device name, user is the user name, and site
is the four-character site code.

To start this utility, enter SHOWCNX at the system prompt. No further
interaction is necessary.

The case numbers found in the CASEINDEX.DAT file will scroll across the screen
as the file is read.
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SHOWCOL

The SHOWCOL utility is a handy diagnostic and reporting utility that shows the
colors associated with Tektronix terminal pen numbers.

Note: This utility requires a graphic terminal.

Showing Colors Associated with Terminal Pen Numbers

To start this utility, enter SHOWCOL at the system prompt.

The pen numbers are displayed in their corresponding colors.
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SHOWCOVER

The SHOWCOVER utility is a database administration program that creates a
DMS file showing the areas covered by all the DMS files listed in a topography
(map layer) limit file. The resulting DMS file can be looked at directly through
GEDIT or PLOTDMS.

Creating an Area Coverage Map for a Topography (Map Layer)

To start this utility, enter SHOWCOVER at the system prompt. SHOWCOVER
presents the following series of prompts.

l I l| Pll I I l

| |

$ SHOWCOVER
Enter limit file name (.BIN) -->

Fill the polygons? (Y/N) IN] -->
ExecuteCOM file? (Y/N} [N] -=>

II

/imRfi/e name This is the binary limit file (LIMITxx.BIN) containing all
the graphic file extents for the map layer. Each map
layer has its own directory named MAPSDATA$_,
where zr is the two-character topographic code.
Appendix A lists IBS map layers and their associated
codes.

F///the po/ygons? If you think you will want to turn on the polygon fill
while editing this file sometime in the future, answer Y.
Otherwise answer N.

F.xtcute COMftle? If you answer N, two files are created in the
MAPSDATAkr directory: LIMITx_.COM and
LIM]T_.DMX. The LIMITxx.DMX file is anASCII
version of a DMS file outlining the data limits for the x_
map layer. The LIM1Txr.COM is a command file to
convert the LIMITxr.DMX to DMS format.

If you answer N, only the area coverage map fde
MAPSDATAXu:LIMI'I3:r.DMSwill be created.

All output from the SHOWCOVER is placed in MAP$DATAkr.
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SHOWENV

The SHOWENV utility is a diagnostic and reporting utility that shows current
environment characteristics for an IBS user (yourself or others) It generates the
same report as STATUS BOARD-SHOW USER ENVIRONMENTin the IBS program.
However, you have the option of ignoring shared memory (for models that don't
know about shared memory).

Showing User EnvironmentCharacteristicswith SHOWENV

To start the utility, type SHOWENV at the system prompt, followed by the disk
name, user name, and site of an IBS user: SHOWENV disk user site. If you do not

specify a disk-user-site combination on the command line, the utility shows
information about your own environment.

Example: Show someone else's current environment"

$ SHOWENV DU&0 UBERY fJALA
Use shared memory? (Y/N) [Y] ==> ¥

Example: Show your current environment, but do not use shared memory"

$ saow_7
Use shared memory? (Y/N) [Y] --> g

Example with output: Show your current environment.
li I i

• i

$ sso_
Use shared memory? (Y/N) [¥] =-> lr

User : USERX
Date/Time : 17-NOV-1993 09:59:08.66
Unread Mail? : NO
Late Mail? : NO
Map database : CCAL

Mode : PLANNING
Site : CCAL
Operational Site: CCAL

Model Operational Case Plannlng Case

D2 019 001
IDYNEV 044 000
IP 000 000
CHEMS --- 000
MESORAD --- 000
OSPM --- 000

• H I i I |
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SHOWTEK

The SHOWTEKutilityis a diagnosticand reportingprogramthat displayscurrent
TektronixTRPLOTsettings.

Note: Thisutilityrequiresa graphicterminal.

Displaying Current Tektronix TRPLOT Settings with SHOWTEK

To start thisutility,enter SHOWTEKat the systemprompt.

SHOWTEKfills the screenwithTRPLOTdeviceparameters. To exit the listing,
pressRETURN.
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SITEBKP

The SITEBKP utility is a database administration program that enables you to save

and restore different types of site data, such as Resource Management data, or
Model Case data.

Backing Up or Restoring Selected IBS Site Data with SITEBKP

To start the utility, enter SITEBKP at the system prompt. The following menu

displays.

Select Backup/Restore operation

0 : EXIT

1 • Backup Selected Data
2 : Restore Selected Data

3 : List all Backup Sets
4 : Delete Backup set

Menu Choice (?-Help) -->

Selectthe menu optioncorrespondingto your choice. The optionsare:

1 : Backup Selected Data

This option enables you to create a backup set containing selected types of

IBS data. The following list will display.

Select Items to Backup

0 : EXIT

1 ->Backup Resource Management data
2 ->Backup D2 Case data
3 :>Backup IP Case data
4 : Backup EVAC Case data
5 : Backup OSPM Case data
6 : Backup CHEMS Case data
7 • Backup MESORAD Case data
8 • Backup Risk Area data
9 : Backup data Received
10 : Backup data Sent
11 : Backup All Site data

List Choice (?:Help) -=>

Select all the data types you want to include in thisbackup. An arrow: >
willdisplayin frontof anyselected items (in the aboveexample,items 1, 2,
and 3 have been selected.) Whenyouhave selected all the items you want,
select 0 to Exit. The followingpromptwilldisplay:

View output of Backup? (Y/N) -->
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Entering Y will display a log of all files that are backed up on your screen.

The backup then begins. Be patient: it may take over 10 minutes for the

backup to complete, depending on how much data you selected to include.

Note: To get out of the backup at the View output prompt, press Ctrl-Z to
return to the Select Backup/Restore operation menu.

You will then be prompted to enter a brief description of this backup.

Please enter a brief (one line) description of this backup.
"-> 4/22/93, MJB. Backup made before Exercise,

2 : Restore Selected Dam

This option enables you to restore backed up data. This data w_ become the
current data for a site.

Note: You must have write access to all directories when restoring data,

and read access to all directories when backing up data.

The following menu will display. Select how to choose the Backup set.

Backup Selection Method

0 : EXIT

1 : Select Backup by Description
2 : Select Backup by Date & User

m. mi..m m.i. _..m m.lmm m.m._m_.._ _. mmmom m _mi m_ m_ _ _

Menu Choice (?-Help) -->

Depending on the method you sele_,menus shn_ar to one of the following

willd_play:

Select Backup by Description

0 : EXIT

1 : 03/01/93, MJB. Monthly backup.
2 : 03/09/93, MJB. Backup data before Exercise.
3 : 04/02/93, MJB. Monthly backup.

Menu Choice (?-Help) -->

Select Backup by Date & User

0 : EXIT
1 : 01-FEB-1993 12:08:10.23 M BENNETT
2 : 09-FEB-1993 07:36:54.54 M BENNETT
3 : 01-APR-1993 18:20:01.42 M BENNETT

Menu Choice (?-Help) -->

After selectinga backup set from the menu, a menu containingall the data
types stored in the selected backupset will display.
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Select data to Restore

0 : EXIT
1 =>Restore Resource Management data
2 =>Restore D2 Case data
3 =>Restore IP Case data
4 : Restore EVAC Case data
5 : Restore OSPM Case data
6 • Restore CHEMS Cage data
7 : Restore MESORAD Case data
8 : Restore Risk Area data
9 _ Restore ONSZTE data

i0 : Restore Report data
11 : Restore All site data

Menu Choice (?-Help) ==>

AU data _jpesare shown m the above menu, but o_y those _pes thatare

stored in the selected backup set will actually be shown. Select the data types

you want to restore. An arrow = > will display next to every selected item (in

the above example, items 1, 2, and 3 are selected).

If some of the data you have selected to restore is Shared, such as the
Resource Management data, the following prompt will display:

• * * MSG: You will be restoring Shared data. If others are currently
• * * MSG: using the system, this can easily Corrupt data!

Really restore Shared data? (Y/N/<Ctrl-Z>=Abort) ==>

Caution

You shouldNEVERrestoreshareddatawhileotherusersareusingthe
system,it caneasilycausedatato be corrupted.

If youare notrestoringshareddata,or entereda Y (Yes)atthe aboveprompt,the
followingpromptwilldisplay:

* * * MSG: Restoring All Site data will cause ALL changes since the Backup
* * * MSG: was made to be LOST!

Really restore All Site data? (Y/N) -->

If you typea Y (Yes)at the prompt,the followingmessagewill display.

View Output of Restore? (Y/N) ==>

Typing Y (Yes)willdisplaya log of all files thatarerestoredon yourscreen. The
restorewill then begin. Itmay takeover10 minutesfor the restoreto complete,
dependingonhow muchdatayouselectedto includein therestore,so be patient.
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3 : List all Backup Sets

This option prints information about all the backup sets that have been made for

the current site. The report will contain the following information:

• When the backup was made
• Who made it

• A brief description by the person who made the backup

• The data types included in the backup.

The report will be sent to your default report destination. If you have not

specified a default output destination, the Output Redirection Menu will display

and you can selevt a destination for the report.

The report will be similarto the following example:

BACKUP SET LIST

Backup created on: 01-FEB-1993 12:08:10.23 by: M BENNETT
03/01/93, MJB. Monthly backup.
Backup set contains:

Resource Management data
D2 Case data
IP Case darts

Backup created c_n: 09-FEB-1993 07:36:54.54 by: M_BENNETT
03/09/93, MJB. Backup data before Exercise.
Backup set contaLns:

Resource Management data
D2 Case data
IP Case data
EVAC Case data
Risk Area data

Backup created on: 01-APR-1993 18:20:01.42 by: M BENNETT
04/02/93, MJB. Monthly backup.
Backup set contains:

Resource Management data
D2 Case data
IP Case data
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4 : Delete Backup set

Backed up data can use lots of disk space, especially if many backup sets are
made. This option enables you to delete selected backup sets. This option

displays a menu to select how to choose the Backup set to delete.

Backup Selection Method
_.immmlmmmmmwmi_u_m-_mm-m_mmu_m__

0 : EXIT

1 • Select Backup by Description
2 : Select Backup by Date & User

Menu Choice (?-Help) -->

Depending on the method you select, menus similar to one of the following

will display:

Select Backup by Description

0 : EXIT

1 : 03/01/93, MJB. Monthly backup.
2 : 03/09/93, MJB. Backup data before Exercise.
3 : 04/02/93, MJB. Monthly backup.

Menu Choice (?-Help) -ffi>

Select Backup by Date & User

0 : EXIT
1 : 01-FEB-1993 12:08:10.23 M BENNETT
2 : 09-FEB-1993 07: 36:54.54 M--BENNETT
3 : 01-APR-1993 18:20:01.42 M BENNETT

Menu Choice (?-Help) -->

After selecting a backup set, the contentsand informationaboutthatbackup
set will be displayedandyou will be asked to verify that this is the backup
set you wLghto delete. The following is an exampleof a backup contents
listing.

Backup created on: 09-FEB-1993 07:36:54.54 M BENNETT
03/09/9.3, MJB. Backup data before Exercise.

This Backup set contains:
Resource Management data
D2 Case data
IP Case data
EVAC Case data
Risk Area data

Delete this Backup set? (Y/N/<Ctrl-Z>=Abort) -=>

Type a Y (Yes) to delete the Backup. Unless the data has also been backed
up to tape, the datawill be lost.
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SM DUMP
m

The SM_DUMP (SharedMemory DUMP) utility copies the currentcontents of the
IBS shared memory block to a file or to the terminalscreen.

What You Need to Know Before Using SM_DUMP

SM_DUMP is one of several related utilities that displayor manipulatethe shared
memory block used by the IBS program. The IBS program uses this block of
shared memory for storingshared variables thatidentify current operationaldata.
SM_DUMP is primarilya tool for software developers or troubleshooters: you
musthave intimate knowledge of the IBS programto have any use for the
informationthat SM_DUMP will produce.

Copying Shared Memory to a File or to the Screen with SM DUMP
f

To startSM_DUMP, enter RUN IEMIS$EXE:SM_DUMPat the system prompt.
You will then be prompted for an outputfile name:

III II II I I
II |

$ ]tea X=mZS$1Ze,SN..Dm_
l:nt:er out:put f£1e name [_1': ] -->

_[ im i I III I

To save the contents of the sharedmemory block as a file, enter a file name.

Or to display the contentsof the shared memory block on your screen, just press
RETURN instead.
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SM INIT

The SM IN1T utility initializes the variables stored in the shared memory blockw

used by the IBS. This initialization of variables is n_essary after the IBS system
has been completely rebuilt from the program code.

What You Need to Know Before Using SM INIT

Caution

SM INIT modifiesthe sharedmemory blockused by the IBS program for storingm

shared variablesthat Identifycurrentoperationaldata. If SM INIT is usedat the
wrongtime, it couldoverwritethis information.The SM INIT utilityis Intendedform,,

use only by ar_IBS systemmanager or database administrator.

Normally, SM_IN1T would not be used independently: if the system is being
completely rebuilt, the command file to completely rebuild the system should
contain the command to run SM INIT after the executable files have been rebuilt.

The BUILDALL.BIS batch job file and BUILD*.COM command files for
rebuilding the system do this already.

Initializing Shared Memory Variables with SM INIT

To execute SM_INIT, just enter RUN IEMISSEXE:SM_INIT at the system
prompt. No further interaction is necessary.

i I I I I II II i

S RUN Z]D_TSSBY]I:Sl(I)IZTam,

| II I
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SM SET

The SM_SET utility shows the current values of some of the shared memory
variables and then enables you to change them.

What You Need to Know Before Using SM_SET
, i , , i i i

Caution

SM SET modifiesthe sharedmemoryblockused by the IBS programfor storingu

shared variables. If SM SET Is used at the wrongtime, It could overwritethls
Informatlon.The SM SET utilityis Intendedfor use only by an IBS systemmanager
or databaseadmlnlstrator.You musthave Intlmateknowledgeof the IBS program
and yoursystembeforeyou can usethis utilltyeffectively.

Setting Shared Memory Variables with SM SET,ram

To start SM_SET, enter RUN IEMISSEXE:SM_SET at the system prompt. A
series of prompts then asks you to enter values for the following specific variables:

II i I

$ nmq x_xsSeZS,n..sr_
Enter SM._CUR_SITE [xxxx] ,,,,>

Enter SM_CUR_ONSITE [xxxx] ,,->
Enter SM_CUR_D2_CASE_NUMBER [### ] -->
Enter SM..CUR.D2_CASE [### ] -=>
Enter SM_IP_NUMEER [### ] -->
Enter SM LAST_PRINTED_LOG_RECORD # [###] -->

Enter SM_EVENT_DECLARED? [x] -->
l iii i i •

For each variable, enter a value or just press RETURN to accept the default values
shown in brackets:

• For the current operational site (SM_CUR_SITE) and the associated
onpost depot (SM_CUR_ONSITE), enter the four-character site codes.

i

• For the D2 case, IP, and printed log numbers, enter valid numeric
values.

Note: SM SET does NOT check to ensure that the case numbers youm

are selecting actually exist. You must know before you run this
program which case numbers are valid and which are not.

• For whether an event has been declared (SM_EVENT_DECLARED),
enter T or F (to stand for "True" or "False').
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SMOOTHER

The SMOOTHER utility enables you to reduce the number of coordinate points
that compose strings in a DMS file. SMOOTItER is yery similar to the
THINNER utility and would be used for many of the same reasons. The
significant difference between the two is that they use a different method for
removing points. THINNER determines which coordinates would appear as the
same point on the screen. SMOOTHER calculates whether or not points form a
straight (or nearly straight) line, if they do, some intermediate points may be
removed. This is especially useful for extracted Tiger data that has been "linear-
joined" using the I.J_TIGER utility.

Reducing the Number of Points in a DMS File with SMOOTHER

To start the utility, enter SMOOTHER at the system prompt. In the following
example, SMOOTHER reduces the number of points in the file TEST.DMS by
nearly 30%.

Example:

$ SXOOTaZ_
Enter Input filename ,,=> TEST.DMB

Enter Output filename ==> TEST.DMS

Enter Degrees [180.0] ==> 175

Number points in: 3414
Number points out: 2420

| ,,, , |

SMOOTHER first requests that you enter the original DMS file name and the
name of the new DMS file that you want to create.

You can then specify the angle between points that qualifies as a straight line. If
you press RETURN to choose 180 degrees (the default), then the points MUST
form a straight line before intermediate points are removed. If you choose 180
degrees, there will be NO loss of visual data, although there should be fewer
points to draw onscreen. Objects are therefore drawn faster and use less disk
space.

If you specify an angle less than 180 degrees, then the removal of points between
that angle and 180 degrees will cause some loss of data, but the number of points
removed can be increased. If you use angles of less than about 170 degrees, you
may remove so many points that the results get strange, but you may want to
experiment with your particular data.
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SPLITDMS

The SPLITDMS utility is a data file modification program that reads a DMS file
and splits it into two files: One file contains all records that have attribute values
associated with them; the other file contains all records that do NOT have attribute
values associated with them.

Splitting Off DMS Objects that Have No Attributes with SPLITDMS

To start this utility, enter SPLITDMS at the system prompt. SPLITDMS then
displays the following series of prompts.

ii i i i •

$ SPLZrmm
INPUT FILE •
OUTPUT FILE WITHOUT ATTRIBUTES •
OUTPUT FILE WITH ATTRIBUTES •

I , •

Enter each file name, including the .DMS extensions. After these inputs are
complete, SPLITDMS creates two new DMS files with the names you specified.
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STATDMS

The STATDMS utility is a diagnostic and reporting program that computes and
lists summarystatistics abouttheattributes,lines, points, polygons, etc., contained
in a DMS file. Normally STATDMS re,ads only one DMS file at a time;
however, you do have the option of requestingsummaryinformationfor a DMS
databaseby supplying the name of the 1/m/tfi/e associated with that database.

What You Need to Know Before Using STATDMS

If you are going to request statistics for (one topographyof) an entire database,
you must know the name of the database1/m/tfi/e.

Producing DMS Data Statistics with STATDMS

To start the utility, just enter STATDMS at the system prompt. $TATDMS
begins by askin_ if you wish to use a databaselimit file:

III I I II
| |

$sTxomus
Use a data base limit file? [N] ==>

i i i n

Yourresponsetothisrequestdependsonwhatresultsyouwant:

To get this result: Do this:

To computestatisticsfor a single DMS file: Enter N or press RETURN.

To computestatisticsfor an entire database(for EnterY.
one topography):

To cancel the program: Press CTRL-Z.

The following sea:tionsinclude examples of producingstatistical reports for a
single DMS file and for an entiredatabase.

Producing a Statistics Report for One DMS File

The following example sequence shows how you can displaysummary statistics for
a single DMS file (lV[Y ILE.DMS) on your terminal screen:
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I
| -

$s:_Ms
use a data base limit file? [N] --> N
Enter DMS file name (DMS) --> NYFIT-m.DNE
Enter output file name (STAT) [TT: ] --> <RETURN>

Max Max Max Number Number Number Number Current Total
# of # of # of of of of Complex Number Number

Filename Attr. Data Polyg Line Point Polygn Polygn Entries Data

MYFILE.DMS 1 852 0 0 0 211 0 211 6846

After you choose NOT to use a database limit file, the STATDMS utility asks you
to specify the following items:

DMS file name This is the name of the DMS file for which STATDMS
will produce statistics. If you do not specify an
extension, the .DMS file extension is assumed. To
cancel this prompt and return to the first prompt, press
CTRL-Z.

output fi/e name This is a name for the statistical report file. If you do
not specify a file name extension, the .STAT extension
is used. You can also do the following instead of
entering the output file name:

To get this result: Do this

To use the same name as the Press CTRL-Z.
DMS file but with the .STAT
extension:

To display the results on the Press RETURN.
terminalscreenor:):

Producing a Repo_ of DMS File StaUstlcs for a DMS Database

The next example shows how you can calculate statistics for an entire database
(one topography) and produce the statistics report in the file MYDBASE.STAT.

| •

$s_t_,vus
Use a data base limit file? [N] ==> Y
Enter data base limit file name (BIN) ==> MYDBASE.BIN
Enter output file name (STAT) [TT:] -=> <CTRL-Z> ]I

Aft_ you choose to use a database limit file, the STATDMS utility asks you to
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specify the following items:

data base _ This is the nameof the limit file, which lists several
fl/e name DMS files for STATDMS. If you do not specify an

extension, the .BIN file extension is assumed. To
cancel this promptandreturnto the first promptabout
the limit file, press CTRL-Z here.

output j_e name This is a name for the statisticalreportfile. If you do
not specify a fLlenameextension, the .STAT extension
is used. You can also do the following insteadof
entering the outputfile name:

To get this result: Do this

To use the same nameas the Press CTRL-Z.
limit file butwith the .STAT
extension:

To display the resultson the Press RETURN.
terminalscreen (TI':):
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STOPEVENT

The STOPEVENT utility stops the EVENT utility from running in the
background. It requires system privileges (SYSPRV) to run. See EVENT in this
document.

il ii il i liili ill i

Caution

The EVENTutlllty processes data from the onpostsystemand the onpostsimulator.
EVENT mustbe runnlngIn the background,for the IBS to functloncorrectly. If
EVENT Is not runnlng,all data from the onpostsystemand the onpostsimulatorwill
be Ignored.

HH I ,,, ,,, ,. I., I ,I... ,| H, I, I ,,..I.

Stopplng the EVENT Background Program wlth STOPEVENT

To start this utility, enter STOPEVENT at the system prompt.

If the EVENT utility is running, it will be stopped and you will see the following
message:

* * * HSGz Delet4ncj batch :job EVENT

To restart EVENT, enter EVENT at the system prompt.
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STOPMAIL C
a

The STOPMAIL_C utility stops the MAIL_C utility from running in the
background. It requires system privileges (SYSPRV) to run. See MAIL_C in this
document.

Caution

The MAIL C (mallchecker)utilitychecksuseraccountsto seewhich usershave
new or expiredmail. When new or expired megis found, a messagetellingthe IBS
user is displayedon the screen. If the mall checkerutilityis not running,users
runningthe IBSapplicationwill NOT be notifiedof new or expired mail.

,l i .., .

Stopping the MAIL_C Background Program with STOPMAIL_C

To start this utility, enter STOPMAIL_C at the system prompt.

If the MAIL_C utility is running, it will be stopped and you will see the following
message:

* * * MSGz Deleting batch job MAIL_C

To restart the mail checker utility, enter MAIL C at the system prompt.
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TACFIXTAA

The TACFIXTAA utility is a data file modification or reporting program that
either changes or just displays the name of the TAA file reference contained in a
Terrain Analysis Cell CI'AC) file.

Changing the TAA File Reference in a TAC File

Tq start the utility, TACFIXTAA at the system prompt. To make the change,
enter the TAC file name and a TAA file name. TACFIXTAA then displays the
name of the TAC file that has been altered, the deleted (-) TAA filename, and the
added (+) TAA file name, as in the following example.

Example:
I I Illl

I I

$ TACFIXTJUL
Enter TAC file name --> S|UCPLE.TJkC
Enter T_J_ file name (^ZfShow) --> 8AICPZJC2._IA
TAC • SAMPLE.TAC
TRR- •TOOELEE. TRA
T_+ • SRI_LE2. TPJ_

a a

Displaying the Current TAA File Name. To display the name of the TAA file
referenced in the TAC file without actually changing the TAC file, just press
CTRL-Z at the TAA file prompt. TACFIXTAA displays the TAC file name
followed by the included TAA file name.

Example:
I I I

| l

$ T&CFIXT_
Enter TAC file name --> 8ANPLE.TAC
Enter TAA file name (*ZffiShow)-=> <CTRL-Z>
SAMPLE.TAC SAMPLE2.TAA

I
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TACLLXUTM

The TACLLXUTM utility reads elevationdatafrom an existing TerrainAnalysis
Cell (TAC) file (and its associatedTAA file), and createsa new TAC file (and
TAA file) with the X-Y coordinatedata in a differentt',oordinatesystem.
TACLLXUTM can convertTAC data between the longitude-latitudecoordinate
system and the UniversalTransverseMercator CUTM)coordinatesystem in both
directions:

TACLLXtYI_

TAC/TAA fries TAC/TAA files
(longitude-latitudecoordinates) ""* (UTM coordinates)

What You Need to Know Before Using TACLLXUTM

The TACLLXUTM utility promptsyoufor the followinghems:

Input File (. TAC) This is the nameof the TAC file to be read.

Output File (.TA_ This is the nameof the TAC file to be created.

Min and Max X and g These are the minimum andmaximum X andY
of the output map coordinateextents of the new map file (where X

refers to the east-westvalues and Y refers to the
north-southvalue).

Pad Type The pad m/ue is a numeric value thatwill be used
to fill in the output map cells at edge areas where
the inputmap does not overlap the output map.
This situationoccurs when there are differences
betweenthe areas covered by the inputand output
map projections. The cells that contain these pad
values are said to be "padded." The utility
promptsyou to choose one of the following pad
types or methodsfor choosing padvalues:

None A pad type of "None"means that the background
value (0) will be used.

User supplied A pad type of "Usersupplied"means that the
utility will then promptyou to enter a padvalue.

Nearest Neigh A pad type of "NearestNeighbor" means that the
padvalues will be taken from the cells nearestto
the cells to be padded. This is the defaultchoice.
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Converting TAC File Coordinate Data with TACLLXUTM

To start the TACLLXUTM utility, just enter TACLLXLrI'M at the system
prompt.

The following sequence is an example of creating a TAC file in the UTM
coordinate system from a TAC file with longitude-latitude coordinates. The
reverse sequence for creating a longitude-latitude TAC file from a UTM TAC file
is identical except that a TAC file in UTM coordinates is used as the input file.

Example:

S •
$ Tx_
Enter Input File (.TAC): T&CLONLAT.TAC

Enter Output File (.TAC): TACIFZM.T&C

Do you wish to convert Lat-Long TAC file to UTM [y]? ¥

Enter Min X of Output Map [329270.0]: <RETURN>
Enter Max X of Output Map [415895.0] z <RETURN>

Enter Min Y of Output Map [4428026.0]: <RETURN>

Enter Max Y of Output Map [4540471.0]: <RETtq_N>

Pad Type (0=None, 1-User supplied, 2-Nearest Neigh} [2]:
<RETURN>
i II i I i •

The utility provides default values for the output map extents; these are the extents
of the i_put map. To accept the default output map extents, press RETURN at
each prompt. Similarly, to accept the pad type default of "nearest neighbor,"
press RETURN.

Results of Using TACLLXUTM

After using TACLLXITTM, you will have a new TAC data set: one TAC f'de
(.TAC extension_ and its associated TAA file (.TAA extension). In the example
here, TACLLXUTM creates a TAC data set in the UTM coordinate system from a
TAC data set in longitude/latitude. TACLLXUTM can also be,used to create
TAC da_ in longitude/latitude coordinates from TAC data in UTM coordinates.
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TACXASCll

The TACXASCII utility is a diagnostic and reporting program that displays the

contents of the TAC header file. You can also display, the data from the associated
.TAA file at a selected resolution.

Displaying the Contents of a TAC Header File with TACXASCII

To start this utility, enter TACXASCH _ the system prompt.

The utility then prompts you for the name of the TAC header file (.TAC) and for

whether you want to see just the header inform_ion (I') or cell da_ as well (N).

In _e following example, just the header inform_ion is displayed.

Example: Header Only

II I I I Ill I Ill II I I II I •

$ _Acxxsczz
Enter TAC Header filename --> tooele •

Dump Just the header? [Y] ==> <RETURN>
FILE ID 0
SCALE 250000
SECURITY 0

LIMIT( 1) -113.0000000
LIMIT( 2) -112.0000000
LIMIT( 3) 40.0000000
LIMIT( 4) 41.0000000
LIMIT( 5) 1.0000000
LIMIT( 6) 1.0000000
STATS( 1) 0.144240E+07
STATS( 2) 1254.0000000
STATS( 3) 3354.0000000
STATS( 4) 1564.0000000
STATS( 5) 309.1046763
STATS( 6) 0.225672E+I0
COVER( i) 0.0008333
COVER( 2} 0.0008333
COVER( 3) 0.0000000
COVER( 4) 1.0000000
COVER( 5) 0.0000000
MAP PROJECTION 0

DCR(I) 1201
DCR(2) 1201
DCR(3) 1
DCR(4) 3
DCR(5) 2
DCR(6) 0
DCR(7) 0

l •
II II I III

(continued)
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Example: Header Only (continued)
IIIIII

DCR(8) 0
DCR(9) 0
DCR(IO) 65536
DCR(Ii) 0

DCR (12 ) 0
DCR( 13 ) 1

DCR (14 ) 0
ZUNITS

MAP NAME NK12-10 E
TAD FILENAME NONE
TAA FILENAME TOOELE E. TAA

DESCRIPTION

VALID DATE (1 )

VALID DATE (2)
DATA UNITS METERS

I i

Displaying TAC Data with TACXASCI!

If you answer N to "Dump just the header?", then the utility still shows the header
information, pausing at each block of information. Press any key to continue or
CTRL-Z to cancel the listing.

Following the header information, TACXASCII then displays a series of prompts
similar to the following.

For the following variables, enter desired value
or enter ^Z to keep default value.

STARTX (i ) z I

STARTY (2) s 1
ENDX (I) : nnnn
ENDY (2) ." nnnn
ISKPX (I) • 1

ISKP¥ (2) ." 1
I •

The prompts shows values for starting and ending X,Y cell coordinates and a skip
factor for the cell data. At each prompt you can either enter a different value or
accept the default value by pressing CTRL-Z. After you specify each value,
TACXASCH generates a table of cell data values based on that information.

In the following example the default values are for a 1201x1201 cell array. The
new entered values divide the original area into a 10xl0 cell array and then call
for reporting a 57,5 representation of the array by using a skip factor of 2 (skipping
every other cell value).
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Example: Displaying Cell Values
il i I I

• |

For the followlng variables, enter desired value
or enter ^Z to keep default value.

STARTX (I) : I I
STARTY(2) : 1 I
ENDX (1) : 1201 I0
END¥ (2) : 1201 I0
ISKPX (1) : 1 2
ISF_Y (2) : 1 2

DATA:
1357 1358 1359 1360 1361
1359 1360 1362 1365 1367
1361 1360 1362 1365 1367
1362 1360 1360 1360 1362
1364 1361 1358 1358 1359

1 , , 1

Capturing the Cell Data in an ASCII File

The cell data are written to the screen as shown. If you want to save the

information to a ASCII file, you can do so by temporarily assigning system output

to a file before using TACXASCII. The following example shows how you could

make an ASCII file containing the same data as in the example above. Notice that

you do NOT see any prompts. Be sure to de,assign system output when finished.

Example: Capturing Cell Data in an ASCII File
I I IIIIi III I I I I I I IIIII

II |

$ ASSIGN r_LT.nATA.TIT 8_B$OWI_UT

$ TACXABCI I
TOOELE E

is,

N
<RETURN>
<RETURN>
<RETURN>
1
1
10
10
2
2
<RETURN>
$ DEmSSXaW s_s$om_uT

| t i •

The resulting file captures all the output that would have been directed to the

screen (SYS$OUTPUT) and places it a file named CELLDATA.TXT, which could
then be edited.
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TBXDMS

The TBXDMS utility createsDMS boundarydatafiles from TIGER/Linedata files
providedby the U.S. Departmentof Commerce, Bureauof the Census. The
Bureauof the Census makes TIGER/Linedataavailablefor individualcounties.
TBXDMS is designed to handleone county at a time, convertingboundarydata
from the Basic Data Record (RecordType 1) and Shape CoordinatePoints (Record
Type 2) files. Otherdata records of the TIGERFLinedata files are ignored.

Note: You will normallyNOT use TBXDMS directly: for most purposes
you will want to use the TIGERCVTutility program, which
creates a special commandfile that runsTBXDMS for you. (See
TIGERCVT.)

What You Need to Know Before Using TBXDMS

You will normally wantto use the TIGERCVTutility ratherthan TBXDMS, as
noted above. If you do use TBXDMS independently,you must supplythe
following information:

county name This is the nameof the county for which you want data.

county limits These are the longitude-latitudeextentsof the county:
the maximumand minimumlongitudeand the maximum
and minimum latitude.

combined state This five-digit code consists of the two-digit FIPS
and county code state code followed by the three-digitFIPS county code.

drive:[din_ctory] This is the nameof the device and directorywhere the
of TIGER data TIGERfiles are located.

I

Creating DMS Boundary Data Files from TIGER/Line Data Files

To start the utility, just enter TBXDMS at the system prompt. You will tl _n see
prompts for the informationdescribed in the previous section. The series vf
prompts will resemblethe following example (simulatedresponses are in bold).
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I I I l I II II III I I •

$ Tnxm4s
Enter county name (5 characters) --> CALHOUN
If you do not know the limits, run the TIGERCVT utility
to find them.

Enter the min/max long/lat county limits -->
85.520989, 86.147628, 33.559792, 33.968361
Enter combined state & county code --> 01015
Enter the drlve:[dlrectory] of TIGER data -8>
DISKZz[TIGER._]

Select boundary type

0 : EXIT
1 : Block T$BB:
2 : Census Tract TSTB:
3 : Place T$LB:

4 : County Subdivision TSVBz
5 : County T$CB:

Choice (?-Help) --> 5
i II I II I li i

When TBXDMS begins reading the Record Type 1 file, you will see a series of
messages:

m i i i i i ii

**** Record Type 1 ****

In: [TIGER. ALABAMA ]TGR01015. $41
In: [TIGER. ALABAMA ]TGR01015. $42

**** Record # 1
**** Record # 2

**** Record # n
I i IIIII I •

After all recordshave been read and the DMS files have been created, the
programends and the systempromptreappears.

Note: Some of the TIGER/Line boundary data is incomplete. After
converting this data, you should view it with (3EDIT, as editing
may be neces,_ry.
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TBXDMS Program Messages

*MSG* [directory]TGRnnnnn.S41 FILE COULD NOT BE OPENED
*MSG* [directory]TGRnnnnn.S42 FILE COULD NOT BE OPENED

The program encountered an error while attempting to ,open the indicated
TIGER/Line file. The program will terminate. Check the combined state
and county code and the location of the TIGER/Line files.

*MSG* Out of object llmits
The program encountered an object that did not fall within the
longitude/latitude extents for the county. The program will ignore the object.
Check the longitude/latitude extents.

*MSG* Conflicting data for single-aided boundary
The program encountered a county boundary not listed as single-sided.

*MSG* COULD NOT OPEN FILE...i

The programencounteredan erroropemng one oftheDMS formatfiles.
The program will create the remaining files.
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TEKSETUP

The TEKSETUP utility is a general system program that enables you to change the

Tektronix screen color assignments for the screen background, for characters
(foreground and background), and for the cursor (foreground and background).

See the SETUPTEK utility for restoring the Tektronix terminal screen to default
characteristics.

Changing Screen Color Assignments with TEKSETUP

To start this utility, enter TEKSETUP at the system prompt. TEKSETUP
displays a prompt listing the characteristics you can change:

Change what? (1-charb, 2-foreg, 3-backg, 4_cursorl, 5-cursor2 )
am>

The promptoptionscorrespondtothefollowingchanges:

I - Change the character background color.
2 - Change the character foreground color.
3 - Change the background color.
4 - Change the cursor foreground color.
$ - Change the cursor background color.

After you select an option, TEKSETUP prompts you for a color choice:

Select screencharacteris_ic colour _->

where screencharacterfstic is the characteristic that you chose to change.

The valid color selections are •

-1 : current color 4 : Blue

0 : Black 5 : Cyan
1 : White 6 : Magenta
2 : Yellow 7 : Red
3 : Green > 7 : Red

You can continue to select a color for an option until satisfied; then use CTRL-Z
to accept the color and continue. This causes the initial prompt to be redisplayed.

To exit TEKSETUP, press CTRL-Z at the initial prompt (or enter a value not
listed in the initial prompt).
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THINNER i

The THINNER utility enables you to reduce the number of coordinate points that
compose strings in a DMS file. This is useful when the DMS file contains data to
a greater precision than is needed. For example, if you extracted all the state
boundaries from the 1:2,000,000 database with the intention of displaying regional
maps (such as a 400-mile radius), many coordinates would map to identical pixels
on the display device at this scale. THINNER can be used to remedy this situation
and reduce the size of the DMS file.

Reducing the Number of Points In a DMS File with THINNER

To start the utility, enter THINNER at the system prompt. THINNER requests
that you enter the original DMS file name and the name of the new DMS file that
you want to create. You can also specify a plot radius parameter for controlling
the data reduction or you can choose to have THINNER compute a default value
that is based on the size of the area contained within the input file.

For example, the following interactions would reduce the data within the DMS file
USAMAP.DMS, creating a second DMS file that contains only data that would be
used in displaying a region of radius 500 miles or greater:

Example:

STnxmmn
Enter input filename > USAMAP.DMS
Enter output filename > USAMAP2.DMS
Enter radius of plot (or <CTRL Z> to use file limits) > 500

Total Processed : 242
Number point in : 6959
Number points outs 3231

I
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TIGERCVT

The TIGERCVT utility aids in creatingDMS data files that are convened from
TIGER/Linedata files and STFIB populationfiles provided by the U.S.
Departmentof Commerce, Bureauof the Census. TIGERCVT automaticallyreads
the longitude-latitudeextents of the TIGER/Linedata and checks to see whether
the data shouldbe divided for separate, equal-area DMS files. TIGERCVT then
createscommandfiles that contain all the necessary inputs to the TIGERXDMS,
POPXDMS, and TBXDMS data conversionutilities.

What You Need to Know Before Using TIGERCVT

Data files provided by the Census Bureausometimescontain inaccuratedata.
Therefore it may be necessaryto edit these Census Bureau data files with a text
editor (such as EDT) before conversionwith the TIGERXDMS, POPXDMS, and
TBXDMS utilities is possible. After conversion, it may be necessary to edit the
map graphicsfiles with the GED1Tutility.

You should keep the following in mind when converting the Census Bureau Data:

s State populationtotals are placed at the state centroidspecified in the Census
BureauSTFIB files. Although this point is within the state for which the
data is being stored, it may or may not lie within the site database radius.

s A census division (block, tract, etc.) may have more than one point at which
data is stored.

The TIGERCVTutility asks you to specify several items, either by entering them
or by choosing them from menus:

Population Type This refers to the type of populationdata to be convertedto
DMS format: state, county, county subdivision, place, census
tract, block group, or block.

state name For the statepopulation data on/y: This is the nameof the
state for which you wantstate-level populationdata. The state
namemust be at least 5 characters in length.

Boundary Type This refers to type of boundarydata to be converted to DMS
format: county, county subdivision,place, census tract, or
block.

county name For population data other than state: This is the name of the
countyfor which you want population data. The county name
mustbe at least 5 characters in length.

drive:[directory] This is the nameof the disk device and directorywhere the
of TIGER data TIGER census data files are located.
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basic record This is the nameof the file containingthe TIGER/LineBasic
j_aamt Record Type (RecordType I).

shape record This is the nameof the file containingthe Shape Coordinate
jl/eaame Points (RecordType 2).

popu/at/omfl/enam# This is the nameof the Census Population(STFIB) file.

database name This is the databasenameor top-level directoryunderwhich the
new DMS files will laterbe stored (in subdirectories).

themes The themes are the categoriesof topographicdata that you wish
to convertto DMS format. You can choose to convert some or
all availablethemes.

The creation of DMS data files from TIGER/Lineand STFIB populationfiles is a
two-partprocess:

I. Prepare for dataconversion(createspecial commandfiles) with TIGERCVT.

H. Create DMS files from Census Bureaudata by using the special command
files (whichuse the TIGERXDMS, POPXDMS, andTBXDMS utilities).

The following sections illustratethis process.

Preparing for TIGER-to-DMS Data Conversion with TIGERCVT

The following is an example of how you can use TIGERCVT to set up the
creation of DMS datafiles from TIGER/LIne andpopulationdata files. Simulated
responses appearin bold.

1. To start the utility, just enterTIGERCVT at the system prompt.

The following menupromptsyou to select the types of populationdata to be
convened for the county thatyou will select.

Note: The state data is the same for all counties in a state; therefore,
state data does not need to be converted more than once.
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II III 1111 II IIIIIII IIIIII II I I III III I IIIII I I I II III II L I I
i |

Population Type Henu
_mlmlmm m nqm melm _mlm_m_,_mlmelm_m _m_n_n_i

0 : EXIT
1 : State
2 : County
3 : County Subdivision
4 : Place
5 : Census Tract
6 : Block Group
7 : Block

Choice (?-Help) -,-> 2
I II I IIII I III I I II| IIII •

2. Choose the population type that you wish to convert from the Population Type
Menu.

If you choose state data as the population type, the program prompts next for the
state name:

i i lilllli illii i Jill i lii i i iii I

Enter state name ,,->
I I I111 I I III I III II I I III Hill II II •

In that case, enter the state name before continuing. The state name must be at
least 5 characters in length.

In all cases, the program then prompts for the type of boundary data to be
converted:

I III IIIIIII llil I I II II i

Boundary Type Nenu

0 : EXIT
1 : Block
2 : Census Tract
3 : Place
4 : County Subdivision
5 : County

Choice (?-Help) --> 3
|__ II ill ill •

3. Chooseoneof theboundarytypesfromtheBoundaryTypeMenu.

Next the programpromptsfor the countyname.
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i iiiii ii iii ii ii II

Enter county name -->
| •

ill ill I llll I I

4. Enter a county name of 5 characters or longer.

The program then prompts for the location of the Census Bureau data files.

i ii i

Enter drives [directory] of TIGER data --> DIIJKILs[TIGER]
m ii i llll i i i •

5. Specify both the disk drive and directory where the data files are located.

Next the program prompts for the names of the TIGER/Line B_LsicRecord Type
(Record Type 1), Shape Coordinate Points (Record Type 2), and Census
Population (STF1B) files. If you do not wish to convert the population data file,
press RETURN when prompted for the population filename.

Ili i ill i i ii I •

Enter basic record filename --> TGR01OI5.F4L1
Enter shape record filename --> TGR01015.F412
Enter population filename -,,> BC3036.DAT

| •
III I

6. Enter the names of the Census Bureau data files.

The program then prompts you to choose which theme(s) to convert:

II i i

Theme Selection Menu
em m emeo em_. enmem _naem em ememem iem umiamam _mu _mm_ m m _ m_ mm mmi

0 : EXIT
1 : Roads & Trails
2 : Railroads
3 :Misc Transportation
4 s Landmarks
5 : Hydrography

-m em _- _- u..mmun am em em _i em _emem mem mDam _ _m m m_ _m_ _m m m _

Choice (?-Help} -->
| |

I I II lii

7. Enter the number of each theme that you wish to convert.

An asterisk appears to the left of each theme that you choos_', indicating which
themes will be converted.

8. When you are finished selecting themes, enter 0 to exit the Theme Selection
Menu.
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Next the program prompts for the name of the database where the new DMS files
will be stored. The currently selected database is shown in square brackets [ ].
For example:

III I I I - IIII II IIIll

Enter the database name [ANAD] ==> ANRJ)
l

I I l l I lllI llll

9. To specify the database, enter the database name.
OR
To use the current database [in brackets], just press RETURN.

The program then begins creating the command files.

Results of Using TIGERCVT

After you finish identifying the required information, TIGERCVT does the following:

• It reads the TIGERJLine Basic Data Record and Shape Coordinate Points files
to determine the number of features of each theme and the longitude-latitude
extents of the county. When this is complete, the following messages appear
with statistical information filled in:

I II II [] IIII I IIIIII il
m - _ •

# Roads : nnn
# Street Names : nnn
# Addresses :
# Railroads :
# Misc. Trans. : nnn

# Landmarks : nnn

# Hydrography : nnn
Basic record file extents:

Min Longitude: mmm.mmmmmmm

Max Longitude: mmm.mmmmmmm
Min Latitude: mmm. mmmmmmm

Max Latitude: mmm. mmmmmmm

Map Name: [ANAD ICALHO. DMS
I ii i i iii ii •

• The program then displays the following messages as it creates three
command files in the current directory:

W II lull III II I II IIIII I II m

* * * MSG: Creating file TIGERXDMS.COM

* * * MSG: Creating file TBXDMS.COM

* * * MSG: Creating file POPXDMS.COM
* * * MSG: Done

l i
I IIII III I I III III III ........
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These command files--TIGERXDMS.COM, POPXDMS.COM, and
TBXDMS.COM--can be used to execute the TIGERXDMS, POPXDMS, and
TBXDMS utilities, respectively.

Converting Census Bureau Data Using TIGERXDMS.COM,
POPXDMS.COM, and TBXDMS.COM

The following procedure describes the sequence for using the three command files to
automaticallyrun the TIGERXDMS, POPXDMS, andTBXDM$ utilities. If
subdirectoriesfor each of the new map layers have not been createdunderthe database
top-level directory, the three utilitieswill create the necessary subdirectories.

I. Set the default directoryto the directorywhere the commandfiles
TIGERXDMS.COM, POPXDMS.COM, andTBXDMS.COM are located. For
example:

$ SET DEFAULT [ANAD]

2. Then -_ TIGERXDMS.COM to execute TIGERXDMS and convert TIGER/Line
datato DMS format:

$ @TIGERXDMS

TIGERXDMS.COMautomaticallydirectsTIGERXDMSto sort the TIGER/Line
datafiles and convert the entire county set of TIGER/Linedatato DMS files. For
more informationanda list of TIGERXDMSoperatingme_sages, see
TIGE_MS.

If a selected topographictheme exceeds 5000 dataobjects, the themedataare split
into a numberof DMS files thatrepresentequal-areasections of the county. The
DMS file name for a themethathas been split into sections has three parts:

• the first three letters of the countyname

• the numberof the section

• the two-charactercode of the datatheme.

For example, if Calhouncounty contained9,000 roads, the countywould be split
into two sections (01 and02), andthe RD subdirectoryafter conversionwould
containthe following roads-and-trailsdataf'desandassociatedtext files:

CAI_IRD.DMS CAL02RD.DMS CAL01RD.TXT CAL02RD.TXT

3. Use POPXDMS.COM to execute POPXDMS andconvert Census Bureau
populationda_ato DMS format:
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0
$ @POPXDMS

For more information and a list of POPXDMS operating messages, see
POPXDMS.

4. Finally, use TBXDMS.COM to execute TBXDMS and convert TIGER/Line
boundary data to DMS format:

$ @TBXDMS

This executes TBXDMS.COM, which will run the TBXDMS program with the
correct longitude-latitude extents and county name. For more information and a
list of TBXDMS operating messages, see TBXDMS.

You can use the new DMS files and subdirectories as an independent DMS
database. For example, to view the county data, you can enter GEDIT to start the
IBS map editing utility.

Note: Some of the TIGER/Line boundary data is incomplete. After converting
this data, you should view it with GEDIT: editing may be necessary.

TIGERCVT Program Messages

The following is a list of messages that you might see while using TIGERCVT. The
list includes interpretations of each message and suggested actions.

* * * ERR: Bad directory
* * * ERR: Creating directory [name]

The directoryname you specifiedwas nota correctdirectoryname. Check to
make sure that the name contains the proper characters.

* * * ERR: Bad theme. Try again

The theme number you selected was not in the proper r,'mge. Enter a new value.
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* * * ERR: Inconsistent state and county codes
The five-digit combined state and county code you specified in the TIGER
filenames is not consistent. Check the names of the TIGER files.

* * * ERR: nn Opening file filename
An error occurred when the program attempted to open the file specified. Check
that the directory specification is correct.

* * * ERR: nn Reading file filename
An error occurred when the program attempted to read a record from the file
specified.

* * * ERR: nn Writing file filename
An error occurred when the program attempted to write a record to the file
specified.

* * * ERR: Stopping
Due to an input/output error, the program is stopping execution.
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TIGERXDMS

The TIGERXDMS utility creates DMS data files from TIGER/Line data files provided
by the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. The Bureau of the
Census makes TIGER/Line data available for individual co/reties. TIGERXDMS is

designed to handle one county at a time, converting data from the following records:

Record
Type Description

1 Basic Data Record

2 Shape Coordinate Points

4 Index to Alternate Feature Names

5 Feature Names Lists

6 Additional Address Range and Zip
Code Data

7 LandmarkFeatures

8 Area Landmarks

P Polygon Location

Other data records of the TIGER/LIne data files are ignored.

NOte: You will normally NOT use TIGERXDMS directly: for most
purposes you will want to use the TIGERCVT utility program,
which creates a special command file that runs TIGERXDMS for
you. If a topographic theme (such as railroads) contains a large
number of vector objects, the theme data may need to be split into
more than one DMS file. TIGERCVT automatically reads the
TIGER/Line data extents and (ff necessary) manages the splitting
of a county's data into separate DMS files. (See TIGERCVT.)

, What You Need to Know Before Using TIGERXDMS

You will normally want to use the TIGERCVT utility rather than TIGERXDMS, as
noted above. If you do use TIGERXDMS independently, you must supply the
following information:

county name This is the name of the county for which you wantdata.

county limits These are the longitude-latitude extents of the county: the
minimum and maximum longitude and the minimum and
maximum latitude.
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combined state This five-digit code consists of the two-digit FIPS
and county code state code followed by the three-digit FIPS county code.

driw:[direetory] This is the name of the disk device and directory where

of TIGER data the TIGER files are located. '

theme The theme is the category of topographic data that you wish
to convert to DMS format. You can choose to convert one
theme at a time. Your selection determines which records the

program selects to convert to DMS format.

Creating DMS Data Files from TIGER/Line Data Files

To start the utility, just enter TIGERXDMS at the system prompt. You will then see
prompts for the information described in the previous section. The series of prompts
will resemble the following example (simulated responses are in bold).

S TIGImZl)NS

Enter county name --> CAZ_OUN

If county/state limits are not known, run utility TIGERCVT
Enter county/state limits: min/max long/fat -->
85.520989, 86.14,7628, 33.559'792, 33.968361

Enter combined state G county code --> 01015
Enter the drive: [directory] of TIGER data --> DISKIs [TIGER]

Theme Selection Menu

0 : EXIT
1 : Roads G Trails
2 : Railroads
3 : MiBc Transportation
4 : Landmarks
5 : Hydrography

mDamememmm_m_mi_m_immmammmmmii_i__

Choice (?-Help) --> 4
II

When TIGERXDMS begins reading the TIGER data for the data conversion, you will
see a series of messages as the program reads each record:
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IIII I I I I IIII I I il I
| •

**** Record Type I ****
**** Record # 1
**** Record # 2

**** Record # n

**** RECORD TYPE 7 ****
**** Landmark ID I
**** Landmark ID 2

**** Landmark ID n
i I I IIIIII I II I i

After all records have been read and the DMS files have been created, the program
ends and the system prompt reappears.

TIGERXDMS Program Messages

*MSG* [direc_ory]TGRnnnnn.Smm FILE COULD NOT BE OPENED.
Here, the number nnnnn represents the five-digit state/county code that you have
entered. One of the TIGER data files needed for the conversion could not be

opened. If this happens, the program attempts to open the remaining files but will
not perform a conversion. Check the directory and FIPS code, and make sure that
all of the TIGER files needed are present.

BAD TI-IEI4ZNUMBER. TRY AGAIN
The theme number must be between one and five. Enter a new value.

*MSG* Out of object llmita
The object specified in the current TIGER record did not fall within the longitude-
latitude limits specified for the current county. The program will ignore that
record and proceed to the next.

*MSG* Landmark not a single point
A TIGER landmark record that refers to more than one point was encountered.

*MSG* COULD NOT OPEN FILE... nnn

The program encountered an error opening the DMS format files. Check that the
logical names for the topography directories are correct, and that the directories
exist.

*MSG* Feature not found in Record Type 5 file
The name of a feature listed in another record was not found in the Feature Name

List (Record Type 5) file. The feature will be stored without a name.
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*MSG* Addremm range on landmark feature

An address range was specified for a landmark feature.

*MSG* Unexpected CFCC

The program encountered a record in the Landmark Features file with a Census
Feature Class Code (CFCC) specifying something other than Landmark Feature or
Hydrography.

*MSG* nnnnnnnnnn Landmark ID not found in Record Type 8 File
The program encountered a landmark record that referred to the Landmark Area
(Record Type 8) file, which lists landmarks consisting of areas instead of points.
However, no record was found in the Record Type 8 File.

*MSG* nnnnnnnnnn Polygon not found £n Record Type P

The program encountered a record referring to a polygon listed in the Polygon
Location (Record Type P) file. However, no such record was found in the Type P
file.

*MSG* Duplicate landmark point at mmmmmmmmmn nnnnnnnnnn

The program encountered a landmark record containing the given longitude-
latitude coordinates, which were already used by an earlier record. The duplicate
landmark will be ignored.
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UPDATEATT

The UPDATEATI' utility is a database administration program that you can use to
update the system attr/bute d/agonary--the master listing of attribute codes that can be
used to describe objects in a DMS file. The utility displays specified attributes on the
terminal screen, enabling you to modify values associated with each attribute. The IBS
attribute dictionary is MAP$ATTRIB:ATTRIBDIC.BIN.

Note: An alternative to using UPDATEATT is to use the ATTXASC and
ASCXATI" utilities in combination. ATTXASC reads an attribute

dictionary and creates an editable ASCII text version of the

dictionary. After you carefully edit the ASCII file, ASCXATT can
read the updated text file and create a new binary attribute
dictionary f'de.

What You Need to Know Before Using UPDATEATT

To ensure consistency between IBS systems in the emergency management community,
updates to the attribute dictionary should be managed through a central authority.
Persons responsible for maintenance of the master file should take great care to preserve
consistency when updating the attribute list. Whenever a new attribute code is a
candidate for insertion into the list, criteria similar to the following should be used for
evaluating the code°s applicability:

• Is the code unique from others currently in the master attribute file?

• Which major category best describes the code?

• Could parameter values on current codes be used to describe this attribute?

• Because a limit of 16 major categories is presently imposed, no new major
category should be added unless it is to contain a sizable number of attributes (at
least 20). Also, the new category should be viewed as a substantial subdivision of
geo-coded data.

If you want to change existing attributes, you must know the major and minor attribute
codes for these attributes. For a listing of attributes in the IBS standard attribute
dictionary, see Appendix B.

UPDATEATT enables you to display each attribute for updating on the terminal screen.
The data record of one attribute that you specify is displayed ira form (data input
screen) that contains fields (data entry spaces on the form). To update an attribute, you
just change values of the data fields.
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Keyboard Commands for Using the Data Forms. The datainput formsfollow
the conventions explained in Section 1 of the Ia$ User Guide. If you have not already
done so, please read that section. I, brief: Use the arrowkeys to move from one field
to anotheron a form. When you are finished making entries, press GOLD Z to accept
the entries--or press CTRL-W to quitand restore the original contentsof the form.
Pressing RETURN also advances from one field to the next. In the last field of a form,
pressing RETURN 0ike GOLD Z) accepts the currentform dataand then exits.

Accepting Updates to the Attribute Dictionary. The utility stores all the changes
and updatesyou makeuntil you leave the utility. At thattime, UPDATEATI' gives
you an opportunityto cancel all yourupdates ((_/t) or to accept the updatesand create
a new attributedictionary(Ex/t).

Updating the IBS Attribute Dictionary with UPDATEATT

To start the utility, just enter UPDATEATr at the system prompt. UPDATEATI"then
displays its menuprompt:

i -- i ilii i i i i i l i
II •

S m_DATeX_R
DO YOU WANT TO (Aldd, (Clhange, (Dlelete, (E)xit or (Qluit >

| •
il iiilili i llillil ii iii

To choose one of the options, just enter the appropriateletter:

A - Add a new attributerecord.

C - Change any field on an existing attributerecord.

D - Delete an attributerecord.

E - Exit the programand update the attr/bute d/ct/onary.

Q - Quit the program w/thout updating the a_bute d/ct/onary.

The three options for updating individualattributesare explained in the following
sections.

A - Adding a New Attribute Record

When you choose option A, the AttributeDescriptionupdateform appears on the screen
with only defaultdata in all of the fields (see the following page). When a form is
displayed, the first data field is highlighted to show that the field can be edited: you
can change values in any of the fields. If a recordalready exists for the majorand
minor attributecodes entered, a new record will NOT be created.
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Attribute DescriptionUpdateForm
I I II IIIIIIIII IIIIIII I - II IIllIlll •

ATTRIBUTE DESCRIPTION

MAJOR MINOR PARAMETER

o _ 0

DESCRIPTION

DEFAULTS
PEN LINE DECLUTTERING SCALE
re.mEn TYPE CODE FACTOR
_i o _ 1.0000

Press <RETURN> or the GOLD <F5> key followed by a 'Y'
to go back to Modify Selection Menu.

• II IIII IIII II II •

C - Changing an Attribute Record

When you choose option C, the programwill promptfor a majorand minorattribute
code:

Example

llllll I I II III I III IIII II II II IIIII I

DO YOU WANT TO (A)dd, (C)hange, (D)elete, (E)xit or (Q)uit >c
ENTER THE MAJOR AND MINOR ATTRIBUTE CODES>5,20

I I I I IIIIII •

Enter the majorandminorcodes, separatingthem with a comma. For a listing of
attributesin the IBS standardattributedictionary,see AppendixB. After you enter
these codes, the AttributeDescriptionupdateform appearson the screen with the values
for the specified attributedisplayed in the form fields. You can change any field,

D - Deleting an Attribute Record

When you choose option D, the program promptsfor a majorandminor attributecode
in the same way as for changingan attribute. After you enter these codes, you will
returnto the menuprompt.
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USGSIOOKXDMS
I

The USGSI00KXDMS utility creates a DMS file from a USGS Digital Line Graph
(DLG) data file that stores l:100,000-scale data. For example, the following sequence
will convert the data in a DLG file called BR201RD.DAT to DMS format in a file
called BR201RDRT.DMS.

i IIII II I I IIIIII III IIIII II IIIlll i

$USOglOOKXDK8
Enter £nput f£1ename > BR3OIRD.DA_
Enter 7 char output f£1ename > lliUt011tD
Enter 2 blrte demcr£pt£on for 'ROADS AND TRAILS' > ILT
Enter pen if for 'ROADS _ TRAILS' > 1

I i i iii il i i i ilii I Jl

Converting USGS Data Files for a Special-Purpose DMS Database

The following procedure is designed to assist a System Manager or knowledgeable user
in the process of extracting DLG data files from magnetic tape and converting them to
DMS format. Your goal in converting files from DLG to DMS format may be to create
a special-purpose DMS database or to add data for use with an existing DMS database.
The conversion process is pertinent to the development of site-specific DMS databases
as described in the IB$ Data Management Guide.

Overview. You are starting with a set of magnetic tapes and a list of the DLG files on
those tapes. You will follow three main steps:

I. Extract the DLG data files from magnetic tapes onto disk, using the MYTAPE
utility.

2. Separate the files into topography subdirectories.

3. Convert each data file in each subdirectory to DMS format, using the
USGS 100KXDMS utility.

The final product is several subdirectories containing DMS formatted files. The
conversion process is depicted by the following flow:

, ,, ,=, .

magnetic MYTAI_ directoryc,onmining USOSI00KXDMSsubdirectory containing
tapes "--> USGS DLG data files "--> DMS data files

The transformations represent the state of the topographical data, and the descriptions
beneath the arrows represent utilities that operate on the data.
We recommend that you convert the DLG files from one magnetic tape at a time, rather
than all at once. The reason for this is that the USGS data files consume several times
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more disk space than the DMS files. You may need to delete USGS datafiles after
DMS conversionto reserve enough disk space for extractingfiles from other tapes,
Monitordisk space carefully throughoutthe conversionprocess.

Requirements to Begin

• data tape(s) containingthe DLG files

• a list of the files on the tape(s)

• the numberof charactersfor each logical record

• nine-track,1600-bpicompatibletape drive

• MYTAPEutility (version 3.5 or later).

It is also expected that you are familiar with certainaspects of DMS topographyfiles:
the two-character"topographiccodes" associatedwith DMS topographiesandthe "pen"
numbersor colors used to drawtopographic featureson the screen. (Please refer to
steps 2b, 3e, and3f in the following procedure.)

Procedure

1. Extract the DLG data flies from magnetic tapes onto disk: You will use the
MYTAPEutility to get the DLG data files to disk. Complete MYTAPE
documentationis availableas PNI_DOCUMENT:MYTAPE.DOC.

a. Load the tape physically on the tapedrive.

b. Set the defaultto the directorywhere the DMS files are to be located.

c. EnterMYTAPE

The MYI'APE promptwill appearas "MYTAPE> ". From this prompt, you
may enter any MYTAPEcommand.

d. To mount the magnetictape, enter a MOUNT command:

MYTAPE> MOUNT devlce_name:/RECORD SiZE=record lengeh-

/BLOC..K EI |E=blocksize/DENSZTY=tape_densi_y-
/caxR_se,e-_cx x

The parameter and/qualifier values that you must enter are:

dev/¢e..name: physical name of tape drive used (MTA0:, MMA0:,
MSA0:, etc.) or the logical name (TAPE0:,
TAPEI:, etc.)

record_length numberof bytes in a tape record
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b/ock_s/ze number of bytes in a tape block

¢ape_dens/_ density of tape in bytes per inch Copi).

The record length, block size, and tape density should appear on the label of
the magnetic tape. The/CHAR_SET (character set) qualifier should always
be "ASCH" for this use.

Example:
MYTAPE>NOT_'T TAPEI / P_COYtD81|B= I44 / BLOCKBI ZE=1440-

/DENSI_r-XSOO/C_Ut_-S_:-AScx:r

e. To retrieve each file from the magnetic tape, enter a COPY command:

MYTAPE> COP'/'device name: file name
/C_aI_OS_CO_mOL-rOR_

The parameters and/qualifier values that you must enter are:

_vice_name: physical name (or logical name) of the tape drive
used

fl/e name the name of the USGS _lata file

The/CARRIAGE_CONTROL qualifier should always be "FORTRAN" to
designate a FORTRAN carriage return as the end-_3f-linecharacter.
To retrieve a set of files, you may place a number of filenames in a separate
description file and then pass the name of the description file as a parameter
to the MYTAPE COPY command:

MYTAPE> coP1rdeviae name: demarip_ion_file/FlLE LXST-
/ caumzaoE_ mtoz,,,ro  uw

The FILE_LIST qualifier indicates that the input file is a list of filenames.

f. To dismountthe magnetictape drive, enter a DISMOUNT command:

MYTAPE> DISNO',DITdevice name:

g. ExittheMYTAPE utility:

MYTAPE> EXIT
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Example of MY'rAPE execution:

i El II III I II I II I I I I I IlillI I I lie I I

$ UrTJUPE
Beginning MYTAPE gemslon 17-AUG-1992 ll :37:58

MYTAPE>MO_T

MTA1 s/DENSITY"I6OO/BLOCKEI|E,,I440/RECORDSIZE-144/CHAR BET=ASCIIq,m

MYTAPE> COPY MTAI s BR2EE01 .D&T/CARRIAGK_.CONTROL,JFORTRAN
MYTAPE> COPY MTA1s BR2_02 .D&T/CARRIAGE..CONTROL'-FORTRAN
MYTAPE> COPY MTA1: BR2HY03 .DAT/CARRIAGE_CONTROL:FORTRAN
MYTAPE> DISMOUNT MTAI s
MYTAPE> EXIT

MYTAPE ended 17-AUG-1992 11:39 :28
I •

i ill li I ii i _ ii i i ii

Output files created by this example:

• BR2HY01.DAT

• BR2HY02.DAT

• BR2HY03.DAT

Example of MYTAPE execution with a description list file:

For this example, the description file, BR2HY.LIS, contains the names of three DLG
data files"

• BR2HY01.DAT

• BR2HY02.DAT

• BR2HY03.DAT

ii i i • I ii iii lli
I I

$ m-_xes

Beginning MYT_J_E aeooion 17-AUG-Z992 11-43:58

_TAPE>MOI_N_

_AI :/D_SZ_"Z=I600/nLOCXSZn-1440/RSCO_U) Sl ZEffi144/CHAR_SET=&SCI I
MYTAPE> COPY MT_I: BR2EY,LIST/FILE..LIST/CR/tRIAGE_CONTROL:FORTRAN
MYTAPE> DISMOUNT MTAIs
MYTAPE> EXIT

MYTAPE ended 17-AUG-1992 11:45 :13
I ,, ........ i
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Output files created by this example:

• BR2HY01 .DAT
• BR2HY02.DAT
• BR2HY03.DAT

2. Separate the data files into topographic subdireetories: Once a set of data files
has been extracted from magnetic tape, the files should be sorted into topography
subdirectories.

a. Check the output listing of the magnetic tape(s) _o determine what
topographic information is in the data file(s).

This listing should have been provided with the magnetic tapes. The
two-letter topographic code will be embedded in the original data file
filename. Typical codes are HY (hypsography), RD (roads and trails), RL
(railroads), and MT (miscellaneous transportation).

b. For each topography file in the listing, locate the associated, extracted file
and place that file in the appropriate DMS topography subdirectory.

An "appropriate DMS topography subdirectory" means 1) a subdirectory of a
DMS database directory; 2) a subdirectory named with a two-character
"topographic code" that corresponds to the type of data in the topography
files. (Please refer to step 3e of this procedure.)

3. Con,-,ert each data file in each subdirectory to DMS format: You will use the
USGSIOOKXDM$ utility.

a. SET DEFAULT to the topography subdirectory.

b. Enter USGS100KXDMS

This executes the conversion utility. (See also, Executing USGSIOOKXDMS
in Batch Mode, after step 3g).

The utility will prompt you to enter an "input filename," an "output
filenarne," a topography "description," and a "pen #," as shown in steps 3c,
3d, and 3e.

c. Enter the name of the DLG file to be converted.

Example: ENTER INPUT FILENAME > BR20IRD.DAT
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d. Enter a name for the new DMS file (up to 7 characters).

Example: ENTER 7 CHAR OUTPUT FILENAME • BR2OIRD

.(If the name of the DMS file is to be the same as the DLG filename, press
the UP arrow or < scroUback > key; this will insert the input fdename to the
screen. Then delete the '.DAT' characters.)

USGS100KXDMS will check the DLG file to identify the topographic data.

e. Enter a 2-_haracter topographic code for the DMS file.

Example: ENTER 2 BYTE DESCRIPTION FOR 'ROADS AND TRAILS'
>lit

The utilitywillappendthetwo characterstocompletethename ofthenew
DMS file.

The following list shows examples of topographies and topographic codes
used in the IBS. Appendix A is a complete list of IBS topographies and their
codes.

Topograph/c Descriptor Two-Char_ter Code
,, i. , = .. , ,, ,

ADMINISTRATIVE BOUNDARY AB
AGRICULTURE AG
BASE MAP BM
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTS CD
CULTURAL FEATURES CF
RECOVERY AREAS CN
CENSUS TRACT/ED CI"
ELEVATION CONTOUR(300M) EC
ELEVATION EL
ELECTRICAL POWER GRID EP
EVACUATION ZONE EZ
FAULT LINES FQ
FEATURES (ICONS) FT
GNIS (GeographicNames) ON
HYDROLOGY HD
100KHYDROGRAPHY HG
HYPSOGRAPHY HY
HAZMAT SITES HZ
LIVESTOCK LS
LAND USES LU
looK MISC TRANSPORT MT
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f. Entera pennmnber("color"number)for thetopographicdatatype.

Example: ENTER PEN # FOR 'ROADS & TRAILS' > 1

A map database, for example, might use pen 1 for roads and trails, pen 4 for
miscellaneous transportation, and pen 5 for railroads. When the topographic
data are drawn with the system mapping functions, they will be drawn in the
"color" corresponding to the pen number.

If you wish to follow the color conventions used m the IBS map databases,
you will need to know the pen numbers associated with your topographies.
You can examine an existing DMS topography file and identify the pen
number by using the utility DMSXASCII.

USGSI00KXDMS has completed when the $ prompt returns.

g. Repeat 3a - 3f for each DLG file in each topography subdirectory.

h. Delete the unconverted USGS files from each topography subdirectory.

ExecuUng USGS10OKXDMSin Batch Mode

USGS100KXDMS can be executed using a command file. If you execute the utility
from a command file as part of a batch job, use the/LOG_FILE qualifier to generate a
batch log. This will be helpful if an error occurs. The following example command
file will convert three DLG input files (BR2D01.DAT, BR2D02.DAT, and
BR2D03.DAT) to three DMS "roads and trails" files.

Command File Example:

$ RUN USGS100KXDMS
BR2RD01 oDAT
BR2RD01
RT

1
$ RUN USGS100KXDMS
BR2RD02.DAT
BR2RD02
RT
1
$ RUN USGSI00KXDMS
BR2RD03.DAT
BR2RD03
RT
1
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Output files createdby this examplecommandfile:

• BR2RD01RT.DMS
• BR2RD02RT.DMS
• BR2RD03RT.DMS

Errors Caused by Missing Attribute Codes

To translate from DLG to DMS files, USGSI00KXDMS containsa table of USGS
attributecodes. If the DLG file containsnew attributecodes that are not in the table,
then USGSI00KXDMS will stop andlist the missing attributesby Majorand Minor
code.

Note: To fix this problem and complete the file conversion, system
development personnel with access to the program source code must
update the appropriate subroutine (called CNVT_ATrS) in the
USGSI00KXDMS utility, recompile and re-link the program code.
Then the program could be re-executed for the DLG file that caused
the error.

Results of Using USGS100KXDMS

At the end of this procedureyou shouldhave one or more topographysubdirectories,
each containingDMS files convertedfrom the DLG data files.

If you are using the new DMS files to create a new DMS database, please refer to
Generating a Site-Specific Map Database in the IB$ Data Management Guide. That
discussion explainsthe strategyfor getting yourdata into the new database.
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USGSXDMS

The USGSXDMS utility readsdatafiles in USGS format andcreatesnew data files in
DMS format. In general, the USGS files will be the outputof processing a foreign tape
using the MYTAPE utility.

Converting USGS Format Data to DMS Format with USGSXDMS

To start the utility, just enterUSGSXDMS at the system prompt.

As USGSXDMS reads the datafile header information,it requeststhatyou supply file
names, topographies,andpen (color) numbersto be used in the dataconversion
process.

The USGSXDMS utility does NOT convert DLG attributecodes to the corresponding
DMS attributecodes. Rather, the majorand minorcode values are stored in the newly
createdDMS file. To translateDLG attributesinformationto DMS attributecodes, use
the USGSI00KXDMS utility.

To convert USGS Digital Line Graph(DLG) files to DMS format, use the DLGXDMS
utility.
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UTMXLL

The UTMXLL utility is a general system program that converts in both directions
between Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates and longitude/latitude
coordinates.

Converting Between UTM and Longitude/Latitude with UTMXLL

To start this utility, enter UTMXLL at the system prompt. The program then displays
its initial prompt:

Convert from UTM? [Y]

Your answer to this prompt determines whether you will enter UTM coordinates for
conversion to long/lat coordinates or long/lat coordinates for conversion to UTM
coordinates. The following table illustrates these two paths through the program.

Convert from UTM? IT]
IH H H i Jl . . i.

Y(es): Convert UTM---m, to Long/I_ N(o): Convert Long/Lat--_, to UTM
, i i|l i _ i i .i i.

DO yOU want tO S_c_fY t_ lPone7 [Y] Do you want to ,pacify the zone7 [_]

I i i !Y S t-. ' Y N

z ne n zone

!

(Display zone number, long/let extents) i (Display zone numb,_r, long/let extents)

/
Enter X UTM"_ / Enter Longitude. )ecimal or Ntnute/Second _1-I

Enter Y UTM / : Enter Latitude. )ectmal or Minute/Second/k _j(DisplayUTM, clnkmllongllat. - (OisplayUTM, decINl long/lat.
degreeslong/fat) degreeslong/lat)

Afteryou entereitherkindofcoordinates,UTMXLL displaysUTM coordinatevalues

as well as long/lat values in both decimals and degrees. The programs then continues to
prompt you for more coordinates to convert. Convert as many as you like. If you
want to return to an earlier prompt, press CTRL-Z until you reach the correct prompt.
If you press CTRL-Z at the initial prompt, the utility ends.

The following example shows first a conversion from UTM coordinates and then
switches to show a conversion from decimal long/lat coordinates.
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Example:
I I III

I •

$ e'x'mmL
Convert from UTM? [Y] --> Y
Do you want to Ipecify the zone? [Y] --> <RETURN>
Enter zone (1160) --> 3

3 -168.00 -!62.00 -80.00 84.00
Enter X UTM --> -165
Enter Y UTM --> 70

UTM : -165.00 70.00

LL (Decimal) z -169.4901730 0.0006314
LL (DD MM SS): -169 29 24.62 0 00 2.27

Enter X UTM --> <CTRL-Z>

Enter zone (1=60) --> <CTRL-Z>
Do you want to specify the zone? [Y] --> <CTRL-Z>

Convert from UTM? [Y] --> N
Do you want to specify the zone? [Y] --> N
Enter Longitude w/in zone 8.> 129
52 126.00 132.00 -80.00 84.00

Enter Longitude An either Decimal DDD.DDDDD
or Minute/Second DDD,MM,SS form. --> 129.333

Enter Latitude in either Decimal DD.DDDDD

or Minute/Second DD,MM, SS form. --> 49.7
UTM z 524014.07 5505110.43

LL (Decimal) z 129.3330000 49.7000000
LL (DD MM SS): 129 19 58.80 49 42 0.00

Enter Longitude in either Decimal DDD.DDDDD i
or Minute/Second DDD,MM,SS form. --> <CTRL-Z>

Enter Longitude w/in zone --> <CTRL-Z>
Do you want to specify the zone? [Y] --> <CTRL-Z>
Convert from UTM? [Y] --> <CTRL-Z>

i Ill i I I |
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XMAIL

The XMAILutility is a VAX MAIL enhancementprogram thatis used as a basis for
checking IBS user mailboxesfor unreadmail. XMAIL also has other useful electronic
mail functions.

Using Mall Enhancements In XMAIL

To start this utility, enter XMAIL at the system prompt. The program thenpresents a
commandpromptfor enteringXMAIL commands.

X-ma£1>

The following is a list of a few XMAIL command functions and brief descriptions. For
more informationabouta given function, please see the online help, which is available
by enteringHELP at the XMAIL commandprompt.

XMAIL Command Description

CHECK enablesyou to see if VMS mail messages that you sent
have been read

CLEAN_VMSMAIL Deleting a username from SYSUAF.DAT does not
removethat usernamefrom the system mail file.
Subsequently,if a user is addedwith the same
username,an erroneousvalue for the numberof new
mail messages may be displayed. This option deletes
records in the system mail file for which there is no
match in the SYSUAF.DAT file.

EXIT stopsXMAIL and returnsthe user to DCL

HELP presentsonline help information,similar to VAX HELP

NUMBER determinesthe numberof mail messages that have not
been readby a given user or all users

RESET NEWMAIL resets the numberof new mail messages that the systemu

thinks you have to the numberthat actuallyexist in your
VMS mail file

SMAIL enables you to send a mail message to all users on the
system
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Appendix A
IBS Topographies (Map Layers)

This appendix lists the names of the standard IBS topographies or map layers. In
general terms, a topographyis a graphicrepresentationof the physicalfeatures of
a geographicregion. In IBS, a topographyis a set of geographicdata for depicting
map features that havea common theme. Each topographyhas a name that
describesthat theme (for example: agriculture,roads,waterbodies).

A topographyconsistsof DMSfiles thatcontaindatafor mutuallyexclusiveareas
withina largerregion(Liketilescoveringa floor).

• Stat/c topographiescontainDMS files thatare not changedby anyoneother
than the IBS databaseadministrator.These files are generatedbythe
databaseadn_istrator, placedin a topographywithinthe mapdatabase,and
made availableto allusers (who cannotmodify them).

• Vo/at_ topograph_ containDMS files thatcan be modifiedby IBS usersonly
throughspecificfunctionsof the IBS applicationsoftware. Thevolatile
topographiesusuallyrepresentfeatures that changeovertime (for example:
explosioncontours,search/rescueareas). Before you can create or modify a
volatile DMS file, the databaseadministratormust authorizeyou to use that
functionof the IBS software.

The DMS files for a singlestatic topographyare storedin a commonmap database
subdirectory,I_$DATASx_, where= is a differenttwo-characterto_'ap/,/c code
for each topography.The DMS files for a singlevolatile topographyare storedin
a commonsubdirectory,_DATASx_. By convention,the namesof the
individualDMS files of one topographyalso includethe topographiccode:
nam_uc.DMS.

For each topography of the standardIBS map database, this appendix includes the
following:

• the topography name

• the topographiccode

• an indication of whether the topography is static or volatile

• an expanded description(sometimes).
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Tov__mraphyNnme Code ']_ Additional_cdption

Administrative Boundary AB Static - -
Agriculture AG Static - -
Base Map BM Static - -
Congressional Districts CD Static - -
Cultural Features CP Static - -
Recovery Areas CN Static - -
Census Tract/ed CT Static --
Elevation Contour(300m) EC Static --
Elevation EL Static - -
Electrical Power Grid EP Static - -
Evacuation Zone EZ Static - -
Fault Lines FQ Static - -

Features (Icons) FT Static --
GNIS (Geographic Names) GN Static - -
Hydrology HD Static - -
100K Hydrography HG Static - -
Hypsography HY Static - -
Hazmat Sites HZ Static --
Livestock LS Static - -
Land Uses LU Static - -
100K Misc Transport MT Static - -
NAPB Targets NA Static --
New Features (Icons) NF Static --
Pipe Lines NO Static - -
Nuc Power Plants NP Static - -
Political Boundries PB Static - -
Populated Place Names PL Static - -
Population PO Static - -
500K Roads R5 Static - -
10(O Roads RD Static - -
100K Railroads RL Static - -
Railroads RR Static - -
Roads RT Static - -
APA Sectors SC Static - -
Streams ST Static - -
Traffic Control TC Static - -

Tract Population TP Static - -
Water Bodies WB Static - -
Wells WE Static - -
Wildlife WL Static - -
Watersheds WS Static - -
D2 Track D2 Volatile - -

Explosion Contours EX Volatile - -
Fire Contours 1:1 Volatile --

Vapor Contours VA Volatile --
Damage Assessment Areas DA Volatile - -
Environment Icons EI Volatile - -
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Top_phy Name Code _ Additional Description
Facilities & Resources RM Volatile - -
RiskAreas RP Volatile - -
Search/rescue Areas SR Volatile - -
Onpost D2 Track WD Volatile - -
Weather Icons WI Volatile --
Boundary - Block BB Static - -
Boundary- County CB Static --
Boundary-Place LB Static - -
Boundary - Tract TB Static - -
Boundary- Subdivision VB Static - -
Street Names (TIGER) SN Static - -
Addresses (TIGER) TA Static - -
Landmarks (TIGER) TF Static - -
MJscTrans (TIGER) TM Static = =
StreetNames (TIGER) TN Static - -
Railroads (TIGER) TR Static - -
Streams (TIGER) "IS Static - -
Roads (TIGER) "IT Static - -
Water Bodies (TIGER) INV Static - -
Water Body Names (TIGER) WN Static - -
Population - Block B1 Static Population
Demographic - Block B2 Static Demographics
House Size - Block B3 Static Households

Special Pop - Block 134 Static Special Population
Housing - Block B5 Static Housing
House Struct - Block 136 Static Household Structures
House Value - Block B7 Static Household Values

House Type - Block 138 Static Household Types
Population - County C1 Static Population
Demographic - County C2 Static Demographics
House Size - County C3 Static Households

Special Pop -County CA Static Special Population
Housing - County C5 Static Housing
House Struct - County C6 Static Household Structures
House Value - County C7 Static Household Values
House Type - County C8 Static Household Types
Population - Group G1 Static Population
Demographic - Group G2 Static Demographics
House Size - Group G3 Static Households

Special Pop - Group G4 Static Special Population
Housing - Group G5 Static Housing
House Struct - Group G6 Static Household Structures
House Value - Group G7 Static Household Values
House Type - Group G8 Static Household Types
Population - Place P1 Static Population
Demographic - Place 1'2 Static Demographics
House Size - Place P3 Static Households
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Appendix A: IB$ Topographle,| (Map ...Layert) ..................

Top_phy Name , , Code Type, ..... Addltlotml Desedpt!on
Special Pop ' Place 1'4 Static Special Population
Housing - Place 1=5 Static Housin8
House Struct - Place 1'6 Static Household Structures
House Value - Place P7 Static Household Values
House Type - Place 1)8 Static Household Types
Population - State S1 Static Population
Demographic - State $2 Static Demographics
House Size - State $3 Static Households

Special Pop - State $4 Static Special !Population
Housing - State $5 Static Housinl,
House Struct - State $6 Static Househt31dStructures
House Value - State $7 Static Househ4_ldValues

House Type - State $8 Static Household Types
Popnlation - Tract T1 Static Populat_ion
Demographic - Tract T2 Static Demc_aphics
House Size - Tract T3 Static Households

Special Pop - Tract T4 Static Special Population
Housing - Tract T5 Static Housin8
House Struct - Tract T6 Static Household Structures
House Value - Tract T7 Static Household Values

House Type - Tract '1"8 Static Household Types
Population - Subdiv V1 Static Population
Demographic - Subdiv V2 Static Demog_raphics
House Size - Subdiv V3 Static Households

Special Pop - Subdiv V4 Static Special Population
Housing - Subdiv V5 Static Housing
House Struct - Subdiv V6 Static Household Structures
House Value - Subdiv V7 Static Household Values

House Type - Subdiv V8 Static HouseEold Types
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Appendix B
IBS Attribute Dictionary

This appendix lists the contents of the IBS attr/bute dictionary--the current master
set of attributes values that are used to assign physical or other descriptive features
to spatial data objects in the Integrated Baseline System. Each spatial data object
can be associated with one or more sets of attribute values that define and describe

theobject.

The attribute dictionary listing in this appendix contains the following fields:

• Major code: The major attribute code designates a major category of spatial
data. The major code may range in value from 0 to 15. The current major
code values and their respective categories are as follows:

Major
Code Major Category of Spatial Data

, m i is,

01 Hydrography
02 Surface Cover

03 Boundaries

04 Undisplayed Text(a)
05 Roads and Trails

06 Railroads

07 Pipelines, Trans. Lines, Miscellaneous
TransportationFeatures

08 Other SignificantMan-Made Features

09 Miscellaneous

10 Text Strings 1 (Displayed Text)C°)
11 Place of Work Data

12 Hazardous Material Sites

13 Resources

14 Land Use and SoilType

15 Property Values

(a) This text is NOT displayed on the screen map but is useful for associating additional descriptive text with
certain topographic fcature_ (such as different portions of a road or different areas of a lake).

Co) This type of text is displayed on the map, often as the labels of point objects (the names of cities, for example).
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• Minor code: The minor code can be used to further define items within a
category. For example, a minor code value of 560 designates a permanent
lake in the hydrography category (major code = 5).

Note: Some categories do not use the minor code construct in this
way. For example, within the category of displayed text strings
(major code = 10), the minor code is used in combination with
the parameter value to compose an index into a separate file
that contains the text strings that are drawn on the map. The
minor code may range in value from 0 to 4095.

• Parameter value: The parameter value is a way of associating a specific value
with a particular occurrence of an attribute. For example, if the major and
minor codes define the attribute to be "number of hospital beds," then the
parameter value could contain the actual number of beds at a particular
hospital. The parameter value is not specified for most attribute codes. The
parameter value may range from -32768 to 32767. (See the description of the
parameter-decluttering scalefactor for more information on how the parameter
value is used.)

Also included in this attr_ute dictionary listing are the default pen type, the default
line type, and the decluttering code associated with each set of attribute values.

• Attribute description: The attribute description is a text description of the
spatial data item specified by the attribute codes (up to 60 characters long).

• Default pen number: Tlds field associates a pen number (color) with the
attribute code. This can be used by map display software to provide a
consistent display of DMS data based on attribute codes rather than on the
DMS record pen number. The value of this field ranges from 0 to 127.

• Default line type: This field associates a line type (texture, width, etc.) with an
ctribute value. This c_n be used by graphics software to provide consistent

display of DMS data based on attr_ute codes rather than on the DMS record
line types. The value of this field ranges from 0 to 127.

• Decluttering code: This field indicates the declurteringcode number (from 0 to
100) for an attribute and is used by map display software to determine
whether or not it is reasonable to display data items based on a specific
window size (the size of an area viewed on the graphics display). That is, the
map display software will "declutter_ a graphics display, using the decluttering
number as a basis for removing data items when the display is scaled such that
some data items would become distracting clutter. For example, if you display
a map that is 200 miles wide, detailed road data at the neighborhood level
could be time-consuming to draw and unreadable afterward. A negative one
(-1) in the decluttering code field indicates that no decluttering is to occur for
an attribute.
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If the attribute code has a value in the parameter value field, then the
decluttering code field is used as the base index for calculating the actual
declu_ring number. See the following description of the parameter-decluttering
scale factor for more information on how the decluttering code is used in
combination with the parameter value.

• Parameter.decluttering scale factor: This field is used in conjunction with the
decluttering code and parameter value to calculate a decluttering number. A
default value of 1.00 is used for this field if no scaling is required and the
decluttering code field contains a value other than -1.

Note: The parameter-decluttering scale factors for all current
attributes in the attribute dictionary are 1.00. These are not
included in this appendix listing of attribute dictionary values.

Decluttering numbers for attributes with parameter values are derived as
follows:

decluttering # = decluttering code + log(PV'/PV)/[(log 2) * scale factor]

where PV' is the parameter value obtained from the de,cluttering attribute in
the DMS data and PV is the parameter value of the attribute in the attribute
dictionary. The deeluttering number will always be clipped to [0,30].

For example, if the attribute code was "river flow rate in cubic feet per second
(CFS)", then the parameter field of any occurrence in a DMS file would
contain the actual flow rate in C'FS. If the attribute dictionary contained the
following values:

Parameter Value = 16,000
De.cluttering Code = 28
Parameter-Decluttering Scale Factor = 1

then rivers could be assigned decluttering values based on their flow rates as
follows:

Flow Rate Decluttering #

2,000 28 + log(.125)/log(2) = 25.00

7,000 28 + log(.4375)/log(2) = 26.81

10,000 28 + log(.625)/log(2) = 27.32

34,000 28 + log(2.125)/log(2) = 29.09

For examples about using deduttering values, see the DECLUTIER utility.
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HYDROGRAPHY

Mmor _ Pen Line ]_ Attrib.te Description
1 0 0 0 0 -I HYDROGRAPHY
1 10 0 0 0 -1 Upper origin of stream
1 20 0 0 0 -1 Upper origin of stream at water body
1 30 0 0 0 -1 Sink
1 40 0 0 0 -1 Stream entering water body
1 50 0 0 0 -1 Stream exiting water body
1 60 300 0 0 22 Alkali flat (decameters) !
1 70 0 0 0 -1 Reservoir
1 80 0 0 0 -1 Covered reservoir
1 90 300 0 0 22 Glacier or permanent snow field (decameters)
1 100 0 0 0 -1 Salt Evaporator
1 110 0 0 0 -1 Inundationarea

1 120 0 0 0 -1 F'mhhatcheryor farm
1 130 0 0 0 -1 Industrial water impoundment
1 140 0 0 0 -1 Area to be submerged
1 150 0 0 0 -1 Sewage disposal pond or filtration beds
1 160 0 0 0 -1 Tailings pond
1 170 300 0 0 22 Marsh, wetland, swamp, bog (decameters)
1 180 0 0 0 -1 Mangrove area
1 190 0 0 0 -1 Rice field
1 200 0 0 0 -1 Cranberry bog
1 210 0 0 0 -1 Flats (tidal, mud, sand, gravel)
1 230 0 0 0 -1 Shoreline
1 240 0 0 0 -1 Manmade shoreline

1 250 0 0 0 -1 Closure line, (water-water)
1 260 0 0 0 -1 Indefinite shoreline
1 270 0 0 0 -1 Apparent limit
1 280 0 0 0 -1 Outline of a Carolinabay
1 290 0 0 0 -1 Spring
1 300 0 0 0 -1 Non-Flowing well
1 310 0 0 0 -1 Flowing well
1 320 0 0 0 -1 Riser

1 330 0 0 0 -1 Geyser
1 340 0 0 0 -1 Windmill
1 350 0 0 0 -1 Rapids
1 360 0 0 0 -1 Falls

1 370 0 0 0 -1 Gravel pit or quarryfilled with water
1 380 0 0 0 -1 Gauging station
1 390 0 0 0 -1 Pumping station
I 400 0 0 0 -1 Water intake
1 410 0 0 0 -1 Dam or weir

1 420 0 0 0 -1 Canal lock or sluice gate
1 430 0 0 0 -1 Spillway
1 440 0 0 0 -1 Gate (flood, tidal, head, check)
1 450 0 0 0 -1 Exposed Rock
1 460 0 0 0 -1 Crevasse

1 470 750 0 0 24 Stream (CFS)
1 472 750 ' 0 0 22 Intermittent Stream (CFS)
1 480 0 0 0 -1 Braided stream
1 490 0 0 0 -1 Ditch or canal
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HYDROGRAPHY

Mmor P_am Pen Line Ded_ Attribute Description
1 495 0 0 0 -1 Ditch or canal - navigable
1 500 0 0 0 -1 Aqueduct
1 510 0 0 0 -1 Flume
1 520 0 0 0 -1 Penstock
1 530 0 0 0 -1 Siphon
1 540 0 0 0 -1 Channel in water area
1 550 0 0 0 -1 Wash or ephemeral drain
1 560 300 0 0 22 Lake or pond (Permanent) (decameters)
1 562 300 0 0 22 Lake or pond (Intermittent) (decameters)
1 570 0 0 0 -1 Coral reef
1 580 0 0 0 -1 Underground
1 590 0 0 0 -1 Overpassing
1 600 0 0 0 -1 Elevated
1 610 0 0 0 -1 Tunnel
1 620 0 0 0 -1 Right bank
1 630 0 0 0 -I Leftbank
1 640 0 0 0 -1 Under construction
1 650 0 0 0 -1 Salt

1 660 0 0 0 -1 Unsurveyed
1 670 0 0 0 -1 Intermittent
1 680 0 0 0 -1 Abandoned
1 690 0 0 0 -1 Submerged
1 700 0 0 0 -1 Wooded

I 710 0 0 0 -1 Dry
1 720 0 0 0 -1 Mineral or hot (sulphur, alkali etc.)
1 730 0 0 0 -1 Navigable - Transportation
1 735 0 0 0 -1 IntercoastalWaterway
1 740 0 0 0 -1 Underpassing
1 750 0 0 0 -I Earthen construction

1 760 0 0 0 -1 Bays,estuaries,gulfs,oceans,seas
1 800 0 0 0 -1 Arroyo
1 810 0 0 0 -1 Bar
1 820 0 0 0 -1 Bend
I 830 0 0 0 -I Cape
1 840 0 0 0 -1 Gut
1 850 0 0 0 -1 Harbor
1 860 0 0 0 ,1 Shoal
1 870 0 1 0 -I Lagoon
1 1000 0 0 0 -I Water surface elevation
1 1010 0 0 0 -1 River mile
1 1020 0 1 0 -1 WATER FEATURE, CLASS UNKNOWN
1 1040 0 1 0 -1 PERENNIAL
1 1050 0 1 0 -I NONVISIBLE WATER DEFINITION BOUNDARY
1 1060 0 1 0 -1 USGS CLOSURE LINE
1 1070 0 1 0 -1 CENSUS-COMPUTED CENTER LINE
1 1080 0 1 0 -I CENSUS INTERNATIONAL WATER BOUNDARY

1 1090 0 1 0 -1 CENSUS WATER BOUNDARY,
INLAND/COASTAL/GREAT LAKE

1 1100 0 1 0 -1 WATER BUDGET: TOTAL (ACRE/FT/YR)
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HYDROGRAPHY

ii|l i| , ,

Minor P_am Pen ],j_ _ Attn'buteDescriptJon.
1 1110 0 1 0 -1 WATER BUDGET: M & I DIVERSION

(ACmZ/Fr/YR)
1 1120 0 1 0 -I WATER BUDGET: IRRIGATION DIVERSION

(ACRE/rJFT/YR)
1 1130 0 1 .0 -1 WATER BUDGET: WILDLIFE REOOIREMENT

(AOUZ/I'T/YR)
1 1140 0 1 0 -I WATER BUDGET: LIVESTOCK REQUIREMENT

(ACP.E/Fr/YR)
1 1150 0 1 0 -1 WATER BUDGET: EVAPORATION

(AC/Fr/YR)
1 1160 0 1 0 -1 WATER BUDGET: BALANCE (ACRE/FT/YR)
1 2000 0 1 0 -1 3-MILE LIMIT WATER BOUNDARY
1 2010 0 1 0 -1 SODA EVAPORATOR
1 2020 0 1 0 -1 DANGHR CURVE
1 2030 0 1 0 -I SAND IN OPEN WATER

1 2040 0 1 0 -1 SPOIL AREA
1 2050 0 1 0 -1 ANGLE OF CLOCKWISE ROTATION
1 2060 0 1 0 -1 BEST ESTIMATE OF CLASS OR POSITION

1 2070 0 1 0 -1 COINCIDENT FEATURE
1 2080 0 1 0 -I PHOTOREVISED FF.ATURE
1 2090 0 1 0 -1 _ ID
1 3000 0 1 0 -1 WELL NUMBER "A"

1 3010 0 1 0 -1 WELL _ER "B"

1 3020 " 0 1 0 -1 DIAMETER (INCHES)
1 3030 0 1 0 -1 DEPTH FROM (PEEr)
1 3040 0 1 0 -1 DF.PTH TO (FEET)
1 3070 0 1 0 -I CFS X 1.0

1 3071 0 1 0 -I CFS X 0.I

1 3072 0 1 0 -I _ X 0.01

1 3073 0 1 0 -1 CFS X 0.001
1 3074 0 1 0 -1 CFS X 0.0001

1 3075 0 1 0 -1 CFS X 0.00001

1 3080 0 1 0 -I ACRE FEET X 1

1 3081 0 1 0 -1 ACRE FEET X 0.1
1 3082 0 1 0 -1 ACRE FEET X 0.01

1 3083 0 1 0 -I ACRE FEET X 0.001
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SURFACE COVER

_ _ Pen Line ]2;gBt Attn'buteDescription
2 0 0 0 0 -I SURFACE COVER
2 5 0 I 0 -1 TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURE
2 I0 0 0 0 -I Woods or brushwood
2 20 0 0 0 -1 Scrub
2 30 0 0 0 -1 Orchard or plantation
2 40 0 0 0 -1 V'meyard
2 50 0 0 0 -1 Scattered trees
2 60 0 0 0 -1 Edge of surf. cov. at build up, house omission, urban

areal

2 70 0 0 0 -1 Glacial moraine
2 80 0 0 0 -1 Beach
2 81 O 0 0 -1 Gravel beach
2 82 0 0 0 -1 Sand beach

2 90 0 0 0 -1 Shifting sand or dune area
2 100 0 0 0 -1 Lava
2 110 0 0 0 -1 Arch
2 120 0 0 0 -1 Area
2 130 0 0 0 -1 Basin
2 140 0 0 0 -1 Bench
2 150 0 0 0 -1 Cave
2 160 0 0 0 -I Cliff
2 170 0 0 0 -1 Crater
2 180 0 0 0 -1 Flat
2 200 0 0 0 -1 Forest
2 210 0 0 0 -1 Gap
2 220 0 0 0 -1 Island
2 230 0 0 0 -1 Isthmus
2 340 0 0 0 -1 Pass
2 350 0 0 0 -1 Peak
2 360 0 0 0 -1 Pillar
2 370 0 0 0 -1 Plain

2 380 0 0 0 -1 Range
2 390 O 0 0 -1 Ridge
2 400 0 0 0 -1 Slope
2 410 0 0 0 -1 Summit
2 420 0 0 0 -1 Valley
2 430 0 I 0 -I Mountain,Hill
2 440 0 1 0 -1 Rock
2 450 0 1 0 -1 Meadow
2 460 0 1 0 -1 Desert
2 470 0 1 0 -1 Plateau
2 480 0 1 0 -1 PHYSICAL FEATURE, _S UNKNOWN
2 490 0 0 0 -1 IMPROVED LANDS
2 500 0 0 0 -1 CROPLAND
2 510 0 0 0 -1 GRASSY,/PHREATO./OPEN WATER AREAS
2 520 0 0 0 -1 RANGELAND
2 540 0 0 0 -1 NON-AGRICULTURAL USE
2 790 0 0 0 -1 HORTICULTURE & SPECIALTY CROPS
2 800 0 0 0 -1 ROW AND CLOSE GROWN CROPS
2 810 0 0 0 -1 FRUIT
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SURFACE COVER

, i i , ,. i

H_gj.9.[ M_or P_am Pen Line I)ecltr Attribute Description
2 820 0 0 0 -1 NUTS
2 830 0 0 0 -I BUSH FRUIT
2 840 0 0 0 -1 BERRIES
2 850 0 0 0 -1 OTHER HORTICULTURE
2 860 0 0 0 -1 OTHER SPECIALTY CROPS
2 870 0 0 0 -1 CHERRY
2 880 0 0 0 -I APPLE
2 890 0 0 0 -1 PEACH
2 900 0 0 0 -I PEAR
2 910 0 0 0 -1 APRICOT
2 920 0 0 0 -I OTHER FRUIT
2 930 0 0 0 -I WALNUT
2 940 0 0 0 -1 PECAN
2 950 0 0 0 -1 OTHER NUTS
2 960 0 0 0 -1 GRAIN
2 970 0 0 0 -I VEGETABI.ES
2 980 0 0 0 -1 FORAGE CROPS
2 990 0 0 0 -1 HAYLAND CROPS
2 1000 0 0 0 -1 OTHER CROP
2 1010 0 0 0 -1 CORN
2 1020 0 0 0 -1 SORGHUM
2 1030 0 0 0 -1 WHEAT
2 1040 0 0 0 -1 BARLEY
2 1050 0 0 0 -1 OATS
2 1060 0 0 0 -1 OTHER GRAINS
2 1070 0 0 0 -I DRY BEANS
2 1080 0 0 0 -1 SAFFLOWER
2 1100 0 0 0 -1 OTHER GRAIN, BEANS, SEEDS
2 1110 0 0 0 -1 POTATOES
2 1120 0 0 0 -1 ONIONS
2 1130 0 0 0 -1 BEANS
2 1140 0 0 0 -1 TOMATOES
2 1150 0 0 0 -I SWEET CORN
2 1160 0 0 0 -1 OTHER VEGETABLP_
2 1170 0 0 0 -1 ALFALFA
2 1180 0 0 0 -1 GRASS HAY

2 1190 0 0 0 -1 GRASSfIIJRF
2 1200 0 0 0 -I PASTURE
2 1220 0 0 0 -1 OTHER FORAGE CROP
2 1230 0 0 0 -1 OTHER HAYLAND CROPS
2 1240 0 0 0 -1 FALLOW
2 1250 0 0 0 -1 IDLE
2 1260 0 0 0 -1 IRRIGATED
2 1270 0 0 0 -1 NON-IRRIGATED CROPLAND

2 1280 0 0 0 -1 GRASSY/rPHREATO./OPEN WATER
AREAS/GRASSY ASPECT

2 1290 0 0 0 -1 CATtAIL/BULRUSH ASPECT
2 1300 0 0 0 -I WET FLATS

2 1310 0 0 0 -1 GRASSY/PHREATO./OPEN WATER
AREAS/SHRUB ASPECT
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SURFACE COVER

i i ii

_ _ _ Line 1_ Attn'buteDescription ........
2 1320 0 0 0 -1 RIPARIAN
2 1330 0 0 0 -1 OPEN WATER
2 1350 0 0 0 -1 RIPARIAN FORESTED ASPECT
2 1360 0 0 0 -1 RIPARIAN SHRUB ASPECT
2 1370 0 0 0 -1 STREAMS
2 1380 0 0 0 -1 RESERVOIRS i
2 1390 0 0 0 -1 PONDS & LAKES
2 1400 0 0 0 -1 OTHER OPEN WATER
2 1410 0 0 0 -1 TEMPORARY FLOODED
2 1420 0 0 0 -1 SEWAGE LAGOON
2 1430 0 0 0 -1 EVAPORATION POND
2 1510 0 0 0 -1 ALPINE PLANT COMMUNITIES
2 1520 0 0 0 -1 CONIFER
2 1530 0 0 0 -1 DECIDUOUS
2 1540 0 0 0 -1 RANGELAND & FOREST/GRASSY ASPECT
2 1550 0 0 0 -1 RANGEI.AND & FOREST/SHRUB ASPECT
2 1560 0 0 0 -1 DOUGLAS FIR - WHITE FIR
2 1570 0 0 0 -1 PONDEROSA PINE
2 1580 0 0 0 -1 FIR - SPRUCE
2 1590 0 0 0 -1 LODGEPOLE PINE
2 1600 0 0 0 -1 PINION PINE - JUNIPER
2 1610 0 0 0 -1 OTHER CONIFER
2 1620 0 0 0 -1 ASPEN
2 1630 0 0 0 -1 MOUNTAIN BRUSH
2 1640 0 0 0 -1 OTHER DECIDUOUS
2 1650 0 0 0 -1 DRY PASTURES - IMPROVED
2 1660 0 0 0 -1 NATIVE GRASSES
2 1670 0 0 0 -1 OTHER GRASS
2 1680 0 0 0 -1 NORTHERN DESERT SHRUBS
2 1690 0 0 0 -1 SOUTHERN DESERT SHRUBS
2 1700 0 0 0 -1 SALT DESERT SHRUBS
2 1710 0 0 0 -1 SAGEBRUSH
2 1720 0 0 0 -1 OTHER NORTHERN DESERT SHRUB
2 1730 0 0 0 -1 CREOSOTE BUSH
2 1740 0 0 0 -1 OTHER SOUTHERN DESERT SHRUB
2 1750 0 0 0 -1 SHADSCALE
2 1760 0 0 0 -1 GREASEWOOD
2 1770 0 0 0 -1 SALTBRUSH
2 1780 0 0 0 -1 DESERT MOLLEY
2 1790 0 0 0 -1 OTHER SALT DESERT SHRUB
2 1800 0 0 0 -1 BARE SOIL/SAND
2 1810 0 0 0 -1 ROCK OUTCROPS
2 1820 0 0 0 -1 EXCAVATED LANDS
2 1830 0 0 0 -1 OTHER BARREN LANDS
2 1840 0 0 0 -1 FARMSTEADS
2 1850 0 0 0 -1 RESIDENTIAL
2 1860 0 0 0 -1 COMMERCIAL/INDUSTRIAL
2 1870 0 0 0 -1 TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS,

UTILITIES
2 1880 0 0 0 -1 OTHER IMPROVED LANDS
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SURFACE COVER

,,, iii ,,, ii i ,,i iiii,i ii,,i, i i i , , , l ,

Mmor _ Erdt _ _ Attribut©Description ..... , .........
2 1990 0 1 0 -1 OPEN SPACE
2 2000 o o o -1 eUILDnGS/HOMES
2 2010 0 0 0 -I FARMSTEAD OPEN SPACES
2 2020 0 0 0 -1 HIGH DENSITY RESIDENTIAL

BUmDnOS/HOMES
2 2030 0 0 0 -1 LOW DENSITY RESIDENTIAL

BUILDINGS/HOMES
2 2040 0 0 0 -1 RESIDENTIAL OPEN SPACES
2 2050 0 0 0 -1 RESIDENTIAL IDLE SPACES
2 2060 0 0 0 -1 COMMERCIAL
2 2070 0 0 0 -1 INDUSTRIAL
2 2080 0 0 0 -1 COMMERCIAL/INDUSTRIAL OPEN SPACES
2 2090 0 0 0 -1 DRY SALT FLATS
2 2100 0 0 0 -1 NOT CLASSIFIED

2 2110 0 0 0 -1 OTHER BARE SOIL/SAND
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BOUNDARIES

Mmor _gal!l Pen _ _ Attn'buteDescrintion
3 0 0 0 0 -1 BOUNDARIES
3 10 0 0 0 -I Monumented poin_on a boundary
3 15 0 0 0 29 State boundary
3 20 0 0 0 -I Civil township, district,precinct, or barrio
3 30 0 0 0 -1 Large incorporated city
3 40 0 0 0 -1 Nat. park,monument, lakeshore, prkwy,batdefld, rec.

area
3 45 0 0 0 -1 Large city, county or private park ,
3 47 0 0 0 -1 Small city, county, or private park
3 50 0 0 0. -I National forest or grassland
3 60 0 0 0 -1 National wildlife refuge, game preserve, or fish

hatchery
3 70 0 0 0 -1 National scenic waterway or wilderness area
3 80 0 0 0 -1 Indian reservation
3 90 0 0 0 -1 Mih'taryreservation (active)
3 100 0 0 0 -1 Non-mih'tarygovernment reservation
3 110 0 0 0 -1 Federal prison
3 120 0 0 0 -1 State park, recreation area, arboretum, or lake
3 130 0 0 0 -1 State wildlife refuge, game preserve, or fish hatchery
3 131 0 1 0 -1 CRITICALWILDLIFE HABITAT BOUNDARY:

FISHERIES

3 132 0 1 0 -1 CRITICALWILDLIFE HABITAT BOUNDARY:
BIG GAME

3 133 0 1 0 -1 CRITICALWILDLIFE HABITAT BOUNDARY:
UPLAND GAME BIRD

3 135 0 1 0 -1 OTHER FEDERAL LAND
3 140 0 0 0 -1 State forest or grassland
3 150 0 0 0 -1 State prison
3 160 0 0 0 -1 County game preserve
3 170 0 0 0 25 County Boundary
3 180 0 0 0 24 Small city, village, town, borough, or hamlet
3 185 0 0 0 -1 International treaty line
3 190 0 0 0 -1 USSR
3 200 0 0 0 -1 Canada
3 210 0 0 0 -1 Mexico
3 220 0 0 0 -1 Non-sovereign area outside of United States

boundaries

3 225 0 0 0 -1 National boundary 0and)
3 226 0 0 0 -1 National boundary (water)
3 227 0 0 0 -1 Continental Divide
3 230 0 0 0 -1 Approximate boundary
3 240 0 0 0 -1 Indefinite boundary
3 250 0 0 0 -1 Disputed boundary
3 260 0 0 0 -1 Historical line
3 270 0 0 0 -1 Boundary closure line
3 280 0 0 0 -1 Reference monuments for monumented point on

boundary
3 290 0 0 0 -1 Civil
3 300 0 0 0 -1 Populated Place (ppl)
3 310 0 0 0 -1 Park
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BOUNDARIES , , ,

_ P_am Pen Line _ Attribute Description
3 400 0 0 0 -1 State FIPS code
3 405 0 0 0 29 CongressionaldistrictStatecode
3 406 0 0 0 28 CongressionaldistrictFII'S code
3 410 0 0 0 -1 County or county equivalent FIPS code
3 450 0 0 0 -1 Monument numbers
3 460 0 0 0 -1 Nuclear Site Boundary
3 470 0 0 0 -1 Site Center - 10 Mile Radius
3 480 0 3 2 -1 EVACUATION BOUNDARY
3 490 0 1 0 -1 NONVISIBLE BOUNDARY, CLASS UNKNOWN
3 500 0 1 0 -1 NONVISIBLE POLITICAL BOUNDARY
3 510 0 1 0 -1 OFFSET CORPORATE BOUNDARY
3 520 0 1 0 -1 CORPORATE CORRIDOR
3 530 0 1 0 -1 NONVISIBLE INTERPOLATED BOUNDARY
3 540 0 1 0 -1 FEATURE EXTENSION
3 550 0 1 0 -1 AUTOMATED EXTENSION
3 560 0 1 0 -1 MANUALLY ADDED BLOCK EXTENSION
3 570 0 1 0 -1 CLOSURE EXTENSION
3 580 0 1 0 -1 NONVISIBLE SEPARATION LINE
3 590 0 1 0 -1 NONVISISBLE CORPORATE CORRIDOR

CENTERLJNE
3 600 0 1 0 -1 POINT-TO-POINT IJNE
3 610 0 1 0 -1 PROPERTY LINE
3 620 0 1 0 -1 ZIP CODE BOUNDARY
3 630 0 1 0 -1 MAP EDGE
3 640 0 1 0 -1 STATISTICAL AREA BOUNDARY
3 650 0 1 0 -1 1980 STATISTICAL AREA BOUNDARY
3 660 0 1 0 -1 1990 BLOCK BOUNDARY
3 670 0 1 0 -1 URBANIZED AREA LAND USE BOUNDARY
3 680 0 1 0 -1 1990 STATISTICAL AREA BOUNDARY
3 690 0 7 0 -1 DAMAGE ASSESSMENT AREA
3 700 0 7 0 -1 CONTAMINATED AREA
3 710 0 7 0 -1 EMERGENCY PLANNING ZONE BOUNDARY
3 720 0 7 0 -1 NATIONAL DEFENSE BOUNDARY
3 750 0 1 0 -1 KNOWN POLYGON ID
3 800 0 1 0 -1 FIPS MCD/CCD BOUNDARY (DIGITS 3-5)
3 Sl0 0 1 0 -1 FIPS MCD/CCD BOUNDARY (DIGITS 1-2)
3 820 0 1 0 -1 FIPS PLACE BOUNDARY (DIGITS 3-5)
3 830 0 1 O -1 FIPS PLACE BOUNDARY (DIGITS 1-2)
3 840 0 1 0 -1 CENSUS TRACT/BNA BOUNDARY
3 850 0 1 0 -1 CENSUS TRACT/BNA BOUNDARY SUFFIX
3 860 0 1 0 -1 CENSUS BLOCK BOUNDARY SUFFIX
3 870 0 1 0 -1 FIPS STATE
3 880 0 1 0 -1 FIPS COUNTY
3 890 0 1 0 -1 FIPS MCD/CCD (DIGITS 3-5)
3 900 0 1 0 -1 FIPS MCD/CCD (DIGITS 1-2)
3 910 0 1 0 -1 FIPS PLACE (DIGITS 3-5)
3 920 0 1 0 -1 FIPS PLACE (DIGITS1-2)
3 930 0 1 0 -I CENSUS TRACT/BNA
3 940 0 1 0 -1 CENSUS TRACT/BNA SUFFIX
3 950 0 1 0 -1 CENSUS BLOCK
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Appendix B: IBS AttributeDictionary
BOUNDARIES

giN" I I II1| I IIII I I I II I I R I I III

_ P_am Pen _ Ded_ AttributeDescription _ ,.....
3 960 0 1 0 -I CENSUS BLOCK SUFFIX
3 970 0 I 0 -I BLOCK GROUP
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Appendix B: IBS AttributeDictionary
ROADS AND TRAILS
,, ,,,,, , , , , , ,, , ,,

Mmor P_am Pen Line _ _ttributeDescription , .....
5 0 0 0 0 -1 ROADS AND TRAILS
5 10 0 0 0 -1 Bridge abutment
5 20 0 0 0 -1 Tunnel portal
5 30 0 0 0 -1 Gate
5 40 0 0 0 -I Cul-de-sac
5 50 0 0 0 -1 Dead end
5 51 0 0 0 -1 Interstate (Proposed)
5 52 0 0 0 30 Interstate
5 53 0 0 0 -1 Interstate (Under Construction)
5 54 0 0 0 22 U.S. Highway
5 55 0 0 0 -1 U.S. Highway (Under Construction)
5 56 0 0 0 15 State Highway
5 57 0 0 0 -1 State Highway (Under Construction)
5 58 0 0 0 7 Secondary state and cou_Lty
5 59 0 0 0 -1 Secondary state and cou_lty(Under Construction)
5 60 0 0 0 -1 Primaryroute, class 1, symbol undivided
5 70 0 0 0 -1 Primaryroute, class 1, symbol divided by centerline
5 80 0 0 0 -1 Primaryroute, class 1, divided, lanes separated
5 90 0 0 0 -1 Primaryroute, class 1, one way, other than divided

highway
5 91 0 1 0 -1 PRIMARY ROUTE, CLASS 1
5 100 0 0 0 -1 Secondary route, class 2, symbol undivided
5 110 0 0 0 -1 Secondary route, class 2, symbol divided by centerline
5 120 0 0 0 -1 Secondary route, class 2, symbol divided, lanes

separated
5 130 0 0 0 -1 Secondary route, class 2, one way, other than divided

hhwy
5 131 0 1 0 -1 SECONDARY ROUTE, CLASS 2
5 140 0 0 0 -1 Road or street, class 3
5 141 0 1 0 -1 ROAD, CLASS 3, DIVIDED
5 142 0 1 0 -1 ROAD, CLASS 3, UND][VIDED
5 150 0 0 0 -1 Road or street, class 4
5 151 0 1 0 -1 ROAD OR STREET, C_LASS4, DIVIDED
5 152 0 1 0 -1 ROAD OR STREET, CLASS 4, UNDIVIDED
5 160 0 0 0 -1 Trail, class 5, other than four wheel drive vehicle
5 170 0 0 0 -1 Trail, class 5, four wheel drive vehicle
5 171 0 1 0 -1 TRAIL, CLASS 5, UNDIVIDED
5 172 0 1 0 -1 ROAD, CLA_IFICATI,ON UNKNOWN
5 173 0 1 0 -1 ROAD, UNDIVIDED
5 174 O 1 0 -1 ROAD DIVIDED
5 175 0 0 0 -1 Interstate Connector
5 179 0 1 0 -1 ROAD-RELATED ATI_-,IBUTE ADDED BY JRW

'CUZ FILE REFD IT
5 180 0 0 0 -1 Bridge
5 181 0 0 0 -1 Footbridge
5 190 0 0 0 -1 Ferry crossing
5 200 0 0 0 -1 Perimeter of parking area
5 210 0 0 0 -1 Arbitraryextension of lilte (join or closure)
5 220 0 0 0 -1 Road or street, class 3, symbol divided by centerline
5 230 0 0 0 -1 Road or street, class 3, _llvided,lanes separated
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Appendlx B: IBS Attribute Dictionary
ROADS AND TRAILS

,,

_ _ Pen Line _ AUribute Description
5 240 0 0 0 -1 Traffic drde
5 250 0 0 0 -1 Cloverleaf or interchange
5 260 0 0 0 -1 Toll gate, toll plaza or perimeter of toll plaza
5 270 0 0 0 -1 Historical
5 280 0 0 0 -1 In tunnel
5 290 0 0 0 -1 Overpassing,on bridge
5 300 0 0 0 -1 Under construction, classification known
5 310 0 0 0 -1 Under construction, classificatioa unknown
5 320 0 0 0 -1 Labeled "oldrailroad grade"
5 330 0 0 0 -1 Submerged or in ford
5 340 0 0 0 -1 Underpassing
5 350 0 0 0 -1 Limited access
5 360 0 0 0 -1 Toll Road
5 365 0 0 0 -1 Toll Connector
5 370 0 0 0 -1 Privately operated or controlled public access
5 380 0 0 0 -1 Proposed
5 390 0 0 0 -1 Double-decked

5 400 0 0 0 -1 In service facility or rest area
5 410 0 0 0 -1 Elevated
5 420 0 0 0 -1 Bypass route
5 430 0 0 0 -1 Alternate route
5 440 0 0 0 -1 Business route
5 450 0 0 0 -1 On drawbridge
5 453 0 1 0 -1 ROAD WIDTH 16-25 FEET, .010 INCHES AT

1:24,000
5 454 0 1 0 -1 ROAD WIDTH 26-35 FEET, .015 INCHES AT

24:O0O
5 455 0 1 0 -1 ROAD WIDTH 3645 FEET, .020 INCHF.S AT

1:24,000
5 460 0 0 0 -1 Road width 46-55 feet, .025 inches at 1:24,000
5 470 0 0 0 -1 Road width 46-65 feet, .030 inches at 1:24,000
5 480 0 0 0 -1 Road width 66-75 feet, .035 inches at 1:24,000
5 490 0 0 0 -1 Road width 76-85 feet, .040 inches at 1:24,000
5 500 0 0 0 -1 Road width 86-95 feet, .045 inches at 1:24,000
5 510 0 0 0 -1 Road width 96-105 feet, .055 inches at 1:24,000
5 520 0 0 0 -1 Road width 106-115 feet, .055 inches at 1:24,000
5 530 0 0 0 -1 Road width 116-125 feet, .060 inches at 1:24,000
5 540 0 0 0 -1 Road width 126-135 feet, .065 inches at 1:24,000
5 550 0 0 0 -1 Road width 136-145 feet, .070 inches at 1:24,000
5 600 0 0 0 -1 Humber of lanes
5 650 0 0 0 -1 Interstate route number
5 700 0 0 0 -1 U.S. route number
5 750 0 0 0 -1 State route number
5 800 0 0 0 .,1 Reservation, park,or militaryroute number
5 850 0 0 0 -1 County route
5 860 0 1 0 -1 RAIL LINE IN CENTER
5 888 500 1 0 21 DECLU'FFERING ATTRIBUTE
5 930 0 1 0 -1 SERVICE DRIVE
5 940 0 1 0 -1 SPECIAL ROAD FEATURE
5 950 0 1 0 -1 OTHER THOROUGHFARE
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Appendix B: IBSAttribute Dictiormry
ROADSAND TRAILS

Minor P_am Pen L,_D.__ Attribute Description
5 960 0 1 0 -1 WALKWAY
5 970 0 1 0 -1 STAIRWAY
5 980 0 1 0 -1 ALLEY
5 990 0 1 0 -1 WEIGH STATION
5 I000 0 1 0 -I SPUR
5 1010 0 1 0 -1 XXYY ALPHABETIC PORTION OF ROUTE

NUMBER
5 lO2O o 1 o -1 con_cmmcr __.ATUR_
5 1030 0 1 0 -I BEST ESTIMATE OF CLASS OR POSITION
5 1040 0 1 0 -1 PHOTOREVISED FEATURE
5 1100 0 1 0 -1 TRAFFIC CONTROL
5 1101 0 1 0 -1 TRAFFIC CONTROL 0NACT)
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Appendix B: IBS Attribute Dictionary
RAILROADS

_ Param Pen Line _ ,AttributeDescription
6 0 0 0 0 -1 RAILROADS
6 10 0 0 0 -1 Bridge abutment
6 20 0 0 0 -1 Tunnel portal
6 30 0 0 0 -1 Railroad
6 40 0 0 0 -1 Railroad in street or road
6 50 0 0 0 -1 Carline
6 60 0 0 0 -1 Cog railroad, incline railway, logging tram
6 70 0 0 0 -1 Ferry crossing
6 80 0 0 0 -1 Railroad siding
6 90 0 0 0 -1 Perimeter or limit of yard
6 100 0 0 0 -1 Arbitraryline extension (.join,closure)
6 110 0 0 0 -1 Railroad station, perimeter of station
6 120 0 0 0 -1 Turntable
6 130 0 0 0 -1 Roundhouse
6 140 0 0 0 -1 Historical
6 150 0 0 0 -1 In tunnel
6 160 0 0 0 -1 Overpassing. on bridge
6 170 0 0 0 -1 Abandoned
6 180 0 0 0 -1 Dismantled
6 190 O 0 0 -1 Underpassing
6 200 0 0 0 -1 Narrow gauge
6 210 0 0 0 -1 In snowshed or under structure
6 220 0 0 0 -1 Under construction
6 230 0 0 0 -1 Elevated
6 240 0 0 0 -1 Rapid transit
6 250 0 0 0 -1 On drawbridge
6 300 0 0 0 -1 Number of tracks
6 310 0 1 0 -1 RAILROAD MAIN TRACK
6 320 0 1 0 -1 RAH.ROAD SPUR TRACK
6 330 0 1 0 -1 RAILROAD YARD
6 340 0 1 0 -1 OTHER RAIL FEATURE
6 350 0 1 0 -1 PRIVATE
6 360 0 1 0 -1 U.S. GOVERNMENT
6 370 0 1 0 -1 JUXTAPOSITION
6 380 0 1 0 -1 PHOTOREVISED FEATURE
6 390 0 1 0 -1 NUMBER OF TRACKS
6 400 0 1 0 -1 BEST ESTIMATE OF CLASS OR POSITION
6 410 0 1 0 -1 COINCIDENT FEATURE
6 3646 0 1 0 -1 NUMBER OF UNITS IN HOUSING UNIT

STRUCTURE- 10 TO 19
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Appendix B: IBS AttributeDictionary
PIPELINES, TRANS. LINES, MISC. TRANSPORTATION FEATURES

Minor Param Pen Line Decltr Attribute Description.
7 0 0 0 0 -1 PIPELINES,TRANS. LINES, MISC.

TRANSPORTATIONFEATURES
7 10 0 0 0 -1 End of trans, line at power sta., substa., hydro, plant
7 20 0 0 0 -1 End of pipeline at oil or gas field
7 30 0 0 0 -1 End of pipeline at refinery, depot, or tank farm
7 40 0 0 0 -1 Pipeline
7 50 0 0 0 -1 Power transmission line
7 60 0 0 0 -1 Telephone or telegraph line
7 70 0 0 0 -1 Aerial tramway, monorail, ski lift
7 80 0 0 0 -1 Power Station
7 90 0 0 0 -1 Substation
7 100 0 0 0 -1 Hydroelectric Plant
7 110 0 0 0 -1 Landing strip, airport, perimeter of airport
7 111 0 0 0 -1 AIRPORT
7 112 0 6 0 -1 CIVILIANAIR HUB
7 115 0 0 0 -1 Military Landing scrip, airport, perimeter of airport
7 120 0 0 0 -1 Heliport, perimeter of heliport
7 130 0 0 0 -1 Launch complex, perimeter of launch complex
7 140 0 0 0 -1 Pumping station (other than water)
7 150 0 0 0 -1 Seaplane ramp or landing area
7 160 0 0 0 -1 Underground
7 170 0 0 0 -1 Under construction
7 180 0 0 0 -1 Abandoned
7 190 O 0 0 -1 Above ground
7 200 0 0 0 -1 Labeled "dosed"
7 210 0 0 0 -1 Unimproved, loose surface
7 220 0 1 0 -1 SPECIAL TRANSPORTATION FEATURE, CLASS

UNKNOWN
7 230 O 1 0 -1 OTHER SPECIAL TRANSPORTAION FEATURE
7 240 0 1 0 -1 FEATURE NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
7 250 0 1 0 -1 TRANSPORTAION TERMINAL
7 260 0 1 0 -1 ARBITRARY EXTENSION CLOSURE LINE
7 270 0 1 0 -1 SUBMERGED
7 280 0 1 0 -1 NU_
7 290 0 1 0 -1 PHOTOREVISED FEATURE
7 300 0 1 0 -1 ANGLE OF CLOCKWISEROTATION
7 310 0 1 0 -1 BEST ESTIMATE OF CLASS OR POSITION
7 320 0 1 0 -1 COINCIDENT FEATURE
7 330 0 1 0 -1 SEAPLANE ANCHORAGE
7 340 0 1 0 -1 MARINE TERMINAL
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Appendix B: IBS AttributeDictionary
OTHER SIGNIFICANT MAN-MADE STRUCTURES

Mmor P_am Pen _ ]2f.fJlZAttribute Description
8 0 0 0 0 -1 OTHER SIGNIFICANT MAN-MADE STRUCTURES
8 1 0 0 0 -1 End point of linear man-made feature
8 2 0 0 0 -1 Point on linear man-made feature
8 10 0 0 0 -1 Churchcomplex
8 20 0 0 0 -1 School campus
8 30 0 0 0 -1 Hospital complex
8 31 0 1 0 -1 VETERANS ADMINISTRATION HOSPITAL

COMPLEX
8 32 0 1 0 -1 HOSPITAL (INACHVE)
8 35 0 1 0 -1 NURSING HOME
8 40 0 0 0 -I Orphanage
8 45 0 1 0 -1 CUSTODIAL FACILITY
8 46 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY HOME OR POOR FARM
8 50 0 0 0 -I Prison compound
8 55 0 1 0 -1 HALFWAY HOUSE
8 60 0 0 0 -1 Trailer park
8 70 0 0 0 -1 Ski area
8 80 0 0 0 -I Stadium
8 90 0 0 0 -1 Athletic fields
8 I00 0 0 0 -I Golf course

8 110 0 0 0 -1 Shopping center
8 120 0 0 0 -1 Zoo
8 130 0 0 0 -1 Drive-in theater
8 140 0 0 0 -1 Race track
8 150 0 0 0 -_ Raceway, drag strip
8 160 0 0 0 -1 Marina
8 170 0 0 0 -1 Cable area
8 175 0 1 0 -1 BUS TERMINAL
8 180 0 0 0 -1 Urban area, house omission area
8 181 0 0 0 -1 PUBLIC
8 185 0 0 0 -1 TRANSPORTATION FACILITY

8 190 0 0 0 -I Industrialpark
8 195 0 0 0 -1 PRIVATE BUSINESS
8 200 0 0 0 -1 Materials storage area
8 205 0 4 0 -1 NUCLEAR PLANT
8 210 0 0 0 -1 Refinery or plant
8 215 0 1 0 -1 EMPLOYMENT CENTER
8 216 0 1 0 -1 OTHER EMPLOYMENT CENTER

i 8 220 0 0 0 -1 Tailings
8 230 0 0 0 -1 Intricate surface area
8 240 0 0 0 -1 Oil. sump or sludge pit
8 250 O 0 0 -I Slurrydisposal area
8 260 0 0 0 -1 Tank farm
8 270 0 0 0 -1 Feedlot
8 280 0 0 0 -1 Experimental farm
8 290 0 0 0 -1 Provinggrounds
8 300 0 0 0 -1 F'n_ngrange
8 310 0 0 0 -1 Conveyor
8 320 0 0 0 -1 Boardwalk
8 330 0 0 0 -1 Wall
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Appendix B: IBS Attribute Dictionary
OTHER SIGNIFICANT MAN-MADE STRUCTURES

Minor P_am _ Line Decltr Attribute Description
8 340 0 0 0 -1 Sea wall
8 350 0 0 0 -1 Levee
8 360 0 0 0 -1 Fence Line
8 370 0 0 0 -1 Cross
8 38O 0 0 0 -_ Flag
8 390 0 0 0 -1 Sewer line
8 400 0 0 0 -1 Spoil bank
8 410 0 0 0 -1 Coke ovens
8 420 0 0 0 -1 Arbitraryclosure line
8 430 0 0 0 -1 Grave site
8 440 0 0 0 -1 Historical marker
8 441 0 1 0 -1 SPECIAL PURPOSE LANDMARK
8 445 0 1 0 -1 LANDMARKFEATURE,CLASSIFICATION

UNKNOWN OR NOT ELSEWHERE
8 450 0 0 0 -1 Mine funnel entrance or cave
8 460 0 0 0 -1 Mine shaft
8 470 0 0 0 -1 Prospect
8 480 0 0 0 -1 Tower
8 490 0 0 0 -1 Burner/stack
8 500 0 0 0 -1 Drilled well
8 510 0 0 0 -1 Cliff dwelling
8 520 0 0 0 -1 Light
8 530 0 5 0 -1 SHELTER
8 536 0 1 0 -1 SHELTER (INACTIVE)
8 540 0 0 0 -1 Class 1 building
8 550 0 0 0 -1 Class 2 building
8 560 0 0 0 -I Police Station.
8 561 0 1 0 -1 POLICE STATION (INACTIVE)
8 570 0 0 0 -1 Fire Station
8 571 0 1 0 -1 FIRE STATION (INACTrVE)
8 575 0 10 0 -I RESCUE SQUAD
8 576 0 1 0 -1 RESCUE SQUAD (INACTIVE)
8 580 0 0 0 -1 Municipalbuilding
8 585 0 0 0 -1 GOVERNMENT BUILDING
8 590 0 0 0 -1 Court house
8 600 0 0 0 -1 Post office

8 610 0 0 0 -1 City or town hall
8 620 0 1 0 -1 EMERGENCY OPERATING CENTER
8 621 O 1 0 -1 EMERGENCY OPERATIONS CENTER

(INACTIVE)
8 630 0 1 0 -1 HOTEL
8 635 0 1 0 -1 ROOMING OR BOARDING HOUSE
8 636 0 1 0 -1 SORORITY OR FRATERNITY
8 637 0 1 0 -1 HOUSING FACILITY FOR WORKERS
8 640 0 0 0 -1 Town, village, settlement, locality, unincorporated

village
8 660 0 0 0 -1 Cemetery
8 670 0 0 0 -1 Sewage disposal plant
8 680 0 0 0 -1 Waterworks
8 690 0 0 0 -1 Oil reservoir
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Appendix B: IBS Attribute Dictionary
OTHER SIGNIFICANT MAN-MADE STRUCTURES

ill. i i

Mmor _ Pen Line _ Attribute Description
8 700 0 0 0 -1 Drilled well field
8 710 0 0 0 -1 Tank
8 720 0 0 0 -1 Oil or gas platform
8 730 0 0 0 -1 Mine
8 731 0 0 0 -1 Mine dump
8 732 0 0 0 -1 Mine (open pit)
8 733 0 0 0 -1 Ouarry
8 735 0 0 0 -1 Mine (strip)
8 750 0 i 0 -1 LAND
8 760 0 0 0 -1 Pit, unconsolidated materials
8 770 0 0 0 -1 Radio or television facility
8 780 0 0 0 -1 Storage bin
8 790 0 0 0 -1 Fairgrounds
8 800 0 0 0 -1 Rodeo grounds
8 810 0 0 0 -1 Corral
8 820 0 0 0 -1 Boat ramp
8 830 0 0 0 -1 Campground, campsite
8 831 0 1 0 -1 REC AREA
8 840 0 0 0 -1 Fort
8 850 0 0 0 -1 Swimming pool
8 860 0 0 0 -1 Archeologicalsite, ruins
8 870 0 0 0 -1 Cliff dwelling
8 880 0 0 0 -1 Picnic area
8 890 0 0 0 -1 Port of Entry
8 900 0 0 0 -1 Pile, dolphin, stump or snag(s)
8 910 0 0 0 -1 Breakwater,jetty, pier or wharf
8 920 0 0 0 -1 Exposed wreck or wreckage
8 930 0 0 0 -1 Sunken wreck
8 940 0 0 0 -1 Drydock
8 950 0 0 0 -1 Underground
8 960 0 0 0 -1 Under construction
8 970 0 0 0 -1 Abandoned
8 980 0 0 0 -1 Water
8 990 0 0 0 -1 Oil
8 1000 0 0 0 -1 Gas
8 1010 0 0 0 -1 Chemical
8 1020 0 0 0 -1 Covered

8 1030 0 0 0 -1 Gravel
8 1040 0 0 0 -1 Sand
8 1050 0 0 0 -1 ' Clay
8 1060 0 O 0 -1 Borrow
8 1070 0 0 0 -1 Radio
8 1080 0 0 0 -1 Lookout
8 1090 0 0 0 -1 Unincorporated
8 II00 0 0 0 -1 No population
8 1110 0 0 0 -1 Submerged
8 1120 0 0 0 -1 Ruin
8 1130 0 0 0 -1 Displaced or reversed to clearother symbol
8 1200 0 0 0 -1 Locale

8 1210 0 0 0 -1 Military
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Appendix B: IBS Attribute Dictionary
OTHER SIGI_i 71CANT MAN-MADE STRUCTURES

i,i i

_ P_am _ Line Decltr Attr}bute Description
8 1300 0 0 0 -1 Oilfield
8 1400 0 1 0 -I SIREN - ROTATING
8 1401 0 1 0 -1 SIREN- NON-ROTATING
8 1402 0 1 0 -1 SIREN
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Appendix B: IBS Attribute Dictionary
MISCELLANEOUS

ii i,it m i ,,,i , ,

Mtj_ Minor P_am Fen Lme _ Attn'bute Description .....
9 0 0 0 0 -1 MISCELLANEOUS
9 10 0 0 0 -1 Population number
9 20 0 0 0 -1 Population number in 10's
9 21 0 1 0 -1 POPULATION 0-5 YRS IN 10'S
9 22 0 1 0 -1 POPUI_TION 6-19YRS IN 10'S
9 23 0 1 0 -1 POPULATION 20-64 YRS IN 10'S
9 24 0 1 0 -1 POPUI_TION 65 YRS OR OLDER IN 10'S
9 30 0 0 0 -1 Population number in 100's
9 31 0 1 0 -1 POPUI_TION 0-5 YRS IN 100'S
9 32 0 1 0 -1 POPUI_TION 6-19 YRS IN 100'S
9 33 0 1 0 -1 POPULATION 20-64 YRS IN lOftS
9 34 0 1 0 -1 POPULATION 65 YRS OR OLDER IN 100'S
9 40 0 1 0 -1 Population number in 1000's
9 41 0 1 0 -1 POPUI.ATION 0-5 YRS IN 1000'S
9 42 0 1 0 -1 POPULATION 6-19 YRS IN 1000'S
9 43 0 1 0 -1 POPUI_TION 20-64 YRS IN 1000'S
9 44 0 1 0 -1 POPULATION 65 YRS OR OLDER IN 1000'S
9 50 0 1 0 -1 SPECIAL POPULATION
9 51 0 1 0 -1 INSTITUTIONAL, TRANSIT-DEPENDENT

POPUlaTION
9 52 0 1 0 -1 NON-INSTITUTIONAL, TRANSIT-DEPENDENT

POPULATION
9 53 0 1 0 -1 CREW OF VF._EL
9 99 0 0 0 -1 Polygon fill descriptor (graphics:spacing, pen, f'dl)
9 100 0 0 0 -1 Sensors
9 200 0 0 0 -1 Basic contour (METERS)
9 210 0 0 0 -1 Carryingcontour
9 220 0 0 0 -I Supplementary contour
9 230 O 0 0 -1 Continuation contour

9 240 0 0 0 -I Auxiliarycontour
9 250 O 0 0 -1 Bathymetric contour
9 260 0 0 0 -I Depth curve
9 270 0 0 0 -1 Spot elevation, less than third order
9 280 0 0 0 -1 Decimal fractions of feet or meters
9 290 0 0 0 -1 Approximate
9 300 0 0 0 -1 Depression
9 310 0 0 0 -1 Glacier or snow field
9 320 0 0 0 -I Underwater
9 330 0 0 0 -1 Cut
9 340 0 0 0 -1 Fill
9 350 0 0 0 -I Levee
9 360 0 0 0 -1 Elevation in whole feet or meters, right-justified
9 370 0 0 0 -1 Horiz. control station - 3rd order or better, permanent

mark
9 375 0 0 0 -1 Horizontal control station - 3rd order or better
9 380 0 0 0 -1 Horizontal control station - vertical angle, bench mark
9 385 0 0 0 -1 Horizontal control station - checked spot elevation
9 390 0 0 0 -1 Vertical control station - 3rd order or better - tablet
9 395 0 0 0 -1 Vert. cont. sta. -recov. mark-3rdord. or better - no

tablet
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Appendix B: IBS Attribute Dictiormry
MISCELLANEOUS
i i i .i i i i i i

_ P_am Pen Line _ Attribute Description
9 400 0 0 0 -1 Boundary monument - 3rd order or better - tablet
9 405 0 0 0 -1 Boundary monument - 3rd order or better - no tablet
9 410 0 0 0 -1 Reference monument
9 420 0 0 0 -1 U.S. Mineral or location monument
9 430 0 0 0 -1 Other control point
9 500 0 0 0 -1 State FIPS code
9 510 0 0 0 -1 County FIPS code
9 520 0 0 0 -1 Elevation to nearest foot
9 530 0 0 0 -1 Elevation to nearest meter
9 550 0 0 0 -1 Evacuee Origination Points
9 560 0 0 0 -1 Evacuee Reception/Care Points
9 561 0 1 0 -1 RECEPTION CENTER
9 562 0 1 0 -1 RECEPTION CENTER CAPACITY
9 563 0 1 0 -1 RECEPTION CENTER LOAD
9 565 0 1 0 -1 RECEPTION CENTER (INACTIVE)
9 566 0 1 0 -1 DECONTAMINATION CENTER
9 567 0 1 0 -1 DECONTAMINATION CENTER (INACTIVE)
9 570 0 1 0 -1 MORGUE
9 571 0 1 0 -1 MORGUE (INACTIVE)
9 600 0 0 0 -1 Time (year/mo)
9 601 0 0 0 -1 Time (day/hr/min)
9 602 0 0 0 -1 Time (milliseconds)
9 603 0 1 0 -1 TIME STEP
9 610 0 1 0 -1 SET CODE
9 611 0 1 0 -1 SET ELEMENT POINTER
9 620 0 1 0 -1 CONCENTRATION PARTS PER MHXJON (PPM)
9 621 0 1 0 -1 CONCENTRATION PARTS PER BILLION (PPB)
9 622 0 1 0 -1 HEAT FLUX WATI'S/M**2
9 623 0 1 0 -1 HEAT FLUX K WATTS/M**2
9 624 0 1 0 -1 POOL FIRE POOL BOUNDARY
9 630 0 1 0 -1 EXPLOSION DAMAGE CONTOUR
9 631 0 1 0 -1 THRESHOLD LUNG COLLAPSE
9 632 0 1 0 -1 THRESHOLD EAR RUPTURE
9 633 0 1 0 -1 THRE.SHOLDSKULL DAMAGE
9 634 0 1 0 -1 THRESHOLD FATALITIES
9 635 0 1 0 -1 THRESHOLD GLASS BREAKAGE
9 636 0 1 0 -1 THRF.3HOLD BUILDING DAMAGE
9 637 0 1 0 -1 DISTANCE IN THOUSANDS OF METERS
9 638 0 1 0 -1 DISTANCE IN HUNDREDS OF METERS
9 639 0 1 0 -1 DISTANCE IN TENS OF METERS
9 640 0 1 0 -1 DISTANCE IN METERS
9 641 0 1 0 -1 UNUSED: MAXIMUM DOSAGE IN MG-

MIN/ImTERSCUBED/
9 642 0 1 0 -1 UNUSED: MAXIMUM DOSAGE IN MG-

MIN_RS CUBED / lk
9 643 0 1 0 -1 _ IN TENTHS OF t_flNUTES OF TIP OF

PLUME

9 644 0 1 0 -1 TOTAL DOSAGE IN MG-MIN/TIETERS CUBED
/ 10M

9 645 0 1 0 -1 DOSAGE IN MG-MIN/METERS CUBED / 1K
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Appendix B: IBS Attribute Dictionary
MISCELLANEOUS

|,,, , .. ii i., ,, ,, ii , i i ,.,, ii ,,, ,,

Majg.I _ P_am Pen Line Ded_ Attribute Description
9 646 0 1 0 -1 TIME IN TENTHS OF MINUTES FOR TAIL OF

PLUME
9 647 0 1 0 -1 UNUSED: MAXIMUM DOSAGE IN

MG-MIN/METERS CUBED
9 648 0 1 0 -1 TOTAL DOSAGE IN MG-MIN/METERS CUBED
9 649 0 1 0 -1 UNUSED: LOW PORTION OF DOSAGE IN

TENTHS OF %
9 650 0 1 0 -1 UNUSED: MEDIUM PORTION OF DOSAGE IN

TENTHS OF %
9 651 0 1 0 -1 UNUSED: HIGH PORTION OF DOSAGE IN

TENTHS OF %
9 652 0 1 0 -1 UNUSED: TIME FOR DOSAGE TO EOUAL LOW

DOSAGE IN TENTHS OF MINUTES
9 653 0 1 0 -1 UNUSED: TIME FOR DOSAGE TO EQUAL

MEDIUM DOSAGE IN TENTHS OF MINUTES
9 654 0 1 0 -1 UNUSED: TIME FOR DOSAGE TO EOUAL

HIGH DOSAGE IN TENTHS OF MINLFFF_
9 655 0 1 0 -1 UNUSED: LOW DOSAGE PLUME IN TENTHS

0VIG-MIN/M**3)
9 656 0 1 0 -1 UNUSED: MEDIUM DOSAGE PLUME IN

TENTHS (MG-MIN/M**3)
9 657 0 1 0 -1 UNUSED: HIGH DOSAGE PLUME IN TENTHS

(MG-MIN/M"3)
9 658 0 1 0 -1 UNUSED: LOW CONCENTRATION It; _/ENTHS

(MG/IVI**3)PLUME
9 659 0 1 0 -1 UNUSED: MEDIUM CONCENTRATION IN

TENTHS (MG/M*'3) PLUME
9 660 0 1 0 -1 UNUSED: HIGH CONCENTRATION IN TENTHS

i

(MG/M'*3) PLUME
9 661 0 1 0 -1 UNUSED: LOW CONCENTRATION IN TENTHS

(PPM) PLUME
9 662 0 1 0 -1 UNUSED: MEDIUM CONCENTRATION IN

TENTHS (PPM) PLUME
9 663 0 1 0 -1 UNUSED: HIGH CONCENTRATION IN TENTHS

, (PPM) PLUME
9 664 0 1 0 -1 UNUSED: LOW FUMIGATION

CONCENTRATION IN TENTHS PLUME
9 665 0 1 0 -1 UNUSED: MEDIUM FUMIGATION

(.ONCENTRATION IN TENTHS PLUME
9 666 0 1 0 -1 UNUSED: HIGH FUMIGATION

CONCENTRATION IN TENTHS PLUME
9 667 0 I 0 -I WIND DIRECTION (FROM)
9 670 0 7 0 -1 RISK POLYGON
9 671 0 7 0 -1 USER DEFINED RISK POLYGON
9 67"). 0 1 0 -1 DOSAGE _VEL IN HUNDREDTHS

(MG-MIN/M**3)
9 _ 0 1 0 -1 PORTION OF DOSAGE LEVEL IN TENTHS OF

%
9 674 0 1 0 -1 TIME FOR DOSAGE TO EQUAL DOSAGE

LEVEL IN TENTHS OF MINUTES
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Appendlx B: IBS Attrlbute Dlctlonary
MISCELLANEOUS
,m, i m.., ,

Minor _ _dl Line D.tf_ Attribute D_cription ....
9 700 0 5 0 -1 EARTHQUAKE FAULT
9 701 0 5 0 -1 TROPICAL STORM
9 702 0 1 0 -1 HURRICANE
9 703 o 1 o -1 F.ARTHQUAKE(ICON)
9 70_ 0 1 0 -1 FIRE ICON
9 705 0 1 0 -1 BLIZZARD ICON
9 706 0 1 0 -1 TORNADO ICON
9 707 0 1 0 -1 FLOOD ICON
9 708 0 1 0 -1 CITY ICON
9 709 0 1 0 -1 9 710 0 1 0-1 POLICE STATION
9 711 0 1 0 -1 FIRE STATION
9 712 0 1 0 -1 MOBILE MEDICAL UNIT i
9 713 0 1 0 -1 HOSPITAL,RE,SOURCE
9 714 0 1 0 -1 EQUIPMENT
9 715 0 1 0 -" PRIVATE RESIDENCE
9 730 0 7 0 -1 SEARCH & RESCUE ARE.A
9 740 0 1 0 -1 KNOWN POINT ID
9 760 0 1 0 -1 KNOWN ROUTE ID
9 812 0 1 0 -1 ENVIRONMENT REPORT
9 813 0 1 0 -1 WEATHER REPORT
9 900 0 1 0 -1 N.A.P.B. TARGET - KILOTONNAGE
9 901 0 1 0 -1 CANADA
9 902 0 1 0 -1 TARGET - MILITARY INSTALLATION
9 903 0 1 0 -1 TARGET - OTMIL
9 904 0 1 0 -1 TARGET - PORT
9 905 0 1 0 -1 HAZARD
9 906 0 1 0 -1 HAZMAT SITE
9 907 0 1 0 -1 TARGET - POLITICAL
9 908 0 1 0 -1 TARGET - POWER
9 909 _ 1 0 -1 TARGET - COFCE
9 1000 O 1 0 -1 TARGET - CHEMICAL
9 1001 0 1 0 -i TARGET - MREFIN
9 1002 0 1 0 -1 ZIP CODE
9 1003 0 1 0 -1 EOC SQUARE FOOTAGE
9 1004 0 1 0 -1 PERSONNEL STAFFING - EMERGENCY
9 1005 0 1 0 -1 PERSONNEL STAFFING - NORMAL
9 1006 0 1 0 -1 REFINERY
9 1007 0 1 0 -1 COAL MINE
9 1008 0 1 0 -1 COKE PRODUCTION
9 1009 0 1 0 -1 NATURAL GAS PRESSURE PLANT
9 1010 0 1 0 -1 NATURAL GAS UNDERGROUND STORAGE
9 1011 0 1 0 -1 PETROLEUM IMPORT FACILITY
9 1012 0 1 0 -1 PORT FACHATY
9 1013 0 1 0 -1 GRAIN STORAGE FACILITY
9 1014 0 1 0 -1 FLOUR MHA_
9 1015 0 1 0 -1 FOOD DISTRIBUTION FACILITY
9 1016 0 1 0 -1 POULTRY PRODUCTION
9 1017 0 1 0 -1 AGRICULTURE EMERGENCY OPS CENTER
9 1018 0 1 0 -1 EGG PRODUCERS
9 1019 0 1 0 -1 FOOD PRODUCTION FACILITY
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Appendix B: IBS Attribute Dictionary
MISCELLANEOUS

_ P_em Pen _ _ Attribute D_criDtion _.
9 1020 0 0 0 -1 NUMBER OF DAIRY COWS
9 1021 0 1 0 -1 PLANT CAPAClTY
9 2001 0 1 0 -1 ALL_NS CREEK NPP
9 2002 0 1 0 -1 ARKANSAS NPP
9 2003 0 1 0 -1 DUANE ARNOLD NPP
9 2004 0 1 0 -1 BEAVER VALLEY NPP
9 2005 0 1 0 -1 BELLEFONTE NPP
9 2006 0 1 0 -1 BIG ROCK POINT NPP
9 2007 0 1 0 -1 BRAIDWOOD NPP
9 2008 0 1 0 -1 BROWNS FERRY NPP
9 2009 0 1 0 -1 BRUNSWICK NPP

9 2010 0 1 0 -1 BYRON NPP
9 2011 0 1 0 -1 CALLAWAY NPP
9 2012 0 1 0 -1 CALVERT CLIFFS NPP
9 2013 0 1 0 -1 CATAWBA NPP
9 2014 0 1 0 -1 CLINTON NPP
9 2015 0 1 0 -1 COMANCHE PEAK
9 2016 0 1 0 -1 COOK NPP
9 2017 0 1 0 -1 COOPER NPP
9 2018 0 1 0 -1 CRYSTAL RIVER NPP
9 2019 0 1 0 -1 DAVIS-BESSIE NPP
9 2020 0 1 0 -1 DIABLO CANYON NPP
9 2021 0 1 0 -1 DRESDEN NPP
9 2022 0 1 0 -1 FARLEY NPP
9 2023 0 1 0 -1 FERMI NIP
9 2024 0 1 0 -1 FITZPATRICK NPP
9 2025 0 1 0 -1 FORT CALHOUN NPP
9 2026 0 1 0 -1 FORT ST. VRAIN NPP

9 2027 0 1 0 -1 GINNA (BROOKWOOD) NPP
9 2028 0 1 0 -1 GRAND GULF NPP

9 2029 0 1 0 -1 HADDAM NECK (CONN YANKEE) NPP
9 2030 0 1 0 -1 HATCH NPP
9 2031 0 1 0 -1 HOPE CREEK NPP
9 2032 0 1 0 -1 HUMBOLDT BAY NIP
9 2033 0 1 0 -1 INDIAN POINT NPP
9 2034 0 1 0 -1 KEWAUNEE NIP

9 2035 0 1 0 -1 LA CROSSE (GENOA) NIP
9 2036 0 1 0 -1 LASALLE N1P
9 2037 0 1 0 -1 LIMERICK NPP
9 2038 0 1 0 -1 MAINE YANKEE NIP
9 2039 0 1 0 -1 MCGUIRE NPP
9 2040 0 1 0 -1 MILLSTONE NPP

9 2041 O 1 0 -1 MONTICEIA£) NPP
9 2042 0 1 0 -1 NINE MILE POINT NPP
9 2043 0 1 0 -1 NORTH ANNA NPP

9 2044 0 1 0 -1 OCONEE NIP
9 2045 0 1 0 -1 OYSTER CREEK NIP
9 2046 0 1 0 -1 PALISADES NIP

O 9 2047 0 1 0 -1 PALO VERDE NPP
9 2048 0 1 0 -1 PEACH BoTroM NIP
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Appendh B: IBS Attribute Dictionary
MISCELLANEOUS
.,,, i, i ,,,,.,i ,,,,,,, ,,, , , , i i i i i i i H, i, ,,.,,,.,.,

Minor _ _dt Line _ _J_ute Description _,....
9 2049 0 1 0 -1 PERRY NPP
9 2050 0 1 0 -1 PIIJ3RIM (ROCKY POINT) NPP
9 2051 0 1 0 -1 POINT BEACH NPP
9 2052 0 1 0 -1 PRAIRIE ISLAND NIP
9 2053 0 1 0 -1 QUAD CITIES NIP
9 2054 0 1 0 -1 RANCHO SECO NIP
9 2055 0 1 0 -1 RIVER BEND NPP
9 2056 0 1 0 -1 ROBINSON NIP
9 2057 0 1 0 -1 ST. LUCIE NIP
9 2058 0 1 0 -1 SALEM NIP
9 2059 0 1 0 -1 SAN ONOFRE NPP
9 2060 0 1 0 -1 SEABROOK NPP
9 2061 0 1 0 -1 SEQUOYAH NIP
9 2062 0 1 0 -1 SHEARON HARRIS
9 2063 0 1 0 -1 SHOREHAM NIP
9 2064 0 1 0 -1 SOUTH TEXAS NIP
9 2065 0 1 0 -1 SUMMER NIP
9 2066 0 1 0 -1 SURRY NIP
9 2067 0 1 O -1 SUSQUEHANNA NIP
9 2068 0 1 0 -I THREE MILE ISLAND NIP
9 2069 0 1 0 -1 TROJAN I TPP
9 2070 0 1 0 -I TURKEY POINT NIP
9 2071 0 1 0 -1 VERMONT YANKEE NPP
9 2072 0 1 0 -1 VOGTLE NIP
9 2073 0 1 0 -1 WPPSS STEAM/N-RFLACTOR
9 2074 0 1 0 -1 WPPSS 2 NIP
9 2075 0 1 0 -1 WATERFORD NIP
9 2076 0 1 0 -1 WOLF CREEK NPP
9 2077 0 1 0 -1 YANKEE NPP
9 2078 0 1 0 -1 ZION NIP
9 2201 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: WALI,JS, TEXAS
9 2202 0 1 0 -I SITENAME: RUSSELLVILLE, ARKANSAS
9 2203 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: PALE#,IOWA
9 2204 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: SHIPPINGPORT, PENNSYLVANIA
9 2205 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: SCOTTSBORO, ALABAMA
9 2206 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: BIG ROCK POINT, MICHIGAN
9 2207 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: BR_JDWOOD, ILLINOIS
9 2208 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: DECATUR, ALABAMA
9 2209 0 1 0 -1 SIrE NAME: SOT_WHPORT,NORTH CAROLINA
9 2210 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: BYRON, ILLINOIS
9 2211 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: FULTON, MISSOURI
9 2212 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: LUSBY, MAR_
9 2213 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: LAKE WYLIE, SOUTH CAROLINA
9 2214 0 1 0 -I SITE NAME: CLINTON, ILLINOIS
9 2215 0 I 0 -I SITE NAME: GLEN ROSE, TEXAS
9 2216 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: BRIDGMAN, MICHIGAN
9 2217 0 1 0 -I SITE NAME: BROWNVILLE, NEBRASKA
9 2218 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: RED LEVEL, FLORIDA
9 2219 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: OAK HARBOR, OHIO
9 2220 0 I 0 -1 SITE NAME: DIABLO CANYON, CALIFORNIA
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Appendix B: IBS Attribute Dictionary
MISCELLANEOUS

ii ., , , , ,, ,,.,, ,, , i, , ,| , ,i i,, , i i,.,. ,

_ _ Pen _ ]2ggll_ AttributeDesfription ................
9 2221 0 1 0 -1 SITENAME: MORRIS, ILLINOIS
9 2222 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: DOTHAN, ALABAMA
9 2223 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: NEWPORT, MICHIGAN
9 2224 0 I 0 -I SITENAME: SCRIBA,NEW YORK
9 2225 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: FORT CALHOUN, NEBRASKA
9 2226 0 1 0 -1 SITENAME: PLATTVILLE, COLORADO
9 2227 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: ONTARIO, NEW YORK
9 2228 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: PORT GIBSON, MISSISSIPPI
9 2229 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: HADDAM NECK, CONNECTICUT
9 2230 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: BAXLEY, GEORGIA
9 2231 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: SALEM, NEW JERSEY
9 2232 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: EUREKA, CALIFORNIA
9 2233 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: BUCHANAN, NEW YORK
9 2234 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: CARLTON, WISCONSIN
9 2235 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN
9 2236 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: SENECA, ILLINOIS
9 2237 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: POTTSTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA
9 2238 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: WISCASSET, MAIN
9 2239 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: COWANSFORD DAM, NORTH

CAROLINA
9 2240 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: WATERFORD, CONNECTICUT
9 2241 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: MONTICELLO, MINNESOTA
9 2242 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: SCRIBA, NEW YORK
9 2243 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: MINERAL, VIRGINIA
9 2244 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA
9 2245 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: TOMA RIVER, NEW JERSEY
9 2246 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: SOUTH HAVEN, MICHIGAN
9 2247 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: WINTERSBURG, ARIZONA
9 2248 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: PEACH BOTTOM, PENNSYLVANIA
9 2249 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: PERRY, OHIO
9 2250 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: PLYMOUTH, MASSACHUSETTS
9 2251 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: TWO CREEKS, WISCONSIN
9 2252 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: RED WING, MINNESOTA
9 2253 0 1 0 .1 SITE NAME: CORDOVA, ILLINOIS
9 2254 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: CLAYSTATION, CALIFORNIA
9 2255 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: ST. _CISVILLE, LOUISIANA
9 2256 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: I'L_.RTSVILLE,SOUTH CAROLINA
9 2257 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: IT. PIERCE, FLORIDA
9 2258 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: SALEM, NEW JERSEY
9 2259 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: SAN CLEMENTE, CALIFORNIA
9 2260 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: SEABROOK, NEW HAMPSHIRE
9 2261 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: DAISY, TENNESSEE
9 2262 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: BONSAL, NORTH CAROLINA
9 2263 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: BROOKHAVEN, NEW YORK
9 2264 0 1 0 ..1 SITE NAME: MATAGORDA COUNTY, TEXAS
9 2265 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: BROAD RIVER, SOUTH

CAROLINA
9 2266 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: GRAVEL NECK, VIRGINIA
9 2267 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: BERWICK, PENNSYLVANIA
9 2268 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: MIDDLETOWN, PENNSYLVANIA
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Appendix B: IBS Attribute Dictionary
MISCELLANEOUS

_ P_am Pen _ ]_JLT. Attribute Description
9 2269 0 I 0 -I SITE NAME: PRF_.SCOTr, OREGON
9 2270 0 I 0 -I SITE NAME: FLORIDA CITY, FLORIDA
9 2271 0 1 0 -I SITE NAME: VERNON, VERMONT
9 2272 0 1 0 -I SITE NAME: WAYNESBORO, GEORGIA
9 2273 0 1 0 -I SITE NAME: RI_, WASHINGTON
9 2274 0 1 0 -I SITE NAME: RI_, WASHINGTON
9 2275 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: TAFT, LOUISIANA
9 2276 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: BURIJNGTON, KANSAS
9 2277 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: ROWE, MASSACHUSETTS
9 2278 0 1 0 -1 SITE NAME: ZION, ILLINOIS
9 2401 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: AUSTIN
9 2402 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: POPE
9 2403 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAoMi: LINN
9 2404 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAdVIE: BEAVER
9 2405 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAlVIE: JACKSON
9 2406 0 1 0 -I COUNTY NAME: CHARLEVOIX

9 2407 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: WILL
9 2408 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NbLME: MORGAN
9 2409 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: BRUNSWICK
9 2410 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: MACON
9 2411 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NldVIE: CALLAWAY
9 2412 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY N_ME: CALVERT
9 2413 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY N._dVIE: YORK
9 2414 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY N/_ME: DE WITT
9 2415 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: SOMERVELL
9 2416 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: BERRIEN
9 2417 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAlVlE: NEMAHA
9 2418 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: CITRUS
9 2419 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: OTTAWA

9 2420 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: SAN LUIS OBISPO
9 2421 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: GRUNDY

9 2422 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: HOUSTON
9 2423 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: MONROE
9 2424 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: OSWEGO
9 2425 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: WASHINGTON
9 2426 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: WELD
9 2427 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: WAYNE
9 2428 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY I_AME: CLAIBORNE
9 2429 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: MIDDLE.SEX
9 2430 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: APPIJNG
9 2431 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: SALEM
9 2432 0 1 0 -I COUNTY NAME: HUMBOLDT
9 2433 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: WESTCHESTER
9 2434 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: KEWAUNEE
9 2435 0 1 0 -I COUNTY NAME: LA CROSSE •
9 2436 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: LA SAIA_
9 2437 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: BERKS
9 2438 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME.: LINCOLN

9 2439 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: LINCOLN
9 2440 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: NEW LONDON
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Appendix B: IBS Attribute Dictionary
MISCELLANEOUS

_ _ Pen Line _ _ttributeDescripfion
9 2441 0 1 0 -I COUNTY NAME: WRIGHT
9 2442 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: OSWEGO
9 2443 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: LOUISA
9 2444 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: OCONEE
9 2445 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: OCEAN
9 2446 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: VAN BUREN
9 2447 0 1 0 -I COUNTY NAME: MARICOPA
9 2448 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: LANCASTER
9 2449 0 1 0 -I COUNTY NAME: LAKE
9 2450 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: PLYMOUTH
9 2451 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: MAN1TOWOC
9 2452 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: GOODHUE
9 2453 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: ROCK ISLAND
9 2454 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: AMADOR
9 2455 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: POINTE COUPEE
9 2456 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: DARLINGTON
9 2457 0 1 0 -I COUNTY NAME: ST.LUCIE
9 2458 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: SALEM
9 2459 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: ORANGE
9 2460 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: ROCKINGHAM
9 2461 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: HAMILTON
9 2462 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: WAKE
9 2463 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: SUFFOLK
9 2464 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: MATAGORDA
9 2465 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: FAIRFIELD
9 2466 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: SURRY
9 2467 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: COLUMBIA
9 2468 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: DAUPHIN
9 2469 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: COLUMBIA
9 2470 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: DADE
9 2471 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: WINDHAM
9 2472 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: BURKE
9 2473 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: BENTON
9 2474 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: BENTON
9 2475 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST
9 2476 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: COFFEE
9 2477 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: FRANKLIN
9 2478 0 1 0 -1 COUNTY NAME: LAKE
9 2601 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 48015
9 2602 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 05115
9 2603 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 19113
9 2604 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 42007
9 2605 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 01071
9 2606 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 26029
9 2607 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 17197
9 2608 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 01103
9 2609 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 37019
9 2610 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 17141
9 2611 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 29027
9 2612 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 24009
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Appendix B: IBS Attribute Dictionary !
MISCELLANEOUS

Minor P_am Pen Line Deekr Attribut; Descripfiola ,,
9 2613 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 4.5091
9 2614 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 17039
9 261.5 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 48425
9 2616 0 1 0 -1 HPS CODE: 26021
9 2617 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 31127
9 2618 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 12017
9 2619 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 39123
9 2620 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 06079
9 2621 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 17063
9 2622 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 01069
9 2623 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 2611.5
9 2624 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 36075
9 2625 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 31177
9 2626 0 1 0 -1 HPS CODE: 08123
9 2627 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 36117
9 2628 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 28021
9 2629 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 09(X)7
9 2630 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 13001
9 2631 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 34033
9 2632 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 06023
9 2633 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 36119
9 2634 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 55061
9 2635 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 5.5063
9 2636 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 17099
9 2637 0 1 0 -1 PIPS CODE: 42011
9 2638 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 23015
9 2639 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 37109
9 2640 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 09011
9 2641 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 27171
9 2642 0 1 0 -1 _ CODE: 36075
9 2643 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 51109
9 2644 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 45073
9 2645 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 34029
9 2646 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 26159
9 2647 0 1 0 -1 FIFS CODE: 04013
9 2648 0 1 0 -1 lIPS CODE: 42071
9 2649 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 3908.5
9 2650 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 25023
9 2651 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 55071
9 2652 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 27049
9 2653 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 17161
9 2654 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 06005
9 2655 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 22077
9 2656 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 45031
9 2657 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 12111
9 2658 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 34033
9 2659 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 06059
9 2660 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 33015
9 2661 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 47065
9 2662 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE; 37183
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Appendix B: IBS Attribute Dictionary
MISCELLANEOUS

Mmor _ _ Line _ Attribute Deseriptioll ....
9 2663 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 36103
9 2664 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 48321
9 2665 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 45039
9 2666 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 51181
9 2667 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 42037
9 2668 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 42043
9 2669 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 41009
9 2670 0 1 0 -1 HPS CODE: 12025
9 2671 0 1 0 -1 F[PS CODE: .50025
9 2672 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 13033
9 2673 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 53005
9 2674 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 53005
9 2675 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 22095
9 2676 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 20031
9 2677 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 25011
9 2678 0 1 0 -1 FIPS CODE: 17098
9 2801 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: HOUSTON LIGHTING & POWER CO.
9 2802 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: ARKANSAS POWER & LIGHT CO.
9 2803 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: IOWA ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER

CO.

9 2804 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: DUOUF_NE LIGHT CO. -OHIO
EDISON

9 2805 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

9 2806 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: CONSUMERS POWER CO.
9 2807 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: COMMONWEALTH EDISON CO.
9 2808 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
9 2809 0 1 0 -1 ITI'IL1TY: CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT CO.
9 2810 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: COMMONWEALTH EDISON CO.
9 2811 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: UNION ELECTRIC CO.
9 2812 0 1 0 -1 _: BALTIMORE GAS & ELECTRIC CO.
9 2813 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: DUKE POWER CO.
9 2814 0 1 0 -1 UTK,ITY: ILLINOIS POWER CO.

9 2815 0 1 0 -1 UTK,ITY: TEXAS UTILrrIES SVC., INC.
9 2816 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: INDIANA & MICHIGAN ELECTRIC

CO.
9 2817 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: NEBRASKA PUBLIC POWER DIST &

IOWA P & L CO.
9 2818 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: FLORIDA POWER CORP.
9 2819 0 1 0 -1 LrTIIJTY: TOLEDO EDISON-CLEVElAND EL.

ILLUM CO.

9 2820 0 1 0 -1 ITrlLITY: PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC CO.
9 2821 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: COMMONWEALTH EDISON CO.
9 2822 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: ALABAMA POWER CO.
9 2823 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: DETROIT EDISON CO.
9 2824 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: POWER AU'I_ORITY OF THE STATE

OF NEW YORK
9 2825 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: OMAHA PUBLIC POWER DISTRICT
9 2826 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: PUBLIC SERVICE CO. OF

COLORADO
9 2827 0 1 0 -1 I.rIILITY: ROCHESTER GAS & ELEC. CORP.
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Appendix B: IBS Attribute Dictionary
MISCELLANEOUS

Minor _ Pen Line P.tt_ Attribute Description
9 2828 0 1 0 -1 I.rrILITY: MISSISSIPPIPOWER & LIGHT CO.
9 2829 0 1 0 -1 LrYIIJTY: CONN. YANKEE ATOMIC POWER

CO.
9 2830 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: GEORGIA POWER CO.
9 2831 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC & GAS,

NEW JERSEY
9 2832 0 1 0 -1 UTI_FY: PACIHC GAS & EI._CTRIC CO.
9 2833 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: CONSOLIDATED EDISON
9 2834 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: WISCONSIN PUBLIC SVC. CORP.
9 2835 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: DAIRYLAND POWER COOPERATIVE
9 2836 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: COMMONWEALTH EDISON CO.
9 2837 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC CO.
9 2838 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: MAINE YANKEE ATOMIC POWER

CO.
9 2839 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: DUKE POWER CO.
9 2840 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: NORTHEAST NU_ ENERGY

CO.
9 2841 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: NORTHERN STATES POWER CO.
9 2842 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: NIAGARA MOHAWK POWER CORP.
9 2843 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: VIRGINIA ELEC. & POWER CORP.
9 2844 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: DUKE POWER CO.
9 2845 0 1 0 -1 trIILITY: JERSEY CENTRAL POWER & LIGHT

CO.
9 2846 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: CONSUMERS POWER CO.
9 2847 0 1 0 -1 ITI'K,ITY: ARIZONA PUBLIC SERVICE
9 2848 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: PHKADELPHIA ELECTRIC CO.
9 2849 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: CLEVELAND ELEC. ILLUM. CO.
9 2850 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: BOSTON EDISON CO.
9 2851 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: WISCONSIN-MICHIGAN POWER CO.
9 2852 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: NORTHERN STATES POWER CO.
9 2853 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: COMM. ED. CO.-IA. -ILL. GAS &

ELEC. CO.
9 2854 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: SACRAMENTO MUNICIPAL l.rYILYrY

DISTRICT
9 2855 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: GULF STATES UTILITIES CO.
9 2856 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT CO.
9 2857 0 1 0 -1 UTILrI'Y: FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT CO.
9 2858 0 1 0 -1 ITrlLITY: PUBLIC SVC. ELECTRIC & GAS, NEW

JERSEY
9 2859 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: SO. CALIF. ED. & SAN DIEGO GAS &

ELECT CO.
9 2860 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: PUBLIC SERVICE OF NEW

HAMPSHIRE
9 2861 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
9 2862 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY'. CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT CO.
9 2863 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: LONG ISLAND LIGHTING CO.
9 2864 0 1 0 -1 UTHATY: CENTRAL POWR & LT. -HOUSTON

LT. & POWER
9 2865 0 1 0 -1 UTIUTY: SOUTH CAROLINA ELEC. & GAS CO.
9 2866 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: VIRGINIA ELECt & POWER CO.
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9 2867 0 1 0 -1 UTHATY: PENNSYLVAN_-APOWER & LIGHT
9 2868 0 1 0 -1 UTIIATY: MEI_OPOLITAN EDISON CO.
9 2869 0 1 0 -1 UTIIXFY: PORTLAND GENERAL ELECTRIC

CO.
9 2870 0 1 0 -I UTILrrY: FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT CO.
9 2871 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: VERMONT YANKEE NUCLEAR

i POWER CORP.
9 2872 0 I 0 -I UTILITY: GEORGIA POWER CO.
9 2873 0 1 0 -1 UTHATY: DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
9 2874 0 I 0 -1 UTILITY: WASH. PUBLIC. POWER SUPPLY

SYSTEMS
9 2875 0 1 0 -I UTILITY: LOUISIANA POWER & LIGHT CO.
9 2876 0 1 0 -I UTHXrY: KANSAS GAS & ELEC. -KC P&L
9 2877 0 1 0 -1 UTILITY: YANKEE ATOMIC ELECTRIC CO.
9 '_78 0 1 0 -I UTILITY: COMMONWEALTH EDISON CO.
9 3001 0 1 0 -1 WEEKDAY POPUI_TION: FEMALE
9 3002 O 1 0 -I WEEKDAY POPULATION: MALE
9 3003 0 1 0 -1 EVENING POPULATION: FEMALE
9 3004 0 1 0 -1 EVENING POPUI_TION: MALE
9 3005 0 1 0 -1 NIGHT POPULATION: FEMALE
9 3006 0 1 0 -1 NIGHT POPULATION: MALE
9 3010 0 1 0 -1 POPULATION 0-5 YRS: TOTAL
9 3011 0 1 0 -1 POPUIATION 0-5 YRS: TOTAL FEMALE
9 3012 0 1 0 -1 POPULATION 0-5 YRS: CAUCASIAN FEMALE
9 3013 0 1 0 -I I'OPLRATION 0-5 YRS: NON-C.AUCASIAN

FEMALE
9 3021 0 1 0 -I POPUI_TION 0-5 YRS: TOTAL MALE
9 3022 0 1 0 -I POPULATION 0-5 YRS: CAUCASIAN MALE
9 3023 0 1 0 -1 POPULATION 0-5 YRS: NON-CAUCASIAN

MALE
9 3030 0 1 0 -1 POPULATION 6-19 YRS: TOTAL
9 3031 0 1 0 -1 POPULATION 6-19 YRS: TOTAL FEMALE
9 3032 0 1 0 -1 POPULATION 6-19 YRS: CAUCASIAN FEMALE
9 3033 0 1 0 -1 POPUI_TION 6-19 YRS: NON-CAUCASIAN

FEMALE
9 3041 0 1 0 -1 POPULATION 6.19 YRS: TOTAL MALE
9 3042 0 1 0 -1 POPUIATION 6.19 YRS: CAUCASIAN MALE
9 3043 0 1 0 -1 POPULATION 6-19 YRS: NON-CAUCASIAN

MALE
9 3050 0 1 0 -1 POPULATION 20-64 YRS: TOTAL
9 3051 0 1 0 -1 POPUI_TION 20-64 YRS: TOTAL FEMALE
9 3052 O 1 0 -1 POPULATION 20-64 YRS: CAUCASIAN FEMALE
9 3053 0 1 0 -I POPULATION 20-64 YRS: NON-CAUCASION

FEMALE
9 3061 0 1 0 -1 POPULATION 20-64 YRS: TOTAL MALE
9 3062 0 1 0 -1 POPUlaTION 20-64 YRS: CAUCASIAN MALE
9 3063 0 1 0 -1 POPULATION 20-64 YRS: NON-CAUCASIAN

MALE
9 3070 0 1 0 -1 POPULATION 65 YRS OR OLDER: TOTAL
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9 3071 0 1 0 -1 POPULATION 65 YRS OR OLDER: TOTAL

FEMALE
9 3072 0 1 0 -1 POPULATION 65 YRS OR OLDER: CAUCASIAN

FEMALE
9 3073 0 1 0 -1 POPULATION 65 YRS OR OLDER:

NON-CAUCASIAN FEMALE
9 3081 0 1 0 -1 POPUI_TION 65 YRS OR OLDER: TOTAL

MALE
9 3082 0 1 0 -1 POPULATION 65 YRS OR OLDER: CAUCASIAN

MALE
9 3083 0 1 0 -1 POPULATION 65 YRS OR OLDER:

NON-CAUCASIAN MALE
9 3101 0 1 0 -1 AGE: UNDER 1 YEAR
9 3102 0 1 0 -1 AGE: 1 AND 2 YEARS
9 3103 0 1 0 -1 AGE: 3 AND 4 YEARS
9 3104 0 1 0 -1 AGE: 5 YEARS
9 3105 0 1 0 -1 AGE: 6 YEARS
9 3106 0 1 0 -1 AGE: 7 TO 9 YEARS
9 3107 0 1 0 -1 10 AND 11 YEARS
9 3108 0 1 0 -1 AGE: 12 AND .13YEARS
9 3109 0 1 0 -1 AGE: 14 YEARS
9 3110 0 1 0 -1 AGE: 15 YEARS
9 3111 0 1 0 -1 AGE: 16 YEARS
9 3112 0 1 0 -1 AGE: 17 YEARS
9 3113 0 1 0 -1 AGE: 18 YEARS
9 3114 0 1 0 -1 AGE: 19 YEARS
9 3115 0 1 0 -1 AGE: 20 YEARS
9 3116 0 1 0 -1 AGE: 21 YEARS
9 3117 0 1 0 -1 AGE: 22 TO 24 YEARS
9 3118 0 1 0 -1 AGE: 25 TO 29 YEARS
9 3119 0 1 0 -1 AGE: 30 TO 34 YEARS
9 3120 0 1 0 -1 AGE: 35 TO 39 YEARS
9 3121 0 1 0 -1 AGE: 31 TO 44 YEARS
9 3122 0 1 0 -1 AGE: 45 TO 49 YEARS
9 3123 0 1 0 -1 AGE: 50 TO 54 YEARS
9 3124 0 1 0 -1 AGE: 55 TO 59 YEARS
9 3125 0 1 0 -1 AGE: 60 AND 61 YEARS
9 3126 0 1 0 -1 AGE: 62 TO 64 YEARS
9 3127 0 1 0 -1 AGE: 65 TO 69 YEARS
9 3128 0 1 0 -1 AGE: 70 TO 74 YEARS
9 3129 0 1 0 -1 AGE: 75 TO 79 YEARS
9 3130 0 1 0 -1 AGE: 80 TO 84 YEARS
9 3131 0 1 0 -1 AGE: 85 YEARS AND OVER
9 3141 0 1 0 -1 AGE OF HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS, 1 OR MORE

OVER 65:1 PERSON
9 3142 0 1 0 -1 AGE OF HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS, 65 OR OVER:

> 2, FAMILY HOUSEHOLD
9 3143 0 1 0 -1 AGE OF MEMBERS, 65 OR OVER: • 2 NON

FAMILY HOUSEHOLDS
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9 3144 0 1 0 -1 AGE OF MEMBERS, NONE 65 OR OVER: 1

PERSON
9 3145 0 1 0 -1 AGE OF MEMBERS, NONE 65: > 1, FAMILY

HOUSEHOLD
9 3146 0 1 0 -1 AGE OF MEMBERS, NONE 65: > 1, NONFAMILY

HOUSEHOLD
9 3151 0 1 0 -1 PERSONS BY RACE: WHITE
9 3152 0 1 0 -1 PERSONS BY RACE: BLACK
9 3153 0 1 0 -1 PERSONS BY RACE: AMERICAN INDIAN,

ESKIMO, OR ALEUT
9 3154 0 1 0 -1 PERSONS BY RACE: ASIAN OR PACIFIC

ISLANDER
9 3155 0 1 0 -1 PERSONS BY RACE: OTHER
9 3156 0 1 0 -1 PERSONS OF HISPANIC ORIGIN
9 3160 0 1 0 -1 PERSONS BY SEX: MALE
9 3170 0 1 0 -1 PERSONS BY SEX: FEMALE
9 3200 0 1 0 -1 TOTAL FAMILIE3
9 3201 0 1 0 -1 HOUSEHOLD TYPE AND SIZE - FAMILY,2
9 3202 0 1 0 -1 HOUSEHOLD TYPE AND SIZE - FAMILY,3
9 3203 0 1 0 -1 HOUSEHOLD TYPE AND SIZE - FAMILY,4
9 3204 0 1 0 -1 HOUSEHOLD TYPE AND SIZE - FAMILY,5
9 3205 0 1 0 -1 HOUSEHOLD TYPE AND SIZE - FAMILY,6
9 3206 0 1 0 -1 HOUSEHOLD TYPE AND SIZE - FAMILY,7 OR

MORE
9 3210 0 1 0 -1 TOTAL HOUSEHOLDS
9 3211 0 1 0 -1 HOUSEHOLD TYPE AND SIZE - NONFAMILY,1
9 3212 0 1 0 -1 HOUSEHOLD TYPE AND SIZE - NONFAMILY,2
9 3213 0 1 0 -1 HOUSEHOLD TYPE AND SIZE - NONFAMILY,3
9 3214 0 1 0 -1 HOUSEHOLD TYPE AND Sw.F_ - NONFAMILY,4
9 3215 0 1 0 -1 HOUSEHOLD TYPE AND SIZE - NONFAMILY,5
9 3216 0 1 0 -1 HOUSEHOLD TYPE AND SIZE - NONFAMILY,6
9 3217 0 1 0 -1 HOUSEHOLD TYPE AND SIZE - NONFAMILY,7

OR MORE
9 3221 0 1 0 -1 PERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD: HOUSEHOLDER
9 3222 0 1 0 -1 PERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD: SPOUSE
9 3223 0 1 0 -1 PERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD: CHILD, NATURAL

BORN OR ADOPTED
9 3224 0 1 0 -1 PERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD: CHILD, STEP
9 3225 0 1 0 -1 PERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD: CHILD,

GRANDCHH_
9 3226 0 1 0 -1 PERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD: CHILD, OTHER

RELATIVE
9 3227 0 1 0 -1 PERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD: CHILD,

NONRELATIVES
9 3231 0 1 0 -1 NON FAMILY HOUSEHOLD: HOUSEHOLDER

LIVING ALONE
9 3232 0 1 0 -1 NON FAMILY HOUSEHOLD: HOUSEHOLDER

NOT LIVING ALONE
9 3233 0 1 0 -1 NON FAMILY HOUSEHOLD: NONRELATIVES
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GROUt9 3300 0 1 0 -1 PERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD,

OUARTERS: INSTrrUTIONALIZED
9 3301 0 1 0 -1 GROUP

OUARTERS;INSTITUTIONS,CORRECTIONAL
INSTITITI'IONS

9 3302 0 1 0 -1 GROUP QUARTERS; INSTITUTIONS, NURSING
HOMES

9 3303 0 1 0 -1 GROUP OUARTERS; INSTITUTIONS, MENTAL
HOSPITALS

9 3304 0 1 0 -1 GROUP OUARTERS; INSITI'UTIONS, JUVENILE
9 3305 0 1 0 -1 GROUP OUARTERS; INSTITUTIONS, OTHERS
9 3310 0 1 0 -1 PERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD, GROUP

QUARTERS: OTHERS
9 3311 0 1 0 -1 GROUP QUARTERS; OTHER, COLLEGE

DORMITORIES

9 3312 0 1 0 -1 GROUP OUARTERS; OTHER, MILITARY
QUARTERS

9 3313 0 1 0 -1 GROUP OUARTERS; OTHER, EMERGENCY
SHELTERS FOR HOMELESS

9 3314 0 1 0 -1 GROUP OUARTERS; OTHER, VISIBLE IN
STREET LOCATIONS

9 3315 0 1 0 -1 GROUP OUARTERS; OTHER, OTHER
NONINSTrrUTIONAL

9 3600 0 1 0 -1 TOTAL HOUSING UNITS
9 3611 0 1 0 -1 HOUSING OCCUPANCY STATUS; OCCUPIED
9 3612 0 1 0 -1 HOUSING OCCUPANCY STATUS; VACANT
9 3615 0 1 0 -1 OCCUPIED HOUSING TENURE; OWNER
9 3616 0 1 0 ..1 OCCUPIED HOUSING TENURE; RENTER
9 3621 0 1 0 -1 NUMBER OF HOUSING UNITS INSIDE

URBANIZED AREA
9 3622 0 1 0 -1 NUMBER OF HOUSING UNITS OUTSIDE

URBANIZED AREA
9 3623 0 1 0 -1 NUMBER OF RURAL HOUSING UNITS
9 3624 0 1 0 -1 NUMBER OF HOUSING UNITS NOT DEHNED

IN URBAN OR RURAL AREAS
9 3631 0 1 0 -1 VACANT HOUSING UNITS FOR RENT
9 3632 0 1 0 -1 VACANT HOUSING UNITS FOR SALE
9 3633 0 1 0 -1 VACANT HOUSING UNITS RENTED OR SOLD,

NOT OCCUPIED
9 3634 0 1 0 -1 VACANT HOUSING UNITS FOR

SEASONAL,RECR., OR OCCASIONAL USE
9 3635 0 1 0 -1 VACANT HOUSING FOR MIGRANT WORKERS
9 3636 0 1 0 -1 VACANT HOUSING UNITS, OTHER VACANT
9 3641 0 1 0 -1 NUMBER OF UNITS IN HOUSING UNIT

STRUCTURE - 1,DETACHED
9 3642 0 1 0 -1 NUMBER OF UNITS IN HOUSING UNIT

STRUCTURE - 1 ATTACHED
9 3643 0 1 0 -1 NUMBER OF UNITS IN HOUSING UNIT

STRUCTURE - 2
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9 3644 0 1 0 -1 NUMBER OF UNITS IN HOUSING STRUCTURE

UN1T- 3 OR 4
9 3645 0 1 0 -1 NUMBER OF UNITS IN HOUSING UNIT

STRUCTURE - 5 TO 9
9 3646 0 1 0 -1 NUMBER OF UNITS IN HOUSING UNIT

STRUCTURE - 10 TO 19
9 3647 0 1 0 -1 NUMBER OF UNITS IN HOUSING UNIT

STRUCTURE - 2OTO 49
9 3648 0 1 0 -1 NUMBER OF UNITS IN HOUSING UNIT

STRUCTURE - 50 OR MORE
9 3649 0 1 0 -1 NUMBER OF UNITS IN HOUSING UNIT

STRUCTURE - MOBILE HOME
9 3650 0 1 0 -1 NUMBER OF UNITS IN HOUSING UNIT

STRUCTURE - OTHER
9 3660 0 1 0 -1 NUMBER OF AGGREGATE ROOMS IN EACH

HOUSING UNIT; TOT/_L
9 3671 0 1 0 -1 BOARDED UP VACANT HOUSING UNITS
9 3672 0 1 0 -1 VACANT HOUSING UNITS NOT BOARDED UP
9 3700 0 1 0 -1 AGGREGATE VALUE OF OWNER OCCUPIED

HOUSING UNITS; TOTAL
9 3701 0 1 0 -1 OWNER OCCUPIED HOUSING VALUE, LESS

THAN $15,000
9 3702 0 1 0 -1 OWNER OCCUPIED HOUSING VALUE ($) 15,000

TO 19,999
9 3703 0 1 0 -1 OWNER OCCUPIED HOUSING VALUE ($) 20,000

TO 24,999
9 3704 0 1 0 -1 OWNER OCCUPIED HOUSING VALUE ($) 25,000

TO 29,999
9 3705 0 1 0 -1 OWNER OCCUPIED HOUSING VALUE ($) 30,000

TO 54,999
9 3706 0 1 0 -1 OWNER OCCUPIED HOUSING VALUE (5) 35,000

TO 39,999
9 3707 0 1 0 -1 OWNER OCCUPIED HOUSING VALUE (5) 40,000

TO 44,999
9 3708 0 1 0 -1 OWNER OCCUPIED HOUSING VALUE (5) 45,000

TO49,999
9 3709 0 1 0 -1 OWNER OCCUPIED HOUSING VALUE (5) 50,000

TO 59,999
9 3710 0 1 0 -1 OWNER OCCUPIED HOUSING VALUE (5) 60,000

TO 74,999
9 3711 0 1 0 -1 OWNER OCCUPIED HOUSING VALUE (5) 57,000

TO 99,999
9 3712 0 1 0 -1 OWNER OCCUPIED HOUSING VALUE ($)

100,000 TO 124,999
9 3713 0 1 0 -1 OWNER OCCUPIED HOUSING VALUE (5)

125,000 TO 149,999
9 3714 0 1 0 -1 OWNER OCCUPIED HOUSING VALUE ($)

150,000 TO 174,999
9 3715 0 1 0 -1 OWNER OCCUPIED HOUSING VALUE ($)

175,000 TO 199,999
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9 3716 0 I 0 -1 OWNER occuPIEDHOUSINGVALUE ($)

200,000 TO 249,999
9 3717 0 1 0 -1 OWNER OCCUPIED HOUSING VALUE ($)

250,000 TO 299,999
9 3718 0 1 0 -1 OWNER OCCUPIED HOUSING VALUE ($)

300,000 TO 399,999
9 3719 0 1 0 -1 OWNER OCCUPIED HOUSING VALUE ($)

400,000 TO 499,999
9 3720 0 1 0 -1 OWNER OCCUPIED HOUSING VALUE ($)

500,000 OR MORE
9 3730 0 1 0 -1 AGGREGATE CONTRACT RENT FOR RENTER

OCCUPIED HOUSING UNITS

9 3750 0 1 0 -1 AGGREGATE PRICE ASKED FOR
VACANT-FOR-SALE-ONLY HOUSING UNITS

9 3760 0 1 0 -1 AGGREGATE RENT ASKED IN
VACANT-FOR-RENT HOUSING UNITS; TOTAL

9 3800 O 1 0 -1 D2 RELEASE TYPE (REL)
9 3801 0 1 0 -1 D2 METHOD OF ASSESSMENT (IMA)
9 3802 0 1 0 -1 D2 NUMBER OF TRACKS FOR CASE
9 3803 0 1 0 -1 D2 DOSAGE OR CONCENTRATION OF

INTEREST

9 3805 0 1 0 -1 D2 AGENT CODE (AGN)
9 3810 0 1 0 -1 D2 SEASON (SEA)
9 3815 0 1 0 -1 D2 STABILITY (STB)
9 3820 0 1 0 -1 D2 MUNITION (MUN)
9 3825 0 1 0 -1 D2 NUMBER OF MUNITIONS (NMU)
9 3830 0 1 0 -1 D2 WIND DIRECTION
9 3835 0 1 0 -1 D2 WIND SPEED (WND)
9 3840 0 1 0 -1 D2 TEMPERATURE (TMP)
9 3841 0 1 0 -1 D2 ONPOST OR OFFPOST
9 3842 0 1 0 -1 D2 TOTAL DIST DIV 10000
9 3843 0 1 0 -1 D2 TOTAL DIST
9 3844 0 1 0 -1 D2 CURRENT TRACK DIST DIV 10000
9 3845 0 1 0 -1 D2 CURRENT TRACK DIST
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10 0 0 0 0 -1 TEXT STRINGS 1

11 0 0 1 0 -1 PLACE OF WORK DATA

11 10 0 0 0 -1 AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION, CROPS

11 11 0 0 0 -1 AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION, LIVESTOCK
11 20 0 0 0 -1 AGRICULTURAL SERVICES, EXCEPT

HORTICULTURAL
11 21 0 0 0 -1 HORTICL_TURAL SERVICES
11 30 0 0 0 -1 FORESTRY

11 31 0 0 0 -1 HSHING, HUNTING, & TRAPPING
11 40 0 0 0 -1 METAL MINING
11 41 0 0 0 -1 COAL MINING
11 42 0 0 0 -1 CRUDE PETROLEUM & NATURAL GAS

EXTRACTION

11 50 0 0 0 -1 NONMETALLIC MINING & QUARRYING,
EXCEPT FUEL

11 60 0 0 0 -1 CONSTRUCTION

11 100 0 0 0 -1 MEAT PRODUCTS
11 101 0 0 0 -1 DAIRY PRODUC'rS

11 102 0 0 0 -1 CANNED & PRESERVED FRUITS &
VEGETABLES

11 110 0 0 0 -1 GRAIN MILL PRODUCTS
11 111 0 0 0 -1 BAKERY PRODUCTS
11 112 0 0 0 -1 SUGAR & CONFECTIONERY PRODUCTS

11 120 0 0 0 -1 BEVERAGE INDUSTRIF_
11 121 0 0 0 -1 MISCEL&ANEOUS FOOD PREPARATIONS &

KINDRED PRODUCTS
11 122 0 0 0 -1 NOT SPECIFIED FOOD INDUSTRIES
11 130 0 0 0 -1 TOBACCO MANUFACTURES
11 132 0 0 0 -1 KNH'rING MILLS

11 140 0 0 0 -1 DYEING & FINISHING _, EXCEPT
WOOL & KNIT GOODS

11 141 0 0 0 -1 FLOOR COVERINGS, EXCEFr HARD SURFACE
11 142 0 0 0 -1 YARN, THREAD, & FABRIC MILLS
11 150 0 0 0 -1 MISCFA.LANEOUS TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS

11 151 0 0 0 -1 APPAREL & ACCESSORIES, EXCEPT KNIT
11 152 0 0 0 "1 MISCELLANEOUS FABRICATED TEXTILE

PRODUCTS

11 160 0 0 0 -I PULP, PAPER, & PAPERBOARD MILLS
11 161 0 0 0 -1 MISCELLANEOUS PAPER & PUIJ ) PRODUCTS
11 162 0 0 0 -1 PAPERBOARD CONTAINERS & BOXE3
11 171 0 0 0 -1 NEWSPAPER PI._LISHING & PRINTING

11 172 0 0 0 -1 PRINTING, PUBLISHING, & ALLIED
INDUSTRIES, EXCEPT NEWSPAPERS

11 180 0 0 0 -1 PLASTICS, SYNTHETICS, & RESINS
11 181 0 0 0 -1 DRUGS

11 182 0 0 0 -1 SOAPS & COSMETICS

11 190 0 0 0 -1 PAINTS, VARNISHES, & RELATED PRODUCTS
11 191 0 0 0 -1 AGRICULIXJRAL CHEMICALS

11 192 0 0 0 -I INDUSTRIAL & MISCELLANEOUS CHEMICALS
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11 200 0 0 0 -1 PETROLEUM REFINING
11 201 0 0 0 -1 MISCELLANEOUS PETROLEUM & COAL

PRODUCTS
11 210 0 0 0 -1 TIRES & INNER TUBES
11 211 0 0 0 -1 OTHER RUBBER PRODUCTS, & PLASTICS

FOOTWEAR & BELTING
11 212 0 0 0 -1 MISCE_OUS PI..ASTICSPRODUCTS
11 220 0 0 0 -1 LEATHER TANNING & FINISHING
11 221 0 0 0 -1 FOOTWEAR, EXCEPT RUBBER & PLASTIC
11 222 0 0 0 -1 I.P_.ATHERPRODUCTS, EXCEPT FOOTWEAR
11 230 0 0 0 -1 LOGGING
11 231 0 0 0 -1 SAWMIIJ.3, PLANING MII.&S, & MILLWORK
11 232 0 0 0 -1 WOOD BUILDINGS & MOBILE HOMES
11 241 0 0 0 -1 MISCFAJ..ANEOUSWOOD PRODUCYrS
11 242 0 0 0 -1 FURNITURE & FIXTURES
11 250 0 0 0 -1 GLASS & GLASS PRODUCTS
11 251 0 0 0 -1 CEMENT, CONCRETE, GYPSUM, & PLASTER

PRODUCTS
11 252 0 0 0 -1 STRUCTURAL CLAY PRODUCTS
11 261 0 0 0 -1 POTTERY & RELATED PRODUCTS
11 262 0 0 0 -1 MISCE_OUS NONMETAIAAC MINERAL &

STONE PRODUCTS
11 270 0 0 0 -1 BLAST FURNACES, STEELWORKS, ROLLING &

FINISHING MIIJ.3
11 271 0 0 0 -1 IRON & STEEL FOUNDRIES
11 272 0 0 0 -1 PRIMARY ALUMINUM INDUSTRIES
11 280 0 0 0 -1 OTHER PRIMARY METAL INDUSTRIES
11 281 0 0 0 -1 CUTleRY, HAND TOOLS, & OTHER

HARDWARE
11 282 0 0 0 -1 FABRICATED STRUCTURAL METAL

PRODUCTS
11 290 0 0 0 -1 SCREW MACHINE PRODUCTS
11 291 0 0 0 -1 METAL FORGINGS & STAMPINGS
11 292 0 0 0 -1 ORDNANCE
11 300 0 0 0 -1 MISCEM..ANEOUS FABRICATED METAL

PRODUCTS
11 301 0 0 0 -1 NOT SPECIFIED METAL INDUSTRIES
11 310 0 0 0 -1 ENGINES & TURBINES
11 311 0 0 0 -1 FARM MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT
II 312 0 0 0 -I CONSTRUCTION & MATERIAL HANDLING

MACHINES
11 320 0 0 0 -1 METALWORKING MACHINERY
11 321 0 0 0 -1 OFFICE & ACCOUNTING MACHINES
11 322 0 0 0 -1 ELECTRONIC COMPUTING EQUIPMENT
11 331 0 0 0 -1 MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL, N.E.C.
11 332 0 0 0 -1 NOT SPECIFIED MACHINERY
11 340 0 0 0 -1 HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
11 341 0 0 0 -1 RADIO, TV, & COMMUNICATION EQUIFMENT
11 342 0 0 0 -1 ELECTRICAL MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT, &

SUPPLIES, N.E.C.
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11 350 0 0 0 -1 NOT SPECIFIED ELECTRICAL MACHINERY,

EQUIPMENT, & SUPPLIES
11 351 0 0 0 -1 MOTOR VEHICLE.S & MOTOR VEHICLE

EOUIPMEICr
11 352 0 0 0 -1 AIRCRAFr & PARTS
11 360 0 0 0 -1 SHIP & BOAT BUILDING & REPAIRING
11 361 0 0 0 -1 RAILROAD LOCOMOTIVE3 & EQUIPMENT
11 362 0 0 0 -1 GUIDED MISSILF.S,SPACE VEHICLES & PARTS
11 370 0 0 0 -1 CYCLF.3& MISCELLANEOUS

TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
11 371 0 0 0 -1 SCIENTIFIC & CONTROLLING INSTRUMENTS
11 372 0 0 0 -1 OPTICAL & HEALTH SERVICES SUPPLIE3
11 380 0 0 0 -1 PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIE3
11 381 0 0 0 -1 WATCHES, .CLOCKS,& CLOCKWORK

OPERATED DEVICES
11 382 0 0 0 -1 NOT SPECIFIED PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT
11 390 0 0 0 -1 TOYS, AMUSEMENT, & SPORTING GOODS
11 391 0 0 0 -1 MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACH.TRING

INDUSTRIES
11 392 0 0 0 -1 NOT SPECIFIED MANUFACTURING

INDUSTRIES
11 400 0 0 0 -1 RAILROADS
11 401 0 0 0 -1 BUS SERVICE & URBAN TRANSIT
11 402 0- 0 0 -1 TAXICAB SERVICE
11 410 0 0 0 -1 TRUCKING SERVICE
11 411 0 0 0 -1 WAREHOUSING & STORAGE
11 412 0 0 0 -1 U.S. POSTAL SERVICE
11 420 0 0 0 -1 WATER TRANSPORTATION
11 421 0 0 0 -1 AIR TRANSPORTATION

11 422 0 0 0 -1 PIPE LINE3, EXCEPT NATURAL GAS
11 432 0 0 0 -1 SERVICES INCIDENTAL TO TRANSPORTATION
11 440 0 0 0 -1 RADIO & TELEVISION BROADCASTING
11 441 0 0 0 -1 TELEPHONE (WIRE & RADIO)
11 442 0 0 0 -1 TELEGRAPH & MISCELIJLNEOUS

COMMUNICATION SERVICES
11 460 0 0 0 -1 ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER
11 461 0 0 0 -1 GAS & STEAM SUPPLY SYSTEMS
11 462 0 0 0 -1 ELECTRIC & GAS, & OTHER COMBINATIONS
11 470 0 0 0 -1 WATER SUPPLY & IRRIGATION
II 471 0 0 0 -1 SANITARY SERVICES
11 472 0 0 0 -1 NOT SPECIFIED UTIMTIES
11 500 0 0 0 -1 MOTOR VEHICLES & EQUIPMENT
11 501 0 0 0 -1 FURNITURE & HOME FURNISHINGS
11 502 0 0 0 -1 LUMBER & CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
11 510 0 0 0 -1 SPORTING GOODS, TOYS, & HOBBY GOODS
11 511 0 0 0 -1 METALS & MINERALS, EXCEPT PETROLEUM
11 512 0 0 0 -1 ELECWRICALGOODS
11 521 0 0 0 -1 HARDWARE, PLUMBING & HEATING

SUPPLIES
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11 522 0 0 0 -1 NOT SPECIFIED ELECTRICAL & HARDWARE

PRODUCTS
11 530 0 0 0 -1 MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT, & SUPPLIE3
11 531 0 0 0 -1 SCRAP & WASTE MATERIALS
11 537. 0 0 0 -1 MISCELLANEOUS WHOLF.3AI.E, DURABLE

GOODS
11 540 0 0 0 -1 PAPER & PAPER PRODUCTS
11 541 0 0 0 -1 DRUGS, CHEMICALS, & ALLIED PRODUCTS
11 542 0 0 0 -1 APPAREL, FABRICS, & NOTIONS
11 550 0 0 0 -1 GROCERIES & RELATED PRODUCTS
11 551 0 0 0 -1 FARM PRODUCTS-RAW MATERIALS
11 552 0 0 0 -1 PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
11 560 0 0 0 -1 ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
11 561 0 0 0 -1 FARM SUPPLIES
11 562 0 0 0 -1 MISCEI.LA_NEOUSWHOLE3ALE,

NONDURABI.E GOODS
11 571 0 0 0 -1 NOT SPECIFEEDWHOLESALE TRADE
11 580 0 0 0 -1 LUMBER & BUILDING MATERIAL RETAILING
11 581 0 0 0 -1 HARDWARE STORES
11 582 0 0 0 -1 RETAIL NUR3ERIF.3 & GARDEN STORES
11 590 0 0 0 -1 MOBILE HOME DEALERS
11 591 0 0 0 -1 DEPARTMENT STORES
11 592 0 0 0 -1 VARIETY STORES
11 600 0 0 0 -1 MISCF.LLANEOUS GENERAL MERCHANDISE

STORES
11 601 0 0 0 -1 GROCERY STORES
11 602 0 0 0 -1 DAIRY PRODUCTS STORE3
11 610 0 0 0 -1 RETAIL BAKERIES
11 611 0 0 0 -1 FOOD STORE3, N.E.C.
11 612 0 0 0 -1 MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
11 620 0 0 0 -1 AUTO & HOME SUPPLY STORF.S
11 621 0 0 0 -1 GASOIJNE SERVICE STATIONS
11 622 0 0 0 -1 MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE DEALERS
11 630 0 0 0 -1 APPAREL & ACCESSORY STORE_, EXCEFT

SHOE
11 631 0 0 0 -1 SHOE STORE3
11 632 0 0 0 -1 FURNITURE & HOME FIJRNISHINGS STORES
11 640 0 0 0 -1 HOUSEHOLD APPI.IANCES, TV, & RADIO

STORES
11 641 0 0 0 -1 EATING & DRINKING PLACE3
11 642 0 0 0 -1 DRUG STORES
11 650 0 0 0 -1 LIQUOR STORES
11 651 0 0 0 -1 SPORTING GOODS, BICYCLE3, & HOBBY

STORE.S
11 652 0 0 0 -1 BOOK & STATIONERY STORES
11 660 0 0 0 -1 JEWELRY STORES
11 661 0 0 0 -1 SEWING, NEEDLEWORK, & PIECE GOODS

STORF_
11 662 0 0 0 -1 MAIL ORDER HOUSES
11 670 0 0 0 -1 VENDING MACHINE OPERATORS
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11 671 0 0 0 -1 DIRECT SEIAJNG ESTABLISHMENTS
11 672 0 0 0 -1 FUEL & ICE DEALERS
11 681 0 0 0 -1 RETAIL FLORISTS
11 682 0 0 0 -1 MISCELJ.ANEOUS RETAIL STORE_
11 691 0 0 0 -1 NOT SPECIFIED RETAIL TRADE
11 700 0 0 0 -1 BANKING
11 701 0 0 0 -I SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
II 702 0 0 0 -I CREDIT AGENCIF__,N.E.C.
11 710 0 0 0 -1 SECURITY, COMMODITY BROKERAGE, &

INVF.3TMENT COMPANIES
11 711 0 0 0 -1 INSURANCE
11 712 0 0 0 -1 REAL ESTATE, INCLUDING REAL

ESTATE-INSURANCE-LAW OFFICES
11 721 0 0 0 -1 ADVERTISING
11 722 0 0 0 -1 SERVICES TO DWELLINGS & OTHER

BUILDINGS

11 730 0 0 0 -1 COMMERCIAL RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, &
TESTING LABS

11 731 0 0 0 -1 PERSONNEL SUPPLY SERVICES
11 732 0 0 0 -1 BUSINESS MANAGEMENT & CONSULTING

SERVICES
11 740 0 0 0 -1 COMPUTER & DATA PROCESSING SERVICES
11 741 0 0 0 -1 DETECTIVE & PROTECTIVE SERVICES
11 742 0 0 0 -1 BUSINESS SERVICE,S, N.E.C.
11 750 0 0 0 -1 AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES, EXCEPT REPAIR
11 751 0 0 0 -1 AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR SHOPS
11 752 0 0 0 -1 ELECTRICAL REPAIR SHOPS
11 760 0 0 0 -1 MISCEIJ.,ANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
11 761 0 0 0 -1 PRIVATE HOUSEHOLDS
11 762 0 0 0 -1 HOTELS & MOTELS

11 770 0 0 0 -1 LODGING PLACES, EXCEPT HOTELS &
MOTELS

11 771 0 0 0 -1 LAUNDRY, CLEANING, & GARMENT
SERVICES

11 772 0 0 0 -1 BEAUTY SHOPS
11 780 0 0 0 -1 BARBER SHOPS
11 781 0 0 0 -1 FUNERAL SERVICE & CREMATORIES
11 782 0 0 0 -1 SHOE REPAIR SHOPS
11 790 0 0 0 -1 DRESSMAKING SHOPS
11 791 0 0 0 -1 MISCEL&,ANEOUS PERSONAL SERVICES
11 800 0 0 0 -1 THEATERS & MOTION PICTURES
11 801 0 0 0 -I BOWLING ALLEYS, BILLIARD & POOL

PARLORS
11 802 0 C 0 -1 MISCELLANEOUS ENTERTAINMENT &

RECREATION SERVICES
11 812 0 0 0 -1 OFFICES OF PHYSICIANS
11 820 0 0 O -I OFFICES OF DENTISTS
11 821 0 0 0 -1 OFFICES OF CHIROPRACTORS
11 822 0 0 0 -1 OFFICES OF OPTOMETRISTS

11 830 0 0 0 -1 OFFICES OF HEALTH PRACTITIONERS, N.E.C.
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11 831 0 0 0 -1 HOSP_ALS
11 832 0 0 0 -1 NURSING & PERSONAL CARE FACILITIF,S
11 840 0 0 0 -1 HEALTH SERVICES, N.E.C.
11 841 0 0 0 -1 LEGAL SERVICES
11 842 0 0 0 -1 ELEMENTARY & SECONDARY SCHOOLS
II 8.50 0 0 0 -I COLLEGES & UNIVERSITIES

II 8.51 0 0 0 -I BUSINESS,TRADE, & VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS
11 852 0 0 (2 -1 lIBRARIES
11 860 0 0 0 -1 EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, N.E.C.
11 861 0 0 0 -1 JOB TRAINING & VOCATIONAL

REHABILITATION SERVICES
11 862 0 0 0 -1 CHILD DAY CARE SERVICES
11 870 0 0 0 -1 RESIDENTIAL CARE FACILITIES,WITHOUT

NURSING

11 871 0 0 0 -1 SOCIAL SERVICF.3, N.E.C.
11 872 0 0 0 -1 MUSEUMS, ART GALLERIES, & ZOOS
11 880 0 0 0 -1 RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS
11 881 0 0 0 -1 MEAaBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
11 882 0 0 0 -1 ENGINEERING, ARCHITECTURAL, &

SURVEYING SERVICES
11 890 0 0 0 -1 ACCOUNTING, AUDITING, & BOOKKEEPING

SERVICES
11 891 0 0 0 -I NONCOMMERCIAL EDUCATIONAL &

SCIENTIFICRESEARCH
11 892 0 0 0 -1 MISCELLANEOUS PROFESSIONAL & RELATED

SERVICES
11 900 0 0 0 -1 EXECUTIVE & LEGISLATIVE OFFICES
11 901 0 0 0 -1 GENERAL GOVERNMENT, N.E.C.
11 910 0 0 0 -1 JUSTICE,PUBLIC ORDER, & SAFETY
11 921 0 0 0 -1 PUBLIC FINANCE, TAXATION, & MONETARY

POLICY
11 922 0 0 0 -1 ADMINISTRATION OF HUMAN RF._OURC_

PROGRAMS
II 930 0 0 0 -I ADMINISTRATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL

QUALITY & HOUSING PROGRAMS
11 931 0 0 0 -I ADMINISTRATION OF ECONOMIC PROGRAMS
11 932 0 0 0 -1 NATIONAL SECURITY & INTERNATIONAL

AFFAIRS
11 1003 0 0 0 -1 LEGISLATORS
11 1004 0 0 0 -1 CHIEF EXECUTIVF.S & OFFICIALS, PUBLIC

ADMINISTRATION
11 1005 0 0 0 -1 ADMINISTRATORS & OFFICIALS,PUBLIC

ADMINISTRATION

11 1006 0 0 0 -1 ADMINISTRATORS, PROTECTIVE SERVICES
11 1007 0 0 0 -1 FINANCIAL MANAGERS
11 1008 0 0 0 -1 PERSONNEL & LABOR RELATIONS

MANAGERS
11 1009 0 0 0 -1 PURCHASING MANAGERS
11 1013 0 0 0 -1 MANAGERS, MARKETING, ADVERTISING &

PUBLIC RELATIONS
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11 1014 0 0 0 -1 ADMINISTRATORS, EDUCATION & RELATED

FIELDS
11 1015 0 0 0 -1 MANAGERS, MEDICINE & HEALTH
11 1016 0 0 0 -1 MANAGERS, PROPERTIES & REAL ESTATE
11 1017 0 0 0 -1 POSTMASTERS & MAIL SUPERINTENDENTS
11 1018 0 0 0 -1 FUNERAL DIRECTORS
11 1019 0 0 0 -1 MANAGERS & ADMINISTRATORS, N.E.C.
11 1023 0 0 0 -1 ACCOUNTANTS & AUDITORS
11 1024 0 0 0 -I UNDERWRITERS
11 1025 0 0 0 -1 OTHER FINANCIAL OFFICERS
11 1026 0 0 0 -1 MANAGEMENT ANALYSTS
11 1027 0 0 0 -1 PERSONNEL, TRAINING, & LABOR RELATIONS

SPECIALISTS
11 1028 0 0 0 -1 PURCHASING AGENTS & BUYERS, FARM

PRODUCTS
11 1029 0 0 0 -1 BUYERS, WHOLESALE & I_TA/L, EXCEPT

FARM PRODUCTS
11 1033 0 0 0 -1 PURCHASING AGENTS & BUYERS, N.E.C.
11 1034 0 0 0 -1 BUSINESS & PROMOTION AGENTS
11 1035 0 0 0 -1 CONSTRUCTION INSPECTORS
11 1036 0 0 0 -1 INSPECTORS & COMPLIANCE OFFICERS,

EXCEPT CONSTRUCTION
11 1037 0 0 0 -1 MANAGEMENT RELATED OCCUPATIONS,

N.E.C.
11 1043 0 0 0 -1 ARCHITECTS
11 1044 0 0 0 -1 AEROSPACE ENGINEERS
11 1045 0 0 0 -1 METALLURGICAL & MATERIALS ENGINEERS
11 1046 0 0 0 -1 MINING ENGINEERS
11 1047 0 0 0 -1 PETROLEUM ENGINEERS
11 1048 0 0 0 -1 CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
11 1049 0 0 0 -1 NUCLEAR ENGINEERS
11 1053 0 0 0 -1 CIVIL ENGINEERS
11 1054 0 0 0 -1 AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS
11 1055 0 0 0 -1 ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
11 1056 0 0 0 -1 INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
11 1057 0 0 0 -1 MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
11 1058 0 0 0 -1 MARINE ENGINEERS & NAVAL ARCHITECTS
11 1059 0 0 0 -1 ENGINEERS, N.E.C.
11 1063 0 0 0 -1 SURVEYORS & MAPPING SCIENTISTS
11 1064 0 0 0 -1 COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYSTS &

SCIENTISTS
11 1065 0 0 0 -1 OPERATIONS & SYSTEMS RESEARCHERS &

ANALYSTS
11 1066 0 0 0 -1 ACTUARIES
11 1067 0 0 0 -1 STATISTICIANS
11 1068 0 0 0 -1 MATHEMATICAL SCIENTISTS, N.E.C.
11 1069 0 0 0 -1 PHYSICISTS & ASTRONOMERS
11 1073 0 0 0 -1 CHEMISTS, EXCEPT BIOCHEMISTS
11 1074 0 0 0 -1 ATMOSPHERIC & SPACE SCIENTISTS
11 1075 0 0 0 -1 GEOLOGISTS & GEODESISTS
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11 1076 0 0 0 -1 PHYSICAL SCIENTISTS, N.E.C.
11 1077 0 0 0 -1 AGRICULTURAL & FOOD SCIENTISTS
11 1078 0 0 0 -1 BIOLOGICAL & LIFE SCIENTISTS
11 1079 0 0 0 -1 FORESTRY & CONSERVATION SCIENTISTS
11 1083 0 0 0 -1 MEDICAL SCIENTISTS
11 1084 0 0 0 -1 PHYSICIANS
11 1085 0 0 0 -1 DENTISTS
11 1086 0 0 0 -1 VETERINARIANS
11 1087 0 0 0 -1 OPTOMETRISTS
11 1088 0 0 0 -1 PODIATRISTS

u 1089 0 0 0 -1 HEALTH DIAGNOSING PRACTITIONERS, N.E.C.
11 1095 0 0 0 -1 REGISTERED NURSES
11 1096 0 0 0 -1 PHARMACISTS
11 1097 0 0 0 -1 DIL_TriANS
11 1098 0 0 0 -1 INHALATION THERAPISTS
11 1099 0 0 0 -1 OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS
11 1103 0 0 0 -I PHYSICAL THERAPISTS
11 1104 0 0 0 -1 SPEECH THERAPISTS
11 1105 0 0 0 -1 THERAPISTS, N.E.C.
11 1106 0 0 0 -1 PHYSICIANS' ASSISTANTS
11 1113 0 0 0 -1 EARTH, ENVIRONMENTAL, & MARINE

SCIENCE TEACHERS
11 1114 0 0 0 -1 BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE TEACHERS
11 1115 0 0 0 -1 CHEMISTRY TEACHERS
II 1116 0 0 0 -1 PHYSICS TEACHERS
11 1117 0 0 0 -1 NATURAL SCIENCE TEACHERS, N.E.C.
11 1118 0 0 0 -1 PSYCHOLOGY TEACHERS
II 1119 0 0 0 -1 ECONOMICS TEACHERS
11 1123 0 0 0 -1 HISTORY TEACHERS
11 1124 0 0 0 -1 POLITICAL SCIENCE TEACHERS
11 1125 0 0 0 -1 SOCIOLOGY TEACHERS
11 1126 0 0 0 -1 SOCIAL SCIENCE TEACHERS, N.E.C.
11 1127 0 0 0 -1 ENGINEERING TEACHERS
11 1128 0 0 0 -1 MATHEMATICAL SCIENCE TEACHERS
11 1129 0 0 0 -1 COMPLFrERSCIENCE TEACHERS
11 1133 0 0 0 -1 MEDICAL SCIENCE TEACHERS
11 1134 0 0 0 -1 HEALTH SPECIALTIES TEACHERS
11 1135 0 0 0 -1 BUSINESS, COMMERCE, & MARKETING

TEACHERS
11 1136 0 0 0 -1 AGRICULTURE & FORESTRY TEACHERS
11 1137 0 0 0 -1 ART, DRAMA, & MUSIC TEACHERS
II 1138 0 0 0 -I PHYSICAL EDUCATION TEACHERS
11 1139 0 0 0 -1 EDUCATION TEACHERS
11 1143 0 0 0 -1 ENGLISH TEACHERS
11 1144 0 0 0 -1 FOREIGN LANGUAGE TEACHERS
11 1145 0 0 0 -1 LAW TEACHERS
11 1146 0 0 0 -1 SOCIAL WORK TEACHERS
11 1147 0 0 0 -I THEOLOGY TEACHERS
11 1148 0 0 0 -1 TRADE & INE,USTRIAL TEACHERS i

11 1149 0 0 0 -1 HOME ECONOMICS TEACHERS i
IB'
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11 1153 0 0 0 -1 TEACHERS, POSTSECONDAR3_, N.E.C.
11 1154 0 0 0 -1 POSTSECONDARY TEACHERS, SUBJECT NOT

SPECIFIED
11 1155 0 0 0 -1 TEACHERS, PREKINDERGARTEN &

KINDERGARTEN
11 1156 0 0 0 -1 TEACHERS, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
11 1157 0 0 0 -1 TEACHERS, SECONDARY SCHOOL
11 1158 0 0 0 -1 TEACHERS, SPECIAL EDUCATION
11 1159 0 0 0 -1 TEACHERS, N.E.C.
11 1163 0 0 0 -1 COUNSELORS, EDUCATIONAL &

VOCATIONAL
11 1164 0 0 0 -1 LIBRARIANS
11 1165 0 0 0 -1 ARCHIVISTS & CURATORS
11 1166 0 0 0 -1 ECONOMISTS
11 1167 0 0 0 -1 PSYCHOLOGISTS
11 1168 0 0 0 -1 SOCIOLOGISTS
11 1169 0 0 0 -1 SOCIAL SCIENTISTS, NJ_.C.
11 1173 0 0 0 -1 URBAN PLANNERS
11 1174 0 0 0 -1 SOCIAL WORKERS
11 1175 0 0 0 -1 RECREATION WORKERS
11 1176 0 0 0 -1 CLERC _'
11 1177 0 0 0 -1 RELIGIOUS WORKERS, N.E.C.
11 1178 0 0 0 -1 LAWYERS
11 1179 0 0 0 -1 JUDGES
11 1183 0 0 0 -1 AUTHORS
11 1184 0 0 0 -1 TECHNICAL WRITERS
11 1185 0 0 0 -1 DESIGNERS
11 1186 0 0 0 -1 MUSICIANS & COMPOSERS
11 1187 0 0 0 -1 ACTORS & DIRECTORS
11 1188 0 0 0 -1 PAINTERS, SCULFrORS, CRAFr-ARTISTS, &

ARTIST PRINTMAKERS
11 1189 0 0 0 -1 PHOTOGRAPHERS
11 1193 0 , 0 0 -1 DANCERS
11 1194 0 0 0 -1 ARTISTS, PERFORMERS, & RELATED

WORKERS, N.E.C.
11 1195 0 0 0 -1 EDITORS & REPORTERS
11 1197 0 0 0 -1 PUBLIC RELATIONS SPECIALISTS
11 1198 0 0 0 -1 ANNOUNCERS
11 1199 0 0 0 -I A_

11 1203 0 0 0 -1 Health Technologists & Technicians
11 1204 0 0 0 -1 DENTAL HYGIENISTS

. 11 1205 0 0 0 -1 HEALTH RECORD TECHNOLOGISTS &
TECHNICIANS

11 1206 0 0 0 -1 RADIOLOGIC TECHNICIANS
11 1207 0 0 0 -1 LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSES

11 1208 0 0 0 -1 HEALTH TECHNOLOGISTS & TECHNICIANS,
N_E.C.

11 1213 0 0 0 -1 ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS
11 1214 0 0 0 -1 INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING TECHNICIANS
11 1215 0 0 0 -I MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNICIANS
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II 1215 0 0 0 -I ENGINEERING TECHNICIANS, N.EC. ......
11 1217 0 0 0 -1 DRAFTING OCCUPATIONS
11 1218 0 0 0 -1 SURVEYING & MAPPING TECHNICIANS
11 1223 0 0 0 -1 BIOLOGICAL TECHNICIANS
11 1224 0 0 0 -1 CHEMICAL TECHNICIANS
11 1225 0 0 0 -1 SCIENCE TECHNICIANS, N.E.C.
11 1226 0 0 0 -1 AIRPLANE PILOTS & NAVIGATORS
11 1227 0 0 0 -1 AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS
11 1228 0 0 0 -1 BROADCAST EQUIPMENT OPERATORS
11 1229 0 0 0 -1 COMPUTER PROGRAMMERS
11 1233 0 0 0 -1 TOOL PROGRAMMERS, NUMERICAL

CONTROL
II 1234 0 0 0 -I LEGAL ASSISTANTS
11 1235 0 0 0 -1 TECHNICIANS, N_E.C.
11 1243 0 0 0 -1 SUPERVISORS & PROPRIETORS,

OCCUPATIONS
11 1253 0 0 0 -I INSURANCE SALES OCCUPATIONS
11 1254 0 0 0 -1 REAL ESTATE SALES OCCUPATIONS
11 1255 0 0 0 -1 SECURITIES & FINANCIAL SERVICES SALES

OCCUPATIONS
11 1256 0 0 0 -1 ADVERTISING & RELATED SALES

OCCUPATIONS
11 1257 0 0 0 -1 SALES OCCUPATIONS, OTHER BUSINESS

SERVICES
11 1258 0 0 0 -1 SALES ENGINEERS
11 1259 0 0 0 -1 SALES REPRESENTATIVF_

11 1263 0 0 0 -1 SALES WORKERS, MOTOR VEHICLES & BOATS
11 1264 0 0 0 -1 SALES WORKERS, APPAREL
11 1265 0 0 0 -1 SALES WORKERS, SHOES
11 1266 0 0 0 -1 SALES WORKERS, FURNITURE & HOME

FURNISHINGS
11 1267 0 0 0 -1 SALES WORKERS; RADIO, TELEVISION, HI-FI,

& APPLIANCES
11 1268 0 0 0 -1 SALES WORKERS, HARDWARE & BUILDING

SUPPLIES
11 1269 0 0 0 -1 SALES WORKERS, PARTS
11 1274 0 0 0 -1 SALES WORKERS, OTHER COMMOD.
11 1275 0 0 0 -1 SALES COUNTER
11 1276 0 0 0 -1 CASHIERS
11 1277 0 0 0 -1 STREET & DOOR-TO-DOOR SALES WORKERS
11 1278 0 0 0 -1 NEWS VENDORS
11 1283 0 0 0 -1 DEMONSTRATORS, PROMOTERS & MODELS,

SALES
11 1284 0 0 0 -1 AUCTIONEERS
11 1285 0 0 0 -1 SALES SUPPORT OCCUPATIONS, N.E.C.
11 1303 0 0 0 -1 SUPERVISORS, GENERAL OFFICE
11 1304 0 0 0 -1 SUPERVISORS, COMPUTER EQUIPMENT

OPERATORS
11 1305 0 0 0 -I SUPERVISORS, FINANCIAL RECORDS

PROCESSING
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11 1306 0 0 0 -1 CHIEF COMMUNICATIONS OPEI_ATORS....
11 1307 0 0 0 -1 SUPERVISORS; DISTRIBUTION, SCHEDULING,

& ADJUSTING CLERKS
11 1308 0 0 0 -1 COMPUTER OPERATORS
11 1309 0 0 0 -1 PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT OPERATORS
11 1313 0 0 0 -1 SECRETARIES
11 1314 0 0 0 -1 STENOGRAPHERS
11 1315 0 0 0 -1 TYPISTS
11 1316 0 0 0 -1 INTERVIEWERS
11 1317 0 0 0 -1 HOTEL CLERKS
11 1318 0 0 0 -1 TRANSPORTATION TICKET & RESERVATION

AGENTS
11 1319 0 0 0 -1 RECEPTIONISTS
11 1323 0 0 0 -1 INFORMATION _, N.E.C.
11 1325 0 0 0 -1 CLASSIFIED-AD CLERKS
11 1326 0 0 0 -1 CORRESPONDENCE CLERKS
11 1327 0 0 0 -1 ORDER CLERKS
11 1328 0 0 0 -1 PERSONNEL CIJ_RKS, EXCEPT PAYROLL &

TIMEKEEPING
11 1329 0 0 0 -1 LIBRARY CLERKS
II 1335 0 0 0 -I FILE CLERKS
11 1336 0 0 0 -1 RECORDS CI_RKS

P

11 1337 0 0 0 -1 BOOKKEEPERS, ACCOUNTING, & AUDITING
CLERKS

11 1338 0 0 0 -1 PAYROLL & IM KEEPING CLERKS
11 1339 0 0 0 -1 BILLING CLERKS
11 1343 0 0 0 -1 COST & RATE CLERKS
11 1344 0 0 0 -1 BILLING, POSTING, & CAI_UIATING

MACHINE OPERATORS
11 1345 0 0 0 -1 DUPLICATING MACtl_NE OPERATORS
11 1346 0 0 0 -I MAIL PREPARING & PAPER HANDLING

MACHINE OPERATORS
11 1347 0 0 0 -1 OFFICE MACHINE OPERATORS, N.E.C.
11 1348 0 0 0 -1 TELEPHONE OPERATORS
11 1349 0 0 0 -1 TELEGRAPHERS
11 1353 0 0 0 -1 COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT OPERATORS,

N.E.C.
11 1354 0 0 0 -1 POSTAL _, EXCEPT MAIL CARRIERS
11 1355 0 0 0 -1 MAIL CARRIERS, POSTAL SERVICE
11 1356 0 0 0 -1 MAIL CLERKS, EXCEFF POSTAL SERVICE
11 1357 0 0 0 -1 MESSENGERS
11 1359 0 0 0 -1 DISPATCHERS
11 1363 0 0 0 -1 PRODUCTION COORDINATORS
11 1364 0 0 0 -1 TRAFFIC, SHIPPING, & RECEIVING CLERKS
11 1365 0 0 0 -1 STOCK & INVENTORY CLERKS
11 1365 0 0 0 -1 METER READERS
11 1368 0 0 0 -1 WEIGHERS, MEASURERS, & CHECKERS
11 1369 0 0 0 -1 SAMPLERS
11 1373 0 0 0 -1 EXPEDITERS
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11 1374 0 0 0 -1 MAlaRIAL RECORDING, SE_-__G, &

DISTain.
1375 o o o -1 nSCADJUSTERS, EXA  RS,

INVESTIGATORS
11 1376 0 0 0 -1 INVESTIGATORS & ADJUSTERS, F..XCEFr

INSURANCE
11 1377 0 0 0 -1 ELIGIBILH'Y CI.,ERKS,SOCIAL WELFARE
11 1378 0 0 0 -1 BILL & ACCOUNT COLLECTORS
11 1379 0 0 0 -1 GENERAL OFFICE CLERKS
11 1383 0 0 0 -1 BANK TELI.ERS
11 1384 0 0 0 -1 PROOFREADERS
11 1385 0 0 0 -1 DATA-ENTRY KEYERS
11 1386 0 0 0 -1 STATISTICAL CLERKS
11 1387 0 0 0 -1 TEACHERS' AIDES
11 1389 0 0 0 -1 ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT OCCUPATION,

N.E.C.
11 1403 0 0 0 -1 LAUNDERERS & IRONERS
11 1404 0 0 0 -1 COOKS, PRIVATE HOUSEHOLD
11 1405 0 0 0 -1 HOUSEKEEPERS & BUTI.,ERS
11 1406 0 0 0 -1 CHILD CARE WORKERS, PRIVATE

HOUSEHOLD
11 1407 0 0 0 -1 PRIVATE HOUSEHOLD CLEANERS &

SERVANTS
11 1413 0 0 0 -1 SUPERVISORS, FIREFIGHTING & FIRE

PREVENTION OCCUPATIONS
11 1414 0 0 0 -1 SUPERVISORS, POLICE & DETECTIVE3
11 1415 0 0 0 -1 SUPERVISORS, GUARDS
11 1416 0 0 0 -1 FIRE INSPECTION & FIRE PREVENTION

OCCUPATIONS
11 1417 0 0 0 -1 FIREHGHTINO OCCUPATIONS
11 1418 0 0 0 -1 POLICE & DETECTIVES, PUBLIC SERVICE
11 1423 0 0 0 -1 SHERIFFS, BAILIFFS, & OTHER LAW

ENVORCEMENT OFFICERS
11 1424 0 0 0 -1 CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION OFFICERS
11 1425 0 0 0 -1 CROSSING GUARDS
11 1426 0 0 0 -1 GUARDS & POLICE, EXCEFY PUBLIC SERVICE
11 1427 0 0 0 -1 PROTECTIVE SERVICE OCCUPATIONS, N.E.C.
11 1433 0 0 0 -1 SUPERVISORS, FOOD PREPARATION &

SERVICE OCCUPATIONS
11 1434 0 0 0 -1 BARTENDERS
11 1435 0 0 0 -1 WAITERS & WArFRF.3SES
11 1436 0 0 0 -1 COOKS, EXCEPT SHORT ORDER
11 1437 0 0 0 -1 SHORT-ORDER COOKS
11 1438 0 0 0 -1 FOOD COUNTER, FOUNTAIN & RELATED

OCCUPATIONS
11 1439 0 0 0 -1 KITCHEN WORKERS, FOOD PREPARATION
11 1443 0 0 0 -1 WAITERS' & WAITRESSES' ASSISTANTS
11 1444 0 0 0 -1 MISCELLANEOUS FOOD PPEPARATION

OCCUPATIONS
11 1445 0 0 0 -1 DEI_AL ASSISTANTS
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Minor _ _ Line Decl_ Attributf Description
11 1446 0 0 0 -1 HEALTH AIDES, EXCEPT NURSING
11 1447 0 0 0 -1 NURSING AIDES, ORDERLIES, & ATrENDANTS
11 1448 0 0 0 -1 SUPERVISORS, CLEANING & BUILDING

SERVICE WORKERS
11 1449 0 0 0 -1 MAIDS & HOUSEMEN
11 1453 0 0 0 -1 JANITORS & CLEANERS
11 1454 0 0 0 -1 ELEVATOR OPERATORS
11 1455 0 0 0 -1 PEST CONTROL OCCUPATIONS
11 1456 0 _ 0 -1 SUPERVISORS, PERSONAL SERVICE

OCCUPATIONS
11 1457 0 0 0 -1 BARBERS
11 1458 0 0 0 -1 HAIRDRESSERS & COSMETOLOGISTS
11 1459 0 0 0 -1 ATTENDANTS, AMUSEMENT & RECREATION

FACILITIES
11 1463 0 0 0 -1 GUIDES
11 1464 0 0 0 -1 USHERS
11 1465 0 0 0 -1 PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION ATrENDANTS
11 1466 0 0 0 -1 BAGGAGE PORTERS & BELLHOPS
11 1467 0 0 0 -1 WELFARE SERVICE AIDES
11 1468 0 0 0 -1 CHII.,DCARE WORKERS, EXCEPT PRIVATE

HOUSEHOLD
11 1469 0 0 0 -1 PERSONAL SERVICE OCCUPATIONS, N.E.C.
11 1473 0 0 0 -1 FARMERS, EXCEPT HORTICULTURAL
11 1474 0 0 0 -1 HORTICULTURAL SPECIALTY FARMERS
11 1475 0 0 0 -1 MANAGERS, FARMS, EXCEPT

HORTICULTURAL
11 1476 0 0 0 -1 MANAGERS, HORTICULTURAL SPECIALTY

FARMS
11 1477 0 0 0 -1 SUPERVISORS, FARM WORKERS
11 1479 0 0 0 -1 FARM WORKERS, AGRICULTURAL

PRODUCTION, CROPS
11 1483 0 0 0 -1 MARINE LIFE CULTIVATION WORKERS
11 1484 0 0 0 -1 NURSERY WORKERS
11 1485 0 0 0 -1 SUPERVISORS, RELATED AGRICULTURAL

OCCUPATIONS
11 1486 0 0 0 -1 GROUNDSKEEPERS & GARDENERS, EXCEPT

FARM
11 1487 0 0 0 -1 ANIMAL CARETAKERS, EXCEPT FARM
11 1488 0 0 0 -1 GRADERS & SORTERS, AGRICULTURAL

PRODUCTS
11 1489 0 0 0 -1 INSPECTORS, AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
11 1494 0 0 0 -1 SUPERVISORS, FOI_.,STRY & LOGGING

WORKERS
11 1495 0 0 0 -1 FORESTRY WORI_RS, EXCEPT LOGGING
11 1496 0 0 0 -1 TIMBER CU'ITING & LOGGING OCCUPATIONS
11 1497 0 0 0 -1 CAPTAINS & OTHER OFFICERS, FISHING

VESSELS
11 1498 0 0 0 -1 FISHERS
11 1499 0 0 0 -1 HUNTERS & TRAPPERS
11 1503 0 0 0 -1 SUPERVISORS, MECHANICS & REPAIRERS
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;l 1503 0 0 0 -1 AUTOMOBILE-MECHANICS,F.X -

APPRENTICES
II 1506 0 0 0 -I AUTOMOBILE MECHANIC AFPRENTICF_
11 1507 0 0 0 -I BUS, TRUCK, & STATIONARY ENGINE

MECHANICS
11 1.508 0 0 0 -1 AIRCRAFr ENGINE MECHANICS
11 1509 0 0 0 -I SMAI2,ENGINE REPAIRERS
11 1514 0 0 0 -1 AUTOMOBILE BODY & RELATED REFAIRERS

11 1515 0 0 0 -1 A1RCRAFr MECHANIC, EXCEPT ENGINE
11 1516 0 0 0 -1 HEAVY EOUIPMENT MECHANICS
11 1517 0 0 0 -1 FARM EQUIPMENT MECHANICS
11 1518 0 0 0 -1 INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY REPAIRERS
11 1519 0 0 0 -1 MACHINERY MAINTENANCE OCCUPATIONS
11 1523 0 0 0 -1 ELECTRONIC REPAIRERS, COMMUNICATIONS

& INDUSTRIAL EOUIPMENT
11 1525 0 0 0 -1 DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT REPAIRERS
11 1526 0 0 0 -1 HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCE & POWER TOOL

REPAIRERS
11 1527 0 0 0 -1 TELEPHONE LINE INSTALLERS & REPAIRERS
11 1529 0 0 0 -1 TELEPHONE INSTALLERS & REPAIRERS
11 1533 0 0 0 -1 MISCELLANEOUS ELECTRICAL &

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT REPAIRERS
11 1534 0 0 0 -1 HEATING, AIR CONDITIONING, &

REFRIGERATION MECHANICS
11 1535 0 0 0 -1 CAMERA, WATCH, & MUSICAL INSTRUMENT

REPAIRERS
11 1536 0 0 0 -1 LOCKSMITHS & SAFE REPAIRERS
11 1538 0 0 0 -1 OFFICE MACHINE REPAIRERS
II 1539 0 0 0 -I MECHANICAL CONTROLS & VALVE

REPAIRERS
11 1543 0 0 0 -1 ELEVATOR INSTALLERS & REPAIRERS
11 1544 0 0 0 -1 MILLWRIGHTS
11 1547 0 0 0 -1 SPECIFIED MECHANICS & REPAIRERS, N.E.C.
11 1549 0 0 0 -1 NOT SPECIFIED MECHANICS & REPAIRERS
11 1553 0 0 0 -1 SUPERVISORS; BRICKMASONS,

STONEMASONS, & THE SETTERS
11 1554 0 0 0 -1 SUPERVISORS, CARPENTERS & RELATED

WORKERS
11 1555 0 0 0 -1 SUPERVISORS, ELECTRICIANS & POWER

TRANSMISSION INSTALLERS
11 1556 0 0 0 -1 SUPERVISORS; PAINTERS, PAPERHANGERS, &

PLASTERERS
11 1557 0 0 0 -1 SUPERVISORS; PLUMBERS, PIPEFrrI'ERS, &

STEAMPII-I_RS
11 1558 0 0 0 -1 CONSTRUCTION TRADES SUPERVISORS,

N.E.C.
11 1563 0 0 0 -1 BRICKMASONS & STONEMASONS, EXCEPT

APPRENTICES
11 1564 0 0 0 -1 BRICKMASON & STONEMASON APPRENTICES
11 1565 0 0 0 -1 TILE SE'ITERS, HARD & SOFT
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Minor P_am Pen Line _ Attn'bute Description .....
11 1566 0 0 0 -1 CARPET INSTALLERS
11 1567 0 0 0 -1 CARPENTERS, EXCEPT APPRENTICES
11 1569 0 0 0 -1 CARPENTER APPRENTICES
11 1573 0 0 0 -1 DRYWALL INSTAI2,ERS
11 1575 0 0 0 -1 ELECTRICIANS, EXCEPT APPRENTICES
11 1.576 0 0 0 -1 ELECTRICIAN APPRENTICES
11 1577 0 0 0 -1 ELECTRICAL POWER INSTALLERS &

REPAIRERS
11 1579 0 0 0 -1 PAINTERS, CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE
11 1583 0 0 0 -1 PAPERHANGERS
11 1584 0 0 0 -1 PLASTERERS
11 1585 0 0 0 -1 PLUMBERS, PIPEFITFERS, & STEAMFrIWERS,

EXCEPT APPRENTIC'F..S
11 1587 0 0 0 -1 PLUMBER, PIPEFrlWER, & STF_.AMFITrER

APPRENTICES
II _ 0 0 0 "I CONCRETE & TERRAZZO FINISHERS
11 1589 0 0 0 -1 GLAZERS
II 1593 0 0 0 -1 INSULATION WORKERS
11 1594 0 0 0 "1 PAVING, SURFACING, & TAMPING

EQUIPMENT OPERATORS
11 1595 0 0 0 -1 ROOFERS
11 1596 0 0 0 -1 SHEETMETAL DUCT INSTALLERS
11 1597 0 0 0 -1 STRUCTURAL METAL WORKERS
11 1598 0 0 0 -1 DRILL,ERS, EARTH
11 1599 0 0 0 -1 CONSTRUCTION TRADES, N.E.C.
11 1613 0 0 0 -1 SUPERVISORS, EXTRACTIVE OCCUPATIONS
11 1614 0 0 0 -1 DRILLERS, OIL
11 1615 0 0 0 -1 EXPLOSIVES WORKERS
11 1616 0 0 0 -1 MINING MACHINE OPERATORS
11 1617 0 0 0 "1 MINING OCCUPATIONS, N.E.C.
11 1633 0 0 0 -1 SUPERVISORS, PRODUCTION OCCUPATIONS
11 1634 0 0 0 "1 TOOL & DIE MAKERS, EXCEPT APPRENTICES
11 1635 0 0 0 -1 TOOL & DIE MAKER APPRENTICES
11 1636 0 0 0 -1 PRECISION ASSEMBLERS, METAL
11 1637 0 0 0 -1 MACHINISTS, EXCEPT APPRENTICES
11 1639 0 0 0 -1 MACHINIST APPRENTICES
11 1643 0 0 0 -1 BOILERMAKERS
11 1644 0 0 0 -1 PRECISION GRINDERS, FILERS, & TOOL

SHARPENERS
11 1645 0 0 0 -1 PATTERNMAKERS & MODEL MAKERS, METAL
11 1646 O 0 0 -1 LAY-OUT WORKERS
11 1647 0 0 0 -1 PRECIOUS STONES & METALS WORI_RS

(JEWeRS)
11 1649 0 0 0 -1 ENGRAVERS, METAL
11 1653 0 0 0 -1 SHEET METAL WORKERS, EXCEPT

APPRENTICES
11 1654 0 0 0 -1 SHEET METAL WORKER APPRENTICES
11 1655 0 0 O -1 MISCEIA.ANEOUS PRECISION METAL

WORKERS

11 1656 0 0 0 -1 PATrERNMAKERS & MODEL MAKERS, WOOD
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11 1657 0 0 0 -1 CABINET MAKERS & BENCH CARPENTERS
11 1658 0 0 0 -1 FURNITURE & WOOD FINISHERS
11 1659 0 0 0 -1 MISCELLANEOUS PRECISION WOODWORKERS
11 1666 0 0 0 -1 DRESSMAKERS
11 1667 0 0 0 -1 TAILORS
11 1668 0 0 0 -1 UPHOLSTERERS
11 1669 0 0 0 -1 SHOE REPAIRERS
11 1673 0 0 0 -1 APPAREL & FABRIC PATTERNMAKERS
11 1674 0 0 0 -1 MISCELJ.,ANEOUS PRECISION APPAREL &

FABRIC WORKERS
11 1675 0 0 0 -1 HAND MOLDERS & SHAPERS, EXCEPT

JEWELERS

11 1676 0 0 0 -1 PA'ITERNMAKERS, LAY-OUT WORKERS, &
CUTTERS

11 1677 0 0 0 -1 OPTICAL GOODS WORKERS
11 1678 0 0 0 -1 DENTAL LABORATORY & MEDICAL

APPLIANCE TECHNICIANS
11 1679 0 0 0 -1 BOOKBINDERS
11 1683 0 0 0 -1 ELECFRICAL & ELECTRONIC EOUIPMENT

ASSEMBLERS
11 1684 0 0 0 -1 MISCELLANEOUS PRECISION WORKERS,

N.E.C.
11 1686 0 0 0 -1 BUTCHERS & MEAT CUTTERS
11 1687 0 0 0 -1 BAKERS
11 1688 0 0 0 -1 FOOD BATCHMAKERS
11 1689 0 0 0 -1 INSPECTORS, TESTERS, & GRADERS
11 1693 0 0 0 -1 ADJUSTERS & CALIBRATORS
11 1694 0 0 0 -1 WATER & SEWAGE TRF..ATMENTPLANT

OPERATORS
11 1695 0 0 0 -1 POWER PLANT OPERATORS
11 1696 0 0 0 -1 STATIONARY ENGINEERS
11 1699 0 0 0 -1 MISCEIA.ANEOUS PLANT & SYSTEM

OPERATORS
11 1703 0 0 0 -1 LATHE & TURNING MACHINE SET-UP

OPERATORS
11 1704 0 0 0 -1 LATHE & TURNING MACHINE OPERATORS
11 1705 0 0 0 -1 MILLING & PLANING MACHINE OPERATORS
11 1706 0 0 0 -1 PUNCHING & STAMPING PRESS MACHINE

OPERATORS
11 1707 0 0 0 -1 ROIAJNG MACHINE OPERATORS
11 1708 0 0 0 -1 DRILLING & BORING MACHINE OPERATORS
11 1709 0 0 0 -1 GRINDING, ABRADING, BUFFING, &

POLISHING MACHINE OPERATORS
11 1713 0 0 0 -1 FORGING MACHINE OPERATORS
11 1714 0 0 0 -1 NUMERICAL CONTROL MACHINE

OPERATORS
11 1715 0 0 0 -1 MISC. METAL, PLASTIC, STONE, & GLASS

WORKING MACHINE OPS.
11 1717 0 0 0 -1 FABRICATING MACHINE OPERATORS, N.E.C.
11 1719 0 0 0 -1 MOLDING & CASTING MACHINE OPERATORS
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11 1723 0 0 0 -1 METAL PLATING MACHINE OPERATORS
11 1724 0 0 0 -1 HEAT TREATING EQUIPMENT OPERATORS
11 1725 0 0 0 -1 MISCEIJ.ANEOUS ML:rrAL & PLASTIC

PROCESSING MACHINE OPERATORS

11 1726 0 0 0 -1 WOOD LATHE, ROUTING, & PLANING
MACHINE OPERATORS

11 1727 0 0 0 -1 SAWING MACHINE OPERATORS

11 1728 0 0 0 -1 SHAPING & JOINING MACHINE OPERATORS
11 1729 0 0 0 -1 NAILING & TACKING MACHINE OPERATORS
11 1733 0 0 0 -1 MISCELLANEOUS WOODWORKING MACHINE

OPERATORS

11 1734 0 0 0 -1 PRINTING MACHINE OPERATORS
11 1735 0 0 0 -1 PHOTOENGRAVERS & LITHOGRAPHERS

11 1736 0 0 0 -1 TYPESETTERS & COMPOSITORS
11 1737 0 0 0 -1 MISCELLANEOUS PRINTING MACHINE

OPERATORS

11 1738 0 0 0 -1 WINDING & TWISTING MACHINE OPERATORS

11 1739 0 0 0 -1 KNITTING, LOOPING, TAPING, & WEAVING
MACHINE OPERATORS

11 1743 0 0 0 -1 TEXTILE CUTTING MACHINE OPERATORS
11 1744 0 0 0 -1 TEXTILE SEWING MACHINE OPERATORS
11 1745 0 0 0 -1 SHOE MACHINE OPERATORS
11 1747 0 0 0 -1 PRF..SSING MACHINE OPERATORS
11 1748 0 0 0 -1 LAUNDERING & DRY CLEANING MACHINE

OPERATORS
11 1749 0 0 0 -1 MISCELLANEOUS TEXTILE MACHINE

OPERATORS
11 1753 0 0 0 -1 CEMEN'I]NG & GLUING MACHINE

OPERATORS
11 1754 O 0 0 -1 PACKAGING & FILLING MACHINE

OPERATORS
11 1755 0 0 0 -1 EXTRUDING & FORMING MACHINE

OPERATORS

11 1756 0 0 0 -1 MIXING & BLENDING MACHINE OPERATORS

11 1757 0 0 0 -1 SEPARATING, FILTERING, & CLARIFYING
MACHINE OPERATORS

11 1758 0 0 0 -1 COMPRESSING & COMPACTING MACHINE
OPERATORS

11 1759 0 0 0 -1 PAINTING & PAINT SPRAYING MACHINE
OPERATORS

11 1763 0 0 0 -1 ROASTING & BAKING MACHINE OPERATORS,
FOOD

11 1764 0 0 0 -1 WASHING, CLEANING, & PICKLING MACHINE
OPERATORS

II 1765 0 0 0 -I FOLDING MACHINE OPERATORS

11 1766 0 0 0 -1 FURNACE, KILN, & OVEN OPERATORS,
EXCEPT FOOD

11 1768 0 0 0 -1 CRUSHING & GRINDING MACHINE
OPERATORS

11 1769 0 0 0 -1 SLICING & CUTTING MACHINE OPERATORS
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11 1773 0 0 0 -1 MOTION PICTURE PROJECTIONISTS
11 1774 0 0 0 -1 PHOTOGRAPHIC PRO_ MACHINE

OPERATORS
11 1777 0 0 0 -1 MISCELLANEOUS MACHINE OPERATORS,

N.E.C.
11 1779 0 0 0 -1 MACHINE OPERATORS, NOT SPECIFIED
11 1783 0 0 0 -1 WELDERS & CUTTERS
11 1784 0 0 0 -1 SOLDERERS & BRAZERS
11 1785 0 0 0 "1 ASSEMBLP.RS
11 1786 0 0 0 -1 HAND _G & TRIMMING OCCUPATIONS
11 1787 0 0 0 -1 HAND MOLDING, CASTING, & FORMING

OCCUPATIONS
11 1789 0 0 0 -1 HAND PAINTING, COATING, & DECORATING

OCCUPATIONS
11 1793 0 0 0 -1 HAND ENGRAVING & PRINTING

OCCUPATIONS
11 1794 0 0 0 -1 HAND GRINDING & POLISHING

OCCUPATIONS
11 1795 0 0 0 -1 MISCELLANEOUS HAND WORKING

OCCUPATIONS
11 1796 0 0 0 -1 PRODUCTION INSPECTORS, CHECKERS, &

EXAMINERS
11 1797 0 0 0 -1 PRODUCTION TESTERS
11 1798 0 0 0 -1 PRODUCTION SAMPLERS & WEIGHERS

11 1799 0 0 0 -1 GRADERS & SORTERS, EXCEPT
AGRICULTURAL

11 1803 0 0 0 -1 SUPERVISORS, MOTOR VEHICLE OPERATORS
11 1804 0 0 0 -1 TRUCK DRIVERS, HEAVY
11 1805 0 0 0 -1 TRUCK DRIVERS, LIGHT
11 1806 0 0 0 -1 DRIVER-SALES WORKERS
11 1808 0 0 0 -1 BUS DRIVERS
11 1809 0 0 0 -1 TAXICAB DRIVERS & CHAUFFEURS
11 1813 0 0 0 -1 PARKING LOT A1WENDANTS
11 1814 0 0 0 -1 MOTOR TRANSPORTATION OCCUPATIONS,

N.E.C.
11 1823 0 0 0 -1 RAILROAD CONDUCTORS & YARDMASTERS
11 1824 0 0 0 -1 LOCOMOTIVE OPERATING OCCUPATIONS
11 1825 0 0 0 -1 RAILROAD BRAKE, SIGNAL, & SWITCH

OPERATORS

11 1826 0 0 0 -1 RAIL VEHICLE OPERATORS, N.E.C.
11 1828 0 0 0 -1 SHIP CAFrAINS & MATES, EXCEPT FISHING

BOATS
11 1829 0 0 0 -1 SAILORS & DECKHANDS
11 1833 0 0 0 -1 MARINE ENGINEERS
11 1834 0 0 0 -1 BRIDGE, LOCK, & LIGHTHOUSE TENDERS
11 1843 0 0 0 -1 SUPERVISORS, MATERIAL MOVING

EQUIPMENT OPERATORS
11 1844 0 0 0 -1 OPERATING ENGINEERS
11 1845 0 0 0 -1 LONGSHORE EQUIPMENT OPERATORS
11 1848 0 0 0 -1 HOIST & WINCH OPERATORS
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11 1849 0 0 0 -1 CRANE & TOWER OPERATORS
11 1853 0 0 0 -1 EXCAVATING & LOADING MACHINE

OPERATORS
11 1855 0 0 0 -1 GRADER, DOZER, & SCRAPER OPERATORS
11 18.56 0 0 0 -1 INDUSTRIAL TRUCK & TRACTOR EQUIPMENT

OPERATORS
11 1859 0 0 0 -1 MISCHL].ANEOUS MATERIAL MOVING

EOUIPMENT OPERATORS
11 1863 0 0 0 -1 SUPERVISORS; HANDLERS, EQUIP. CLEANERS,

& LABORERS, N.E.C.
11 1864 0 0 0 -1 HELPERS, MECHANICS & REPAIRERS
11 1865 0 0 0 -1 HELPERS, CONSTRUCTION TRADES
11 1866 0 0 0 -1 HELPERS, SURVEYOR
11 1867 0 0 0 .-1 HELPERS, EXTRACTIVE OCCUPATIONS
11 1869 0 0 0 "1 CONSTRUCTION LABORERS
11 1873 0 0 0 "I PRODUCTION HELPERS
11 1875 0 0 0 "I GARBAGE COLLECTORS
11 1876 0 0 0 -I STEVEDORES
11 1877 0 0 0 "1 STOCK HANDLERS & BAGGERS
11 1878 0 0 0 -1 MACHINE FEEDERS & OFFBEARERS
11 1883 0 0 0 -1 FREIGHT, STOCK, & MATERIAL HANDLERS,

N.E.C.
11 1885 0 0 0 -1 GARAGE & SERVICE STATION RELATED

OCCUPATIONS
11 1887 0 0 0 -1 VEHICLE WASHERS & EOUIPMENT

CLEANERS
11 1888 0 0 0 -1 HAND PACKERS & PACKAGERS
11 1889 0 0 0 -1 LABORERS, EXCEFr CONSTRUCTION
11 2000 0 1 '0 -1 RF.3TRICTED BY HANDICAP
11 2001 0 1 0 -1 # OF HOURS WORKED PER WEEK
11 2002 0 1 0 -1 CLASS OF WORKER
11 2003 0 1 0 -1 TIME

11 2004 0 1 0 -1 SOCIAL SECURITY INCOME (THOUSANDS)
11 2005 0 1 0 -1 WAGE INCOME (THOUSANDS)
11 2006 0 1 0 -1 PUBLIC ASSISTANCE INCOME (THOUSANDS)
11 2007 0 1 0 -1 NON FARM SECTOR INCOME (THOUSANDS)
11 2008 0 1 0 -1 OTHER INCOME (THOUSANDS)
11 2009 0 1 0 -1 FARM SECTOR EMPLOYMENT INCOME

(THOUSANDS)
11 2010 0 1 0 -1 PROPERTY INCOME (THOI _.;SANDS)
11 2011 0 1 0 -1 TOTAL INCOME (THOUSANDS)
11 3200 0 0 0 -1 NUMBER OF FARMS (1 - 9 ACRES)
11 3210 0 0 0 -1 NUMBER OF FARMS (10 - 49 ACRES)

- 11 3220 0 0 0 -1 NUMBER OF FARMS (50 - 179ACRES)
11 3230 0 0 0 -1 NUMBER OF FARMS (180 - 499 ACRES)
11 3240 0 0 0 -1 NUMBER OF FARMS (500 - 999 ACRES)

- 11 3250 0 0 0 -1 NUMBER OF FARMS (1000 - 1999 ACRES)
11 3260 0 0 0 -1 NUMBER OF FARMS (2000 OR MORE ACRE,S)
11 3280 0 0 0 -1 NUMBER OF POULTRY FARMS

z
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1_ Minor P_am Pen Line _ Attribute Description
12 0 0 1 0 -1 HAZARDOUSMATERIALSITES

l 13 1 0 1 0 -1 1ST AID
13 2 0 1 0 -1 BARRICAD
13 3 0 1 0 -1 CARS
13 4 0 1 0 -1 COMM EO
13 5 0 1 0 -1 CONST EQ
13 6 0 1 0 -1 DRY GOOD
13 7 0 1 0 -1 EMERG EQ
13 8 0 1 0 -1 FOOD
13 9 0 1 0 -1 GENERATR
13 10 0 I 0 -I HAND 1"1,
13 11 0 1 0 -1 HEAVY EO
13 12 0 1 0 -1 LIGHTS
13 13 0 1 0 -1 MEDIC EO
13 14 0 1 0 -1 OFFICE M
13 15 0 1 0 -1 PAVE EO
13 16 0 1 0 -1 PEOPLE
13 17 0 1 0 -1 POWER TL
13 18 0 1 0 -1 PREFAB B
13 19 0 1 0 -1 RESCUE
13 20 0 1 0 -1 SCALES
13 21 0 1 0 -1 SIREN-NR
13 22 0 1 0 -1 SIR N-R
13 23 0 1 0 -I TRANSPRT
13 24 0 1 0 -1 TRUCKS
13 25 0 1 0 -1 WATER
13 26 0 1 0 -1 WEAPONS
13 27 0 1 0 -1 FUEL
13 3071 0 1 0 -1 PROPANE
13 3072 0 1 0 -1 DIESEL
13 3073 0 1 0 -1 GASOLINE
13 3087 0 1 0 -1 FLARES
13 3088 0 1 0 -1 TRAFFIC CONF.S
13 3089 0 1 0 -1 BARRICADES
13 3100 0 1 0 -1 CLOTHING
13 3110 0 1 0 -1 SHELTER
13 3200 0 1 0 -1 CROPS
13 3210 0 1 0 -1 IJVESTOCK
13 3211 0 1 0 -1 LIVESTOCK FEED
13 3220 0 1 0 -1 POULTRY
13 3221 0 1 0 -1 EGGS
13 3230 0 1 0 -1 FARM EQUIPMENT
13 3231 0 1 0 -1 TRACTOR
13 3240 0 1 0 -1 FERTILIZER
13 3425 0 1 0 -1 HAND SAWS
13 3433 0 1 0 -1 HEATERS
13 3464 0 1 0 -1 STEEL SHAPES FOR SHORING
13 3482 0 1 0 -1 MODULAR BUILDINGS
13 3483 0 1 0 -1 MOBILE OFFICES
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13 3484 0 1 0 -1 OFFICE TRAH.ERS
13 3485 0 1 0 -1 STORAGE CONTAINERS
13 3495 0 1 0 -1 LADDER
13 3531 0 1 0 -1 DOZERS
13 3532 0 1 0 -1 LOADERS
13 3533 0 1 0 -1 TRACTOR
13 3534 0 1 0 -1 CRAWLER DOZER
13 3535 0 1 0 -1 CRANE
13 3536 0 1 0 -1 CRAWLER MOUNT CRANE
13 3537 0 1 0 -1 EXCAVATOR
13 3538 0 1 0 -1 SCRAPER/BLADE
13 3539 0 1 0 -1 GRADER
13 3540 0 1 0 -1 BACKHOE
13 3541 0 1 0 -1 BOOM TRUCK
13 3542 0 1 0 -1 ROLLER
13 3543 0 1 0 -1 TRACTOR 'IRAR,ER
13 3544 0 1 0 -1 FORK LIFT
13 3545 0 1 0 -1 CONVEYOR
13 3546 0 1 0 -1 BOBCAT
13 3551 0 1 0 -1 VIBRATORS
13 3552 0 1 0 -1 WELDER
13 3553 0 1 0 -1 JACK HAMMER
13 3554 0 1 0 -1 HAND HELD POWER SAWS
13 3555 0 1 0 -1 NAIL GUN
13 3556 0 1 0 -1 STEEL CUTTING EQUIPMENT
13 3557 0 1 0 -1 CONCRETE SAW
13 3558 0 1 0 -1 GRINDERS
13 3561 0 1 0 -1 DRILL
13 3562 0 1 0 -1 WATER PUMP
13 3563 0 1 0 -1 AIR COMPRESSOR
13 3564 0 1 0 -1 STEAM CLF.,ANER
13 3565 0 1 0 -1 COMPACTOR

i 13 3579 0 1 0 -1 COPIERS
13 3581 0 1 0 -1 MOBILE ASPHALT PLANT
13 3582 0 1 0 -1 CRUSHING EQUIPMENT
13 3584 0 1 0 -1 ROCK CRUSHING SPREAD
13 3591 0 1 0 -1 ASPHALT
13 3592 0 1 0 -1 CONCRETE
13 3596 0 1 0 -1 SCALES
13 3601 0 1 0 -1 FENCING
13 3620 0 1 0 -1 GENERATOR
13 3648 0 1 0 -1 WARNING LIGHTS
13 3662 0 1 0 -1 FAX MACHINE
13 3663 0 1 0 -1 PORTABLE COMM. EQUIP.
13 3664 0 1 0 -1 BULL HORN
13 3685 0 1 0 -1 FLOODLIGHTS
13 3708 0 1 0 -1 SERVICE/TOW TRUCK
13 3713 0 1 0 -1 PICKUP TRUCK
13 3714 0 1 0 -1 FLATBED TRUCK
13 3715 0 1 0 -1 END DUMP TRUCK
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RESOURCES ........ -

ii iiiii

_ _ Pen Line D.t¢_ Attribute De---'_'iDtion
13 3716 0 1 0 -1 BOTTOM DUMP TRUCK
13 3717 0 1 0 -1 WATER TRUCK
13 3721 0 1 0 -1 FIRE TRUCK- PUMPER
13 3722 0 1 0 -1 FIRE TRUCK - TANKER
13 3723 0 1 0 -1 BRUSH TRUCK
13 3724 0 1 0 -1 FIRE FIGHTING EQUIP.
13 3725 0 1 0 -1 FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
13 3733 0 1 0 -1 AMBULANCE
13 3741 0 1 0 -1 SCHOOL BUS
13 3742 0 1 0 -1 BUSE.S
13 3744 0 1 0 -1 BUS Wfl4YDR LIFt
13 3745 0 1 0 .1 VANS
13 3746 0 1 0 -1 VAN Wfl.IYDR. LIFT
13 3747 0 1 0 -1 VEHICLE FLEET
13 3750 0 1 0 -1 PORTABLE RAMPS
13 3760 0 1 0 -1 RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
13 3770 0 1 0 -1 WATER TRANSPORTATION
13 3800 0 1 0 -1 PROTECWIVEEOUIPMENT
13 3801 0 1 0 -1 RESP. PROT. EOUIP/ADULT
13 3802 0 1 0 -1 RESP. PILOT.EQUIP/CHILD
13 3803 0 1 0 -1 PROTECHVE CLOTHING
13 3804 0 1 0 -1 AIR FILTERING EQUIP.
13 3805 0 1 0 -1 POSITIVE PRESSURE EQUIP.
13 3810 0 1 0 -1 DECONTAMINATION EQUIPMENT
13 3820 0. 1 0 -1 MEDICAL SUPPIJF_.S
13 3821 0 1 0 -1 ANTIDOTE
13 3822 0 I 0 -I STRETCHERS
13 3823 0 1 0 -I WHEEL CHAIRS
13 3824 0 1 0 -1 BEDS
13 3825 0 1 0 -1 PRESCRIFHON DRUGS
13 3826 0 1 0 -1 MEDICAL CARE/TREATMENT
13 3830 0 1 0 -1 VETERINARY SUPPLIES
13 3831 0 1 0 -1 VET. DIAGNOSTIC EQUIPMENT
13 3840 0 1 0 -1 LABORATORY EQUIP_
13 3993 0 1 0 -1 SIGNS
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LAND USE

,, i , i i i i i i i ,, , i ii i i ,, i ,,, i Jl ,,,,, . ,,

USE

14 1001 0 1 0 -1 WATELSlIED (A(3P.S)
14 1002 0 1 0 -1 ALKALI BO'I'rOM (ACRES)
14 1003 0 1 0 -1 ALKALI FIAT (ACRES)
14 1004 0 1 0 -1 DESERT ALKALI SAND (ACRES)
14 1005 0 1 0 -1 DESERT SALT FLAT (ACRES)
14 1006 0 1 0 -1 DESERT SILT FLAT (ACRES)
14 1007 0 1 0 -1 DESERT GRAVELLY LOAM (ACRES)
14 10C_ 0 1 0 -1 DESERT FLAT (ACRES)
14 1009 0 1 0 -1 DESERT LOAM (ACRES)
14 1010 0 1 0 -1 DESERT SAND (ACRES)
14 1011 0 1 0 -1 HIGH MOUNTAIN LOAM (ASPEN) (ACRES)
14 1012 0 1 0 -1 HIGH MOUNTAIN STONY LOAM (CONIFER)

(ACI_._)
14 1013 0 1 0 -I LOAm'norroM(BAS mG SAGESRUS

(ACRF.)
14 1014 0 1 0 -1 MOUNTAINGRAVELLYLOAM(ACRES)
14 1015 0 1 0 -1 MOUNTAIN GRAVELING LOAM (OAK)

(ACRES)
14 1016 0 1 0 -1 MOUNTAIN LOAM (SHRUB) (ACRES)
14 1017 0 1 0 -1 MOUNTAIN SHALLOW LOAM (MOUNTAIN

MAHOGANY) {ACRES)
14 1018 0 1 0 -1 MOUNTAIN STONY LOAM .(ACRES)
14 1019 0 1 0 -1 MOUNTAIN WINDSWEPT RIDGE (ACRES)
14 1020 0 1 0 -1 OOLITICDUNES (ACRES)
14 1021 0 1 0 -1 SALTY SILT (ACRES)
14 1022 0 1 0 -1 SEMIDESERT GRAVELLY LOAM (WYOMING

SAGEBRUSH) (ACRES)
14 1023 0 1 0 -1 SEMIDESERT LOAM (WYOMING SAGEBRUSH)

(ACRES)
14 1024 0 1 0 -1 SEMIDESERT SAND (UTAH JUNIPER) (ACRES)
14 1025 0 1 0 -1 SEMIDESERT SHALLOW HARDPAN (ACRES)
14 1026 0 1 0 ' -1 SEMIDESERT SHAIA_W LOAM (UTAH

JUNIPER)(ACeES)
14 1027 0 1 0 -1 SEMIDESERT STONY LOAM (BLANCK

SAGEBRUSH)
14 1028 0 1 0 -1 SEMIWET FRESH STREAMBANK (ACRES)
14 1029 0 1 0 -1 UPLAND GRAVELLY LOAM (ACRES)
14 1030 0 1 0 -1 UPLAND LOAM (ACRES)
14 1031 0 1 0 -1 UPLAND SHALLOW HARDPAN

(JUNIPER-PINYON) (ACRES)
14 1032 0 1 0 -1 UPLAND SHALLOW LOAM (JUNIPER-PINYON)

(ACRES)
14 1033 0 1 0 -1 UPLAND STONY LOAM (JUNIPER-PINYON)

(ACRES)
14 1034 0 1 0 -1 WET SALINE MEADOW (ACRES)
14 1100 0 0 0 -1 FARMLAND: RANGE, WATER SURFACE

ETC.(ACRES)
14 1200 0 0 0 -1 FARMLAND: PRIME (ACRES)
14 1300 0 0 0 -1 FARMLAND: UNDESIGNATED (ACRES)
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_ _ _ _ig _ Attn'buteDescriofio- _
14 1400 0 0 0 -1 FARMLAND: STA_E IMPORTAN-CE "

(ACXeS)
14 15oo o o o -1 FARMLAND: URBANIZED LAND (ACRP.S)
14 2010 0 0 0 -1 HORTICULTURE (ACRES)
14 2110 0 0 0 -1 IRRIGATED FIELD CROP (ACRES)
14 2111 0 0 0 -i IRRIGATED CROP: GRAIN (BUSHELS/ACJZ..ES)
14 2112 0 0 0 -1 NON.IRRIGATED CROP: GRAIN

(eUSUSlACRe.S)
14 2114 0 0 0 -1 VEGETABLKS (ACRES)
14 2125 0 0 0 -I IRRIGATED CROP: PASTURE (AUM)
14 2126 0 0 0 -1 NON-IRRIGATED CROP: PASTURE (AUM)
14 2131 0 0 0 -1 IRRIGATED CROP: ALFALFA (TONS/ACRES)
14 2132 0 0 0 -1 NON-IRRIGATED CROP: ALFALFA

(TONS/ACRF3)
14 2133 0 0 0 -1 IRRIGATED CROP: CORN (TONS/ACRE)
14 2134 0 0 0 -I NON-IRRIGATED CROP: CORN (TONS/ACRE)
14 2210 0 0 0 -1 IRRIGATED SOD (ACRES)
14 2220 0 0 0 -1 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
14 2240 0 0 0 -1 IRRIGATED MEADOW (ACRES)
14 3000 0 1 0 -1 RANGE HABITAT FOR UPLAND BIG GAME:

TOTAL(ACRES)
14 3010 0 1 0 -1 RANGE HABITAT FOR UPLAND BIG GAME:

WINTER HABITAT (ACRES)
14 3020 0 1 0 -1 RANGE HABITAT FOR UPLAND BIG GAME:

SUMMERI a3ITAT(ACRES)
14 3030 0 1 0 -1 RANGE HABITAT FOR UPLAND BIG GAME:

YEARI.X3NGHABITAT(ACRES)
14 3040 0 1 0 -1 RANGE HABITAT FOR UPLAND BIG GAME:

PRODUCTION
14 3500 0 1 0 -1 RANGE HABITAT FOR UPLAND GAME BIRD:

TOTAL (ACRES)
14 3510 0 1 0 -1 RANGE HABITAT FOR UPLAND GAME BIRD:

WINTHR HABITAT (ACRES)
14 3520 0 1 0 -1 RANGE HABITAT FOR UPLAND GAME BIRD:

SUMMERHABITAT(ACRES)
14 3530 0 1 0 -1 RANGE HABITAT FOR UPLAND GAME BIRD:

YEARLONG HABITAT(ACRES)
14 3540 0 1 0 -1 RANGE HABITAT FOR UPLAND GAME BIRD:

PRODUCTION
14 4000 0 1 0 -1 RANGE HABITAT FOR FISHERIES: TOTAL
14 4010 0 1 0 -1 RANGE HABITAT FOR FISHERIES: WINTER

HABITAT (ACRES)
14 4020 0 1 0 -1 RANGE HABITAT FOR FISHERIES: SUMMER

HABITAT (ACRP.S)
14 4030 0 1 0 -1 RANGE HABITAT FOR FISHERIF.S:

YEARLONGHABITAT(ACRES)
14 4040 0 1 0 -1 KANGE HABITAT FOR FISHERIES:

PRODUCTION
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PROPERTY VALUE8

-- -- iii i iiiii I in I II _ i . ii __ - _. i iiinll, , ,1 n 11

_ _ Pen _ _ Attribute Description ...................
PROPERTYVALUES

15 1111 0 1 0 -1 PROPERTY VALUE (1000'S)
15 2111 o o o .1 CROP VALUE: GRAIN ($ IN 100'S)
15 2112 0 0 0 -1 CROP VALUE: WHEAT ($IN I00'S) I
15 2131 o o o -1 CRoPvALUE:AtJ'AL_A($IN100'S)
15 2132 0 0 0 -1 CROP VALUE: CORN (S IN 100'S)
15 2210 0 0 0 -1 CROP VALUE: PASTURE (NEGATIVE SIN

lOO,S)
15 2220 0 0 0 -1 CROP VALUE: MEADOW ($ IN 100'S)
15 2240 0 0 0 -1 CROP VALUE: SOD ($ IN 100'S)
15 3005 0 I 0 -I VALUE OF CATTLE COMMODITY ($IN 100'S)
15 3110 0 1 0 -1 VALUE OF SHEEP, LAMB, WOOL ($ IN 100'S)
15 3115 0 1 0 -1 VALUE OF OTHER IJVESTOCK ($ IN 100'S)
15 3120 0 1 0 -1 VALUE OF FEED GRAIN

15 3200 0 1 0 -I VALUE OF HAY ($100'S)
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Appendix C
IBS Icon Dictionary (Icon Control File)

This appendix lists the attribute codes, names, graphic file names, and types of the
standard graphic icons used in the IBS and specified in the IBS icon dictionary.

Icon Types. In the following table, the icon type is specified as F (facility icon), R
(resource icon), or no type (general use icon).

Major Minor
Attribute Attribute

_Code _ Description ,, FI_©Name
1 0410 DAM MAP ;ICONS:DAM.DMS ........ V

3 0120 RECREATION AREA MAP ;ICONS:F.._DMS F

5 1100 TRAF CrRL FF MAP IICONS:FTRAFFIC A.DMS F

5 1101 TRAF CTRL PT 0NACI1VE) _ _ICONS:F_TRAFFIC.I.DMS F
7 0080 POWER STATION _ ;ICONS:POWSTA.DMS F

7 0100 HYDRO_C PLANT _ ;ICONS:HYDRO.DMS F

7 0110 CIVILIAN AIRPORT _ ;ICONS..AIRPORT.DMS F

7 0111 AIRPORT _ ;ICONS'.AIRPORT.DMS F

7 0112 CIVILIAN AIR HUB _ ;ICONS'.AIRHUB.DMS F

7 01D MILITARY AIRPORT MAP_,;ICONS:MAIRPORT.DMS F

7 0250 TRANSPORTATION FACILITY _ ;ICONS:F TRANSPORT.DMS F
8 0010 CHURCH _ ;ICONS:CHURCH.DMS F

8 0020 SCHOOL MAP_;ICONS:SCHOOLDMS F

8 0030 HOSPITAL MAI_,;ICONS:HOSPITAL A.DMS F

8 0031 V.M.A.C HOSPITAL _ ;ICONS:VMAC.DMS F

8 0032 HOSPITAL (INACIIVE) _ ;ICONS:HOSPITAL_.I.DMS F

8 0181 PUBLIC urK.rl'Y _ ;ICONS:F,.PUB_UTL.DMS F
8 0190 INDUSTRIAL PARK _ ;ICONS:INDUST.DMS F

8 0195 PRIVATE BUSINESS _ ;ICONS:F PRIV BIZ.DMS F

8 0200 EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT MAP$1CONS:EQUIP.DMS

8 0205 NUCLEAR PLANT MAP$1CONS:NUCPLANT.DMS F

8 0210 HAZMAT SITE MAP$1CONS:HAZMAT.DMS

8 0530 SHF_A,TER MAP$1CONS:SHELTER A.DMS F

8 0536 SHF_TER (LNACWIVE) MAP$1CONS:SHELTER I.DMS F
8 0560 POLICE STATION MAP$1CONS:POLICF,,DMS F

8 0570 FIRE STATION MAP$1CONS:FIRE.DMS F

8 0585 GOVERNMENT BUILDING MAP$1CONS:F_GOVT BLDG.DMS F
8 0620 E.O.C. MAP$1CONS:EOC A.DMS F

w

8 0621 E.O.C (INACI'IVE) MAP$1CONS:EOC I.DMS F

8 0690 FUEL TANK FARM MAP$1CONS:FUEL.DMS F

8 0710 WATER SUPPLY MAP$1CONS:WATER.DMS F

8 0770 COMMUNICATIONS FACILITY MAP$1CONS:COMMFAC.DMS F

8 1400 SIREN - ROTATING MAP$1CONS:SIRENR.DMS F
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Major Minor
Attribute Attribute

Code _ , Dq_crlvtlon ....... Fde Na_e . ,,
8 1401 SIREN - NONROTATING MAP$1CONS:SIRENNI_DMS F

9 0050 SPECIAL POPULATION MAPSICONS:FSPF.CPOP.DMS F
9 0430 OTHER CONTROL POINT MAI_ICONS:OCONTROI_MS

9 0560 EVACUATION SHELTER MAI_IODN_ EVAC..SHELTE R.DMS

9 0561 RECEFIION CTR MAI_ICONS:F _CTRj_DMS F

9 0565 RECEFIION CTR (INACTIVE) MAI_ICONS:F _CI_ ]I.DMS F

9 0566 DECON CENTER MAI_ICONS:DECON A.DMS F

9 0567 DECON CENTER (INACTIVE) MAI_ICONS:DECON I.DMS F
9 0570 MORGUE MAP$1CONS:MOROUE A.DMS Fm

9 0571 MORGUE (INACTIVE) MAPSlCONS:MORGUEI.DMS F
9 0700 HURRICANE MAP$1CONS:HURRICAN_DMS

9 0701 TROPICAL STORM MAP$1CONS:TROPSTORM.D MS

9 0702 TSUNAMI MAPSlCONS:TSUNAMLDMS

9 0703 EARTHOUAKE MAP$1CONS:OUAKE.DMS

9 0704 FIRE MAP$1CONS:FIRE3.DMS

9 0705 BLIZZARD MAP$1CONS:BLIZZARD.DMS

9 0706 TORNADO MAI_CONS:TORNADO.DMS

9 0707 ;q,OOD MAP$1CONS:FIX)OD.DMS

9 0708 crFY MAP$1CONS:CITY,DMS

9 0712 MOBILE MEDICAL UNIT MAP$1CONS:F_MOBMED.DMS F

9 0715 PRIVATE RESIDENCE MAP_CONS:F...PRIV_RES.DMS F
9 0812 ENVIRONMENT REPORT MAI_CONS:ENVIRONMENT.DMS

9 0813 WEATHER REPORT MAP$1CONS:WEATHER.DMS

9 0900 NAPB .TARGET MAI_CONS:TAKGET.DM.q

9 1006 _RY MAP$1CONS:REFINERYJ3]_S F

9 1007 COAL MINE MAP_CONS:COAL.DMS F

9 1008 COKE PRODUCER MAI_ICONS:COKE.DMS F

9 1009 NAT GAS PRESSURE PLANT MAP$1CONS:NGPP.DMS F

9 1010 NAT GAS UNDERGROUND ST MAI_CONS:NOUS.DMS F

9 1011 PETROL IMPORT FACILITY MAI_CONS:PET.DMS F

9 1012 FORT FACHJTY MAP$1CONS:PORT.DMS F

9 1013 GR.A.UNSTORAGE MAP$1CONS:GRAIN.DMS F

9 1014 FLOUR MILLS MAP$1CONS:FMIIJ_S.DM$; F

9 1015 FOOD DISTRIBUTION MAI_ICONS:F FOOD DIIb'r.DMS F

9 1016 POULTRY PRODUCTION MAP$1CONS:POLT.DMS F

9 1017 AGRICt._TURE E.O.C. MAI_CONS'.AEOC.DMS F

9 1018 EGG PRODUCERS MAI_ICONS:EGGS.DMS F

9 1019 FOOD PRODUCTION MAP$1CONS:F FOOD_PROD.DMS F
13 0001 1ST AID MAP$1CONS:R 1ST AID .DMS R

13 0002 BARRICAD MAP$1CONS:R BARRIC/td).DMS R

13 0003 CARS MAI_CONS:R_CARS _.DMS R

13 0004 COMM EQ MAP$1CONS:R COMM/=.,Q_.DMS R

13 0005 CONST EQ MAP$1CONS:R CONST_IF_X).DMS R

13 0006 DRY GOOD MAI_CONS: R_D RY_GOOD.DMS R

13 0007 EMERO EQ MAP$1CONS:R EMERO EO.DMS R
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Major Minor
Attribute Attribute

Cwod© Deserivtion - FUe Name

13 0008 FOOD MAP$1CONS:R_FOOD__._.DMS R

13 0009 GENERATR MAP$1CONS:R_GENERATR.DMS R

13 0010 HAND '1"1, MAF$1CONS:R HAND TL_.DMS R

13 0011 HEAVY EQ MAP$1CONS:R_HEAVY_F_.DMS R

13 0012 LIGHTS MAP$1CONS:R LIGI-ITS .DMS R

13 0013 MEDIC EQ MAP$1CONS:R_MEDIC_EO.DMS R

13 0014 OFFICE M MAP$1CONS:R OFFICE M.DMS R

13 0015 PAVE EQ MAI_ICONS:R_PAVE B3_.DMS R

13 0016 PEOPLE MAP$ICONS:R_PEOPLE .DMS R

13 0017 POWER "I'lL. MAP$1CONS:R_POWER TLDMS R

13 0018 PREFAB B MAP$1CONS:R_.pREj_AB B.DMS R

13 0019 RESCUE S MAP$1CONS:R RF_ S.DMS R

13 0020 SCALES MA.-_ICONS:R SCALES .DMS R

13 0021 SIREN-NR MAP$1CONS:R SIREN NR.DMS R

13 0022 SIREN-R MAP$ICONS:R SIREN R .DMS R

13 0023 TRANSPRT MAP$1CONS:R_TRANSPRT.DMS R

13 0024 TRUCKS MAP$1CONS:R TRUCKS .DMS R

13 0025 WATER MAPS1CONS:R_WATER......D MS R

13 0026 WEAPONS MAI_CONS: R WEAPONS_.DMS R
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Appendix D
Map Projections in IBS Map Displays

Various map display utilities such as GED1T, MPDISPLAY, and PLOTDMS give
you the option to choose what type of map projeaion to use when displaying map
data:

f I I I II I II

Map Projection Menu

0 • EXIT

1 : Geographic
2 : UTM

3 : Albers Conlcal Equal-area
4 • Lambert Conformal Conic

5 : Mercator

6 : Polar Stereographic
7 : Transverse Mercator

Menu Choice (?-Help) -=>
II II II i I

To choose one of the map projections, enter the corresponding number.

Why use different map projections?
Whenever map data from the earth's curved surface is to be represented by a flat
display, choices must be made about what kinds of distortions can be tolerated in
that display. Will relative areas be correct? Will relative linear distances be
correct? Will the display be continuous? Or will the display be broken like an
orange peel that is sliced and pressed flat? The different map projections
represent different solutions for what (and how much) map qualities are distorted.

Choosing a Map Projection Type
For most cases (up to 100-mile radius), you will probably want to enter l to select
the "Geographic" projection. Enter a number (2 to 7) if you desire a projection
other than Geographic.

The proper choice of projection depends on what kind of area is included and what
the -,-'ojected map will be used for. In many cases there is no dear advantage to
using one type of projection over another. Because a complete discussion of the
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different types of map projection is beyond the scope of this document, the
following are very simplijied descriptions of how the different map projections might
be used.

The Geographic projection is just a straightforward projection of coordinates onto a
regular X-Y plane. This projection is fine for small areas (say, up to a lO0-mile
radius) where the difference between a fiat plane and the curved surface of the
earth is not very large. The Geographic projection requires no special processing
of coordinates, so it is the fastest projection. For most uses, especially for small
areas and for applications where speed is important, the Geographic projection is
adequate.

In general the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) and Transverse Mercator

projections are useful for medium-sized areas (up to 1000-mile radius) or where
the largest extent of the mapped area extends north-south rather than east-west.
For larger areas, or where the largest extent of the mapped area extends east-west,
you might use the A/ben, Lambert, or Mercator projections. The Polar Stereographic
projection might be the projection of choice for either of the polar areas of the
globe. The following table summarizes these general applications.

Map Projection Type Situations for Use

Geographic small areas (up to a 100-mile radius)

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) medium-sized areas (up to 1000-mUeradius) or
or TransverseMercator where the largest extent of the mapped area

extends north-south rather than east-west

Albers Conical Equal-Area larger areas, or where the largest extent of the
or Lambert Con_formalConic mapped area extends east-west

Polar Stereographic polar areas of the globe
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Appendix E
IBS Privilege Listings

The PDMGR (Permiti.Dat Manager) utility is used by the database administrator
or system manager to change IBS privileges for IBS users. The IBS privileges for
all users are specified in the IBS authorization file (PERM1TI.DAT). Most IBS
programs then access PERMITI.DAT to see whether a specific user has privileges
to use the programs or modules within the programs.

In the process of adjusting user privileges, PDMGR disphys Permission
Management screens similar to the following:

I | II I|1 II Pl II IIIm

Permission Management Permission Form V2.00

Gold-Z: Exit Gold-Y= Quit Gold-S: Set Gold-D= Delete

Current Prlvilege Name & Description User • usertype
Y D2 Run D2 Model

Y IDYNEV Run IDYNEV Model

Y CHEMS Run CHEMS Models
Y OSPM Run OSPM Model

Y MESORAD Run Mesorad Model

Y REA Run Regional Evacuation Analysis
Y EESF Run Emergency Exercise Simulation Facility

Y IBS Run IBS and Offupring
N NEWSITE Run NEWSITE to Create a New Site

N BUILDNET Run BUILDNET (IDYNEV First Cut Approximation)

I III I I •

A Y (or N) entered beside each privilege grants (or revokes) the privilege.

Use the arrow keys to move between fields. Press the up (or down) arrow key
when on the first (or last) line of the form to show the previous (or next) ten
privileges, if there are any.

Table E.1 lists the privileges (in the order they appear in PDMGR) along with
some general programs and functions that require those privileges.

Table E.2 lists the PDMGR privileges according to the menu options of the CSEPP
IBS program.

Table E.3 is a reverse list of the CSEPP IBS program menu options listed
according to an alphabetical ordering of PDMGR privileges.
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Table E.1. IBS Privileges Listed in PDMGR

IBS Privilege Name & Privilege _ption in PDMGR Controls There Programs or Functions

D2 Run D2 Model <see Tab/e E.3>
IDYNEV Run IDYNEV Model REA from IBSSH, <_ Tab/e E.3>
CHEMS Run CHEMS Models Update Case Data, Change Case/Site in CHEMS
OSPM Run OSPM Model OSPM NOGR
MESORAD Run Mesorad Model - unuse_l-
REA Kun Rqiioaal Evucuatioe Analym . un.sed.
EESF Run Emergency Exercise Simulation Facility . unused -

IBS Kun IBS and Offspring IBS
NEWSITE Run NEWSITE to Create a New Site NEWSITE

BUILDNET Run BUILDNET (IDYNEV Fmu Cut Approx.) REA from IBSSH
GEDIT Run GEDIT (Graphical Editor) - unused -
MPDISPLAY Run MPDISPLAY (Map Display) - unused -
DELSITE Run DELSITE to Delete a Site DELSITE

NEWIX)G Run NEWLOG to Create New Log Journals NEWLOG
ARCHIVE Run SITEBKP to Backup a Site sYrF_JSKP,<see Tab/e E.3>

SW_MANAGER CJeate/send mS to Onpost reports <_ Tab/e E.3>
WS MANAGER Create/send Onpost to IBS reports ON'POSTSIM,<see Tab/e E.3 •
PER_MANAGER Edit Personnel Database RMMGR, <xe Tab_ EJ>
POP MANAGER Edit Special Population Database <see Tab_ E J>
LOC-MANAGER Edit People Locatioa Database LOCATE, DELFI_B
RA__IAGER Edit Risk Area Analysis Database <seeTab/e E J>
RM_MANAGER Edit Facility & Resource Database RMMGR, IMPORT
LGD MANAGER Edit the Common Legend <see Tab/e E.3>
PD I_J_AGER Run PDMGR to Edit the Permissions Database PDMGR
CNX MANAGER Edit the shared Caselndex fde <see Tab/e F.J>

D2 ANW Do D2 Animation <see Tab/e E.3>
PLANNER Do Planning Functions REA from IBSSH, <see Table E.3>
COMBINED LOG Create the Combined Log <_,e Tab/eE.3>
ADD TO I_G AnnotatetheLog Journal <seeTab/eEJ >
CHG-OPF_,RSITE Changethe OperationalSite OSPM NOGK, REA, <seeTab/eE.3>
RES'ITOI__SHARED l_ntore ShLmJData from Backup <seeT-ab/eEJ>
DECLARE EVENT Declarean Event <seeTab/eEJ>
CI EDIT Checkin/out from theSlMLVedCnseXndex <seeTab/eEJ>
D2"SELECT SelectD2 ease <seeTableEJ >
IDYNEV_SELECT SelectEvacuntioncase PEA from IBSSH, <seeTab/eE.3>

IP CKEATE Createan ]1) <seeTab/eE.3>
IP SELECT Selectanew Common IP <seeTab/eE.3>

IP_CHANGE ChangetheCommon IP <seeTab/eE.3>
IP_USE Use (C_eckof0 Tasks in the Common IP <see Tab/e E.3 >
IP_VALIDATE Validate an IP <see Tab/e E J>
IP LINK Link an IP to D2 & IDYNEV Cases <see Tab/e E.3>

COPY_TO_INFO Copy Data to lafoaum_r <_ Tab/e E J>
COPY_TO Copy Data to Some Other User <see Tab/e EJ >
COPYFROM Copy Data from Some Other User <weeTab/e E.3>

EOC ACTIVATION Do EOC Activation Functions <weeTab/e E.3>
,SEARCH RESCUE Do Search & Rescue Functions <see TableE.3>

DAMAG]_ ASSESS Do Damage Assessment Functions <see Tab/e E.3>
EF Emero,ncy Functions (l of up to 36) <w,eTab;eEJ>
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Appendix E: IBS Privilege Listings

Table E.2. Privileges Listed by Program & by Menu Options in the IBS Program

Are controlled by
These options for the IBS program these privileges in PDMGR

I [ I I[I It III [ II I II

IBS (privilege set up for all IBS users) IBS

Message Board - none -

-- Annotate Logs ADD_TO_LOG

-. Create Common Log Report COMBINED_IX)G

-. Create Ins -> Onpost Rpt SW_MANAGER

-- Resend Ins -> Onpost Rpt SW_MANAGER

-. VAX Mail - none -

Status Board - none -

-. Archive ARCHIVE

-. Archive IP Options ARCHIVE

-. Check-In IP (planning mode) CI EDIT & COPYTO_INTO
& IP CREATE

-, Check-Out IP (planningmode) CI EDIT & COPYFROM
&IP CREATE

-"Continuous Map Update (operational mode) - none -

-" Create New IP (planning mode) IP CREATEn

-"Implementing Procedures - none -

-- -. Change IP Notes (planning mode) EF(i) & IP_CHANGE

-" -. Change Tasks (for emergency function) EF(i)
(planningmode) & IP_CHANGE

--' ,-. -,.(Add New Agency/Position) (planning mode) EF(i) & IP CHANGE
& PER _AGER

-. - -. Actions (planning mode) EF(i) & IP CHANGE

-" -. -. Resources (planning mode) EF(i) & IP CHANGE

-. -. Phase Display IP CHANGE

-.- Select New IP IP SELECT

-" -. Use Tasks (for emergency function) EF(i) & IP USE
(operational mode)

-- -. -- Actions (operational mode) EF(i) & IP USE

-" -. - Resources (operational mode) EF(i) & IP USE

-" - - (Adding a new Agency/Position) EF(i) & IP USE
(operational mode) & PER _AGER

-. -. View Tasks (for emergency function) - none -
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Appendix E: IBS Privilege Ustings

Are controlled by
These options for the IBS program these privileges in PDMGR

IIIIII II II I I II III II II I

-. Reset IP IP CHANGE,,m

-. Select Onpost Work Activity WS_MANAGER

-. Validate IP IP VAI.K)ATE
mm

-. View Onpost Activity -> Declare Event DECLARE_EVENT

-. View OnDostWork Plan -> Select 11) ...... IP_SELECT ....

Personnel Management - none -

-. Add Agencies PER_MANAGER

-. Add People PERMANAGER

-. Add Positions PER MANAGER
u

- Delete Agencies PER MANAGERm

-. Delete People PERMANAGER
-. Delete Positions PER MANAGER

-. Modify Agencies PER MANAGER,am

- Modify People PER_MANAGER

-. Mo.dib/positions PER MANAGER

MaP Analysis (all functions) .... - none -

Resource Management - none -

-. Add Facilities RM MANAGER

- - (Adding a new Person) PER MANAGER
& RI_ MANAGER

m

- Delete Facilities RM MANAGER
m

-. Modify Facilities RM MANAGERmm

-. -. (Adding a new Person) PER MANAGER
& R_ MANAGER

mm

- AssignResources RM MANAGER

- Define Resources RM MANAGER
am

-. Delete Resources RM MANAGER

-. Modify Resources RM MANAGERam

-. Move Resources RM MANAGER

Show Latest Onpost Track , - none - ........

Refresh La.testOnpost Track . - none -

,,Analyze,,D2Track ........ - none- ,,,
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Appendix E: IBS Privilege Listings

Are controlled by

These options for the IBS program these privileges in PDMGR

Ch-n_e D2 C__se D2.SELECT +

Show D2 Description - none - , ....

Emergency Activities - none -

-. Damage Assessment - none -

-. -. Delete Contamination Area DAMAGE_ASSESS

-. -. Delete National Defense Area DAMAGEASSESS

-. -. Draw Contamination Area DAMAGE_ASSESS

-. -. Draw National Defense Area DAMAGE_ASSESS

-. Direction/Control - none -

-. -. Add Facilities RM_MANAGER

-. -. Modify Facilities RM_MANAGER

-. -. Add Special Population POP_MANAGER

-. -. Modify Special Population POPMANAGER

-. -. Risk Area Analysis - none -

-. -. -. Pick Risk Polygon RA_MANAGER

-. -. -- Draw Wedge Risk Polygon RA_MANAGER

-. -. -. Draw New Risk Polygon RA_MANAGER

-. -. -. Delete Drawn Risk Polygon RA_MANAGER

-. -. -. Save CmTent Risk Area RA_MANAGER

-. -. -. Add EP Zone (Name) RA MANAGER

-. -. -. Add EP Zone (Pick) RA MANAGER

-. -. -. Delete EP Zone (Name) RA MANAGER

-. -. -. Delete EP Zone (Pick) RA_MANAGER

-. -. Select IP IP_SELECT

-. EOC Activation - none -

-. -. Generate Call List EOC ACTIVATION

-. Evacuation - none -

-. -. Evac Route Overlays SW_MANAGER

-. -. -. Create Route Overlays SW_MANAGER

-. -. - Delete Route Overlays SW_MANAGER

-. -. -. List Route Overlays SW_MANAGER

-. -. Execute Evac Model IDYNEV
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iiii ii . ii

ArecooUroUcd.by
These options for the IBS program these privileges m PDMGR

i il il Ilil i illi

-*-.Select Model Case IDYNEV SELECTm

-. Hazard Analysis - none -

-. -. Change Track Case D2SELECT

-. -. Execute D2 D2

-. -. -. Add Scenario Records (planning mode) D2 & IP_

-. -. -. Delete Scenario Records (planning mode) D2 & IP IJNK

-. -. -. Modify Scenario Records (planning mode) D2 & IPLINK

-,-.-.ChangeTrackCase D2 & D2_SELECT

-. -. -. Copy Onsite D2 Input to Offsite CI EDIT & COPY FROM
& vD2

-. -. -. Create New D2 Case D2 & D2 SELECT
,m,

-" -. -. Create Scenario for Current D2 Case D2 & IP LINK
m

- - - ModifyD2 CaseInput D2 & D2SELECT

•-" --. -.'Perform F'deMaintenance D2

- -.-.Run Current D2 Case D2

-' Search/Rescue - none -

- -. Delete Search Areas SEARCH RESCUE

- -. Draw Search Areas SEARCH RESCUE
i

-. Sheltering - none -

- -. Add Facilities RM MANAGER

-. - Modify Facilities RM_MANAGER

•-. -. Add Location RM MANAGER

Setup - none -

-. Backup/Restore Site Data ARCHIVE (or none in
planningmode)

-- -. Restore ARCHIVE (or none in
planningmode)

•-. Change Site CHG OPER SITE
or P_I_

-. -. Change Operational Site CHG OPER_S1TE

-"Common Legend (operational mode) LGD MANAGER

-"Job Environment - none -

-. -. ChangeD2 Case D2..SELECT
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Are controlled by
These options for the IBS program these privileges in PDMGR

mmmm,imm,m ml m, m, , ram,m m,m m m mmm,,mmmHm,m,

-. -. Change Evac Case IDYNEV..SELECT

- - C'bane Case .sEcr
-. - Copy Case Site COPYTO or COPYFROM

-. -. -. General Copy Case Site - none -

- - .-,Check-In D2 CI EDIT & COPY TO

-, - -, Check-Out D2 CI EDIT & COPY FROM
m J

-, -, -, Check-In Evac CI EDIT & COPY TO

-. - -. Check-Out Evac CI ,EDIT & COPY FROM
,ram a-

- .., -, Check-In IP CI EDIT & COPY TO

-, .., -- Check-Out IP CI EDIT & COPY FROM
m ,m_

-, -- -, Copy Topo COPY TO & COPY FROM
& COPY TO INFO-

.. m

- - -, Copy Pop Set COPY TO & COPY FROM
& COPY TO INFO-

-. -. -. Delete Site DELSITE

Set Basemap - none -

_Map Zoom - none -

Zoom In - none -

Zoom Out - none -

Refresh Screen - none -
m i ii il lii i iili iiii iiiliii
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Appendix E: IBS PrivilegeUstlngs ....
_ inll,i i i i

Table E.3. IBS Program Menu Options Listed by Privilege

• This Privilege in PDMOR Controls ThNe Options in the 1_ ,Pro_am ................

ADDTO_LOG Ma.mle Board. > AnnotateLogs

ARCHIVE(ornonein Setup-> Backup/RestoreSiteData
planning mode)

Setup - • Bockup/Restore Site Data - • Restore

ARCHIVE Status Board - • Archive

Stalus Board -• Archive IP Options

CHG OPER SITE Setup- • Change Sit_ *w m

Setup- • ChangeSite - • ChangeOperationalSite

CI EDIT EmergencyActivities- • HazardAnalysis- • ExecuteD2 - • Copy Onsit¢D2 Input w Offlite *J

Setup - • Job Environment - • Copy Case Site - • Cheek-ln Evac •

Setup - • Job Environment - • Copy Case Site - • Check-Ore Evac *

Setup - • Job Environment - • Copy Case Site - • Check-Out D2 *

Setup - • Job Environment - • Copy Case Site - • Check-in IP *

Setup - • Job Environment - • Copy Case Site - • Cheek-Out IP *

Setup - • Job Environment - • copy Cue Site - • Cheek-ln D2 *

Status Board - • Check-in IP * (planning mode)

Status Board - • Check-in IP * (planning mode)

StalamBoard -• Cheek-Out IP * (planning mode)

Status Board - • Check-Out IP * (planning mode)

COMBINED_LOG Men,age Board - > Create common Loll Report

COPY FROM Emergency Activities - > Hazard Analysis - • Execute D2 - • Copy Ousite D2 Input to Offsite *

Setup - • Job Environment - • Copy Case Site

Setup - • Job Environment - • Copy Case Site - • General Copy Case Site *

Setup - • Job Environment - • Copy Case Site - • Check-Out D2 *

Setup - • Job Environment - • Copy Case Site - • Check-Out Evac *

Setup - • Job Environment - • Copy Case Site - • Cheek-Out IP *

Setup -• Job Environment -• Copy Case Site -• Copy Pop Set *

Setup - • Job Environment - • Copy Case Site - • Copy 1"Ol)O*

StatusBoard - • Che_-Out IP * (planningmode)

StatusBoard - • Cheek-Out IP * (planningmode)

COPY TO Setup- • Job Environment- • Copy Case Sitem

Setup - • Job Environment - • Copy Case Site - • General Copy Case Site *

Setup - • Job Environment - > Copy Case Site - • Check-In D2 *

Setup - • Job Environment - • Copy Case Site - • Check-In Evac *

Setup -• Job Environment -• Copy Case Site -• Check-ln IP *

Setup -> Job Environment -• Copy Case Site -• Copy Pop Set *

* This option requires other privileges aim.
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..... i H i i i i ii i i

"IbisPrivUep in PDMGR controls TheseOptionsin the IBS Program ................

- > JobEnvironment- > CopyCaseSite- > CopyTopo *

COPY_TO_[NFO Setup-> JobEnvironment-> CopyCue Site. > CopyPopSet*

Setup - > JobEnvironm:t - > CopyCaseSite - > CopyTopo *

StatusBoard-> Check-inIP* (planningmode)

Statusl_)ard-> Ch_.k-inIP* (planningmode)

D2 EmergencyActivities-> HazardAnaly,is-> ExecuteD2

encyActivities-> HazardAnalysis-> F.,xecuteD2 -> CreateScenarioforCurrentD2

EmergencyActivities-• HazardAnalysis -• ExecuteD2 -• Add ScenarioRecords*
(planningmode)

EmergencyActivities- • HazardAnalysis- • ExecuteD2 - • ChangeTrack Case*

EmerllencyActivities - • HazardAnalysis- > ExecuteD2 - • Create New D2 Case*

EmergencyActivities-• HazardAnalysis -• ExecuteD2 -• PerformFileMaintenance

EmergencyAr.tivities-• HazardAnaJysis-• ExecuteD2 -• Run CurrentD2 Case

EmergencyActivities- • Hazard Analysis- • ExecuteD2 - • DeleteScenarioRecords*
(planningmode)

Emergency Activities -• Hazard Analysis -• Execute D2 -• Modify Scenario Records *
(planning mode)

EmergencyActivities-• Hazed Analysis-> ExecuteD2 -> Copy OnsiteD2 InputtoOff'site *

EmergencyActivities-• HazardAnalysis-• ExecuteD2 -• ModifyD2 CaseInput*

D2. 5ELECT ChangeD2 Track Ca_

EmergencyActivities-• HazardAn-lysis-> ChangeTrackCase

EmergencyActivities-• HazardAnalysis-• ExecuteD2 -> ChangeTrackCase*

EmergencyActivities-• HazardAnalysis-• ExecuteD2 -• CreateNew D2 Case*

EmergencyActivities-• HazardAnalysis-> ExecuteD2 -• ModifyD2 CaseInput*

Setup-• JobEnvbonment-• ChangeD2 Cue

DAMAGE_ASSESS EmergencyActivities-• Dumage Assessment-• DeleteContaminationArea

Emergency Activities - • Dmmqge .A_aassmoat- • DeleteNational DefenseArea

Emergency Activities - • Damage Assessment - • Draw Contamination Area

Emergency Activities - • Damage Assessment - • Draw National Defense Area

DECLARE_EVENT SlamsBoard - • VkswOnpost Activity - • Declare Event

DELSITE Setup- • Job Environment- > CopyCaseSite- • Delete Site

Emergency Function EFfl) Status Board - • Implementing Procedures. • Change IP Notes * (planning mode)

Status Board - • Implementing Procedures - • Change Teaks (for emergency function) *
(planning mode)

Statuslk_rd - • Implementing Procedures - • Change Tasks - • Actions * (planning mode)

Status Board - • Implementing Procedures - • Change Tasks - • Resources * (planning mode)

Status Board - • Implementing Procedures - • Change Tasks - •
(Adding a new Agency/Position) * (planning mode)

* This option requires other privileges alse.
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. Th!:PriVuepinPDuaR , Contro,,n,_. often,in_emsPro.F,m....
StatusBoard- > Implement;,,s procedurm - > Use Tukl (for emergencyfunction) *

(operatto,,-I mode)

StatusBoard- > lmplementinllProcedures- > UseT_ - > Action, * (operationalmode)

StatusBoard- • Implementingprocedures- • Use TulrJ - • Remurc_ * (operationalmode)

StatusBoard- • lmplementin_proceduru - • Use Tankl - •
(Addings new Agency/Posltion)* (operationalmode)

EOC_ACTIVATION EmergencyActivities.• EOC Activation-• Generau:CallList

1135 IBS (privilege tot up for s]l 1135users)

IDYNEV EmergencyAct|viti_-• Evacuation-• ExecuteEvacModel

IDYNEVSELECT EmergencyActivities.• Evacuation-• SelectModel Case

Setup-• Job Environment-• ChangeEvacCase

UP_CHANGE StatusBoard- • Implementing procedures- • ChangeUPNotes * (planning mode)

StatusBoard - • Implementing Procedures - • Change Tasks * (planning mode)

StatusBoard-• Implcancattln_Procedur_-• ChangeTasks-•
(Adding• new Agency/Position)* (planningmode)

Status Board - • hnplementingProcedures - • Change Task-,,
(for emergency ftinction) *

, Status Board - • Implementing Procedures - • Change Tasks - • Actions * (planning mode)

StatusBoard - • Implementing Procedures - • Change Tasks - • Rewurces * (planning mode)

StatusBoard - • lmplemeating Procedures- • PhaseDisplay

Stat_ Board - > Ite_t IP

UP_CREATE Stat_ Board- • Che_-la UP* (planningmode)

StatusBoard. • Che_-Oet IP * (pluninS mode)

SOicusBoard- • CreateNew UP (planningmode)

UP..SEI_CT Emergency Activities - • Direction/Control - • Select UP

IP LINK Emergency Activities - • Hazard Analysis - • Execute D2 - • Add Scenario Records *
- (planning mode)

C_ueer_encyActivities - • Hazard Analysis - • Execute D2 - • Create Scemtrio for Current D2

Emergency Activities - • Hazard Analysis - • Execute D2 - > Delete ,Scenario Records *
(planningmode)

Emergency Activiti_ - • Hazard Analysis. • Execute D2 - • Modify Scenario Records *
(planningmode)

UP_SELECT Setup -• JobEnvironment -• ChangeUPCue

Status Board - • Change Onpoat Work Plan - • Select UP

Status Board - • Implementing Procedures - • Select New UP

Status Board-• View OnpostWork Plan-• SelectUP

IP USE StatusBoard-• ImplementingProcedures-• UseTuks (foremergencyfunction)
- (operational mode)

Status Board - • Implementing Procedures - • Use Tuks - • Actions * (operational mode)

Status Board - • Implementing Procedures. • Use Tuks - • Resources * (operational mode)

* This option requires other privileges aim.
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Thl, iv, ,o PDMgR coo.o,, opt.., themS Fam .....
Board - > Implementing Procedures - > Use Tasks - > (Adding a new Agency/Position) *

(operational mode)

IP VALIDATE States ik_d - > Validate IP

States Board - > Validate IP

LGD MANAGER Setup -• Common Legend (operational mode)

PER MANAGER Permnnel Manasement- • Add Allencies

Permnnel Management - • Delete Allencies

Personnel Management- > Modify Agencies

PermnnelManagement- • Add People

PersonnelManagement- • DeletePeople

PersonnelManagement-• Modify People

PermnnelManagement-> Add Positions

PersonnelManagement-> DeletePositions

PermnnelMmutgement-> Modify positions

Resource ManaSement - • Add Facilities. > (Addin;ga new Person) •

Resource Management - • Modify Facilities - > (Adding a new Person) *

StatusBoard- • Implementing_Procedures- • ChangeTasks- >
(Addinganew Agency/position)"(planningmode)

StatusBoard - > ImplementingProcedures- • Use 'i'uks - •
(Addinga new Agency/position)"(operationaJ_)de)

PLANNER Setup - • Change Site *

POP_MANAGER Emergency Activiti_ - • Direction/Control - • AdcllSpecial Population

Emergency Activities- • Direction/Control- • Modify Special Population

RA_MANAGER Emergency Activities - • Direction/Control - • Ri,_gArea Analysis - • Add EP Zone (Name)

EmergencyActivities - • Direction/Control - • Risk Area Analysis - • Add EP Zone (Pick)

Emergency Activities - • Direction/Control - • RimkArea Analysis. • Delete Drawn Risk
Polygon

Emergency Activities - • Direction/Control - • Risk Area Analysis - • Delete EP Zone (Name)

Emergency Activities - • Direction/Control - • Risk Area Analysis - • Delete El) Zone (Pick)

Emergency Activities - • Direction/Control - • Risk Area Analysis - • Draw New Risk Polygon

EmergencyActivities - • Direction/Control - • Risk Area Analysis - • Draw Wedge Risk
Polygon

Emergency Activities - • Direction/Control - • i_sk Area Analysis - • Pick Risk Polygon

Emergency Activities - • Direction/Control - • Risk Area Analysis - • Save Current Risk Area

RM_MANAGER Emergency Activities - • Direction/Control - • Add Facilities

Emergency Activities - • l'_rection/Control - • Modify Facilities

Emergency Activities - • Sheltering - • Add Facilities

Emergency Activities - • Sheltering - • Modify Facilities

Emergency Activities - • Sheltering - • Add Location

* This option requires other privileges also.
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RemurceMtugement - > AddFacUitim

ReeourceManagement- > Add F_ilitiee - > (Adding• new Person) *

ResourceManagement.> De.JeteFacUitiu

ResourceManagement- • Modify Facilitim

Remurce Management - > Modify FagUiti¢_- > (Adding s new Person) *

Reeourc.elVlanqement. > Auilln Rmourcu

Remurce Management - > Define Rmourcm

Resource Mamqlement - > Delete Reaourr_

Remurce Management - > Modify Remurcee

Resource Management - > Move Rmourcea

SEARCH_RESCUE Emergency Activitiea - > Seag¢h/P.eacue- > Delete Search Areu

Emergency Activitiea- > Search/Retcue- > Draw Search Areu

$W_MANAGF.R Emergency Activiti¢_. > Evacuation - > Evac Route Overlays

Emergency Activities- > Evacuation. > Evac Route Overlay= -> Create Route Overlays

Emergency Activities - > Evacuation - > Evac Route Overlay= - > Delete Route overlays

EmergencyActivities- > Evacuation- > Evac Routeoverlays - > List Routeoverlays

Meualle Board- > CreammS - > Onix)stRpt

MereS®Board-> lb..rodIBS-> Oq,oJtiket

WS MANAGER Statu. Bo_d -> Select Onpo_t Work Activity

* This option requires other privileges aim.
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Appendix F
Undocumented Utility Programs

The following IBS utility programs are NOT documented in detail in Section 2 of
this document because they are either 1) subprograms called from other IBS
programs or 2) special-purpose programs intended for use only by system
developers. These programs should NOT be removed from the system.

Utilities Called by other IBS Programs

Utility Program Short Description

ALLSITE.COM Createlist of locationsof all knownusersites
(_ITE.DAT)

CHGOSITE.EXE Installed image: Change operational site
CHKUSER.COM See if.user account exists
DELTOPO.COM Delete topography
FDISP.COM Display file
FIXCWRLZJ_G.COM Remove CTRL-Z from mail log
GETDISKS.COM Get list of disks on the system
IBS SM.EXE Installed image: Shared memory
MAKE T DAT.COM Create list of DMS of TAC files in current directory
MD ADD.EXE Add entry to Master Directory filem

MD DELETE.EXE Delete entry from Master Directory file
PD ADD.EXE Add entry to Permission filem

PD DELETE.EXE Delete entry from Permission file
PREP LOG.COM Sort log journal by date (reversed) and entry #
SORT-MAIL.COM Sort mail log by date (reversed) and entry #
SORT TF.COM Sort TIGER files before conversion
TRANSLOG.COM Completely translatea logical name
VIEWEVENTLOG.COM Look at EVENT log
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Appendix F: Undocumented UtilityPrograms

Utilities Intended for Use by IBS Developers

Utility Program Short Description

COUNT CODE.EXE Count # of lines in certain types of code files
DEDISPLAY.EXE Display a form
DEPRINT_.XE Print a form
DOCUMENTOR.EXE Extract routine header, declaration, include files from code
DTBLGEN.EXE Create form from TIN file
LIMITXX2.COM Create limit file for a topography
LIMrrxx3.COM Create limit file for a topography
MAKE HELP.EXE Create DIGCART help filem

MKBUILDEXE.COM Create BUILDEXE file for current directory
MKBUILDLIB.BIS Create BUILDLIB file for all directories

MKBUR.DLIB.COM Create BUILDLIB file for current directory
MKTBLGEN.COM Create TBLGEN file for currentdirectory
SEE HELP.EXE Dump DIGCART help file
TBLGEN.EXE Create form from TIN file
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Database Administration contents of TXT files 2.198

check icon validity 2.12 current terminal settings 2.344
creating a Case Index file for a user site displaying icons available 2.305

2.78 icon validity, checking 2.12
creating a limit file 2.18, 2.190 name of TXT file in DMS file header
creating a map database 2205 2336
creating multiple limit files 2.61 reporting TAA file reference in TAC
deleting People Tracking Database 2.45 file 2.360
editing an attn'bute dictionary2.8, 2.11 resource management data, checking
limit file display 2.333 2.310
list of files for one topography2.335 shared memory dump to file/screen
logjournalfiles,fixing233 235O
log journal files, restarting2.280 show terminal colors 2.341
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statistics for a DMS file 2355 E
SummaryFunctions in MPDISPLAY electronic mail 2.201

2.272 mail list updating 2.219
TAC file header contents 2.363 remote mail list updating 2.226
text labels of a DMS file 2.60 elevation data
user environment 2.343 Edit Elevation Data in GEDIT 2.140

Diagnostic and Reporting Utilities 1.2, 1.3, viewing in MPDISPLAY 2.253
1.6, 1.16 Emergency Management and Planning

Digital Mapping Structure [DMS] 1.17, 2.101 execute D2 dispersion model 2.20
DLG files resource management 2.312, 2.321

converting from DMS 2.59 Emergency Management and Planning
converting to DMS 2.53 utilities 1.1

DMS files 1.7, 1.17 environment
adding decluttering attributes233 show user environment 2.343

appending one to another 2.5 equipment needed 1.2
checking file limits 2.27

checking for empty files 225 F
checking for problems in 2.22
checking TXT file references 2.30 facility data 2.312, 2321, 2322
conversion from TIGER 2.371, 2379 importing 2.177
converting objects to a single color 2.15 Facility Tracksdata 2314, 2.326
converting to ASCII 2.56 FACH.ITY_TRACK.DAT 2.315, 2.326
converting to DLG 2.59 file names
creating 2.101, 2.202 default 2.2
displaying 2.299 files
editing 2.101, 2.241 file formats v
extracting from a site database 2.67
fixing DMS file limits 2.82 G
graphic data structures 1.17, 2.102 General System
joining vector strings in 2.191, 2.195 converting UTM <-to-> Long/I.at
map database 1.17 coordinates 2.395
modifying TXT reference 2.228 copying files between IBS users 2.169
producing from TAC files 2.16 electronic mail 2.201
reducingnumber of points 2353, 2.370 general filetransfer 2.188
rescaling 2332 IBS Shell [IBSSH] 2.I71
statistics 2.355 screen colors 2.369
statistics in MPDISPLAY 2.272 tape file transfer [MYTAPE] 2.279
Store Region in GEDIT 2.138 Tektronix terminal setup 2.338
Store Region in MPDISPLAY 2.269 General System Utilities 1.1
subdividing2.13 geo-political master file 2.69
text data for 1.20 graphicdata structures 1.17, 2.102
topography area coverage map 2.342 Graphic GIS Utilities menu 2.175
TXT file name in header 2336 GraphicMap Display and Editing

DMX files 2.6 DMS file display 2.299
documents general map editing 2.101

KERMIT documentation files 2.189 map display 2.230
list of IBS documents iii resource management 2312
MYTAPE documentation file 2.279 Graphic Map Display and Editing Utilities 1.1

DTX files 2.60 Graphic Models menu 2.174
graphics editing 2.101
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H LOCATE program2.45, 2.65

how to use this guide vii log journal files 2.280fnang
for EVENT processing 2.66

I logical names
IBS program iii deassigni_ map database logical names
IBS Programs menu 2.172 2.32
IBS Shell [IBSSH] 2.1 LOGIN.COM 2.292
icon control file vi

icon dictionary[icon control file] 1.10, 1.16, M
120 mail 2201

checking icons in 2.12 mail list updating 2.219
displayingdictionary icons 2.305 remote mail list updating 2.226

icons 1.18, 2.103 XMAIL enhancement 2.397
checking for validity 2.12
displaying2.305 mail checking 2.199
DMS data files for 1.20 stopping 2359
enable/disable in MPDISPLAY 2.260 MAIL..SYSTEMS.DAT 2.226, 2.290
icon function in MPDISPLAY 2.25_ map coordinates
Icon menu in GED1T 2.125 displayingin GEDIT 2.120
seed point 2.103 map datadata suumtres 2.102
upgrading for resource management DMS files 1.17

2.91 IBS map data 13
IP [ImplementingProcedure] overview 1.17

upgrading IP data 2.80 TAC files 1.18
italics in this guide viii terminology 1.17

j map database 1.17components of 1.18
job position data, importing 2.177 deassignin8 mapdb logical names 232
JOB ENV.DAT 2.292 directories and files 1.19aD

joining vector strings2.191, 2.196 extractingfrom 2.205
journal files updating topographyfiles 2.211

[see log journal files] 2.83, 2.280 upgrading2.84
map display

K MPDISPLAY program 2.230

known points data 2.314, 2.327 screen coordinates 2.105
importing 2.177 summarystatistics in MPDISPLAY

Known Polygons file 2.272
upgrading 2.81 map editing

GED1T program 2.101

L Miscellaneous menu in GED1T 2.136

limit file 1.10, 120 map layer
creating 2.18, 2.190 defined 1.18
creating for a database 2.61 map projections vi
displaying 2.333 in GED1T 2.115
listing for one topography 2335 types described D.2
saving as ASCII text 2333 MESORAD .

line segment 2.102 RSP files 2.93
deleting in GED1T 2.118 Message Board 2.201MiscellaneousUtilities menu 2.174
deleting in MPDISPLAY 2.252 Models Guide, M ill
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N privilegesfor nsing IBS 1.2
Non-Graphic Models menu 2.175 IBS menu options listed by privilege E.8

IBS privileges lists E.1
O listed by program or menu option E3
OFF TO ON.DAT 2.87 needed for IBS programs vii
OFFS-rrE-database privilege manager utility [PDMGR]

upgradingsite direa:tories2.88 2.293
online documentation programs listed by privilege E.2

for KERMrr 2.189 usertypes 2.293
for MYTAPE 2.279 process quotas 2.292

operational mode 2.281 projections [map] D.1
operational site database 2.281

real and exercise 2.282 Q
organization of Utilities Guide vi QA utilities for databases 1.12
OSPM 2.204
Outdoor Sound Propagation Model [OSPM] quality assurance [QA] 1.12

TAC files for 2.204 quotas [process quotas] 2.292

R
P READDMS 2.56

pen numbers [colors] 2.341 reporting utilities
displaying1.16 [see Diagnostic and Reporting Utilities]

People TrackingDatabase 1.16
deleting old data 2.45

PERMITI.DAT 2.292, 2.293, E.1 resource data 2.323resource management data2310, 2.312, 2.321
personnel data 2.313.,2.321, 2.329 importing 2.177

importing 2.177 redefining resources 2.325
planning mode 2281 undefining resources 2.324
plannln_ site database 2281
point 2.102

enable/disable in MPDISPLAY 2260 S
point registration in GEDIT 2.136 SCEN INDEX.DAT 2.80
statistics 2.355 SCEN-TABLE.DAT_ 2.80

polygons 2.102 screen colors 2.369
complex 2.102 screen coordinates 2.105
convert string to polygon in GEDIT screen parameters 2.338

2.116 Setup menu of IBS Shell 2.172
D2 2.81 shared memory 1.16

damage assessment areas 2.81 shared memory block 1.14
deleting in GED1T 2.119 dump to file/screen 2_350
enable/disable fill in MPDISPLAY inifialiTin_ 2.351

2.260 setting variables 2.352
EPZ 2.81 site
form complex polygon in GEDIT 2.121 duplicating a site 2.63, 2.64
geometric manipulation in GEDIT 2.122 listing cases for a site 2.195
polygon editing in MPDISPLAY 2.252 listing valid sites 2.86
Polygon F'dlmenu in GEDIT 2.151 site data
risk areas 2_81 save/restore site data backups 2_345

search/rescue 2_1 site database
statistics 2.355 creating 2281

positions data 2.328 deleting 2.46
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operational 2.281 site databases 2.95
planning 2.281 site directories 2.88

S1TE.DAT 2.292 System Upgrade Utilities 1.1
special populations 2.329 SYSUAY.DAT 2.397
statistics

for a DMS file 2355 T
Summary Functions in MPDISPLAY TAA files 2.360

2.272 TAC file utilities 1.7
[see Diagnostic and Reporting Utilities] TAC files 1.7, 1.18

1.16 changingreference to TAA file 2.360
string2.102 converting from DEM files 2.52

deleting in GED1T 2.117 converting to DMS vector contours 2.16
Insert menu in GED1T 2.130 creating 2.204
merge strings in GED1T 2.135 data file 1.21
Re-Color-Texture in GED1T 2.154 elevation data 2.140
string editing in MPDISPLAY 2252 header file 1.21

subpolygons 2.103 header [.TAC] contents 2.363
subprogramutilities F.1 UTM <4o-> Long/Lat 2.361
System Administration menu 2.173 Tektronix terminal
System Management pen numbers [colors] 2.341

file directory tree, deleting 2.49 screen color setting 2.369
IBS privileges, setting 2.293 screen default parameters2338
installi_/deinstallin8 IBS images 2.187 showing current settings 2.344
listing valid disks, users, sites 2.86 text data 1.22
mail list updatin8 2.219 checking text [TXT] files 2.30
map logical names, dcassigning 232 contents of TXT files 2.198
new user accounts 2.289 editing in GEDIT 2.157, 2.164
remote mail list updating 2.226 enable/disable in MPDISPLAY 2.260
shared memory, dump to file/screen listing text labels of a DMS file 2.60

2350 name of TXT file in DMS file header
shared memory, imtializc 2351 2336

shared memory, show/modify variables supporting DMS files 1.20
2352 text attributes 2.103

user accounts, deleting 2.50 text point 2.103
System Management Guide, IBS iii, v text string manipulation in GEDIT
System Management Utilities 1.1 2.157, 2.164
System Upgrade TIGER data

adding verbs to DCLTABLES 2.98 boundary data 2.366
combining two attribute dictionarlcs conversion to DMS 2371, 2379

2.76 DMS files based on 2.196

corresponding onpost/offpost sites 2.87 population data 2.306
D2 data 2.79 utilities for 1.9
file/directory protections 2.90 topographic codes 1.21
IP data 2.80 topography
Known Polygons file 2.81 2-charactercodes for 1.21
map databases 2.84 area coverage map for 2.342
MESORAD RSP files 2.93 creating2.5
onpost/offpost modem link 2.99 defmcd 1.18
permissions file 2.89 descriptions A.1
resource management icons 2.91 DMS data file 1.20
SETUP.COM 2.94 selecting in MPDISPLAY 2.266
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static and volatile A.1

topographic codes list A.1
topography control file 1.20
topography descriptionfile 1.20
TXT files 2.198

TXT reference in DMS files 2.228
typographic conventionsinthisguideviii

U
undocumented utilities F.1
undocumented utility programs vii, 13
user accounts

deleting 2.50
user environment 2.343
User Guide, IBS iii, v
user privileges 2293
usertypc 2293
USGS

converting 100KDLG files to DMS
2.386

converting DLG files to DMS 2.53
converting DMS files to DIG 2.59
DEM files 2.52
DLG-to-DMS conversion 1.9

utilities
BackgroundPrograms 1.4
capsule descriptions 1.1
categories of 1.1, 1.3
Data F'deConversion 1.9
Data F'deModification 1.7
Database Administration 1.10
default values in 2.2
Diagnostic and Reporting 1.16
Emergency Management and Planning

1.4
_ples in this guide 2.2
General System 1.5
Graphic Map Display and Editing 1.6
program descriptions 2.1
Quality Assurance [OA] 1.12
shell menu 2.171
starting and using 2.1
System Management 1.14
System Upgrade 1.15
undocumented utilities 1.3

what you need to know before using 1.2

V
visual conventions in this guide viii
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